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ome of lhe TELOMA.N 
PRODUCTS RANGE 

TOOL PALLET FOR 
SPANNERS (PRICES ON APPLICATION) 

TOOLROLL £8.95 inc. VAT P&P £1.00 

MEASURES 23"x13:: WHEN OPEN. MADE FROM PVC. 
IT CAN HOLD UPTO 30 TOOLS AND 

: TL 100 19"x 14"x 6" 

SALES PRESENTERS £7.48 inc. VAT P&P £1.50 
IT CONTAINS 3 DOCUMENT POCKETS 4 RING BINDER 

~ 

: TL 100 HAS BEEN DESIGNED FOR THE PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS, TV 
INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN WHO NEEDS TO CARRY A LARGE NUMBER OF 
:CIALIST TOOLS·. CONSTRUCTED FROM HARD WEARING ABS WITH STRONG 
JMINIUM FRAMES, TWIN HANDLES AND TOGGLE LOCKS. A MOULDED TRAY 
rHE BASE, A COMPREHENSIVE 2 SIDED TOOL PALLET THAT IS REVERSIBLE 
'H SPACE FOR OVER 40.TOOLS. THERE IS SPACE FOR DOCUMENTS AND A 
~T SINK FOR A HOT SOLDERING IRON TO PREVENT ANY DAMAGE BEING 
JSED. , 
)0 AVAILABLE IS THE TL99 WHICH IS A SMALLER VERSION OF THE TL100. 

1114 TOOLWALLET MEASURES 11 "x14"x2Y:z" WHEN CLOSED. MADE FROM ---
!NFORCED PVC WITH A HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL ZIP. . _ 

*DISCOUNT STRUCTURE FOR MULTIPLE USERS ONLY 
*CUSTOM MADE TOOL PALLETS (ONLY FOR LONG RUNS) 

TOOLS WILL BE REQUIRED FOR MEASURING 

BUT WILL BE RETUR. N.ED. . · · -rnv-----------"11 t7' flea'e 'eod · . . I 
V ~Enclosed £ · 11 . _my cheque • 

lame TL•1•0•0/.;,;Tii.iiiiii.L9..,9iioiiiiiiP& ..... P -£2-.-GO_e_x-tr.,.al I 
:ompany . I 
ddress I 

ools NOT included. British made. 
loney back guarantee. Allow 7-21 days for delivery. 

~--------------
Thieman Products Ltd 
• Wychwood' 2 Abbots Ripton Rd, Sapley, Cambs. PE17 2LA 
Tel: (0480) 65534 

TLW4 
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WIRELESS WQRLD DECEMBER 1981 

Front cover shows the millimetre
wave lens aerial of new 
construction described in this 
issue. Photo by Paul Brierley. 

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE 
Nanocomp EPROM 
programmer, a device 
designed by Bob Coates for 
his microcomputer 
published in January and 
July 1981 issues. 

Clandestine radio, used for 
espionage during the war, 
helped in the development 
of portable h.f. equipment. · 
Pat Hawker tells the story. 

Cardboard clock, a fun 
project for the holiday . 
period, also $Uitable for 
demonstration purposes in 
schools. 

Current issue price 70p, back issues (if 
available) £1, at Retail and Trade Coun
ter, Units 1 & 2, Bankside Industrial 
Centre, Hopton Street, London SE1 . 
Available on microfilm ; please contact 
editor. · 
Br post, cu rrent issue £1 .6p, back issues 
(i available) £1.50, order and payments 
to EEP General Sales Dept., Quadrant 
House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey 
SM2 5AS. 
Editorial & Advertising offices: Quad 
rant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Sur
reySM2 5AS. 
Telephones: Editorial 01 -661 3500. Ad
vertisina 01-661 3130. 
Telegrams/Telex : 892084 BISPRS G. 
Subscription rates: 1 year £12 UK and 
£15 outside UK. 
Student rates: 1 year £8 UK and £10 
outside UK. 
Distribution: Quadrant House, The Quad 
rant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. Tele
phone 01 -661 3500. 
Subscriptions: Oakfield House, Perry
mount Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex 
RH16 3DH. Telephone 0444 59188. 
Please notify a change of address. 
USA mailing agents: Expediters of the 
Printed Word Ltd, 527 Madison Avenue, 
Suite 1217, New York, NY 10022. 2nd
class postage paid at New York. 

© IPC Business Press Ltd, 1981 ISSN 
0043 6062 
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51 
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A CHARTER FOR ISOLATION 

MILLIMETRE-WAVE LENS AERIALS 
by K. L. Smith 
THE FUNCTION OF FUNCTIONS 
by Thomas Roddam 
DIRECT DIGITAL FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER 
by J. H. J. Dawson 
NEWS OF THE MONTH 
Prize-winning com_puter DIY integrated circuits 
WORLD OF AMATEUR RADIO 

CURRENT MIRRORS, AMPLIFIERS AND DUMPERS 
by B. Wilson 
LEnERS TO THE EDITOR 
Television for no-signal areas Unified circuit theory 
NEW BBC/OU PRODUCTION CENTRE OPENS 
by Donald Aldous 
CIRCUIT IDEAS Micropower voltage regulator 
Fusible link p.r .o.m. programmer 
MORE LIGHT ON OBSCURE UNITS 
by J. c. A. Chaimowicz 
MULTICHANNEL DIGITAL TAPE RECORDER 
by A. J. Ewlns 
DISPLACEMENT CURRENT 
bv L. A. Jone·s 
INTERFACING MI~ROPROCESSORS . I ~ 
by J. D. Ferguson, J. Ste art a d W 11ams 
HIGH-RESOLUTION WEA TH R SA EL ITE 

1 
ICTU. ES 

by Mi L~ ChristJeson . . . 1 
. I I~ J, 

EDUCATING ENGINEERS 
by P. Hartley 
NEW PRODUCTS 

WAVES. 
bV Ariel 

I I" 
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2 WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

Rmcron· ~ 
Since the introduction of the DC300 in 1967, AMCRON amplifiers have 
been used worldwide -wherever there has been a need for a rugged arid 

reliable amplifier. Their reputation amongst professional users, throughout · 
1industry, has made the name of AMC.RON synonymous with power 
amplification. For power you can depend on- choose AMCRON, the 

, professional choice. . 

For further details contact the UK Industrial distributor: 

======================================~~ 

G.A.S. ELECTRONICS 
16, ST. ALFEGE PASSAGE, LONDON SE10 

TELEPHONE: 01-853 5295 
TELEX: 923393 LASER G 

WW - 034 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

ELECTRONIC KITS 
Velleman U.K. present their list of electronic kits together with prices which include V.A.T. and postage and 
packing. They are listed in "difficulty grades", for beginners and experienced kit-builders, with the lower skill 
level at 1, rising to 3. All in' elude high-quality components, full instructions and technical data and come to you 
packaged in clear plastic boxes, ideal for component storage. 
REMEMBER- We offer a free soldering iron with your first order over £10. 
Send today for the free Velleman Kit Journal. 

Difficulty Grade: 1 

K607 2.2W Mini Amplifier 
K611 7W Amplifier .. . 
K612 Dimmer 1000W 
K613 Dimmer 1000W 

( Deparasite) .. . 
K1716 20W Amplifier ... 
K1771 FM Oscillator ... 
K1803 Universal 

Pre-Amplifier 
K1823 1A Power Supply 
K1861 Power Supply for 

60W Stereo .. . 
K2542 Single digit counter 
K2544 Complex Sound 

Generator ... 
K2566 CB Power Supply 
K2565 Tape/Slide 

Synchronizer 

£ 
5.00 
5.14 
5.59 

12.64 
1032 
5.45 

3.62 
6.99 

12.94 
6:90 

8.28 K2575 

26.22 

9.66 

Difficulty Grade: 3 
£ 

K615 High Precision 
Stopwatch ... 43.13 

K1682 Microprocessor 
Univers~l Timer . . 48.37 

K2545 · 50Hz Crystal · 
time Base . . . 11.39 

K2547 Four-channellnfra-red 
Remote Control 
(Transmitter) 17.32 

K2548 Four-channellnfra-red 
Remote Control 
(Receiver) .. . .. . 23.12 

K2551 Infra-red Central 
Alarm Unit 18.70 

K2554 High-quality 
FM Tuner 22.67 

K2555 Digital Frequency 

K2566 Coloured Light Unit 15.53 
Counter for Receiver 37.74 

K2558 FM Stereo Receiver K2569 Three-tone Bell 
K2570 Power Supply, 

5-14V DC 1A 
K2572 Universal Stereo 

Pre-amplifier 
K2573 Stereo RIAA 

Corrector Amplifier 
K2575 Microprocessor 

Doorbell with 
26.tunes ... 

K2579 Universal Start/ Stop 
Timer 

Difficulty Grade: 2 

K610 
K1798 

K1804 
K1874 
K2543 
K2549 

K2550 

K2553 
K2557 

Mono VU using LED's 
Stereo VU 

using LED's ... . 
60W Amplifier .. . 
Running Light Unit 
Transistor Ignition ... 
Infra-red Detection 

System 
(Transmitter) 

Infra-red Detection 
System (Receiver) 

FIVI Stereo Decoder 
Digital Precision 

6.56 

K2569 .6.56 • 
6.56 • 

6.56 

15.53 

6.21 

£ 

with housing ... 120.23 
K2559 Two-channeiiR Remote 

~Controlled Light Dimmer 
(Transmitter) ... 17.32 

K2560 Jwo-channeiiR Remote 
:: Controlled Light 
~·· Dimmer (Receiver) 38.64 

K2562 Infra-red Receiver 
for K2558 

K2563 Infra-red Transmitter 
for K2558 

K2567 20CM Display 

30.02 

18.11 

(Common Anode) 21.05 
K2568 20CM Display(Common 

Cathode) ... 21.05 
1<2578 Microprocessor 

8·18 K2551 
Control EPROM 
Progra mer. . .. 241.50 

16.91 
15.15 
12.56 
9.97 

10.63 

12.42 
11.49 ~VELLEM UK. 

P.O. Box 30, St. Leonards-on-Sea, East Sussex TN37 7NL Tel: Hastings (04241753246 

3 

K2571 
K2574 

Thermometer 
Light Computer 
Four-:digit up/ down 
counter with 

26.57 
36.23 

.Pie~ndmevou~eca=ue~elle~ele~ic~ ~ - - ~~~ 
comparator 34.16 

K2576 40W Audio Amplifier 12.80 
K2577 . Universal AC Motor 

Speed Control . . . 7.59 

1 Name ..... • ........... : .................. · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · I· 
I Address::::.:::: :::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::: I 

---------·· - iiii ....... - ..... ·- .......... iiii ...... iiii ..• 
WW- 069 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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2 WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

Rmcron §) 

Since the introduction of the DC300 in 1967, AMCRON amplifiers have · 
been used worldwide - wherever there has been a need for a rugged arid 

reliable amplifier. Their reputation amongst professional users, throughout · 
'industry, has made the name of AMCHON synonymous with power 
amplification. For power you can depend on- choose AMCRON, the 

· professional choice. . 

For further details contact the UK Industrial distributor: 

~~~==========================~~ 

G~A.S. ELECTRONICS 
16, ST. ALFEGE PASSAGE, LONDON SE10 

TELEPHONE: 01-853 5295 
TELEX: 923393 LASER G 

WW- 034FORFURTHERDETAILS 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 · 

ELECTRONIC KITS 
Velleman U.K. present their list of electronic kits together with prices which include V.A.T. and postage and 
packing; They are listed in "difficulty grades", for beginners and experienced kit-builders, with the lower skill 
level at 1, rising to 3. All include high-quality components, full instructions and technical data and come to you 
packaged in clear plastic boxes, ideal for component storage. 
REMEMBER- We offer a free soldering iron with your first order over £10. 
Send today for the free Velleman Kit Journal. 

Difficulty Grade: 1 
£ 

Difficulty Grade: 3 
£ 

K607 2.2W Mini Amplifier 5.00 K615 High Precision 
K611 7W Amplifier ... 5.14 .· Stopwatch ... 43.13 
K612 Dimmer 1 OOOW 5.59 K1682. Microprocessor 
K613 Dimmer 1000W Univers<;:ll Timer . .. 48.37 

( Deparasite) .. . 12.64 K25.45 · 50Hz Crystal ; 
K1716 20W Amplifier. : . 1032 time Base ... 1.1.39 
K1771 FM Oscillator . .. 5.45 K2547 Four-channel Infra-red 
K1803 Universal Remote Control 

Pre-Amplifier 3.62 (Transmitter) ". 17.32 
· K1823 1 A Power Supply 6.99 K2548 Four-channel Infra-red 
K1861 Power Supply for Remote Control 

(Receiver) .. . 23.12 • K2551 Infra-red Central 
60W Stereo ... 12.94 

K2542 Single digit counter 6:90 
Alarm Unit 18.70 

K2554 High-quality 
K2544 Complex Sound 

K2575 Generator ... 8.28 
K2566 CB Power Supply ... 26.22 FM Tuner 22.67 
K2565 Tape/Slide K2555 Digital Frequency 

Synchronizer 9.66 Counter for Receiver 37.74 
K2558 FM Stereo Receiver 

with housing ".120.23 
K2559 Two-channeiiR Remote 

.;Controlled Light Dimmer 

K2566 ·Coloured Light Unit 15.53 
K2569 Three-tone Bell 6.56 
K2570 Power Supply, 

K2569 5-14V DC 1A 6.56 
K2572 Universal Stereo (Transmitter) ". 17.32 

Pre-amplifier 6.56 K2560 Two-channeiiR Remote 
.~ Controlled Light 
~· Dimmer (Receiver) 38.64 

K2573 Stereo RIAA 
Corrector Amplifier 6.56 

K2575 Microprocessor K2562 Infra-red Receiver 
Doorbell with for K2558 30.02 

K2563 Infra-red Transmitter 
for K2558 18.11 

26tunes 15.53 
K2579 Universal Start/ Stop 

Timer .. . 6.21 K2567 20CM Display 
(Common Anode) 21.05 

K2568 20CM Display(Common 
Cathode) ". 21.05 

1<2578 Microprocessor 
Difficulty Grade: 2 

£ 
Contro1

1 
EPROM 

Progra mer ... ... 241.50 
K610 MonoVUusing LED's 8.18 K2551 K1798 Stereo VU 

K1804 
K1874 
K2543 
K2549 

using LED's . .. .. . 16.91 
60W Amplifier. . . . .. 15.15 . 
Running Light Unit 12.56 
Transistor Ignition.. . 9.97 
·Infra-red Detection 

System 
(Transmitter) 

K2550 . lnfra-r.ed Detection 
10.63 

System (Receiver) 12.42 
K2553 FIVJ Stereo Decoder 11.49 
K2557 Digital Precision 

Thermometer 
K2571 Light Computer 
K2574 Four-digit up/ down 

counter with 

26.57 
36.23 

comparator . . 34.16 
K2576 40W Audio Amplifier 12.80 
K2577 . Universal AC Motor 

Speed Control .. . 7.59 

-

~VELLEM OK. 
P .0. Box 30, St. Leonards-on-Sea, East Sussex TN37 7Nl Tel: Hastings (04241753246 

.Pie~ndmeyo~eca=ue~elle~e/e~ic~ - - -1· Name ................. : ...................... . ................ . 
Address .......... · .... ~ · ...................................... . 

I 10 0 010 01010 0 0 •o 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 

3 

Ill 
I 
I .............. --. - iiii ...... - ....... iiii . 'iii ...... iiii ...... iiii ..• 

WW- 069 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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I ::-1 =I ::-1 =I :=-1 = I ::-1- '::-tEl ctr · n1·c ::-~= 1::-1= 1::-t= 1::-t=, e 
Electronic Brokers 1 =-t = I ::-1 : I :=-1 . . 

Everything as new· 

Telequlpment Tektronix Marconi 
D83 Oscilloscope w1th S2A-V4 plug 432 Tektronix Oscilloscope I mV _ TF20028 AM/FM Signal Generator. 
ins DC -50MHz 5mV-20V/div full Sensitivity. (Dual Trace Portable) DC- I OKHz-88MHz 0. II-IV- IV, 20Hz-20Khz 
delayed sweep . . . ......... £725.00 25MHz ...... . . . . . ....... £495.00 mod. frequency .. . ....... £1200.00 

Al\f}\\~UE .VQLTMETERS 
MUL'riMETERS 

ibr~~qn ~f¥~!'!~· ( }W 
er. 4 1Wl:z-25~. ttS qr . 

. ..... .............. ._ .. '"£9SQ;OO 

:f3J;~Q!_~ort\~Qiil1Y.set& . pl"{z;$~f'.jztp 
D. t %> Vdltrtl~eP300#Vl1300'¥l::llts pht~ 

. . .. · --~ ... ~~$Q•9Q 
Hz .. . ,i4?~·® 

'ii:O:HU!I~J,'U)$> 
s.er ".,i(.I~S0.$0 

~trvn~ Ar~ aiY1!er 30Hz-.JIO.Tyll'il?-
~solutibtl . ... . . .. £6500,00 

f:f.!(:trptt{X 
tfa;fJI UJ.es:rum.Arfa!)'ser 1J)MHz·4QG11~ 
.. ,. ... ; ...... .. : . .. ., .. ..... .............. " .,£Jl!iQOoOO· 

S~;Jrtr.9f1. 
A2A3 5 V2 Digit OM(VI. AC/DC volts. r~SjSt~09~., 
IJk)lrerolution. 30'daywarran:rv .. . £~?$';;()() 
]:Q55 tv'bcrqorocessor OMM SCale Length 
2Q,(2oq. ACiDC volts,reSI;>tam;e htV 
respjtJtton .. ... . . £600'00 
~dS!l :R)ws. processer comtrol·ancHRS.2:Rii! 

' ............ .. ........ £~;00 
DMM seatetengtl'i 

vorn. reslsrange . £695,'00 
proce5~0r · c;ontn::ih:Jno ~2:32 . , 

imerMce ......... ,. .. . . . ... ..• .• .. ,£~95,00 

MULTIMEFERS 
Avo. 
Tesi~JNwmber 1 Z.OK~Uvelt. vgrywbu~r 

kvo:e'iokiliv6it:·~:· .. ::::::·~ : .:·:::::Jii~~ 
FuUie~dkit. . . .. •.. .. . ..... ,.. .. . .. ..~6.25 
$,t;~t 
SUper $fl Selec:test. 20KRN{;!tt ... . $77•,00 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
fi~letH"~c.k~r'*, 
f82Ct 18.0.5A+ IBZSA lOOMHzDuii!l 
fr;;),f e ... .. ,.. •. .• . ... , ~.- : • ,..... .£ct 25(l;QO 
1408-CSZ + 14l 5ATDRSet·!l!p.rn 
mfnrcorrd . "'. .... ... . .. ....... fFUlO.OO 
~ti;«?nl. 
tF:22l;3!1 + TR22l4 X"Y D1sp!ay ana 
memoly ..... .......... . .... .. -........... .. ..,.£5:50;00 

S'ktbs . .· . 
$M·I lt! 6Ch;rr:m~IMoniter J 1' ~rt. rht(;W'~~I 
:SOwe.ep ....... .... ............................ £39$;00 
Te~ttofflx. 
46$;[}~@f'fr~cePo,~<?t)f~q7qftos~~@l .· ~c-
~~~~~--=~~~~~~~~:.f'~.1:.~~~a~~~ ~(t~fo.oo 
40:0 Dual Ti:,3cePortatJie Stora.geG sdlfGStQPe. 
Sp~ as per 464 butmax-IAWtir:\g spee(.l 
~OOOgi~/pS ........ : ... , .• :· ........ .. €2.~?~·99 
47't200II:ltflzpprtat:Jie~q:lpe ........ ~2000.00 
$4\)3 wrtl") SAlBt\j 2MHk0t:~aJ Tr<J~e R;lug,rn. 
DA21N IMHz dif.feremtlalplug:•in. 5B421.'Jel<:ty 
Sweep plug"n . . .. . .. .... .. . . P;Q;A. 

Yokagawa 
3047 2 Channel Chart Recorder. 
0.5mV-IOOV. 2cm/hr-60cm/min . 

£435.00 

too.a . •maf~tta~~~~A;t~~~ll 
Sw~ep oo 
47d4A ~f,IW 'FAZe. 
O.vaiTr<~cePC - 200MHz . • . • · •00 
;r~j~g~lf,J~itflt. . . . 
D63,Poa!B~amO~grll~(!,9JPez.ptw 2zO{fV4 • 
Mo~~:J1e~. 4 Traces. DG·l5MWZ $mV•2;{)'\ll¢w 

..... .• • .• . .. . . .. , . . • .,J1;7t ·s .oo 
QMM tQMHzSt01'<3;9~' Cl~<lill~~~qJl)fil. b:~at 
Ttaceemn<i!nt.led;w.trte~peedof.ZSO.oetvtmS 

i;)7i!Dv~i ·rfa(e!fort<~ble : 
t UB$- $m11Sem51t!Wty. DC -
Swet p .. ........... , ·~-- .... .. .. 

PO\XfER SWPPUES 
A:~v.~ary~~r ""'.·. · MGHQC§V@• 4QA,swtf!;;fl~mw .... . . ~, ~ 
¥ G5·2psv ·~ ~f:?< s,wf~~th\~'~9 · .. . • 
fii1.q5·l0 5\/ '®' IJ11A•8Witlthtqm ·~ ... .. 
MG24- lit 24\1 @ J.2A &Wittlfifng • ~ ••· 

W~lr-
4\?30·<~:< {}.30';1oltsat':Q.&~ • $'1<M10 
4300,30vQf\.S Bt.2;0A .... .,... ..... • .•. £TOM 

REC:OROSRS 
~3(lli!1, 
Store i'D r a"*Rtlt:;.oreer 
7 6hannelsFMeleetroQ1cs OC - 20l!i.li>l1. 
''h.g•60fps.. ... £4$9~h00 

~o~2Ls~~hann~rUV Req:Jr.der servqp~~t 
drlve ·upros metrstsl!lc 1 Z.' [ifitpti'f • ,£t 1{)0.0() 

rokers 
E E 

except the price! 

Radiometer 
SMG 1 C Stereo Generator. Internal or 
external modulator. 1 OOMHz carrier at 
10mV-100mV ...... : .... £375.00 

Philips 
PM3Z 12 Dual Trace Portable 
DC-ZSMHz 2mV- l OV/div . £495 .00 

Tfi~002~t>MJFMSigf1al Cep~r<ltor . I OKH.z, 
$!$Mflz:. o; lp\l' lV. ZOH:io:ZOKH;rMod 
tteqw mcy 
" .... , ... , . .. : .... ,· ... . ~,r:zoo,oo 

+ Tfin 106 tiMIFM'Signal ylllr:t~ra~qr 
syncpron1zer ...... . £tfi~P•00 

&gmal '&ouree. lOFiz-2q.!{filz . , 
... , ....... . : .~29$;00 

(ter~tor toKHz to 
buHt"n swe.~pef. ,RF 
. ....... .£~7~5.00 
w ith 'fM99'l3:Piug 
Jtlternator·extf!rnaJ 

mar~fif~. .. . .. ·.. J or o s~$0Q):nVpj~~ 
fn \<QB•~t(fps. T · I UAF d~te,etor T(\,1.99513 
RHG)~Bfidge•to measure V ,s,w.R ...• £!, 500.00 

~a~"tla~ter 
SMGJ Stereo Ger'J4ratorc~ orc R:() 1al'lnel•imtemal 
or \~tern<\J,moqufBtiQn IOOMHz,f"aW!'Tilt 
IOMVto JOOMY ............... , ....... .1~)15.00 

f()UNE> LeVI!L ,METERS 
B,r~~r :&>KJ!i'er . . . • 
2;!03S.<:Jt;Jfli'ft!fV~I/y1e\(;'I'CIW'4l~ji '11 
Mk>~:l!P..hpae 2h~-l400BA A a or C w-¢1g!Wrg. 
Fast oi' ·s!mwcre~pome ...................... £395'"00 

Gt nea;,IRI;fdiO. . . 
Vt~:l s.Qynd <L.ev.eiM~rilr, : T& I ~@dB D~lt~; 
~~~-~~~~~-u~:~~~~~~~· ~-e~~~~~~:-~ .v:'it:~~ 
t·98B::SouM t;evefMete;,. 70-t z:@i:;lB. A 
weigbttng .. . M.-. ..... , ..................... £.195~00 

1::-t=l=-t:l=-t 1:=-t:l=-t 
:=-1 : I ::-1 : I ::-1 : I ::-1 = I 

Electronic Brokers I ::-1 : I ::-1 : I ::-1 

IP T 

Marconi Marconi 
TF2603 RF Electronic Millivoltmeter TF9958/2 unused condition . AM/FM 
1 mV- 3V r.m.s. in 8 ranges 50KHz- Signal Generator 200KH~-220MHz. 
1500MHz Supplied with accessories in - I!-IV-200mV. 75KHz deviation on FM 
case . .... . .... . .. , .... , . , £525.00 .... . .... .... ...... . . . . .. £750.00 

TRANSMISSLQN 
MEASURING EOtiiPMEI\S' 
~fs~XF rraos.mrssm TestSet 20H?*?~I'!? 

•••. ...... ..... ,, ..... ,.,, ......... + " .... £425:00 
Tf2343Qv~rtri.:t~tfo• Di~tor~ion t~fter 
c;hecM A,f . (\I'.A.F OJSI:ortlOO·of\P C.M. 
Systems. .... ...... .. ....... ,.,.. .. ....... £60CUlO 

MISCELLANEOtlS 
iltJ;~~~nd ~q~r· 
2409 EtectrgnKVql\meter<. Truc:r~S, .{\¥¢t~9e 
and'PeBk 2H:NOO(<:Hz ................ _.nso:oo 

Fluke 
30 I OA Logictester Self-containedportable 
NEW PRICE ca £1400. Full speof1catron on 
request. . . ........ . £8500.00 
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PDP 1 J /70 Systems 
available from ·£22.000 

t;,),60\fal!lfensf\¥SI<~W ........... .. 
'TiM) t 9JtrJ3di: + Etfl ..... , ......... . 

¥~::~!:U~:~:- ~- .:· -~ .. :: ~::. 
PPP8A. C.P .. U.. 
Qf1¢, 
tit§B~~ 205~aF'IDf!lm3ZKWMO~ •... £t~SO·® 

RX211-BD 
RX02 Floppy Disc Drive and 
Control 
£1450.00 

PU~J:C.'P.tJ*' M'EMORY'S .. 
OPTIONS 

POWER StffJPI;;IES 
41*-!t\< f<lu '~t 1 Exp1@1!1~f ~
sus~uus ...... ".. ..... ,f;t7i•OO 

Special purchase -
Brand New Surplus LA 180-PD 
DECprinterONLY £495 .00 (or . 
£670.00 WithE I A option) -

PRII\m&RS 

BRAND NEW- LOW 
COST MATRIX 
PRINTER IDEAL FOR 

:::--.. ._,... __ "'" MICROPROCESSOR 

* Full upper/lower 
case ASCII 
PLUS GRAPHICS 
Mode 

USERS SUCH AS 
& 

EDUCATIONALISTS 
OR ANY LOW
BUDGET 
APPL/CA TION 

* 30 cps print speed 
with I -line buffer * Standard parallel 

* 80-column printihg 
with adJustable * 
tractor feed 

(Centronics-type) 
interface 
Optional interfaces 
available for RS232. 
IEEE488, Tandy. 
PET. Apple II 

* Standard and 
double-width 
characters 1 I 2 cpi 
and 6 cpi) 

* ONLY . .. £199.00 
(Mail order total 

. ' ' ' £234.60) 

Hazeltine. . HI 000 The low. low 
priced teletypewriter
compatible video 
display terminal. 
offering your choice of 
transmission speeds up 
to 9600 baud as well 
as parity generation 
and checlong . I Z x 80 
display upper case 
ASCII. RSZ3Z interface. 
choice of baud rates 
Standard baud rates 
either (a) I I0/300or (b) 
300/1200. j£25 
surcharge for other 
combinations up to 
9600baud). 
SUPER VALUE 

' . ' £199.00 

H2000 Superb spec 
_,.,.."'!'-..,....., ... _ including full XY cursor 

addressing and ed1t 
facility. 27 x 74 display. 
upper case ASCII , 
RS232 interface. 

HM 203 PORT ABlE 
OSCill OSCOPE 
(IllUSTRATED) 
Dual Trace. DC to 20M Hz. 8 x I Ocm display. 
Risetime 17 .5nS. SensitiVity 5mV/cm-20V/cm. · 
Timebase 0.5f-ls-0.2s XS magnifier. X-Y operation . 
Auto or variable trigger Channel I . Channel 2. 
line and external. Coupling AC. or TV low pass 
fil ter. We1ghs only 6Kg . Size (m.m .) H . 145. W . 
285. D. 380. 
Europe's standard service scope £

220 
OO 

Unbeatable value at . • 

HM 307 OSCILLOSCOPE 
S1ngle trace . DC to I OM Hz. Risetime 35nS. 
SmV/cm to 20V/cm. Timebase 0.5f-!S·0.2S. 
Built in component tester. LPS technique 
provides stable and reliable triggenng 
up to 30MHz £1 38.00 

HM 412-5 OSCillOSCOPE 
Dual Trace. DC to 20M Hz. 8 x I Ocm rectangular 
display with Internal graticule. Risetime 17.5nS. 
Sensitivity 5mV/cm-20V/cm. Timebase 0.5f-!S·O 2S 
XS magnifier. X-Y operation. Z modula tion . Auto 
(peak value) or variable trigger. Channel I -or 2. 
altern. Ch . I Ill . line ext. Sweep delay. Vanable 
hold-oFf time. Weight 7.5Kg. £

3
SO.OO 

Still at only 

HM 51 2-8 OSCillOSCOPE 
Dual trace. DC- SOMHz. Risetime 7nS. 5"mV/cm-
20V/cm. Timebase IOOnS/cm-2S/cm . X5 magnifier. 
X-Y operation . Z modulation. Sweep delay and 
delay lirie permits viewing of leading edge. 
THE BEST PRICED 50MHz SCOPE 
ON THE MARKET AT £580.00 

: 
Fluke· 

* BRAND NEW JUST RELEASED 
NOW2YEARWARRANTY. 

* Fluke 80228 llllustratedJ 
3Y2 Digit hand held LCb. DMM. AC/DC volts, 
DC/AC current. resistance, diode test. 0.25% basic 
DC accuracy. Overload protection. Vinyl carrying 
case C90 £8.00 . . . .. £75.00 
* Fluke 8021 B. 
Same spec as 80228 with additional audio tone for 
continuity. Vinyl case C90 £8.00 .. . . . .. . £85.00 

*Fluke 80208 
3 V2 digit 0. I o/o basic· DC accuracy. DC/AC volts, 
DC/AC current, resist.;~nce, diode test and 
conductance. Continuity beeper. Vinyl case C90 
£8.00 .... ' .. ' ' . ' .. .. ' .. ' . ' .. ....... £117.00 
*Fluke 80248 
3V2 digit. 0. 1 o/o basic DC accuracy. DC/AC volts, 
DC/AC current. resistance. Diode test 
conduaance. logic + continuity detect + 
temperature. Peak hold on voltage and current 
functions, continuity beeper. Vinyl case C90 
£8.00...... .. .. .. . ........ £155 .00 
FLUKE 8050A 

· 4 Y2 Digit LCD DMM with true RMS on AC volts 
and current DC volts 200m V-I KV. I OJAV 
resolution AC volts .. 200mV-750V, IO!JV 
resolution . DC/AC current 200JAA-2A. O.Oif-!A 
resolution resistance 200!1-201'vt\1 . 0.01 n 
resolution . Also reads dB direct referenced to 16 
stored impedances. Conductance ranges 2mS and 
200nS. £245 mains model £285 mainsbattery. 
FLUKE80 12A 
3 Y2 D1git LCD DMM with true RMS on AC volts 
and current DC volts 200mV-I KV. 1 OOf-lV 
resolution . AC volts 2CJOmV-750V. J OO!JV 
resolution . DC/AC current 200f-!A·2A. 0 . I fAA 
resolutJQfl. Resist-ance 200Q-20MQ, 0. J Q 
resolution Low resistar:)ce 2!1 .and 20!1, J mn 
resolution Conductance rangt::s 2mS-20JAS-200nS 
~218.00 mains model £244.00 mains battery 
FLUKE8010A : ·. 
3 Y2 Digit LCD DMM Same spec as 80 I 2A plus a 
l OAmp AC/DC current range, but not low 
resistance range. £ 167.00 mains model £ 193.00 
mains battery. · 
Also avai lable a range of accessories including 
current shunts. EHT probe. rf probe. Temperature 
probe and touch and .hold probe. Full deta ils on 
request. 

above 

680G MUL TIMETER 
fiLLUSTRATEDJ 48 RANGES 
DC volts : ,I OOmV-2- J 0-50-200-500- J OOOV AC 
volts: 2- l 0-50-250-1 000-2500V DC current: 
50-500f-!A·5-50-500mA-5A AC current: 
250f-!A·2.5-25-250mA-2.5A Resistance 
nx 1-Qx 10-Qx ioo-nx JOOOandlow!l.full 
range In- l OMQ Up to I OOMQ can be measured 
using ext AC supply. dB scale- J 0 to + 22dB. · 
OdB = l mW into 600!1 Sensitivity DC 20KS1/V, AC 
4 K!l/V. Accuracy 2 Do/o AC and DC . Battery 
Eveready No. 8 Overload capability 1000: I on 
resistance ranges . Protected by internal 3!1Fuse. 
Size with case l 0.8 x I I x 3. ?em Meter size J Ocm. 
Supplied with leads and carrying case. 

£24.50 
680R HIGH ACCURACY 
MUL TIMETER 80 RANGES 
DC volts: I OOmV-2-1 0-50-200-500- l OOOV AC volts: 
2- l 0-50-250-1 000-2500V DC current: 50-SOOf-!A· 
5-50-500mA-5A AC current: 
250JAA-2;5-25-250mA-2 SA X2 switch on all 
voltage and current ranges except 2500V AC 
setting. Resistance : n X 1-n X I o-n 'x J oo-n X J 000 
and Lown. full range I n-1 OMQ, up to I OOMQ can 
be measured using ext. AC supply. dB scale -I 0 
to+ 22dB. OdB = lmW into 600!1 Sensitivity DC 
20KWV. AC 4Kil/V. Accuracy DC I%, AC 2%. 
Battery Eveready No. 3. Overload capability 
I 000: I on resistance ranges. Protected by internal · 
3Q fuse . Size with case 13.7 x l 0.4 x 5.4cm. Meter · 
size 12cm. Suppl ied w ith leads and carrying case. 

£32.00 
MICROTEST 80 POCKET SIZED 
MULTIMETER 40 RANGES 
DC volts : I OOmV-2- 1 0-50-200-1 OOOV AC volts : 
1 .5- l 0-50-250-JOOOV DC current: 50-500J.JA·5-
50-500mA-5A AC current: 
250JAA-2 .5-25-250mA-2 .SA Resistance 
n x 1-n x 10-n x 100 and Lown. fu ll range 
I n -sMn dB scale - J 0 to + 22dB. odB = J mW 
into 600!1 Sensitivity DC 20KWV, AC 4KQ/V 
Accuracy 2% AC and DC Battery Mallory RM 
625N . Overload capability I 000: J-on resistance 
ranges. Protected by internal 3!1 fuse . Size with 
case 9.3 x 9.6 x 2.3cm. Meter size 8.5cm . Supplied 
w ith leads and carrying;'case . · 

£16.60 . 
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pectrum 
Analyser-we call it the SUPER-s· 

A portable communications serilice monitor from I FA, 
light enough to carry anywhere and good enough for 
most two-way radio system tests. · 
The FM/ AM 1000s can do the work of a spectrum 
analyser, oscilloscope, tone generator, deviation meter, 
modulation meter, signal generator, wattmeter, voltmeter, 
frequency error meter-and up to five service engineers 

_ who could be doing something else! 

A l TOP UP! 
MM-100 MULTI-METER 
Simply replaces the protective lid of the FM/AM 1000s. It 
includes a modified probe, PB-114, and a built in speaker 
unit with independent volume control for audible response 
to signal measurement. This practical 'top up' will perform 
the following functions. 

Sin ad: Measurements for 1 kHz 
tone (±.20Hz) 

Distortion: To 30% 
DC Volts: Up to 300 volts and up to 
800 volts when the X10 probe is used 
AC Volts: 600 VRMS maximum for frequencies between 
25 Hz and 25 kHz 
Ohms: Using the modified probe, part number PB-114, 
Ohms can be measured on scales X1 to X10 K 
%AM Measured on the RF signal applied to the 
FM/AM-1000 unit . 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES 
A choice of A. F. power attenuators and protective 
carrying cases. · 

For further information contact Mike Taylor 

IFR precision simulators 
WW - 005 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

WIRELESS WORlD DECEMBER 1981 

HILOMAS~I. SYSTEM~T ~ -· 'l'ti 

II 
II 

PNEUMATIC. 
TELESCOPIC 
MASTS 

WW- 035 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
~ 

ACOUSTIC & VIBRATION 
BRUEL & KJAER 
2113 Audio Frequency Spectrometer 1400 
2203 Sound Level Meter 450 
2305 Level Recorder 1350 
4230 Sound Level Calibrator 95 
4424 Noise Dosemeter 375 

BRIDGES & V and I STANDARDS 
GENERAL RESISTANCE 
OAS56 DC V and I Calib li'V-lOV 30mA 600 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
4261A Digital Automatic LCR Bridge 975 
4342 QLC Meter 22 KHz-70 MHz 1400 

MARCONI 
TF868A Universal LCR Bridge 250 

WAYNE KERR 
8521 LCR Bridge 115 

COMMS & CABLE TEST 
EQUIPMENT 

CHASE 
35A Field Strength Meter 20-850 MHz 600 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
3556A psophometer 20Hz-20KHz 250 

TEKTRONIX 
1502 TOR Cable Tester CRT + Recorder 2950 

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
CENTRONICS 
702 matrix printer 500 

TEKTRONIX 
4610-1 Hard copy printer for 4010 series 
computer display terminals 1800 

COUNTERS & TIMERS 
FLUKE 
1910A-1 125M Hz 7 digit Cntr." AC I Batt 300 
1912 520 MHz 7 Digit Counter 375 
1912A01 As 1912A but inc. re-charging 
batteries 430 
1920A 520 MHz 9 Digit Counter inc . Brst. 
mode 575 
192bA141250 MHz otherwise as 1920A 750 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
5300A 6 Digit Display Unit- P/in reqd . 160 
53058 1300 MHz Counter for 5300 325 

RACAL 
9024 600 MHz 7 Y, digit Counter 220 
9025 1 GHz 8 digit Counter 450 
9905 200 MHz 8 digit Counter Timer 360 

SYSTRON DONNER 
6053 3 GHz 9 digit Counter BCD 0/P 790 
5103B Strip Printer for 6053/6054 375 

DIGITAL TESTING EQUIPMENT 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
5011T Logic troubleshooting kit 125 
16005 Logic Analyser 32ch 20 MHz 2750 

TEKTRONIX I 

7001F Logic Analyser 16ch50 MHz P/in 2650 
832 Datacomm Test V24/ RS232/IIoop 1150 

THIS MONTH'S 
SPECIAL OFFERS 

FLUKE .921A 
Digital and analogue true RMS AC voltmeter 
ar.a power meter. Frequency range 
10 Hz-20 MHZ. 
Readout- 3'/1 'dlgll LED display and 
analogue meter for peak and null 
adjustments. · 
Ranges- 2mV FSD to 700V FSD plus dBm 
ranges reading power delivered to 12 
standard Input Impedances from 50l11o 
1200r!. Also relative dB mode for 
flatness/difference measurements. 
Will measure AC power/volts In presence of 
DC offset- Automatic or manual ranging. 

£825 

M.L. ENGINEERING - NANO 
AMMETER/ MICRO VOLTMETER 

Oj Analogue Meter wllh centre zero scale. 
12 Current Ranges from 100nA to 
30mA FSD. 
12 Voltage Ranges from lOOI'V to 30\1 FSD. 
Can be used In conventional mode or as a 
sensitive null meter. 
These Instruments are new. 

£45 

MAINS TEST EQUIPMENT 
COLE 
T1007 Volt/Freq/Spike Monitor Rec 0/P . 110 

DATALAB . 
DL019 Mains Interface for DL905 300 

DRANETZ 
606 3ch Volts Av/Spike/Time/Printer 2950 

GAY 
LDM AC/DC/Spike/Time inc Printer 1250 

MISCELLANEOUS 
AVO 
RM215 AC/ DC Breakdown/ Leakage Tester 475 

COM ARK 
1601BLS Thermom 10ch87 + 1000°C type K 50 
N. 8. Thermocouples not included 

DATALAB 
DL901 .Digital Tia~sient Recorder 500 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
X382A Rotary Vane Attenuator WG16 175 

MULTIMETRICS 
AF120 Dual H/Pass L/P~ssactive 
filter 20Hz - 2 MHz 600 

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS 
Micro manipulator- 4 Probes moveable in 
all planes. Adjustable test table - Watson 
Burnet optics. Complete system mounted 
in perspex enclosure 475 

TEKTRONIX 
521 PAL Vectorscope 2200 
528 TV Waveform Monitor 750 
575 Semiconductor Curve Tracer 425 
1485C TV Waveform Monitor PAL/NTSC 2300 

. NETWORK ANALYSERS/ 
PHASEMETERS 

DRANETZ 
305B/3001 Phasemeter 2Hz-700KHz 990 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
B405A Vector Voltmeter 1-1000 MHz 2350 
B414A Polar Display for 8410 N .W.A . 750 

OSCILLOSCOPES & 
ACCESSORIES 

GOULD ADVANCE 
OS3300B 50 MHz 1mV 2 Trace 2T base 675 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
1804A 50 MHz 20mV 4 Trace Plug-in 625 
1825A Dual Timebase Plug-in 500 
1805A 100 MHz 5mV 2 Trace Plug-in 625 

PHILIPS 
PM321115MHz2mV2TraceTVtrig 390 
PM3212 25 MHz 2mV 2 Trace TV trig 550 
PM3244 50 MHz 5mV 4 Trace 2T base 1450 
PM3260 120 MHz 5mV 2 Trace 2T base 1475 
PM3262 100 MHz 5mV 2 Trace 2T base 
TrView 1150 

TEKTRONIX 
465100 MHz 5mV 2 Trace 2T base 1250 
465B 100 MHz 5mV 2 Trace 2TB, inc Probes 1550 
475 200 MHz 2mV 2 Trace 2T base 1750 
485 350 MHz 5mV 2 Trace 2T base 2300 
661/4S3/5T1A 1 GHz Sampling scope 775 
7A12 105 MHz 5mV 2 Trace Plug-in 300 
7A18 75 MHz 5mV 2 Trace Plug-in 420 
7A 19 500 MHz lOmV 1 Trace Plug-in 990 
7A22 l MHz 101'V Differential Plug-in 595 
7 A24 350 M Hz 5mV 2 Trace Plug-in 990 
7A26 200 MHz 5mV 2 Trace Plug-in 655 
7B53A 2 Timebase Plug-in 100 MHz Trig 530 
7BBO Single Timebase 400 MHz Trig 575 
7885 Time base with delay 400 MHz Trig 670 
7603 100 MHz CRT r/out 3 slot M/Frame 1350 
7704A 200 MHz CRT r/out 4 slot M/Frame 1450 
P6013A XlOOO 12KV Probe 95 

TELEOU I PM ENT 
D63/V1/V115MHz2Trace1mV 499 
DB3/V4/S2A 50 MHz 1 mV 2 Trace 2T 
Big CRT 750 
01015 15 MHz 5mV 2 Trace TV trig 295 

VUDATA 
PS935/975 35 MHz 5mV 2 Trace- unit has 
built-in 3Y:< digit DMM + 3Y:< dig. enter 675 
Note: we hold a range of cameras P.O.A. 

OSCILLOSCOPES (STORAGEI 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
1703A 35 MHz lOmV 2 Tr 2TB 1000 Div/ms 1400 

TEKTRONIX 
466 100 MHz 5mV 2 Tr 2TB 1350cm/l's 2950 

603 Bistable Storage Monitor XYZ amps 750 
T91210 MHz 2mV 2 Tr 1TB 250cm/ms B50 
7834 400 MHz 4 Slot M/Frame2500cm/l's 4990 

POWER MEASUREMENT 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
8481 A Type N Coax sensor for 435A 200 ' 

MARCONI 
TF2512 DC -500 MHz Powermeter 1B9 
TF893A 10Hz-20KHz Powermeter 135 

POWER SUPPLIES etc 
ADVANCE 
1V5S Inverter 24V DC to 240V AC 50CNY 300 

FARNELL 
FFSL 5 V- 20 A PSU module 100 
L30B 0-30V variable 1 A Metered 6!1 
FLUKE 
415B 0-3.1 KV variable 30mA Metered 550 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
6966A 0-36 V variable 10 A metered 450 

PHILIPS 
PE1646 0-75V variable 6A Metered V + I 495 

PULSE GENERATORS 
ADVANCE 
PG5710 Hz-50 MHz 10V 50!1 Vari RT 6ns 190 

EH RESEARCH 
13210 Hz-3.5 MHz 50V 50!1 RT 10ns2 pulse 120 

MARCONI 
TF20250.2 Hz-25 MHz 10V50!1 RT 7ns2 
pulse 350 

RECORDERS & ACCESSORIES 
BRUNO WOELKE 
ME102B Wow and Flutter meter 

BRYANS SOUTHERN 
75 

BS316 Chart 10" 6 Pen 16 speed 2500 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
7015A. XY 1 pen A4 size 700 
7046A XY 2 pen A3 size 995 

PHILIPS 
PM8041 XY 1 pen A4 size 750 
PM8251 Chart 10" 1 pen 12 speed 375 

SELABS 
994 6 ch galva preamp + DC bridge supply 450 
6008 UV chart 8" 25 ch 16 speed 950 
6150/51 UV recorder 12 ch-ine 6 champs 1000 

SMITHS 
R E541 Chart 8" 1 pen 8 speed 250 
RE501/4701Cht4" + XY1ch10spd 
AC Batt 200 

SOLARTRON 
3240 Modular Data Logger system P.O.A. 
Note: UV recorders are priced less gatvos 

SIGNAL ANALYSIS 
EQUIPMENT 

MARCONI 
TF2300A Mod Meter 1 MHz-1 GHzAM/FM 450 
TF2330 Wave Analyser 20Hz-50 KHz 900 
Note: see also "Spectrum Analysers" 

SIGNAUFUNCTION/ + SWEEP 
GENERATORS 

ADVANCE 
SG63D Generator 4-230 MHz AM/FM 200 

GENERAL RADIO 
1362 Generator220-920 MHz 375 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
8640B Generator500 KHz-512 MHz 
AM/FM Phase Lock 3800 
618B Generator 3.8-7.5 GHz 975 
612 Generator450-1230 MHz 750 
614 Generator 0.8-2.1 GHz 825 

MARCONI 
TF144H/4S Generator 10 KHz-72 MHz AM 550 
TFBOl D Generator 10 MHz-470 MHz AM 1BO 
TF955/2 Generator 0.2 -220 MHz AM/FM 670 
TF1066B/1 Generator 10-470 MHz AM/FM 690 
TF2012 Generator 400-520 MHz FM 550 
TF2015 Generator 10-520 MHz AM/FM 1150 

PHILIPS 
PM5127 Function 0.1 Hz-1 MHz Sin 
Sq Tri Rmp 450 
PM5129 Function 1 mHz- 1 MHz Sin/Sq/ 
Tri/Ramp/Pulse + Sweep+ Burst 645 

TEXSCAN 
9900 Sweeper 10-300 MHz 6/in CRT disp 525 
VS60 Sweeper 5-lOOOMHz B90 

Sf)ECTRUM ANALYSERS 
HEWLETT PACKARD 
141T /8552B/8555A Complete .01-18 GHz 
3580A 5Hz-50 KHz with digi store disp 
B445A Pre-selector 0.01-18 GHz 
8558B 0.1 -1500 MHz Plug. in for 180 series 

MARCONI 
TF2370 30 Hz-110 MHz Digi-store display 

8500 
2450 

. 2000 

3750 

built-in counter and tracking gen 7700 

VOLT/MULTI-IIfiETER 
(ANALOGUEI 

AVO 
8 Mk4 AC/DC/- VI+ !1 70 

BOONTON 
92CAC/RF10KHz-1.2GHZY,r~1V-3V 350 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
400E 10 Hz-10 MHz 1mV-300V DC 0/P 2B5 
400H 10 Hz-4 M Hz 1 mV-300V . 75 
411A0.5-500 MHz 10mV-10V DC 0/P 175 
427 AC/ DC IV 111 195 
3400 TRMS 10 Hz-10 MHz 1mV-300V 
DC-0/P 390 

MARCONI 
TF2603 50 KHz-1.5 GHz 300~<V-3V 300 
TF2604 20 Hz-1 :5 GHz 300mV-300V 425 

PHILIPS 
PM2454B 10 Hz-12 MHz 1mV-300V DC 0/P 250 

RACAL 
9301 RMS 10 KHz-1.5 GHz 100~JV-300V 550 

VIBRON/E.I.L. 
33B-2 1mV-1V Electrometer 200 

VOLT/MULTI~METER(DIGITAU 
BOONTON 
92AD 1999FSD 10 KHz-1 .2 GHz 101'V res 525 

FLUKE 
8010A 2000 FSD TRMS AC/DC/VIr! 140 
B010A01 As BOlDA + re-charging batteries 159 
8020A 2000 FSD Handheld 
AC/DC/VI!1 + cond. 99 
8022A 2000 FSD Handheld AC/DC/VI\1 75 
8030A-12000 FSD AC/DC/VIl1 Batt+ AC 165 
8050A20000 FSD AC/DC/VI\1 dB TRMS 215 
BBOOA 200000 FSD AC/QC/Vl1 650 

GOULD 
DMM71ggg FSD AC/DC/V /11!1 100 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
3490A lOOOOOFSD AC/DC/V !fl 

SOLARTRON 
A200 1999~FSD DC only li'V-1 KV 
A20319999FSD AC/DCIV/l1 
A205 19999FSD TRMS AC/ DC IV /l1 

*NEWS* 
WE ARE NOW DISTRIBUTORS 
FOR THE Lro1ech RANGE 
OF LOW COST HIGH 
PERFORMANCE 
OSCILLOSCOPES. 
The range of six different models 
includes single and dual trace models 
with bandwidths of 10, 15 and 30 MHz. 
There are twa battery powered scopes 
in the range, with optional mains 
powered battery eliminator/charger. 
Three models have built-in component 
testers which give on-screen indication 
of correct component function. 

* WRITE OR PHONE FOR OUR 
CROTECH BROCHURE WHICH 
CONTAINS TECHNICAL DETAILS AND 
PRICES OF THE COMPLETE RANGE: 

EXAMPLES: 
Model JOJO Single trace 15 MH1 5mV 

sensitivity with buill~in 
component tester £1~5 

Model 3337 Dual trace 30 MH1 5 mV 
sensitivity with signal 
delay £355 

PLUS 4 OTHER MODELS AT 
IN-BETWEEN PRICES 

THESE INSTRUMENTS ARE BRAND 
NEW AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM 
STOCK 

Carston 
Electronics Ltd 
01-267 5311 
Shirley House, 27 Camden Road, 
London NW19NR. Telex: 23920. 
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MICROTAN 65 CONTENTS 
High quality, plated thru hole prtnted circuit board. solder resist and silk screened component 1dentlf1cat1on. 6502 microprocessor. 1 K monitor TANBUG. Now With 'V' Bug. 1 K RAM for user programme. stack and display memory. VOU alphanumeric display of 16 rows by 32 characters MICROTAN 65 system file binder. 136 page. bound, users hardware/ software manual w1th constructional details and sample programmes Log1c and d1screte components to fully expand MICROTAN 65. · 
The MICROTAN 65 kit has won widespread acclaim for its superb presentation. We pay attent1on to detail' 
KIT FORM £69.00 + £10 .35 VAT, total £79.35. 
MICROTAN 65 assembled and tested. 
Specification as above. but assembled and tully bench tested by ourselves 
£79.00 + £11.85 VAT. total £90.85 
TANBUG V2.3 Kit £21.85 incl. 

MICROTAN 65 OPTIONS LOWER CASE PACK 
Two integrated circuits which connect ~je~~~~~~~;c~ ~~~o~~n to Tanex Into locatiOns on MICROTAN 
allowing 128 displayable characters Buill£ 10.00 • VAT 
£9.48 + £142. total f1 0.90 
GRAPHICS PACK 
Five integrated circuits which connect into locations on MICROTAN allowmg the display of chunky gra~hics (64 x 64 pixels). What are chunky graphics? Well. Imagine a piece of graph paper with 64 squares vert1cally and 64 squares horizontally, a total of 4096 E h be made black on white. . ac square can 
£6.52 + V.A.T. 98p. total £7.50 

20 WAY KEYPAD 
lne.xpensive means of getting up and running_. Uses 'Schoeller· key switches, and connects to MICROTAN through a 16 pin O.l L 1 nbbon cable. Black anod1sed escutcheon. with TANGERINE· I~~e~~~n finishes off what must be the best value for money keypad available Ava1lable assembled·andtested 

£10.00 +VAT. £150. total £11 .50 . 
·space Invaders game (for use with keypad only) 

FULLY 
BUILT, 
TESTED, 
and housed 

SYSTEM RACK MICRON £550 incl. 
InC VAT. P&P 
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TANEX EXPANSION 
Expanded, TAN EX offers· 7K RAM 

6502 based microcomputer VOU alpha numeric display. Powerful locations for 4K EPROM .(2716). ' monrtor TAN BUG. 8K RAM. 32 parallell/ 0 lines. 2 TTL senaii/O lines locations for 10K e'xtended Four 16 B1t counter t1mers. Cassette interface. Data bus buffering. · MICROSOFT BASIC. 32 parallel I/O Memory mapping contol. 71 key ASCII Keyboard, including numeric lines. two TTL serial I/O ports. a keypad. Includes power supply. Also Includes the first •1 OK MICRO third serial I/ 0 port with SOFT BAS!C ·available 1n the U.K. All the usual BASIC commands.· AS232!20mA loop. full modem ~~F~UiiLiiLIMw~~~~;;;;~~~~~~~~~_J control and 16 programmable'baud ANUALS: MICROTAN rates, four 16 bit counter timers. TANEX, BASIC, X BUG ' cassette interface. data bus All £5 each buttering. and memory mapping. 
EXPANDED TAN EX KiT (Excludes ROM, XBUG and BASIC) 
£89.70 +VAT. £1346. total f1 03.16. 

TAN RAM 
AVAILABLE NOW TANRAM. 40K Bytes on 
one board' Single board of bulk memory 
offenng : 7K Static RAM (2114). and 32K 
Dynam1c RAM (4116) Onboard refresh is 
totally transparent to CPU operation and is 
unaffected by normal OMA's. TAN RAM fully 
expands_ the available address space of the 
6502 microprocessor. MICROTAN. TAN EX and TANRAM together provide l6K RAM. 48K RAM. and 1K 1/0 -that's a lot of memor and a lot of 1/01 Built and tested. TANRAM ASSEMBLED . y 
40K RAM CARD with I&K DYNAMIC RAM£76 +VAT 
CONTENTS: High quality plated thr ole printed circuit board solder reSISt and silk screened component identification Full compl~ment of I.C. sockets for max1mum expans1on. 64 way O.I.N. edge connector. 1 K RAM (2114) Data bus buffering. TAN RAM users manual. 
EXTRA RAM: 
IK STATIC (2114) £2.95 each . 16K DYNAMIC (4116) . £1.50 each. 

MEMORIES EXPAND YOUR SYSTEM WITH OUR TANGERINE 
01scounts I 0% for 4. 15% for 8. 20% for 16. APPROVED CHIPS. 
2102 1 K x 1 Static RAM SOp · 
2708 £3.50 
2716 £6.50 

IM 6402 UART £4.50 
2_114 I K x 4 Static RAM £2.95 

MK 4116 16K x 1 Dynamic RAM 
£1.50 All including VAT 4118 1 K x 8 Static RAM £7.50 

EXPANDED TAN EX ASSEMBLED 
£99.70 + V.AT £14.96. total £114.66 
OPTIONS TO FULLY EXPANDED TANEX . 

1 OK Extended MICROSOFT BASIC in EPROM (with manual) 
£49.00 +VAT. £7.35, total £56.35 . 
Extra RAM 1 K (2 x 2114) £5.20 +VAT. 78p, total £5 98 SERIAL 1/0 KIT £17.25 incl. . . . 
6522 VIA £8.00 + V.A.T. £120, total £9.20 
XBUG £17.35 +VAT. £2.60 total £19 95 ± 12v. KIT £9.20 incl. · · · 
AS YOU CAN SEE THE PRICES OF OUR EXPANSIO.N 
COMPONENTS ARE VERY, VERY COMPETITIVE! 

TANGERINE DISC SYS~ ZB CONTROLLER CARD £150.00 •VAT . • ,~,, 
DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY DRIVE . V 

£215.00+VAT / . · 
CP/M DISK OPERATING SYSTEM .. • 

£80 •VAT , · Dec. '81 

71 KEY ASCII KEYBOARD £69.95 incl NO EXTRAS NEEDED. " 
Uses gold crosspoint keys . Includes numeric keypad and ribbon cable Availab.le as fully assembled and tested MONITORS (PROFESSIONAL) · POWER SUPPLIES RECONDITIONED AND NEW - FROM £35.00 to £129.95 

MPS 1: Input 120 or 240V AC . Output 5 Vo lts at3 Amp: Regulated CENTRONICS MPS I w1ll power both MICROTAN and TAN EX fully expanded. Built on Ideal for lange rine 

£15.22 +V.AT £2.28 total £17.50. 
SUPER METAL CABINET IN TANGERINE/ BLACK 
£20.00 +VAT. £3 00. total £23 00. 

thesameslzeprin tedwcultboardasMICROTANetc A I bl PRINTERS @ PROFE ~~~~:::,::;,::·.: ";'"" 
45 

· "'" "" '""''"".~. £ 150• +. v.u ?!' .. ·. .. ' . ::, ~a~a~!~fn:NA L ASCII_I(EYBOAR osl £
69

_
13 

+ ~A.T · - an - 12V switch mode system PSU Model 730 £350 + V A.T. . £ l~~~~~~~c~-==--i~Miod~ei7~37~£3~9~5~+~V~A.T~m=;~~~~~ 29_.95 •VAT ~ · MINI-SYSTEM RACK 
sz k NEw M lc 

• ey 7 b1t ASCII coded • Superbly made -We have produced a mini-system rack which accepts MICROTAN 65 ROTANTEL ·Positive strobe +5V-12V • Size 13 x 5.5 x 1.5 ins 
TANEXand our mln l·mother board: It has an integral power supply ·j~st POST OFFICE APPROVED . ASCII characters • Black keys with white ledgens 
plug It Into the mams and away you go ' FiniShed in TANGERINE/BLACK PREST . Parallel output with strobe • Escape shift return & : 
It gives your system the profeSSIOnal finish . front panel access for 1/0 ' EL- VIEWDATA tw:::====r~ . Power light on control reset keys 
cables. AVAILABLE AS AN ASSEMBLED UNIT • FULL COLOURGRAPH e CAN • • Chip by General Instrument • Control repeat & bell .keys 
£56.35 incl. STORE PRESTEL e CAN BE USED £ 17 0 r~(~Gljt.JnTi:TLJoiiutUpult ____ ·...:C::::om::.:!p:::.:te~te:_::w::_:it:.:_h :;::DA::_T::_A ;:::::=:=:=dl LL SYS AS AN EDITING TERMINAL. CAN ADD ON F h TEM RACK BE INTERFACED WITH PET, APPLE +VAT • A compact 12 button keypad 

or t e man that has everything' 19 inch w
1
de etc. ' KEYPAD suitable for use with above 

system rack which accepts MICROTAN 65. TAN EX. TAN RAM SEVEN Just connect to the aerial socket of any colour or black and white keyboard to extend its functions 
FURTHER EXPANSION BOARDS. TAN DOS and THE SYSTEM POWER domestic T.V. rece1ver and to your Post Office installed jack socket and plus four extra keys. Supplied 
su:~~Y Av:' lable In many lormats. e g. lndivlduallront panels full you are Into the eXCiting world of PRESTEL. Via simple push btltton use brand new with data. A non-
WI t inge front panel. back panel With or without connectors·. you are able to VIew 170.000 pages of up to the mmute Information on encoded single mode keyboard. many serv1ces. order goods from companies · all this without leav1ng 

SERIAL I/O BOARD MAX. (8 PORTSI .. .. £135•70 ~b~~~~L~~~~Efn·o·FULL .............. ................. £54.64 ~!~!tm :;g ~g!~g ~~-~r~~~NL~~k:~l :::::::g:: CONTROLLER CARD MIN .. ··· ···· .. . :: : ::~~:::: 32K RAMCARD 16K VERSION ....... £87.40 CBUG, COMBINED TANB·u·ii'ii(BUG .......... T.B.A. 32K RAMCARD 32K VERSION .................... £I1S.OO 2 PORT SERIAL tiD KIT ........... T.B.A. 32K RoM saARa (ExcL RoM) ................. £54.&5 ~l~H~et~~~~~~c~ GRAPHics : ::: ::::: ............. £90.85 
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12/24 L.C.D. 
CLOCK MODULE 

Features a 0.5" L.C.D. 
Display, user selectable 
12 or 24 hour operation, 
dual time, alarm, 24 minute 
stop watch, sleep and timer control 
functions. The display shows A, P and alarm 
annunciations. An incandescent lamp back bulb is also fitted. It is supplied complete with · bezel at £13.95 "one off" and £13.25 for 10+. 
HEAT SINKS 

An extensive range of heat sinks manu-
factured by Redpoint is now available in the new Verospeed catalogue at competitive 
"one off" prices plus discounts. The range covers every type of popular semiconductor package including T05, T03, T0220, T0126, TV1500, T018 and a special sink for dual-in
line devices up to 16 pin which does not 
require adhesive. All types are black 
anodised. · 

DIODES 
Diodes complement the already extensive range of semiconducting devices supplied by Verospeed. Manufactured by Diodes Inc. the comprehensive range includes IN4000 and IN5400 series, 1 amp and 3 amp fast recovery diodes, 1A, 2A, 3A, 6A, 15A, and 35A silicone bridge rectifiers. All types have an extremely 

high reputation for reliability and are very competitively priced both for small quantities and for the published discount catalogue prices. 
Look for these - and lots more in 
THE ONE-OFF SHOP 
Send tor your copy. Test our 
service by phoning 0703 618525 
before 3.00 p.m.- and your 
catalogue will be in the 
post tonight 

' Britain's fastest growing distributor of branded electronic components. · Verospeed, Stansted Road, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh, Hants. S05 4ZY. Telex 4 77144 
WW- 029FORFURTHERDETAILS 

ONLY £48.50 Postfree,incVAT (lj®~ 
ct®~1J 

(E[f)~®~ 
CE~~~ml~CE 

Send cheque or of!icial order for prompt . dcli1·erY. Telephone orders will be 

~
HOLDS UP TO SIX EPROMS despatched c.o.D. at no extra charge . SAFETY INTERLOCKED TRAY Also available in London from: FAST ERASE TIME Technomatic Ltd. QUALITY STEEL CASE . Tra1_1sam MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE G:~t~~hl~.en from: ~-~~~---·NORTHERN ELECTRONICS······" 51 Arundel Street, Mossley, Lancashire Tel: Mossley (04575) 4119. 

WW ~ 049FORFURTHERDETAILS 

From the June issuer Practical Wireless becomes an "all radio" magazine, covering all the techniques and applications of radio, including licensed amateur radio, short-wave listening, OX {long-distance) broadcast listening and viewing, radio control, etc., plus the latest 

METER PROBLEMS? 

·4 •6 

137 Standard Ranges in a variety of 
·sizes and stylings available for 10-14 
days · delivery . Other Ranges and 
special scales can be made to order. 

11 

@, developments on the CB scene. . 

®Doa@~@oo 
Full Information from: 

HARRIS ELECTRONICS (London) 138 GRAYS INN ROAD. W.C.l Phone: 01/837/7937 Telex: 892301 HARTRO G 
WW - 045 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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inc air lXII ersonal Co111 
he earl of a syste111 
at grows with you. 

1980 ~aw ~genuine breakthrough
the S~nclarr ZXBO, world's first com
plete personal computer for under 
£100. Not surprisingly, over 50,000 
were sold. 

In March 1981, the Sinclair lead 
increased dramatically. For just 
£69.95 the Sinclair ZX81 offers even 
more advanced facilities at an even 
lower price. Initially, even we were 
surprised by the demand - over 
50,000 in the first 3 months! 

Kit: 
£49.~ 

• 

Today, the Sinclair ZX81 is the 
heart of a computer system. You can 
add 16-times more memory with the 
ZX RAM pack. The ZX Printer offers 
an unbeatable combination of 
performance and price. And the ZX 
Software library is growing every day. 

Higher specification, lower price -
how's it done? .. 
Quite simply, ·by design. The ZX80 
reduced the chips in a working 
computer from 40 or so, to 21. The 
ZX81 reduces the 21 to 4! 

The secret lies in a total~ new 
master chip. Designed by Sinclair 
and custom-built in Britain, this · 
unique chip replaces 18 chips from Lower price: higher capability 

With the ZX81, it's still very simple to 
teach yourself computing, but the 
ZX81 packs even greater working 
capability than the zxao. 

It uses the same micro-processor 
but incorporates a new, more powe;
ful 8K BASIC ROM -the 'trained 
intelligence' of the computer. This 
chip works in decimals, handles logs 
and trig, allows you to plot graphs, 

, and builds up animated displays. 
And the ZX81 incorporates other 

operation refinements- the facility 
to load and save named programs 
o~ cassette, for example, and to 
dnve the new ZX Printer. 

Every ZX81 comes with a comprehensive, specially- written 
, manual- a complete course in BASIC programming, from 
f1rst pnnc1ples to complex programs. 

theZX80! 

New,. improved specification 
• Z80A micro-processor- new 
faster version of the famous Z80 
chip, widely recognised as the best 
ever made. 
• Unique 'one-touch' key word 
entry: the ZX81 eliminates a great 
deal of tiresome typing. Key words 
(RUN, LIST, PRINT, etc.) have their 
own single-key entry. 
• Unique syntax-check and report 
codes identify programming errors 
immediately. 
• Full range of mathematical and 
scientific functions accurate to eight 
decimal places. . 
e Graph-drawing and animated
display facilities. 
e Multi-dimensional string and 
numerical arrays. 
e Up to 26 FOR/NEXT loops. 
• Randomise function -useful for 
games as well as serious applications. 
e Cassette LOAD and SAVE with 
named programs. 
• 1 K -byte RAM expandable to 16K 
bytes with Sinclair RAM pack. 
• Able to drive the new Sinclair 
printer. 
• Advanced 4-chip design: micro- . 
processor, ROM, RAM, plus master 
chip- unique, custom-built chip 
replacing 18 ZX80 chips. 

Kit or built -it's up to you! 
You'll be surprised how easy the 
ZX81 kit is to build: just four chips to 
assemble (plus, of course the other 
discrete components) -a few hours' 
work with a fine-tipped soldering iron. 
And you may already have a suitable 
mains adaptor- 600 rnA at 9 V DC 
nominal unregulated (supplied with 
built version) . 

Kit and built versions come com-
plete with all leads to connect to · 
your TV (colour or black and white) 
and cassette recorder. 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

ter-

161 ·byte RAM 
pack for 111assive 
add·on 111e111ory. 
Designed as a complete module to 
fit your Sinclair ZX80 or ZX81, the 
RAM pack'simply plugs into the 
existing expansion port at the rear 
of the computer to multiply your 
data/program storage by 16! 

Use it for long and complex 
programs or as a personal database. 
Yet it costs as little as half th·e price 
of competitive additional memory. 

With the RAM pack, you can 
also run some of the more sophisti
cated ZX Software- the Business & 
Household management systems 
for exampl!3. 

sin~::lair 
ZXBI 
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB21SN. 
Tel: (0276) 66104 & 21282. 

Available ·noVI· 
the Zl Printer 
for only £49.95 

Designed exclusively for use with 
the ZX81 (and ZX80 with 8K BASIC 
ROM), the printer offers full alpha
numerics and highly sophisticated 
graphics. 

useful when writing or editing 
programs. 

And of course you can print out 
your· results for permanent records 
or sending to a friend. 

Printing speed is 50 characters 
per second, with 32 characters per 
line and 9 lines per vertical inch .. 

A special feature is COPY, which 
prints out exactly what is on the 
whole TV screen without the need 
for further intructions. 

At last you can have a hard copy 
of your program listings-particularly 

The ZX Printer connects to the rear 
of your computer- using a stackable 
connector so you can plug in a RAM 
pack as well. A roll of paper (65ft 
long x 4 in wide) is supplied, along 
with full instructions. 

How to order your ZX81 by cheque, postal order, Access, 
BY PHONE- Access, Barclaycard or Barclaycard or Trustcard. 
Trustcard holders can call EITHER WAY- please allow ·up to 
01-200 0200 for personal attention 28 days for delivery. And there's a 
24 hours a day, every day. 14-day money-back option. We want 
BY FREEPOST- use the no-stamp- you to be satisfied beyond doubt -
needed coupon below. You can pay and we have no doubt that you will be. 

---------~-------------~ r To: Sinclair Research Ltd, FREEPOST 7, Cambridge, CB21VY. Order 

Qty Item Code 

Sinclair ZX81 Personal Computer kit(s). Price includes 
ZX81 BASIC manual, excludes mains adaptor. 12 

Ready-assembled Sinclair ZX81 Personal Computer(s) . 
Price includes ZX81 BASIC manual and mains adaptor. 11 

Mains Adaptor(s) (600 mA at 9 V DC nominal unregulated). 10 

16K ·BYTE RAM pack. 18 

Sinclair ZX Printer. 27 

BK BASIC ROM to fit ZXBO. 17 

Post and Packing. 
. 

Item price 
£ 

49.95 

69.95 

8.95 

49.95 

49.95 

19.95 

Total 
£ 

2.95 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0 Please tick if you require a VAT receipt TOTAL£____ I 
*I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Sinclair R~ ·1 
*Please charge to my Access/Barclaycard/Trustcard a 1 
*Please delete/complete as applicable . L_LLi __J_I __~_I --L-1 ___.~_I __l___j_____l___l__jL__L.._"-::P::-Ie-'-~se ~rintl I 

I ___LL.L__L_i I Name: . M rIM rs/M iss L_i.__j__J.__..J.__...L_..J.__l___L_....l.__j_--'----'---'-'--'- I 
Address: ~I I I ! 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . ~ .1.--1.1---L--'----'-..._..J I 
L ~~o~ ~o_!!a~ .!!..~d_:2~ ~!!s ~ ~ ~Y,:_ _____ ::,::: .. .J 

WW- 052 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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· If everything were perfect .•• 

b 
It ishrarely necessary to have to The step side of the Quad 44 . · 

oost t · e bass response of a top b t 1 · · · · · · 
quality high fidelit t ass con r~ switch e}Ill}Inates th~s 

~although the Quad lndi~bntrol f:~;~~:;i~~~~~~j~~gsY~~e ~ow 
oes enable subtle changes to be putting a 5dB ste · th f Y Y 

made to the overall balance of the response reprodEc\~ Jo~ee~~~ncy 
~f~~r~mm~~f blut tdhere are a number bliss and~ closer appfoach to t~e 

Ig qua .I Y ou speakers on the original sound r 
market, which because of their · 
Lilliputian dimensions necessarily .To learn all about the Quad 44 
have attenuated low fr~quency wnte or teleph~ne for a leaflet. 
re.sponse and the Quad 44 is fitted The Acous~Ical Manufacturing 
With a bass control which in the lift Co. Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB. 
position provides optimum Telephone: (0480) 52561. 
equalisation. 

Considerations of domestic 
harmony frequently dictate 
loudspeaker placement that is less 
than I~eal. The almost inevitable 
result Is the excitation of the 
fundamental eigentones of the 
room and music 
reproduction 
with a 
characteristic and 
unpleasant honk. 

au ~ AD~ 
for the closest approach 

to the original sound 

QUAD is a registered trade mark . 

WW - 018 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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Data recording and analysis: 
meet the time shrinker! 

If you need to record and analyse data 
from multiple inputs, consider the 
advantages of using the Microdata 
Ml600L data logger. . 

Magnetic tape cartridge Because it 
records on a standard 1,4 inch magnetic 
tape cartridge in ECMA/ ANSI format, the 
output can be replayed at high speed into a 
computer, calculator or other data 
processing equipment. Alternatively, the 

. internal replay facility of the data logger 
can be used. No other data logger has this 
capability. 

Individual conditioning cards 
Individual, plug-in signal conditioning 
cards are used- one for each of the 20 input 

· channels (expandable up to 100). As a 
result, each customer receives a bespoke 

· instrument ready to handle mixed 

analogue and digital inputs from most 
. transducers. Cards are available at low 
cost to condition virtually every type of 
electrical signal, to reconfigure the 
instrument for different projects. No other 
data logger offers these facilities. ' 

Exceptional versatility The M1600L 
is available either as a mains powered, 
free-standing, laboratory instrument or in 
the portable weatherproof form operating 
from its internal batteries. For more 
permanent installation in existing 
systems, it can be supplied in chassis form 
for mounting in a 19 inch rack. No 9ther 
data logger displays thi:s versatility. 

The M1600L is now widely adopted 
for projects in energy, transportation, 
agricultural and environmental research. 
If you would like further details, please 

lRaJD©OO@mil&-leaders in the field 

WW- 022 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

....--•MORE SPEC. FOR YOUR MONEY __ ...._ 

TYPE 643 FUNCTION GENERATOR 

0.01Hz to 999KHz 

SINE. SQUARE anJ TRIANGLE 

DIGITAL SETTING 

DC OFFSET 

PROGRAMMABLE 

SIMULTANEOUS OUTPUTS 

50 0 MAIN OUTPUT 

(1 OV.' attenuable) 

£122.50 
8t £3 carriage, ins. etc. 

----------------------------
TYPE 64JA FUNCTION GENERATOR 

0.01Hz to 1.1MHz 

SINE. SQUARE anti TRIANGLE 

DIAL SETTING 

write, telephone, orreturn this 
advertisement clipped to your 
letter heading. 

MICRO DATA LIMITED, MONITOR HOUSE, 

STATION ROAD, RADLETT, HERTS. WD7 8JX, 

ENGLAND. Telephone: RADLETT (09276) 3333. 

Telex: 924937. 

Trigger 

DC OFFSET , 

PROGRAMMABLE 

SIMULTANEOUS OUTPUTS *Time Base : 1 sec/div-100ns/div. * Z-Modulation. 

15 

600 0 MAIN OUTPUT & £3 carFlage, ins. etc. 

* XY Facility: Matched XV inputs . *CAL output lv 1kHz. . 
*Trigger: level control, ± Slope ;'ll'k Graticule blue ruled 8x10 div. (4in. CRT). 

(lOY. attenuable) 

OMB ELECTRONICS. RIVERSIDE. EYNSFORD. KENT DM OAE 
Tel . Farningham (0322) 863567 

Prices. which are CWO and ex-VAT. are correct at the time of going 

to press and are subject to change without notice . 

~--FROM OMB ELECTRONICS __ .,_ 
WW - 043 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

selection. *Size: H215mm, W165mm. D280mm. 
* Auto, Normal , TV Triggering . *Weight: 4kg. 

SAFGAN ELECTRONICS LTD. 
24 GUILDFORD ROAD, WOKING, SURREY TEL. WOKING (04862) 69560 

Carriage: England & Wales £6.50 + V.A.T.; Scotland £9.50 + V.A.T . M 
London Stockist: Audio Electronics- Tel : 01 -7243564 

North-West Stockist: Oarom Supplies, Warrington, Ches.- Tel: Warrington 64764 ISA 

""'''""""""" Avon Stockist: L F. Hanney, Bath.- Tel: Bath 24811 ' 
Ca rdiff Stockist : Steve's Electronics Supply Co .. Cardiff- Tel : 10222141905 

Chesterfield Stockist: Kays Electronics, Chesterfield - Tel : (0246) 31696 
Newcastle Stockist: Aitken Bros. & Co .• Newcastle - Tel : 0632 26729 
Birmingham Stockist: P.A.T.H. Electronic Services· Tel: 021 ·327 2339 

Stockist: RTS, - Tel: (0332) 41235 

WW - 038 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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HARDWARE DESCRIPTION (COMPONENTS) 
• 30 ICs include: 2K Static Ram Buffer, 2K ROM, PIA with 

Scratchpad RAM (INS8154), MPU (INS8060), Cursor RAM 
(21 02), Character PROM, LS-TTL and CMOS gates, dividers, 
counters multiplexers, monostables, registers, flip-flops and 
buffers. 

e Voltage regulators for 5 volts and 25 volts program voltage. 
e 5 pole changeover OIL PERSONALITY SWITCH. 
e UHF Modulator. 
e Zero-Insertion-Force Lever Socket. 
e ROMULATOR lead and plug. 
• Strong plastic case. 
e Over 50 discrete components including 4 MHZ Crystal, 

Transistors, Diodes, Zeners, Resistor Arrays, Capacitors, 
Potentiometer, Sockets for major ICs. 

e l?lated-through~Holes Fibreglass Circuit Board with Solder 
mask and Component ldent. 

e Separate POWER SUPPLY, with moulded MAINS PLUG. 
i 

*No hidden extras, price is for a BUILT AND 
TESTED Softy (no kits) with full 90 day 

_warranty and 14 day money back guarantee. 
Price includes power supply, romulator link, 
postage and packing- ALL YOU NEED. 
Price£169 +£25.35(VAT15%) total £194.35. 
Cheques payable to Dataman. 

Mail to:· Dataman Designs, Lombard House, 24 Cornwall Road, 
Dorchester, Dorset, DT1 1 RX. Dorchester (0305) 68066. 
Export enquiries: Maiden Newton (0300) 20700. 
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SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION (KEYBOARD FUNCTIONS! 
e HEXADEC IMAL ENTRY- D-\TA 1s written to SCREEN ADDRESS indicated by CURSOR HIGH LI GHT and 
the cursor IS automatically 1ncremented. e CURSOR FUNCTIONS- UP. DOWN. LEFT. RIGHT. PAGE- The 
CURSOR KEYS control movement of the cursor highlight DATA IS displayed as a pa1r of 1-1 EX DIGITS which show 
CODE CONTENTS of each ADDRESS LOCATION. ADDRESSES are MAPPED 111 X· Y fashion on the screen of a. 
TV rece1ver or MONITOR Any of. 16 PAGES may be viewed each contammg 512 BYTES plus STATUS 
1nformat1on. PAGE changes automatiCally as the cursor crosses the page BOUNDARY e ALTERN ATE CURSOR 
-The FIX key stores the current cursor pos1tion for later reference. prov1dmg a LABEL in ADDRESSING SPACE. 
[hereafter SOFTY calculates and diSplays the HEXADECIMAL DIFFERENCE between cursors! showing correct 
value of RELATIVE JUMP. For example) • SWAP function exchanges the stored cursor with the current cursr,r 
twh1ch complements the HEX difference as displayed on-screem • MATCHBYTE funct1on will h1ghl1ght and 
count dlllocat1ons contam111g any REOU EST ED BYTE. Th1s 1nstruct10n may be repeated to fmd specific sect1ons 
of code • CLEAR operates m e1ther FORWARD or BACKWARD modes to clear RAM BUFFER as requested 
Clea1ed memory IS all-high. rather than all-low. An unprogrammed EPROM contains all FF bytes. e INSERT looks 
forward 111 memory to lind THREE UNUSED BYTES in succeSSIOn t FF FF FF) and sh1fts Intervening code 
righ twards to perm1 t extra mstructmn to be mserted • DE LETE removes the mstruct1on at the cursor locat1on 
and shtfts code leftwards frorn l1 rst three unused byles e SERIAL and PARALLEL INPUT and OUTPUr 
ROUTINES are available to fill the RAM BUFFER from an external dev1ce such as a COMPUTER runmng an 
ASSEMBLER PROGRAM or a PUNCHED-TAPE READER. BUFFER CONTENTS may also be transm1tted to a 
TAPE-PUNCH or PRINTER These routmes convert between HEX and ASCII. 11 is easy to Interlace SOFTY Wilh 
RS232 and CENTRONICS compatible dev1ces (and w1 th other BUS STRUCTURES by wntmg specifiC software 
and-ass1gn1ng a keyfunct1on) e TRANSWIFT is a FAST SERIAL DATA TRANSFER system which can be used 
With ANY MICRO v1a a smgle bit of 110 It is used for EASY SERIAL INTERFACES and for d;rect connect1onw1th d 

TAPE RECORDER to store OBJECT CO OE on tape 1 EPROM or BUFFER contents I e E:~·RAM function perm1ts 
extenSIOn of RAM BUFFER to 4 K BYTES by using a BYTE-WI DE RAM In the ZIF SOCKET There IS proviSIOn lor 
connect1on of SOFTY'S WRITE STROBE to the socket and BUFFER CONTENTS may be transferred using th1s 
function e INTERNAL MICRO functions- SOFTYS own fNS8060 will run PROGRAMS 111 SCRATCHPAD 
RAM BUFFER or EPROM e COPYFIRM copies back FIRMWARE into the RAM BUFFER Thus it 1s poss ible to 
mod1fy SOFTY and reprogram 1! for CUSTOM APPLICATIONS. write APPLICATION-ORIENTED 
KEYF.UNCTIONS etc. • RUN function will transfer control to the dev1ce 111 the ZIF SOCKET Programs · 
particular applications may be comm1tted to EPROM for use when required t2K bytes permits qu1te pov. 
dpplications- a disassembler perhaps?) • GO SUB will perform the program 111 SCRATCHPAD- in effeci, . 
prov1des USER-PROGRAMMABLE KEYFUNCTIONS e EXECUTE Will ac tion the program 111 RAM BUFFER 
··before your very eyes·· . as it were. permitting msert1on of BREAKPOINTS which cause the processor to stop 
w1thout LOSS OF STATUS and pnnt contents of INTERNAL REGISTERS. SUBROUTINE POINTER etc. 111 the 
STATUS LINE e BLOCK FUNCTIONS are available to handle code in blocks. e DEFINE permitS 
defimtion of the block us1ng the CURSOR KEYS tThe CURSOR HIGHLIGHT expands to enclose the BLOCK) e 
MOVE al lows the block to be SHIFTED around 111 memory by use of the CURSOR KEYS. Intervening code 1snot 
erased: 1t moves to the other s1de of the block. Th1s 1s a relocation funct1on. e STORE w111 take the block mto 
SCRATCHPAD memory. where 1! Cdn be called as a SUBROUTINE to pruvide an ex tra key-functiOn re-mserted 
into code tater as a MACRO- or lUSt provide a means to put the block back elsewhere without relocatmg olher 
code. • REPLACE writes the stored block 1nto memory from the current cursor address and transfers the cursor 
to the end of it. e EPROM-HANDLING FUNCTIONS- SOFTYS CHIEF PURPOSE IS the HANDLING of 
OBJECT CODE and PROGRAMMINGof EPROMS. e PRETEST checks that the programwill go mto the EPROM 
ThiS IS not merely a test lor erasure (It CAN be 1f memory IS cleared f1rst) each !oca11on IS exammed 111 turn and 
compared with the code it will receive. Those locatiOns wh iCh cannot be programmed (BITS which must be HIGH 
3re already LOW) are HIGHLIGHTED and COUNTED. One useful appl1cat1on of this funct1on IS the employment of 
jefect1ve EPROM S which have a bit or two ·· stuck low·· ThiS happens Perhaps even more useful1s the poss1b1lity 
.Jf mod1fymg an EPROM because the changes are 111 the ··r1ght direction·- one can be lucky' • COMPARE , 
·~hecks each location m EPROM with the corresponding byte in RAM BUFFER and counts and h1ghl1ghts 
differences. Thts funct1on IS also called automatically after a programm1ng operation It IS useful for testmg 
suspect ROMS and EPROMS. SOFTY MAKES A USEFUL PRODUCTION ROM CHECKER e COPY transfers 
the EPROM contents into RAM BUFFER e BURN transfers the RAM BUFFER contents tnto EPROM by 
applying a 50 millisecond PROGRAM PULSE to each location m turn wh1lst holding PROGRAM ENABLE at +25 
volts. LOCATIONS WHICH DO NOT REQUIRE PROGRAMMING ARE SKIPPED so a short program under 
development w111 burn much more qu1ckly than a full EPROM · 

WW - 023FORFURTHERDETAILS 
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Rmcron 
INDUSTRIAL 

* ESPONSE DC - 45KHz ± 1 dB. 
* OUTPUT POWER IN EXCESS OF 1.5KW INTO 2.75 Ohm LOAD (CON

TINUOUS R.M.S.) MUSCLE 
* 0 C OUTPUT 20 AMPS AT 100 VOLTS OR 2KVA. 
* HARMONIC DISTORTION LESS THAN 0.05% DC-20KHz AT 1 kW INTO 6 

OHMS. 
*PLUG-IN MODULES: CONSTANT VOLTAGE/CURRENT, PRECISION OS

CILLATORS 
*UNIPOLAR AND BIPOLAR DIGITAL INTERFACES, FUNCTION GENERA

TORS, AND MANY OTHERS. 
*OUTPUT MATCHING TRANSFORMERS AVAILABLE TO MATCH VIR

TUALLY ANY LOAD. 
*FULL OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION GUARANTEED STABLE 

INTO ANY LOAD. . · 
*TWO UNITS MAY BE CONNECTED TO PROVIDE UP TO 4kW. 
*INTERLOCK CAPABILITY FOR UP TO EIGHT UNITS. 
* 3-YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR WARRANTY. 
*UNITS AVAILABLE FROM 100VA-12KVA. 

For full details on all Amcron Products write or phone Chris Flack 
Model M600 

P.O. BOX3 
A TILE BOROUGH 
NORFOLK NR17 2PF 
Tel: 0953-452477 

Analogue Associates 
PROFESSIONAL INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

WW- 008 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

POWER UNITS 
Now available with 

3 OUTPUTS 

Type 250VRU/30!25 

OUTPUT 1: 0-30v, 25A DC 

OUTPUT 2: 0-70v, ., OA AC 

OUTPUT 3: 0-250v, 4A AC 

ALL 
Continuously 

Variable 

DIL compatible conliguration 
C~10S and TT L output s 

\\"ide temperature ranges 

Frequencies one pulse per day to 6o ~1Hz 

~lany sta ndard frequ encies from stock 

:\lorr drta ils of specifica tions {!·om 

Interface 
Quartz 

Devices 
Limited 

29 ~larket Street 
Crcwkc- rne 

SornenctTAt 8 ?Jt: 

Crewkcrrw (o46o) 7·H33 
Telc.-c 462f\3 mfac f' I{ 

WW - 047 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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Range of mains operated Scopes with 5" displays, trigger~d 
sweep (UK c/p £3.50) 
DUAL TRACE 
CSI562A10 MHZ; 10 MV; 1 micro sec. 
CSJ56DA 1115 MHZ; 10mV; 0.5 micro SdC. 
CSJ566A 20 MHZ; 5mV; 0.5 micro sec. 
CS1577A35 MHZ; 2r.nV; 0.1 micro sec. 
CSJ830 Mk 1130MHZ. 2mV. 0.2 micro sec. 
(fitted delay line) 

£267.95 
£341.55 
£363.40 
£523.25 
£626.75 

CS15755 MHZ. 1mV, 0.5 micro sec. Multi display Audio scofe. 
£3 2.80 

CS1820 20 MHZ, 2-5 mV 1 micro delay sweep £483.00 

SINGLE TRACE 
CSJ559A 10 MHZ. 10mV. 1 micro sec . 5" display Triggered 
sweep (UK c/p £3.50) £251.85 
COI3030 5 MHZ. 10mV. low sweep for observation below 1HZ and up 
to 450 MHZ. 75mm display (UK c/p £2.00) £124.20 
Oolional nrobes- all models. 
X1 £7.95 X10 £9.45 X1-X10 £10.50 X100 £16,95 

TRIO GENERATORS 

AUOIO AND RF 
MAINS OPERATED 
PORTABLE EQUIP
MENT (UK c/p £1.1 0) 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

Reliable low cost portable instruments. bench models all 
25.5 x 15 x Scm. Generators mains operated rest battery 
(supplied) UK c/p Hand models 65p, bench£1.15) 
DIGITAL MULTIMETERS (3Y2 digit LCD) 
TM354 Hand held, DC 2A. 2m ohm, 1mV - 1000V DC. 500v AC. 

TM352 Hand held. DC 10A. Hfe test Continuity test 
TM353 Bench. 2A AC/DC, 1000V AC/DC. 20M ohm. 
Typical 0.25% New low price 
TM351 Bench. 10A AC/ DC. 1000V AC/DC. 20M ohm 
Typical 0.1% 

£45.94 
£57.44 

£86.25 

£113.85 
FREQUENCY COUNTERS [8 Digiti 
PFM200A Hand held LED 200 MHZ. 10mV !600 MHZ with 
TP600) £67.50 
TF040 Bench LCD. 40 MHZ, 40mV (400 MHZ with TP600) £126.50 
TF2DO Bench LCD. 200 MHZ. 10-30mV (600 MHZ with (TP600) 

£166.75 
£43.13 

LOGIC PROBE 

~ 
DIRECT READ 
HV PROBE 

Leader LDP076 50 MHZ 
10MEG ohm. 10n Sec. with 
carry case £56.90 
~ 
0/40KV: 20K Volt £18.40 

THURLBY 
DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 

43,4 Digit 0.05% 7 Function LCD 
Made to exacting standards in UK 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
PROBE KITS 
(UK c/p 50P per 1 to 3) 

Available BNC ,!llug__or Banana 
XI £7_9~ X10I9.4:i 
X1-X10u0.50 
Also X100 (BNC onlv)£16.95 

30 ranges 1200V DC. 750V AC. 10A AC/DC . 32 Meg ohm Also includes 
frequency measurement to 4 MHZ and 4KHZ output. 

(UK c/p £1.50) Al l featuring AC/DC Volts /Current & SG402 6 range RF 100KHZ- 30 MHZ t 15.1NT /EXT 
MOD. 100 mV o/p Variable £68.00 

Price is with batteries. test leads and mains adaptor. £ 171.00 
(optional carry case £20.45) 

UK c/p £1.00 
AG202A Matcl1ing 4 range Audio . 20HZ-
200KHZ Sine Square. Distortion 0.5-1% 
Variable o/p to 10V £78.20 
AG203 5 band 10HZ- 1 MHZ Sine/Square 0.5dB 
deviation. Distortion Max . 0.1% Switched Alternator & 
variable. £126.50 
ALSO IN STOCK Newtronics 20DP & 200SPC 0.002 HZ 
5.5 MHZ Generators (200 SPC with 100 MHZ counter) 

Ohms ranges. _ . 
Ml500 43 range 20K!Volt : AC/ DC 10A £53.50 
M1200 30 ra nge lOOK/Volt AC/DC 15A 200 Meg ohm . 
With leather case Was £84. Now £49.00 
K1400 26 range large scale 20K/Volt : 10A AC / DC : 
20 Meg ohm SkV AC/DC £79.95 
K200 39 range 10 Meg ohm input. 25 HZ-1 MHZ £95.00 
OPTIONS Cases M 1500 & 1200£16.50: K 1400 £19.00 
Temperature Probe for K1400 £13.80 

CALLERS WILL ALWAYS FIND A RANGE OF LOW COST TEST EQUIPMENT. 
ACCESSORIES. TOOLS. IRONS AND BOARDS IN STOCK. ALSO SPECIAL 
OFFERS FOR CERTAIN EQUIPMENT WHICH WILL VARY FROM TIME 
TO TIME 

PRICE CORRECT AT TIME OF PREPARATION E & OE .. 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. 

CHOOSE FROM UK's LARGEST RANGE 

FREE 
CA.TI# l,b(,.(IE / 

Send large SAE 
( 20p UK) 

Schools Compa . 
et f. • n1es, 

c:. ree on request. 
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LCD DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 
SPECIAL PURCHASE - LIMITED PERIOD ONLY . 
6220 Reliable 22 range hand held 31ft digi t LCD with volt/ohms auto range. un1t 
and range signs. 10 amp AC/DC. battery warn1ng . lower power ohms range. 
Model6110 Also has range hold. continu ily buzzer and improved accuracy. All 
models high quality rotary operation. Resolution 0.1 millivol t 10-Micro amp. 

1'!:::;~ 622~ ~a~~~ DC 0.2/lOA AC/DC 600v AC 2meo ohm. Was £55.95 NOW £42.95 
I 6110 As above plus 20mA AC /DC and improved accuracy. Was £85.95 

NOW£59.95 
THIS SPECIAL OFFER IS QUALITY WITH VALUE 
Also in stock . 

00601 27 range, push button, 2A, AC/DC 
188m 16 range with Hfe checker, 10 amp, DC, push button 
189m 30 range with Hfe checker, 10 amp, AC/DC, rotary 

£3U5 
£43.50 
£&9.95 

GLOBAL SPECIALISTS EQUIPMENT 
Generators [UK c/p £ 1.00) 
20011 HZ-100KHZ sweep able function generator. TTL/Sine/ 
Square/Triangle. All facilities: Mains £89.00 
4001 Ultra Vari able Pulse Generator: 0.5 HZ-5 MHZ Every 
facility: Mains. £109.00 
Frequency Counters [UK c/p 80pj 
MAX100 100 MHZ Counter. Battery operated . 8 Dig it 30mV 
typical. Bench portatlle LED £89.00 
MAX50 6 Digit 50 MHZ Hand held LED £56.00 
MAX550 2 range 6 Digit 550 MHZ hand held LED £97.75 
PS500 500 MHZ prescaler for MAXS0/100 £34.50 
Circuli Powered Logic Probes Pulser and Monitors [UK c/p 65p) 
LP1 DTL/TTLICMOS: 10 MHZ. 100K ohm : Pulse: Memory 
£35.50 
LP2 DTL/TTLICMOS 1.5 MHZ. 300K ohm: Pulse £19.95 
LP3 DTL/TTLICMOS: 50 MHZ. 500K ohm : Pulse: Memory 

£55.95 
LMI All. B. 10. 12. 14 & 16 Pin IC'S. Indicates Pins on/off 
DTLITTLICMOS /HTL. Logic Monitor £33.00 
DP1 Digital Pulse. Single shot or 100pps. £58.50 

SABTRONICS EQUIPMENT 
New reliable range of DMM 's and r===~ 
frequency computers with those 
extra facilities and competitive 
prices. All battery operated 
(supplied) . Exc.ept 5020A mains. 
Optional mains eliminators available. 
8 DIGIT COUNTERS 0.1 HZ to 10HZ Res . 
10mV sensitivity to 100 MHZ 

(UK c/p £1.00) 
8110A 20 HZ-100 MHZ in 2 ranges 

£95.45 
8610A 20 HZ-600 MHZ in 3 ranges 

£113.85 
9 DIGIT COUNTERS 30mV sensitivity to 
1GHZ. Resolution0.1 HZ-10HZ m•~a~~l!l~l 86108 10 HZ-600 MHZ in 3 ranges 

£125.35 
80008 10 HZ-1GHZ in 3 ranges 

. £184.00 
FUNCTION GENERATOR (UK c/p £1.00) 
with mains adaptor 
5020A 1HZ-200KHZ Sine/Squar'e/ 
Triangle/TTC Freq sweep. Low 
distortion £98.90 
DIGITAL MUL TIMETERS Two LCD 
hand held- one with temperature 
range. Also LCD and LED Bench 
models . 
2035A 3V2 digit LCD hand. 2A AC /DC 
20Meg ohm ETC £95.45 
2037A As 2035A with -sooc to 
+ 150°C Temp. range 0 1'' 
resolution . £109.25 
2010A 31,12 Digit LED . Auto decimal & Options Touch & hold 
minus . 10A AC/DC 20Meg ohm etc . Probe for DMM's 

£95.45 £14.95 
2015A LCD version of above.£109.25 ·Battery eliminators 
( c/p 2035/37A 65p All others £1 .001 (state mode l) £5.69 

VARIABLE REGULATED 
POWER SUPPLIES 
Mains operated regulated 
single meter (UK c/p £1.50) 
241 0/12-0/24V 1 amp £35.00 
154 5-15 volt 3 amp £44.00 
4230/12-0/24V3amp £54.00 

KDM6 1.5 to 250 MHZ Dip meter 
6 ranges £38.50 
SWR9 3-150 MHZ SWR + F/S 

£9.50 
SWR50 Twin meter SWR +Power 
1KW max £13.95 
310 Single meter SWR +Power 
10W £8.95 
110 SWR/Power/FS-10/100W 

£11.95 
171 As '1 10' Twin meter £14.50 
175SWR/FS /AE Match 
(40 MHZ) £13.80 
176 As '175. + 0/5/50 Watt 
power £16.95 
178 As '175 + 0/10/100W • MOD 
Scale £19.50 
HM20 SWR meter Plus 20K/Volt 
19 range Multimeter £28.95 
(Note: SWR-Power ETC to 
144/150 MHZ) 
Just a selection of a huge range 
in stock- send for latest lists 
including professional ranges. 

Range of top quality scopes for Amateur and 
Professional (UK c/p '307' £3.00. other £4.00) 
307 Single trace 10 MHZ: 5mV: 0.5 micro sec. Plus built in 
component tester. 6 x ?em display. £158.70 
(Optional carry case £18.40) 
203 Dual20 MHZ: Trig to 30 MHZ: SmV: 0.5 micro sees: 
8 x 10cm display (replace model312) £253.00 
412·5 Dua l 20 MHZ delayed sweep: trig to 40 MHZ: SmV: 
0.1 micro sec. 8 x 10cm display. £402.50 
705 Dual 70 MHZ Delayed sweep. Single sweep. 
Delay line. Trig to 100 MHZ. 5mV 0.1 micro sec 8 x 
10cm display £667.00 
Options 203/412/512 Viewinq hood £6.90 
Component tester 203. 412. 512 £46.00 
Carry case (state model) £21.85 
Optional Probes (All models) XI £8.50, X10 £9.45. 
Xl-10 £10.50. X100 £16.95. 

KEITHLEY PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
Model130. 25 range. Easy to hold and use LCD · 
DMM. Size 7 x 3.1 x 15 
Ranges 
DC Volts 200mV-1000V 0.5% 100 micro volt 
AC Volts 200mV-750V 1% 100 micro vo lt 
DC current 2mA-10AMP 1-2%1 micro amp 
AC current 2mA-10AMP 2% 1 micro amp 
Resistance 200 ohm-20 Meg 0.5% 0.1 ohm £102.35 

PROFESSIONAL TRANSISTOR CHECKERS UK C/P £1.50 
All feature auto test and matching. 
LTC 906A plus DC Parameters £111.55 · 
LVT plus F.E.T. Multimeter £147.20 
LTC 907 plus multi band signal injector £173.60 
Also LTC 905 semi conductor curve trace (use with scope) 

£95.45 

SAFGAN PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPES 
Range of low cost Dual Trace Scopes mains operated. Made in UK to 
exacting standards . Available as 10 MHZ: 15 MHZ or 20 MHZ. All featu re 
5mV sensitivity: 0.5 micro sec 6.4 x Scm display. (UK c/p £2.50 ) 
DT410 Dua11D MHZ £194.35 
DT415 Dual15 MHZ £201.25 
DT420 Dual20 MHZ . £216.20 
Optional probes available (see Har.neg above) 

I I~ . •"!!•••· Ia 14 / - ·. • • . •1.999 
\ -~ ....;· :CI--· "h • 
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LASCAR BENCH MULTIMETER 
31ft Digit LCD Made in UK: 25 ranges with basic 0 1'ro 
accuracy: 2A AC / DC with 0.1. Microamp resolution : 
1KV AC/ DC 20Meg ohm ETC . 

TV COLOUR BAR 
PATTERN GENERATORS 

LM100 £89.00 (UK c/p £1.00) 
Also mode l LM2001 hand held mbdel 2Meg ohm. 
2A AC / DC ETC . £57.70 (UK c/ p65pJ 

High quality mains operated 
equipment (UK c/p £1.50) 
LSG16 RF Generator (matches LAG26) 
5 ranoes 100 KHZ-100 MHZ (300 MHZ 
harmon ics). lnt/Ex t MOD 100mV 
o/p: t 1.5% accuracy £63.25 
LSG 231 FM Stereo Generator 100 ± 
MHZ, all facilities £211.60 

PAL UHF and VHF Models AII 220/240V AC 
LGC393 VHF 6 pattern £143.75 
LCG392u UHF 15 pattern £228.85 
LCG39211 VHF 15 pattern £231 .15 
LCG399 VHF/UHF 13 pattern £572.70 
MC101 UHF pocket colour. £162.50 

AUDIO 
LAG26 4 range 20HZ-20KHZ Sine/ 
Square: 5Vo/p: Distortion 0.5-1 % 

£73.60 
LAG120A 5 range 10 HZ-1 MHZ. Sine/ 
Square 3V o/p 0.05-0.8% Max 
Distortion Switched attenuator. 

£146,00 
LAG125 Low distortion 10 02%) 
ve rsion of LAG120A Plus 'Burst' ty~e 
signa ls for Speaker test £273.00 

. POWER SUPPLIES 

3 to 5 amp 
5 to 8 amp 

13 .8 volt. Output regulated 
mains operated (c/p £1.00) 

. £13_95 
£17.95 

DISCOUNTS Small and large quantity Discounts available for most products for UK and Export Your Enqu iries Inv ite 

ALSO STOCKED Range of chassis speakers and kits . mic rophones and public address equipment access_ories elc. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Here is the expertise you can depend on 
When you choose a mast from the comprehensive Clark range you 
are assured of a high standard of engineering and operational -
reliability. -
Why compromise? 

63/70 Trailer-mounted Mast- The ideal21 
metre mobile communication HQ Mast, 
capable of supporting a head load of 40 kg 
at its maximum height of 70ft. 

Extended heights 4 metres-30 metres, capable of lifting head load 
1 kg-200 kg. Sectional or telescopic air operated for field or vehicle 
mounting. Write or phone us for details today. 

CLARK MASTS LTD, Binstead, Isle of Wight, P033 3PA, England, Telephone(0983)63691. Telex86686. 

TV TUBE REBUILDING 
Faircrest Engineering Ltd . manufacture a comprehensive 
range of equipment for processing all types of picture tubes, 
colour and mono . Standard or custom built units for estab
lished or new businesses_ We export world-wide and have an 
.excellent spares service backed by a strong technical team. 

Full training courses are individually tailored- to customers 
requirements. 

·Far full details of our service contact Neil Jupp 

FAIRCREST ENGINEERING LTD. 
4 Union Road, Croydon, CRO 2XX 

01-684 1422/01-684 0246 

WW- OSSFORFURTHERDETAILS 

~~~ TYPE CB3500 MADE IN 
~ ~ ENGLAND 

• THIS DOSIMETER WILL AUTOMATICALlY 
DETECT GAMMA AND X-RAYS 

• UNIT IS SIZE OF FOUNTAIN PEN & CLIPS 
ONTO TOP POCKET 

• PRECISION INSTRUMENT 
• MANUFACTURERS CURRENT PRICE OF A 

SIMilAR MODEl OVER £25 EACH 

Br~t1sh des1gn & manufacture 

Tested and fully guaranteed_ Ex-stock delivery_ 

01 -723 1008/9 .m:izwm. 

404 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 1 ED ~ 

AT LAST - A HIGH-QUALITY BRITISH POWER 
SUPPLY AT A FANTASTIC PRICE. 

The CB 3500 is full of features you would expect on units costing nearly three 
t1mes as much . HOW IS IT DONE? Quite simply by design and the advantages of 
mass production. 

'PLEASE S.UPPL Y (QTY)CB 3500 POWER SUPPLIES AT £10·95 Each 
---+£1·64 VAT AND £1·75 P/P TOTAL £14·34 

The CB 3500 is housed in an attractive matt black ABS case and comes with full 
instructions for use. The output is fused on the PCB and there is a THERMAL fuse 
on the transformer for added protection _ 
SEND TODAY- money back if not completely satisfied. 

I enclose Cheque/ PO for £ Name 

Address ---------------- ~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reetih!r Diodes 
!A Sones IN41)Xl 
3A Series IN 5400 and BY 251 
H;gh Speed Diodes 
lA Sene• BA 150 and IP 640 
2A Series BY 290 
3A Series BY 300 
Switching Diodes 
O.IA Series BA 243- BA 243A 
Zener Di()!ies 
500rnW Series ZPD (2V7 - 51V) 
500rn W Series BZX55C (5 VI - 62V) 
1.3W Series BZX 85C (SVI - 62V) 
l.SW Series BZ1'9'1C (7V5 - 200V) 

Rtelifar 
!$A Sene• 
l>ASe.ne•C 
lSAS.ri .. 
lSAS.ries 
2ASetiarC/.000/1500 
3.7 A Series Cl?OO/:!lm 
SA Series CS000/3300 
lOA Series FBIOOO, FBIOOOL 
25A Series fB2500 
UHF/VHF Tur.ets 
*CCIR Standatd 
*French System 
*RTMA System 
*Other Standards on Request 

Fieldtech 
Heathrow 
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TRUE AS AN 'ARROW' 
Professional Wire and Cable Fasteners 
for all installation requirements. 

TELEPHONE -- ELECTRONICS 
COMMUNICATIONS- ALARM 
SYSTEMS, ETC. 

\ , 

·. ' "· ......, 
·- ~~}~ :. ~ . 

\~~ ... 
~ -

,;r-··;;-<f'-;: -
~4~r~.r.-r.-:~~.------
[l(f:f{ 

, I 

o!A ···~~ 
. .. / t ( / .. :.~;/ . ~ ' 

I ~·~ r: · *' · 
-::::c--- . cJ" . 

f'" f . . -
~ ,,, :.·- • :....-::;:: Model for 

V ' _ _. _ ~. ,r. ~ wires up to lfi' 
:r - 1 -·~/ 

~/ 4 Precision made models. 
• . 12 Different staple sizes. 

Rugged al l stee l construction in 
chrome finish 

Grooved guide. 
Grooved driving blade. 
Tapered striking edge. 

Jam-proof mechan 1sm (patentedt. 
Short span easy compression handle. 

Some of the features that make an Arrow cable fastener 
the outstanding tool for al l installation engineers . 

- Illustrated literature and details of Staple sizes 
available from: 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS 
DISTRIBUTORS LTD. 

81 PICCADILLY, LONDON W1V OHL Tel : 01 629 9554. Telex 265200 (A B RACENI 
- Cables Speciprod London W1_ 
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MICROCOMPUTER COMPONENTS 
LOWEST PRICES- FASTEST DELIVERY 

Devlcl Price 
MEMORIES 
2114L-200ns 1+1.28 

25+1.19 
2114L-300ns 1+1.28 

25+1.19 
2708 450ns 1.99 
2716 450ns 1+2.48 

25+2.37 
2716 350ns 8.95 
2532 450ns 1 +5.50 

,25+5.31 
2732 450ns 1 +4.80 

25+4.08 
4116 150ns 1+1.15 

25+1.06 
4116 200ns 1+0.80 

25-+0.72 
6116 200ns 10.95 
4118 200ns 3.90 
8264 200ns 12.00 
5516 200ns 22.88 

CAT CONTROUERS 
AND GRAPHIC DISPlAY 
PROCESSORS 
EF9364 5.94 
EF9365 82.90 
EF9366 62.90 

BUFFERS 
81 LS95 0.90 
81LS96 0.90 
81 LS97 0.90 
81 LS98 0.90 
8T26A 1.50 
8T28A 1.50 
8T95 1.50 
8T97A 1.50 
8T98 1.50 

DATA CONVERTERS 
ZN425E·8 3.50 
ZN4 26 E-8 3.00 
ZN427E·8 6.28 
ZN428E-8 4.78 
ZN429E·8 2.10 
ZN432CJ-10 28.09 
ZN433CJ·10 22.59 
ZN440 58.63 

MISCELlANEOUS 
AY-3-1015 3.90 
AY-5-1013 3.45 
AY-5-2376 6.95 
MC1488 0.64 
MC1489 0.64 
MC14411 6.94 
MC14412 7.99 
R0·3·2513L 7.70 
R0·3·2513U 7.70 
ZN450E 7.61 
7805 0.50 
7812 0.50 
7905 0.55 
7912 0.55 

ZILOG Z80 FAMILY 
ZBO CPU 4.00 
ZBOA CPU 4.82 
ZBO CTC 4.00 
Z80A CTC 4.00 
Z80 DART 7.18 
ZBOA DART 7.18 
Z80 DMA 11 .52 
ZBOA DMA 9.99 
Z80 PIO 3.78 
ZBOA PIO 3.78 
Z80 SIO·O 13.95 
ZBOA SIO·O 13.95 
Z80 SI0-1 13.95 
ZBOA SI0-1 - 13.95 
z8o s1o-2 13.95 
Z80A SI0-2 13.95 

EFCIS 6800 FAMILY 
EF6800 3.70 
EF6802 5.11 
EF6803 11.80 
EF6809 11 .95 
EF6810 1.35 
EF6821 1.74 
EF6840 4.20 
EF6845 9.50 
EF6850 1.70 

Device Price DeviCI Price 
EF6862 8.91 4076 0.60 
EF6871·A1T 18.7D 4077 0;22 
EF6880 1.D7 4078 0.24 
EF6887 D.80 4081 0.14 
EF6848B 9.11 4082 0.19 
EF6875 4.18 4085 0.83 

4086 0.89 
8502 FAMilY 4093 0.39 
SYP6502 4.95 4502 0.89 
SYP6520 3.15 4507 0.39 
SYP6522 4.95 4508 1.90 
SYP6532 7.95 4510 0.60 

4511 0;49 
8080 FAMILY 4512 0.80 
8085A 5.50 4514 1.49 
8212 1.70 4515 1.49 
8216 1.70 4516 0.75 
8224 2.45 4518 0.4D 
8228 3.85 4519 0.28 
8251 3.95 4520 0.89 
8253 7.95 4521 1.411 
8255 3.95 4522 1.20 

4526 0.70 
CMOS400D'B' SERIES 4527 0.89 
4000 0.12 4528 0.70 
4001 0.13 4532 0.89 
4002 0.13 4541 1.39 
4006 0.80 4543 0.99 
4007 0.17 4553 2.90 
4008 0.56 4555 0.49 
4009 0.28 4556 0.54 
4010 0.28 4585 0.98 
4011 0.14 
4012 0.17 LOW POWER SCHDnKY 
4013 0.33 TTLICs- 74LS SERIES 
4014 0.58 74LSOO 0.11 
4015 0.58 74 LS01 0.11 
4016 0.28 74 LS02 0.12 
4017 0.45 74LS03 0.12 
4018 0.58 74LS04 0.13 -
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFER 

1 QO/o 
DISCOUNT ON ANY ORDER 
IF ACCOMPANIED BY THIS 

ADVERTISEMENT 

4019 0.29 74LS05 0.13 
4020 0.58 74LS08 0.13 
4021 0.80 74LS09 0.13 
4022 0.62 74LS10 0.13 
4023 0.17 74LS11 0.14 
4024 0.38 74LS12 0.15 
4025 0.16 74LS13 0.22 
4026 0.99 74LS14 0.44 
4027 0.30 74LS15 0.13 
4028 0.55 74LS20 0.12 
4031 1.65 74LS21 0.14 
4033 1.60 74LS22 0.14 
4034 1.55 74LS26 . 0.18 
4035 0.72 74LS27 0.14 
4040 0.57 74LS28 0.19 
4041 0.69 74LS30 ' 0.12 
4042 0.54 74LS32 0.14 
4043 0.59 74LS33 0.16 
4044 0.84 74 LS37 0.16 
4045 1.65 74LS38 0.16 
4046 0.88 74LS40 0.13 
4047 0.68 74LS42 0.34 
4048 0.54 74 LS4 7 0.39 
4049 0.30 74 LS48 0.60 
4050 0.30 . 74LS49 0.59 
4051 0.59 74LS51 0.14 
4052 0.68 74LS54 0.15 
4053 0.59 74LS55 0.15 
4054 1.20 74LS73 0.20 
4055 1.20 74LS74 0.17 
4060 0.89 74LS75 0.28 
4063 0.95 74LS76 0.20 
4066 0.34 74LS78 0.24 
4068 0.17 74LS83 0.50 
4069 0.17 74LS85 0.70 
4070 0.19 74LS86 0.17 
4071 0.19 74LS90 0.30 
4072 0.19 74LS91 0.80 
4073 0.19 74LS92 0.35 
4075 0.17 74LS93 0.34 

I · 

Dlvlcl Price 
74LS95 0.44 
74LS109 _ .0.25 
74LS112 0.25 
74LS113 0.25 
74LS114 0.25 
74LS122 0.31 
74LS123 0.55 
74LS124 1.110 
74LS125 0.28 
74LS126 0.28 
74LS132 0.45 
74LS136 0.28 
74LS138 0.34 
74LS139 0.37 
74LS145 0.75 
74LS148 0.110 
74LS151 0.34 
74LS153 0.35 
74LS155 0.31 
74LS156 0.38 
74LS157 0.34 
74LS158 8.38 
74LS160 0.30 
74LS161 0.39 
74LS162 0.39 
74LS163 0.39 
74LS164 0.47 
74LS165 0.99 
74LS166 0.84 
74LS173 0.70 
74LS174 0.54 
74LS175 0.54 
74LSl81 1.30 
74LS190 0.55 
74LS191 0.55 
74LS192 0.89 
74LS193 0.59 
74LS194 0.39 
74LS195 0.39 
74LS196 0.58 
74LS197 0.85 
74LS221 0.60 
74LS240 0.89 
14 LS241 0.89 
74LS242 0.79 
74LS243 0.79 
74 LS244 0.79 
74LS245 0.89 
74 LS24 7 1.34 
74 LS248 1.00 
74 LS249 0.88 
74LS251 0.39 
74LS253 0.39 
74LS257 0.44 
74LS258 0.38 
74LS259 0.38 
74LS261 1.90 
74LS266 0.23 
74LS273 0.90 
74LS279 0.34 
74LS283 0.44 
74 LS290 0.56 
74 LS293 0.45 
7 4 LS365 0.34 
7 4 LS366 0.34 
7 4 LS36 7 0.34 
7 4 LS368 0.34 
74LS373 0.74 
74LS374 0.74 
74LS375 0.47 
74LS377 0.89 
74LS378 0.89 
74 LS379 0.84 
7 4 LS386 0.28 
74 LS390 0.59 
7 4 LS393 0.59 

LOW PROFILE OIL 
SOCK OS 
Number of Ptns 

8 0.07 
14 0.09 
16 0.09 
18 0.15 

. 20 0.17 
22 0.21 
24 0.23 
28 6.25 
40 0.29 

CRYSTALS 
1 Mhz 3.00 
1.8432 Mhz 2.50 
4 Mhz 1.65 

OFFICIAL CREDIT CARD ORDERS QUANTITY 
ORDERS WELCOME WELCOME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
All prices exclude post and packing on orders under £10 (SOp) and 
VAT (15%). ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED ON DAY OF RECEIPT WITH 

FULL REFUND FOR OUT OF STOCK ITEMS IF REQUESTED. 
24-hour Telephone Credit Card Orders 

MIDWICH COMPUTER CO. LTD. 
(OeptWW) 

HEWITT HOUSE, NORTHGATE STREET, 
BURY ST. EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK IP33 1 HQ 

TELEPHONE: (0284) 701321 TELEX: 817670 

WW- 006FORFURTHERDETAILS 
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CONCISE PAID'S CATALOGU.f: 

AMBIT lNTim..Nt\'flQKAL 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

Buy Ambit's new concise component catalogue and get £1 
vouchers. Use them for a £1 discount per £1 0 spent. But even 
without this, you will still find WR&E offers the low. prices, 
fast service and technical support facility second to none. 
Here are some examples from the current issue: 

ZSO SERIES 

Z80A 4.99 
ZBOADRT 7.50 
ZBOAPIO 4.10 
ZBOASI0/1 14.00 
ZBOASI0/2 14.00 
ZBOASI0/9 14.00 
ZBOCTC 4.00 
ZBOACTC 4.50 
Z8001 65.00 

PROM 

2708 
2716 
2532 
2732 

RAM 

2.00 
3.55 
'8.50 
8.50 

2102 1.70 
2112 3.40 
2114/2 1.49 
4027 5.78 
4116/2 1.59 
4116/3 1.49 
4864P 12.50 
6116P-3 12.50 
6116P-4 11 .25 

I.C. SOCKETS 
A range of high quality, low cost, 
low profile Dl L sockets ideally suited 
for both the OEM and hobbyist. All 
types feature double sided phospher 
bronze contacts, tin-plated for low 
contact resistance. 

8 X 0.3" 12p 22 X 0.3" 2Qp 
14 X 0.3" 13p 22 X 0.4" 2Qp 
16 X 0 .3'" 13p 24 x o.6"' 22p 
18 X 0.3" 18p 28 X 0.6" 25p 
20 X 0.3" 19p 40 X 0.6" 35p 
20 X 0.4"' 19p 42 X 0.6'" 38p 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
78XX1A T0-220 pos 0.58 
79XX1A T0-220 neg 0.60 
78G 1 A T0-220 adj pos 1.10 
78G 1 A T0-3 adj pos 3.95 
78H5A T0-3 5v pos 4.25 
78H5A T0-3 12v pos 5.45 
78HG5A T0-3 adj pos 7.45 
79HG5A T0-3 adj neg 7.45 
LM317.5A adj pos 1.30 
LM337.5A adj neg 1.75 
78S401.5A adj pos sw reg 1.20 

DISCRETES 
BC237 
BC238 
ZTX238 
BC239 
BC307 
BC308 
BC309 
BC413 
BC414 
BC415 
BC416 
BC546 

XTALS 
1M Hz 
3.2768MHz 
4MHz 
4.194MHz 
4.43MHz 
5MHz 
6.5536MHz 
7MHz 
8MHz 
9MHz 
10M Hz 
11MHz 

.8P 
. 8p 

9p 
8p 
8p 
8p 
8p 

10p 
11p 
lOp 
11p 
12p 

3.00 
2.00 
1.70 
1.70 
1.25 
2.00 . 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 

BC556 12p 
BC550 12p 2SK168 35p 
BC560 12p J310 69p 
BC639 22p J176 65p 
BC640 23p 40823 65p 
2SC1775A 22p 3SK45 49p 
2SA872A 18p 3SK51 54p 
2SD666A 30p 3SK60 58p 
2SB646A 30p 3SK88 99p 
2SD668A 30p MEM680 75p 
2SB648A 40p BF960 99p 
BF256 38p BF961 70p 
2SK55 28p BF963 99p 

Prices shown exclude VAT. Postage 
SOp per order (UK). ACCESS/ 
BARCLA YCARD may be used with 
written or telephone orders • official 
MA details on application, and a 
special prize for those who read our 
ads carefully · a free 4 or SMHz 
crystal filter with avery CPU IC you 
buy· just clip out the paragraph and 
attach it to your order • . ES.OE. 

BIT internatiana 
TELEPHONE ISTO 02771 230909 TELEX 995194 AMBIT G POSTCODE CM144SG 

~--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii .. ~8264~-· ---
12
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50 

200 north 51!rUi[l! Rood, Brentwood, ESSI!H 
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E P4000 EPROM EMULATOR PROGRAMMER 

e Copy/Program/~mulate 
2704/2708/2716(3)/2508/2758/2516/2716/2532/2~32 Eproms 

e 4K x 8 Static Ram 

e · Video 0/P and 8 digit LED display 
e Emulates simply at the push of a key 

e Powerful editing facilities 

e Comprehensive In/Out (RS232, TIL, 20MA Loop, Parallel, 
DMA) as standard 

e 2764 adaptor now available 

e EP4000 ex-stock at £545 + VAT + £12 delivery 

P4000 
EPROM 

PRODUCTION PROGRAMMER 

e Program up to 8 Eproms 
simultaneously 

. e Covers same Eproms as 
EP4000 

e Powered down sockets 

e' Independent blank check/ 
verify/program modes 

e Simple to use with mode 
pass/fai I LEOs for each copy 
socket 

e Ex-stock at £545 + VAT + 
£12 delivery 

GP INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS LTD UNIT 6, TOTNES INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
TOTNES. DEVON TQ9 5XL. TEL: (0803) 863360. TELEX: 42596 

I I • • • I • 

UV141 BENCH TOP 

UV140 EPROM ERASERS 

e Two units with 14 Eprom 
capacity 

e Safety interlocked e Electronic timer (UV141) e Convenient slide tray loading e UV1 41 ex-stock at £78 + VAT e UV140 ex-stock at £61.50 + 
VAT 

GP 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

FOR 
SERVICES 

TO MEASUREMENT 
Philips amazing new Digital 
Measurement Centre is so 
much more than an ordinary 
4 %.:digit autoranging instru
ment. Just look at all these 
quantities which the calculating 
power of its microcomputer 
allows the DMC to measure: 

* Volts, current and resistance 
* Frequency 
*Time 
* dB (and relative dB} * Peak voltage 
* Relative reference 
* T em perature 
* Diode forward volt drop 
In addition, it's got 5°/o longer 
ranges t~an usual, compen
sated current measurements 
and self-test and calibration. 
A battery version will be 
available soon. 

For a free eight· page colour 
leaflet about the DMC, circle 
Reader inquiry number 220 

Instruments 
e ·IPS Test & Measuring 

VERSATILE 
TV GENERATOR 
Philips PM 5519 Colour Pattern 
Generator can be used with 
CTV, TV, VCR or VLP, operating 
with practically all international 
TV broadcasting systems and 
standards. 

* Over 20 combinations of test 
patterns (colour and black/ 
white) 

* Adjustable (0-1.5V) video 
output avai I able for CCTV 

. systems 
* All signals to TV standard 

CCI R, System G-1- M and N, 
Colour PAL (RTMA-NTSC 
version available) * Full RF coverage: TV IF, · 
Bands I, Ill, IV and V 

* Electronic tuning with six 
preset channels 

Reader inquiry number 221 

23 

Circle the inquiry card numbers 
listed below, to receive 
information about relevant 
product groups. 

Inquiry No. 

PM 2521 Digital 
Measurement Centre 220 
PM5519 Colour pattern 
generator 221 
PM 6667 High resolution 
counter 222 · 
Alternatively, 'phone Cambridge 
(0223) 358866 and speak to our 
Commercial Office on extensions 
145 or 148. 

Pye Unicam Ltd, 
Philips Electronic Instruments Dept 
York Street, Cambridge CB1 2 PX 
Tel (0223) 358866 Telex 817331 

PHILIPS 
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Top quality meters all supplied 
with test leads. batteries. 
handbook and carry case. 

LCD DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 
MODEL6110 
31(? Digit LCD featuring 23 ranges 
With volts/ohmsautorange, unit 
and sign indicators, 10 amp AC/DC, 
battery warning, low power ohms 
ranges . Range hold and continuity 
buzzer. Fuse protected. Resolution 
0 .1 mV DC, 1 mV AC, 10 microamp, 
0.1 ohms. Supplied with battery and 
leads. Fitted top quality rotary switch . 

RANGES 
AC/DC Current-20mA/200mA/10 amp 
DC Voltage (auto)-200mV/2V/ 
20V /200V /1 OOOV. 
AC Voltage - 2V/20V/200V/600V. 
Resistance (auto)-200/2K/20K/ 
200K/2000K ohm . 

ALSO AVAILABLE MODEL 6220 
As 6110 but without range hold and continuity buzzer. 
Only two AC/DC 200mA/10 amp ran s i.e. 22 ranges. 
Was £55.95. Now 2.95 post 

PROFESSIONAL 
MUilTIMETER 
100,000 
·ohms/volt 

• Excl':'sive offer for limited period 
of th1s versatile, professional 
top quality multimeter. ' 

e 30 Ranges e 15 AMP AC/DC 
eSize 7"x 5"x 21fz" 
This special offer includes leather carry case 

(normally £16.50 extra) 

Model M1200 
As advertised by us at 
£67.50 + case 
Total £84.00 including VAT 

MODEL M1200 SPECIFICATIONS 
DC Voltage: 0.15-0.5-1 .5-5-15-50-150-500-
1.500V ( 1 OOk ohms per volt) 
AC Voltage: 1.5-5-15-50-150-250-500-
1. 500V (31 .6k ohms per volt) 
DC Current: 10-15-5000uA-15-500mA 
-1.5-15A ACCurrent:0-15A 
Resistance: 20k ohms-200k ohms-2-20-
200Mohms (100ohms-1-10-100k ohms-
1M ohms midscale) 
Accuracy: DC Volts : :t2% of full scale 
Amps/AC Vo lts : ±3% of ful l scale 
Dimensions: LWD 180 x 125 x 65mm 
Approximate Weight: 650g 

WW- 028 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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Replacement tape heads from·Monolith could mean a big 
improvement in sound quality from your tape recorder. A full 
catalogue is available, price 50p, which features a wide 
range of heads for cassette and reel to reel machines, as 
well as replacement motors, tape transports, etc. 

Universal cassette heads to EIAJ standard, hole centres 
17mm apart, 12mm from head face: 

812·02 Mono record/playback £ 4.62 
824-01 Stereo playback £ 4.62 
824-02 Stereo r/p £ 7.66 
824·07 Stereo r/p for Dolby systems £ 9.05 
C42RPH20 Stereo r/p sendust head, suitable for chrome & 

metal tapes £10.67 
C42RPH04 Stereo r/p glass ferrite , the ultimate long life, 

high performance head £13.34 
C42RPS18 Stereo twin gap r/p long life head for record 

monitoring £28.99 
C21ES18 Mono/Stereo erase head £ 2.13 
C44RPH03 Four channel/track r/p £15.15 
C22ES04 Twin half track erase £ 5.43 

Ex stock deliveries, all prices include VAT. Post and P?Cking 40p. 

IVIONOLITH 
electronic products 
The. Monolith Electronics Co. Ltd ., 5/7 Church Street, 
Crewkerne, Somerset TA18 ?HR. Tel : 0460 74321. Telex : 
46306 NLTH G. 

WW - 054 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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Cushion-Grip Hand Tools 
Angled Side Cutter: 

(fitted with safety spring to £3.75 each 
hold cut wire ends) CGC-1 or 

Short fine-nosed Pliers: CGP-1 £10 per set 
Long fine-nosed Pliers: CGP-2 

Miniature Hand Tools 
Fine Tweezer/Piier: 
Miniature Side Cutter: 
Serrated Scissor/Shear: 

Solder-Aid Set (for cuttins fine wires, 
Knife - Scraper- Stainless Steel brush - Fork- Reamer - Hook foil and card) 

£3.74 per set £3.75 each or £10 per .set 

FREE With all orders over £10. Reel of de-solder wick and tweezer (value £1.20) All prices include P. & P. and V.A.T. 

·TELE-PRODUCTION TOOLS LIMITED Dept. WW-1 

r 
PEG-203 
PEG~302 

PEG-4 

Stiron House Electric Avenue, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex, SSO 9NW Telephone: Southend (0702) 352719 

If you are looking for amplification, take advantage of the same superb quality crimson modules that the sac, IBA, KEF and numerous recordi~g 
studios have been using for years! our expertise in this field of electronic design is internationally renowned, our r eputation is based on quality, 
reliability and value for money and when it comes to technology, our modules feature· possibly some oft he world's most advanced audio circuitry 
yet devised. The Crimson range of audio amplifier modules is available to industry and public alike and is backed by full technical data, free technical 
advisory service, fast delivery and a full range of complimentary components available such as toroidal power supplies and heatsinks, etc. 

SPECIFICATIONS ' . 
·0/P 0/P Slew i 

Type 8 ohms • 4 ohms PSU H /sinks limit s 1 N sensitivity THD ltyp) FRI - 3dB~ Size · 
CE 608 38 CPS 80 HSSO 30VuS 110dB 775mV 0.0035% 1.5Hz-SOK z 80-120-25 
CE1004 44 70 CPS150 HS50/100 30VUS 110dB 775mV 0.0035% 1.5Hz-50K Z 80-120-25 
CE1008 65 CPS150 HS50/100 30VUS 110dB 775mV 0.0035% 1.5Hz-50K~z 80-120-25 
CE1704 85 121 CPS250 HS100/150/FM1 30VuS 110dB 775mV 0.0035% 1.SHz-50KHiz 80-120-25 
CE1708 125 CPS250 HS100/150/FM1 30VUS 110dB 775mV 0.0035% 1.5Hz-50Kf!tz 80-120-25 
CE3004 170 250 CPS250 HS150/FM2 30VuS 110dB 775mV 0.008 o/o 1.5Hz-50KHiz ' 161-102-35 
CPR1X output 775mV REG1 3VuS 70dB 2.8mV 0.008 % 10Hz -SOKf;tz 138- 80-35 
MC1X output 2mV REG1 3VuS 6SdB 70/150UV 0.008 o/o 10HZ -50Kfllz 80-120-35 
X02 / 3 output 775·2500mV REG1 - 9Vu5 90dB 775mV 0.01 o/o Preset 1 . 150- 50-20 

·Power output is quoted in WRMSand is given for two modules off the same power supply. Higher powers can be obtained if using our d~al power supp11es or 

one module per PSU or if using a stabilised power supply. , . 

Power amp modules 
CE 608 
CE1004 
CE1008 
CE1704 
CE1708 
CE3004 

Pre amp modules 
CPR1X 
MC1X 
REG1 
TR6 

NEW: We now have a completely new Hi-Fi Kit package to offer: 
CK 1010 contains pre-amp circuitry, all metalwork, connectors, wire, etc., to make a 

complete pre-amplifier. - · 
CK 1040 contains power amp modules, all metalwork, dual power supply, CC?f"!nec-

tors, heatsinks, wire, etc., to make a complete 40 w/channel power a_mpl1f1er. 

CS 1100 as CK 1040 but at 100 w/channel -
Unlike other module manufacturers CRIMSON have a major share of the esoteric, 
specialist Hi-Fi market. Unlike many manufacturers we acknowledge the massive 
audible differences that small component/circuit changes can produce. However 
our amplifiers are technically outstanding and have been subjectively 'tuned' to a 
stunning level of crisp and detailed reproduction. 

Power supply modules Heatsinks All prices include VAT. Please add £1.10for orders up 
£21.00 CPS80 £26 .24 HS 50 c 1.84 to £20.00, £2 .50 up to £50 and £2 .65£50 and over. 
£24.50 CPS80D £31.77 HS100 £ 2.99 To allow for post and packing (UK only). 
£27 .50 CPS150 £29 .74 HS 50 £ 4.20 
£35.00 CPS1SOD £36.40 FM1 .. £36.95 Export-No problem. Please write for 
£35 .00 CPS250 £36 .83 FM2 £41 .52 quotation or quote your Visa/ Master· 
£49.00 CPS250D £45 .34 Charge card number. 

£36.00 Active crossovers 
£32.00 X02 
£ 9.30 X03 
£ 3.30 MU1 

COMPLETE KITS [61-
PRE-AMPCK1010 ... .......... ....... ........... .. . £90.00 ~ 
POWER AMP CK1040 ... .. .. ... .. ............ . £119.00 
POWERAMPCK1100 .. ....... .... .......... .. . £149.00 'WWYW 
(MOVING COIL ADD-ON .. ... .... .. ..... ...... £25.00) 
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PT79 
PROGRAMMABLE I.C. TESTER 

with built-in protection against misuse 

Full function and parametric tests for up to 24-pin devices of 
the following families: TIL, RTL, CMOS, Schottky TIL DTL 
HTJ_, & MOS. ' ' 
Holds up to 500 test programmes including your own and/or 
from the Quartech library. 

QUARTECH 
Design & Development Ltd. 

14 Kingsgate Place, London NW6 4TA 
01-328 7987/624 1487 

1 OOR lk 10k 

METALFILM RESISTORS ~;g= ~~; ~;~ 
130R 1k3 13k 

1% Tolerance, V4 Watt ~~g~ -~~~ ~~~ 
180R 1 k8 18k 
200R 2k 20k 
220R 2k2 22k 
240R 2k4 24k 
270R 2k7 27k 
~OOR 3k 30k 
330R 3k3 r33k 
360R 3k6 ,36k ' 
390R 3k9 39k 
430R 4 k3 43k 
470R 4k7 47k 
510R 5k1 51k 

· 560R 5k6 56k 
620R 6k2 62k 
680R 6k8 68k 
750R 7k5 75k 

1 ool<· 
110k 
120k 
130k 
150k 
160k 
180k 
200k 
220k 
240k 
270k 

330k 

470k 

560k 

6R0k 

820R 8k2 82k 820k 

.ONLY Jp EACH Special9 ~o;;er: 5 ~~k of EAtH (445 ~:SIS-
Mm,mum order £10 TORS) ONLY £11.50. 

Minimum 5 pes per value High Quality High Stabi lity, Huge 
89 Values (E24) , Strength. 

VAT inclusive. Add £~~p al_l areas. 

ORION SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTS LTD. 
4 Golden Square, London, W.1 . 

WW - 048 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Carbon Film Resistors ·Cable Sleeves and Markers from £1.52 

(Send for lists of values Crimp Terminals from 
per 1,000 

£1.44 
available) per 100 

%w £2 
Audible Warning Devices, Buzz-

per tone, Bleeptorie; Banshee, Bedlam, 
5% 1,000 etc., from £1.14 each. 

Carriage & VAT extra 
Self-adhesive pcb guides from £5.04 
per 100. 

QUICK ACTING 
& ANTI SURGE 

CARTRIDGE FUSES 

From £3.15 per 100: 100 supplied at 1,000 off price 

NOVAPRODUCTS Golden Green, Tonbridge 
KentTN11 OLH 

Member Crystalate Group Hadlow (0732) 851345 
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The firm for Speakers 

·HI-FI 
DRIVE 
UNITS 

AUDAX HD12.9D25 .......................... £8.95 
AUDEX HD100D25 ........... ................ £8.95 
AUDAX HD11P25EBC .................... .. £7.95 
AUDAX HD20825H4 ....................... £15.95 
AUDAX HD13D34H ........................ £13.50 
AUDAX HD24S45C ......................... £21.95 
AUDAX WFR15S ........ .......... .... ...... £23.95 
COLES4001 ............ .......................... £7.65 
COLES 3000 ...................................... £7.65 
COLES 3100 ...................................... £7.95 
COLES CE2000 61f2'' ....................... £14.95 
CELESTION HF1300 II .................... £15.25 
CELESTION HF2000 ....................... £15.25 
DALES FORD D1 0 ferroflu id ............. £9.95 
DALESFORD D30/110 .................... £11.95 
DALESFORD D50/153 ...... ........ ..... . £12.95 
DALESFORD D50/153 polymer ..... £15.25 
DALES FORD D50/200 ... .... .......... ... £12.95 
DALESFORD D50/200 polymer ..... £15.25 
DALES FORD D1 00/250 .................. £29.95 
DALESFORD D300 ............. ............. £35.75 
DECCA London Horn ..................... £89.95 
ISOPHON KKS/8 .. ............................. £8.75 
ISOPHON KK10/8 ........ ... .................. £8.95 
JORDAN 50mm unit ....................... £31.50 
JORDAN Crossover pair ................ £31.90 
JORDAN WATTS Module Mk 111. ... £28.50 
JORDAN WATTS HF kit ................. £10.50 
KEFT27 ........ .............. ........................ £9.45 
KEF 8110 ............................. ............ £12.25 
KEF 8200 ......................................... £13.50 
KEF 8139 .. ..... ........................ .. ....... . £27.75 
KEF DN12 .......... ................................. £9.95 
KEF DN13 SP1106 .. ......... ...... .. ........ .. £7.75 
KEF DN13 SP1017 ............ ...... ..... .... .. £6.95 
LOWTHER PM6 .... ..... : ..................... £63.00 
LOWTHER PM6 Mk 1 ....................... £67.75 
LOWTHER PM7 ............................... £99.00 
PEERLESS K010DT ........................ £12.25 
PEERLESS DT10HFC ...................... £10.95 
PEERLESS K040MRF .. .... ............ .. . £15.50 
RICHARD ALLAN CG8T.. ................ £14.25 
RICHARD ALLAN CG12T Super .... £30.95 
RICHARD ALLAN HP12B ................ £35.75 
RICHARD ALLAN DT20 .................. £10.75 
RICHARD ALLAN DT30 ....... ........... £11.50 
SEAS H107 ......... ............................... £8.95 
SEAS H211 ferrofluid ..... ..... ........... £10.95 
SHACKMAN ES units .... ............. £136 pair 
SHACKMAN ES units with cabs. 
.................... ....... ....... .... ... .. ..... ..... £170 pair 

TANNOY DC386 ........................... £199.00 
TANNOY DC316 ................... : .. ..... £159.00 
TANNOY DC296 ......... ..... ........... .. £118.00 
VOLT 8250 ........... ......................... .. £58.00 
VOLT 1 0" ABA .. ........................... .... £32.00 
VOLT 8220 ....... ....... ............. .. ........ . £49.00 
VOLT 8" ABA ............... .... .. .. ............ £25.00 

PAGROUP& 
DISCO UNITS 

PA Group Disco units 
CELESTION G12/50TC ................... £19.50 
CELESTION G12/80CE ................... £24.50 
CELESTION G15/100CE ....... .... .... .. £37.95 
CELESTION G15/100TC ....... .. ...... .. £38.50 
CELESTION G18/200 ..................... £64.75 
CELESTION G18/250 ................... .. £81.75 
FANE CLASSIC 10/100 ................. .. £17.50 
FANE CLASSIC 12/50 ..................... £15.75 
FANE CLASSIC 12.100 ................... £21.75 
FANE CLASSIC 15/100 ................... £29.75 
FANE CLASSIC 15/150 ................... £38.50 
FANE CLASSIC 15/200 ................... £44.00 
FANE CLASSIC 18/200 ... ............. ... £47.95 
FANE CLASSIC 18/250 ................... £51.75 
FANE DISCO 100/2 .. ... ................. ... £28.75 
FANE GUITAR 100L .... ......... .. .... ..... £26.75 
FANE GUITAR 1008 ....... ....... ......... £27.50 
FANE PA 100 .. ............... ... ..... ... ... .... £26.75 
FANE BASS 100 ......... ...... ...... ......... £39.00 
FANE STUDIO 12L, 128 ................. £45.00 
GAUSS 12" models ..................... £146.00 
GAUSS 15" models .. ................ ... £162.00 
GAUSS 18" models ........ .. ...... .... . £220.00 
GOODMANS PP12 ......... ..... ........... £22.50 
GOODMANS 0112 ............... ........... £25.50 
GOODMANS GR12 ..... ............... ..... £24.95 
GOODMANS HI FAX 50HX .. . : ......... £21.85 
GOODMANS HI FAX 100HX ........... £24.50 
McKENZIE C12/100GP ........... ...... .. £24.95 
McKENZIE C12/100TC ........ ........... £24.95 
McKENZIE C12/100 bass ............... £24.95 
McKENZIE C12/125GP ................... £39.95 
McKENZIE C12/125TC ................... £39.95 
McKENZIE C12/200 ........................ £54.25 
McKENZIE GP15 .. ..... ....... .. ............. £35.50 
McKENZIE TC15 ............................. £35.50 
McKENZIE C15 bass ................ .. ..... £59.60 
McKENZIE C15/200 .. ...... ... ............. £63.25 
McKENZIE C10/100 ... ... .................. £22.50 
MOTOROLA PIEZO HORN 3V2'' ...... £4.50 
MOTOROLA PIEZO HORN 2" x 6" £8.75 
RCF L 12P24 .. ......... .. .. .......... .. .......... £63.50 
RCF L 12P11 C .... ........... .. ............... ... £82.75 
RCF L 15P03 ..................................... £68.95 
RCF L 15P/100A ..... .. ......... ...... ... ...... £85.50 
RCF L 15P/06C ................................. £87.75 
RCF TW1 01 .............................. ........ £39.95 
RCF TW25 ..................... ................ ... £21.95 
RCF TW105 ...................................... £18.75 
RCF H2006 flare ................................ £8.75 
RCF H4823 flare ............... ......... ... ... £32.50 
RICHARD ALLAN HOB, HOST ...... .. £21 .25 
RICHARD ALLAN HD10,HD10T .... . £22.95 
RICHARD ALLAN HD12P ..... ... ........ £31.25 
RICHARD ALLAN HD12 super ....... £41.75 
RICHARD ALLAN HD15 .................. £55.25 
RICHARD ALLAN Atlas ............. .... . £99.75 

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS, 
etc 
Kits include drive units, crossovers, 
BAF/Iong fibre wool, etc, for a pair of 
speakers 

Carriage £3.95 
unless otherwise stated 

Prices per pair 

Everyday Electronics EE70 .. ........ £144.00 
Everyday Electronics EE20 ............ £29.95 
Hi Fi Answers Monitor .... ........ ..... £148.00 
Hi Fi for Pleasure Compact Monitor 
.... ... .......... ............................... ... ... . £117.00 
Hi Fi for Pleasure ECM inc. foam, fet 
panels etc ........ ....... ...... ................... £77.50 
Hi.Fi News State ofthe Art ........... £215.00 
Hi Fi News Midi line ..... ...... .. ......... £119.75 
Hi Fi News Miniline ........................ £49.00 
Hi Fi News Tabor w ith J4 bass units 
....... ...... ....... ...... ....... .................... .... £70.00 
Hi Fi News Tabor with H4 bass units 
..................... .. .. ........... .. .... .. ............. £75.00 
Popular Hi Fi Boxer ...... ....... .. .... .... £299.00 
Popular Hi Fi Boxer cabinets, pair 
..... ........ .... ..................... .. ......... ...... £109.00 
Popular Hi Fi Jordan System 1 .... £120.00 
Popular Hi Fi Mini Monitor .. ... ....... £84.00 
Practical Hi Fi PR09TL inc. fetl panels 
and level controls ...................... ... £158.00 
Practical Hi Fi BSC3 ........................ £69.00 
Wireless World T.L. KEF units .. ... £125.00 

Flat-pack cabinet kits are available for 
LS3 micromonitor, BSC3, HFP compact 
monitor, EE20, EE70, Wharfdale E50, 
E70, E90 (also E90 in Pro disco style). 

Wilmslow Audio BA 1 sub bass ampli
fier/crossover kit £37.95 plus £1 carriage. 

All prices include VAT at 15% and are 
correct at 1 .6.81 . 

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE 
Tweeters/Crossovers 70p each 

Speakers 
4" to 6'1f.z" .................................... 90p each 
8" to 10" ...... .......... .................. £1.10 each 
12", 13" x 8", 14" x 9" ... ........ £2.00 each 
15'' ...... .. ........ .. ............ ..... ..... .... £3.00each 
18" .. ...... .................. .. ........... ..... £5.00 each 

~eg~k6~~~~ 'i<it~ ·: :: :: : :: : ;::::::: ::: ::: ~~::~ ~=:~ 
unless otherw1se stated 

Building speakers is easy 
with the new 

WILMSLOW AUDIO FLAT 
PACK CABINET KITS! 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 15o/o 
and are correct at 1/11 /81 

EVERYTHING IN STOCK 
FOR THE SPEAKER 

CONSTRUCTOR! 

BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL, FOAM. 
CROSSOVERS. FELT PANELS , COM
PONENTS, SPEAKER STANDS. 
& BRACKETS, ETC. 
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE 
FABRICS. 

(Send 30p in stamps for fabric 
samples) 

SPEAKER 
KITS 

PRICES PER PAIR 
CARRIAGE £3.95 

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED 

COLES NIMBUS KIT.. .. ................... £69.00 
(mounted on baffle) 
DALESFORD 'D' KIT (including cabinet) 
......................................................... £69.95 
DALESFORD D (including cabinets) 
................. ........... ................. ... ....... £139.00 
DALESFORD Rock kit inc. flatpack cab-
inet kit ............... ... ..... ...... ................. £73.50 
KEF Reference 104AB (carr. £5) ... £133.00 
104AB kit with f/pack cabinets (carr. £8) 
.... ...... ... .......................................... £172.00 
KEF Cantata kit ...... ......... ....... .. ... ... £199.00 
LS3 Micro Monitor ......................... £84.00 
LS3 Micro Monitor inc. cabinets etc 
..... .. ......... ............... ..... .. ........... .. .. .. £103.95 
LOWTHER PM6 kit.. ............ .. ..... ... £132.75 
LOWTHER PM6 Mk 1 kit... ............ £139.95 
LOWTHER PM7 kit .......... ....... ...... . £199.00 
RICHARD ALLAN Tango Twin ....... £58.00 
RICHARD ALLAN Maramba ........ .. £83.00 
RICHARD ALLAN Charisma ......... £119.50 
RICHARD ALLAN RAB .................... £67.50 
RICHARD ALLAN RA82 kit ........... £106.50 
RICHARD ALLAN RA82L kit .. .. ..... £116.50 
RICHARD ALLAN Super Sarabande II . 
...................... ..... ... ......... .... ............ £169.95 
SEAS 223 .................................... ..... £42.50 
SEAS 253 ............. .......................... .. £67.00 
SEAS'403 ......................................... £79.951 
SEAS 603 .................................. ; .... £134.95 
SEAS Disco 47 .. .... ..... ....... ............ £167.50 
SEAS Disco 47 cabinets, pair. Assem-
bled (carr. £15) .............................. £167.50 
WHARFEDALE DENTON XP2 kit... £31.45 
WHARFEDALE SHELTON XP2 kit . £40.40 
WHARF ED ALE L60 kit ...... .............. £52.50 
WHARFEDALE LBO kit .................... £72.00 
WHARFEDALE L 100 kit ........ .......... £87.® 
WHARFEDALE E50 kit .. ... ............. £129.00 
WHARFEDALE E70 kit.. ....... .. .. ..... £160.00 
WHARFEDALE E90 kit ................ .. £249.50 

WILMSLOW AUDIO WE50. Total kit -
Wharfdale E50 kit plus WE50 flat-pack 
cabinet kit including reflex pont trims, 
acoustic wadding grille fabric, nuts, 
bolts, terminals etc 
................ .. ............ £182 pair. Carriage £8. 

WILMSLOW AUDIO WE70. Total kit as 
above but with E7 £220 pair. Carriage £8 
WILMSLOW AUDIO WE90. Total kit as 
above but with E90 £330 pair. Carriage 
£10 
WILMSLOW AUDIO WE90. Total kit -
Wharfdale E90 kit plus WE90 flatpack 
cabinet kit including reflex port rims, 
acoustic wadding grille " fabric, heavy 
duty handles, castors with brakes, 
protective corners, black vynide cabinet 
covering, input panels, protective fuses, 
nuts, bolts etc. An ideal high quality 
disco speaker for amplifiers up to 150 
watts (disco) or 200 vyatts (d9mestic Hi 
Fi) £187 each. Carriage £8. Or £369 pair. 
Carriage £10. 

t~Q 
Send SOp for our 80 page catalogue - (or price list only free of 
charge) packed with pictures and specificat ions of speakers, kits, 
cabinets, crossovers, mics, amps, mixers, grilles, effects etc. Ex
port catalogue £1 or $3 US. 

Tel: 0625 529599 for speaker drive units, kits, PA equipment, mail 
order enquiries. and all export enquiries. 

Tel: 0625 526213 for iji-Fi equioment and complete 
speaker enqu iries. 

I WILMSLUW 
WlJD[]JOCQJ . 
The firm for Speakers 

5 Swan Street · 
Wilrnslow, Cheshire ll[£lj l-ightning service on telephoned credit card orders! Mt-~~ 

WW - .010 FO« FURTHER OETAlLS 

36/39 CI1Urch Street 
Wilmslow, Cheshire · 
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CXBO COLOUR 
MATRIX PRINTER £895 + V.A.T. 

At last a low-cost Colour Matrix Printer for 
Text, Graphics, Histograms, Colour VDU 
Dumps, etc. 

Colour printout is quickly assimilated, 
makes graphics more understandable 
and is an ideal medium for the presen
tation of complex data or concepts. 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

............,_-- ··--

Compatible with most microprocessors, prints in 7 colours sophisticated internal 
programme makes the cxao easy to use. 

Dot Addressable + 15 user programmable characters, 96 ASCII and 64 graphics 
characters in rom. Centronics interface with RS232 and IEEE488 options. . · 

The CX80 is a product of our own design and developmentlaboratories. It repre
sents a British breakthrough in colour printer technology. Colour brochure on 
request. OEM pricing available. 

NRDC-AMBISONIC 
UHJ 

SURROUND SOUND 
DECODER 

The firateverkit specially produced by lntegrex for this British NRDC backed surround sound system which is the resu lt of 7 years· research by the Ambisopic team . W.W. Ju ly, Aug . ' 77 . 

The un1t IS des1gned to decode not only UHJ but virtually all other ·quadraphonic' systems (Not CD4), including the new BBC HJ. 10 input selections. 

The decoder IS linear throughout and does not rely on listener fatiguing logic enhancement techniques . Both 2 or 2 input Signals and 4 or 6 output >1• 111dls are provided in this most versatile unit 
Complete with ma1ns power supply, wooden cabinet. panel, knobs, etc 

Complete kit, including licence fee £67.70 +VAT or ready built and tested £76.95 +VAT 

INTRUDER 1 Mk. 2 RADAR ALARM 
With Home Office Type approval 

The original "Wireless World " published Intruder 1 has been re-designed by lntegrex to incorporate several new features , along with improved 

performance. The kit is even easier to build. The internal aud1ble alarm turns off after approximately 40 seconds and the unit re-arms . 240V ac mains 

or 12V battery operated. Disguised as a hard-backed book. Detection ran~e up to 45 feet . Internal mains rated voltage free contacts for external bells 
etc . 

.Complete kit £52.50 plus VAT , or ready bui lt and tested · £68.50 plus VAT. 

Wireless WOrld Dolby noise reducer 
Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc. 

~4<>,-.d R~d 

~-~~~h 
~~ 
m~~--11:~¥ ~" $ 

9:~YlC9J< l..,VA:I 

·~ 

0 

Complete Kit PRICE: £49.95 +VAT (3 head model ava ilable) 

Typical perfonnance 
No1se reduct1on better than 9dB weighted 
Clipping level 16. 5dB above Dolby level (measured at 1% third 
harmonic conient) 

Harmonic distortion 0 .1% at Dolby level typical ly 0.05 % over 
most of band , rising to a maximum of 0 .1 2% 

Signa l-to-no1se ratio 7 5dB (20Hz to 20kHz. signal at Dolby leve l)· 
at Monitor output ' 

Dynamic range > 90dB 

30mV sensitivity 

Also available ready bu ilt and tested ......... . ....... .. ........................ .. .......... Price£67.50 +VAT 

Calibration tapes are available for open-reel use and for cassette (specify which ) ........ Price £2.75 +VAT : . . .,. ·~·-··- ·-----> 

All kits are carriage free 

IDIEiiREH limiTED 
: ___ ~,: 

·Please send SAE for complete lists and specttications 

Ponwood Industrial Estate, Church Gresley, 
Bunon-on-Trent, Staffs DE11 9PT 
Bunon-on-Trent (0283) 2_15432 Telex 377106 
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Sowter 
Transformers 

With 40 years' experience in the design and manufacture of several hundred 
thousand transformers we can supply: 

AUDIO FREQUENCY · 
TRANSFORMERS OF EVERY TYPE 

YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT! 
OUR RANGE INCLUDES 

Micro hone transformers (all types). Microphone Splitter/Combiner tran.sfor· 
mers ~nput and Output transformers, Direct lnje.ction transfor~ers for Guttars, 
Multi~Secondary output transformers, Bridging tra':l~for_mers, Line transformers, 
Line transformers to G.P.O . Isolating Test Spectftcatlon, Tap~ed t.mped~nck 
matchin transformers, Gramophone Pickup tran~form.ers, Audto Mtxing es 
transfor~ers (all types), Miniature transformers, Mtcromtntature transformers for 

PCB mounting, Experimental transformers~ .ultra low frequency. transformers, 

Ultra iinear and other transformers for Tranststor and Valv_e Ampltfters up to 50~ 
watts Inductive Loop Transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Ftlter, Inductors, Ampli· 
fier td 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1,000 watts), 100 volt line 
transformers to-speakers, Speaker matching transformers (all powers), Column 

Loudspeaker transformers l!P to 300 watts or more. 

we can desi n· for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI·FI QUALITY OR 
p A QUALI~ OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND WE SUPPLY LARGE 
OR 'sMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMER;". Many standard 

ty es are in stock and normal dispatch times are short and senstble. 
oBR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, 
MIXING DESK "MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI-Fl E~THUSIASTS , 

BAND GROUPS, AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export ts a spectaltty and we 
have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E. E. C., USA, MlDDLE EAST, etc. · 
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed, enables us to post quota· 

tions by return. 

E. A. Sowter Ltd. 
Manufacturers and Designers 

E. A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941) : Rag. No. England 303990 
The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG, Suffolk 

P.O. Box36,1pswlch , IP12EL, England 
Phone: 0473 52794 and 0473 219390 

DISCOUNTS 
5% on C.W.O. orders 

£10 and upwards 
10% on C.W.O. orders 

£20 or more 

Telex 987703G Sowter 

Send 70p for your 
copy now - 64 
pages (A4). 

More than 6000 stock 
items from nuts and 
bolts to complete 
computer systems. 

With it we include a 
Reclaim· Voucher 
value 70p for spend
ing towards orders 
value £10 or more. 

WE CARRY FULL I.LP. TOROIDAL RANGE 
AS ADVERTISED 

ELECTROVALUE LTD. Dept. WW12,28 St. Judes Road, Englefield Green, Egha·m. Surrey.lWiiroHB 

Phone Egham 33603 (STD 0784. London 87). Telex 264475 
Northern Branch: 680 Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester M191NA. Phone (061) 432 4945 
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r··--------------~ -1 Name: . I 
1 Address : I 
I I 
I I 
11 Please send me __ Keithley 129(s) at £80.50 each II 

(Inc. VAT & Postage) · 

I f' 1 enclose a cheque for -- I 
I r--: Please debit my credit card account no. I 

I Allow 21 days for delivery. 10 day trial - money refunded 1
1 I if not delighted. 

WW/1~ 

~-~---------------ww - 068 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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fact: 
Shure brings 
intelligibilitJr ~ 11eli11bilitJr 
to profession11l communic11tions 
microphones 

Experienced operators recognize that the audio quality of 
the transmitter is limited by the quality of the input from the 
microphone. On the air, there's no mistaking the crisp, intelligible 
messages from Shure microphones. 

Shure microphones have been the overwhelming choice of 
professional communications users all over the world for over 30 
years. Many milestone improvements developed for demanding 
professionals are found on Sl1ure microphones: 
ARMO-DUR® Case: Lightweight, immune to oil, grease, fumes, 

salt spray, .sun, rust, and corrosion. Prevents RF burn! 
"Million Cycle" leaf switch: Just one of the crucial wear points 

Shure-tested to ensure reliability and extraordinary durability. 
TRIPLE-FLEX® Cable: Provides three or four times longer flex life 

than previously available cords on hand-held microphones. 
CONTROLLED MAGNETIC® or Dynamic Transducer: The 

exclusive Shu re-designed super-rugged transducers that 
give excellent voice intelligibility and super reliability. 
To improve your on-air intelligibility we suggest 

the following Shure Microphones: 

SSB 

FM 

Mobile 
Application 

414A* 
407A* 
577 A** _ 

4148* 
5078* 
5778** 

Fixed Station 
Application 

4440 
526T Series II 

450 
526T Series II 

*General recommendation : Consult equipment instruction 
manual for correct microphone inpedance. 

**Noise-cancelling . 

SHURE Hand-Held Mobile Mics 
Omnidirectional 
Mics (Models 407 A, 
4078, 5078) 
Small, easy-to-handle de
sign, with rugged Dynamic 
or CONTROLLED MAG
NETIC® transducers for ex
cellent voice intelligibility. 
Hum-shielded and insu
lated against shock. Model 
5078 Dynamic version fea
tures extended low and 
high frequency response. 
·especially suitable for 
mobile FM transmitters. 
Modular construction 
simplifies fie ld service 

Compact Mini Mics 
(Models 414A, 4148) 
Ideal for miniaturized or 
portable communications 
systems. or where 
dashboard space is lim
ited. The 414 Series CON
TROLLED MAGNETIC® 
microphones are about half 
the size and weight of con
ventional microphones
yet they are rugged 
units, recommended for 
critical outdoor or rndoor 
applications 

SHURE 
Fixed-Station Mics 

Controlled Magnetic® 
Fixed Station 
Microphone 
(Models 4440, 450) 
Our most popular fixed
station microphones. 
Unmatched perform
ance characteristics. 
Adjustable stand raises 
microphone for most 
comfortable talking 
postion. 

New 
Transistorized Fixed

Station Microphone 
(Model 526T Series II) 

A new design for maximum versatility 
in fixed-station operation . Modulation 

level (volume) control for high undistorted 
output with high- or low-impedance inputs. 

Noise-Cancelling Mics 
(Models 577 A, 5778) 
These Shure Dynamic mi
crophones shut out back
ground noise, permit clear 
transmission even where 
the noise level is so great 
that the operator cannot 
hear himself talk ing! The 
ARMO-DUR® case is light
weight, feels natural to the 
touch. The 577 A is high im- . 
pedance; the 5778 is low 
impedance. 

Communications Microphones by. • • 

SHURE ® 

Shure Electrqnios Limited , Eccleston Road, Maidstone Mf=15 6AU 
Telephone: MaidstonE,3 (062~) seae1 · · · 
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A charter for isolation 
One small indication of the nature of the 
UK's new Engineering Council is the fact 
that the job of chairman is to be part-time 
and unpaid. The high abilities of Sir 
Kenneth Corfield, who will be the first to 
occupy the seat, are beside the point. 
Apparently the duties are not considered 
important enough to require full-time 
attention nor valuable enough to be 
rewarded. Of much greater significance, 
though, is the fact that this creation of 
the Department oflndustry is being 
incorporated by Royal Charter, rather 
than by statute as recommended by the 
Finniston Committee. As such it has the 
approval of the monarch, and hence of 
the government, with all the social cachet 
this implies; it is guaranteed continuance 
and the monopoly power to do its own 
thing; and there are the financial 
advantages of being a charity. But it has 
no real power to make changes: unlike a 
statutory body it has neither the 
authority of Parliament behind it nor the 
responsibility of having to be accountable 
to Parliament for its actions. 

The individual British engineer may 
be forgiven for wondering what this cosy 
group of big-wigs can actually do for him 
-or, indeed, for the country as a whole, 
in the sense that Finniston had in mind 
(see his famous report). At the time of 
writing the emergent Council does not 
even possess the powers of that other 
chartered and ineffectual council, the 
CEI, which at least has its own nationat' 
register of engineers and the right to dub 
us "chartered engineer". 

But it is only fair to wait and see. We 
can only judge by the results. What is, 
however, immediately obvious from the 
government's decision not to allow a 
statutory Engineering Authority is that 
British engineers as a body are to be 
firmly isolated from public affairs. 

Engineering is changing the world, 
and it is in politics whether one likes it or 
not. (If you doubt this, think of weapons 
systems for a start.) Yet in the UK 
engineers are not considered good · 
enough to be involved in the decision 
making which determines the uses of 
their work iri the wider world. Or is it, 
perhaps, that they are considered too 
dangerous - because tney are often the 
first to know what is really going on? The 
Oxbridge arts men who are still the most 
influential members of Britain's 

bureaucracy do not like to admit that 
they are really running a technocracy. To 
open the doors to engineers would make 
this too explicit. They prefer to keep 
engineers in a bin and take them out to 
perform like puppets when required -
then put them back and close the lid 
firmly, before they start asking awkward 
questions about the purpose of the act. It 
would not do to let engineers become too 
aware of their real power. 

Fortunately for the bureaucrats, and 
their political bosses, engineers as a body 
tend to be conservative in outlook. When 
roused, they will proudly unfurl a banner 
with the strange device Nihil aliud nisi 
officium (I'm only doing my job). This 
attitude, according to one contributor to 
this issue, Dr Peter Hartley, is a result of 
a system of engineering education which 
is inappropriate for the contemporary 
world- a system rooted in the 18th-19th 
century ethos of humanism and the 
"conquest of nature". It leaves us, says 
Hartley, with a "conception of the 
engineer as no more than a high-grade 
technician, a functionary not fully 
professional- that is, with no 
responsibility for his actions beyond their 
technical adequacy." Of course, most 
engineers like to think of themselves as 
being responsible in a fully professional 
way; but where do they get this idea? 
More often than not it is a delusion, 
arising because their education is 
different from that of technicians and 
probably longer, because their work is 
often more difficult as a result of having 
to consider options and decide among 
them, and because these decisions are 
likely to have wider effects. But if with 
all this the engineer still really does no 
more than react to requirements that he 
must accept as given, he is not being fully 
professional,. says Dr Hartley, since he is 
not taking into account the ultimate 
meaning and consequences of his 
professional actions. 

A new body like the Engineering 
Council would be in a good position to 
initiate a system for educating engineers 
to become fully professional in 'the above 
sense. But while this organization 
remains virtually a cocoon, isolated from 
interaction with public policies except 
through the market for engineering 
products, there is not much chance of 
this happening. 
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New method for constructing metal plate refractors is simpler 
by K. L. Smith Ph.D. 
University of Kent at Canterbury 

Metal plate refractor aerials were 
once popular for use at lower 
·frequencies, but fell into disuse 
mainly because of manufacturing 
difficulties. They have considerable 
advantages for some purposes and a 
new way of constructing them is 
'described here. This economic 
! method yields a large number of 
identical units. 

While looking at aerials for experimental 
propagation studies and communications 
tests near 24GHz, we had to face the usual 
daunting task of figuring dishes for suffi
cient accuracy . of surface. Alternatively, 
trying to raise enough money for someone 
else to do it would be nearer the truth. 
Winston Kock's early paper1 on metal 
plate lenses, where the effective dielectric 
constant for the waves is less than one, 
seemed tantalising enough to offer an ex
cellent system if simple design and con
struction techniques could be developed to 
give· efficient operation at millimetre wave
lengths. 

We carried out the design described 
here and obtained the good results re
ported. During the design for one aerial, 
twelve were actually made as a by-product 
of the method. The cost of these twelve at 
the design price of one was simply the 
extra cost of the materials. One of the 
lenses is shown in Fig. 1 and on the front 
cover. 

Fig. 1. One of the lens aerials constructed 
by the new method. 

Advantages over a reflector 
Because both the incident and the reflected 
waves are distorted or scattered by any 
irregularity on the surface of a mirror, the 
figure or accuracy of the surface of a reflec· 
tor has to be held quite rigorously in terms 
of fractions of a wavelength. But a wave 
passing the surface of a lens is only affected 
once, so that the figure of that surface can 
be relaxed to half the accuracy for the same 

performance. A reflector operated off the 
axis of symmetry introduces a rapid dete
rioration of gain, beamwidth and perform· 
ance generally. The lens aerial described is 
relatively insensitive to this off-axis opera
tion- so much so that two (or more) feeds 
can be used for simultaneous communica
tion with more than one station, yet with 
only a small reduction in aerial gain over a 
considerable solid angle around the axis. 
The lens performance is also insensitive to 
small amounts of twisting of this shape. (A 
reflector is very sensitive to this twisting.) 
These properties correspond to perform
ance with respect to 'coma' and 'astigma
tism' il} optics. 

Another advantage of the lens is that the 
energy is transmitted forward through the 
lens and only a fraction of the already small 
percentage reflected back is able to re
enter the feed horn. At first sight, the 
required thickness of the lens would 
appear to be comparable to the depth of a 
reflector, but an aerial of this type can be 
'stepped' and this reduces the thickness 
and therefore the amount of material used. 
One small disadvantage of stepping is the 
slight shadowing that occurs, as it reduces 
the effective aperture a little. But to make 
up for this, one should consider the ab
sence of feed horn or secondary mirror 
blocking that occurs in reflectors. 

Slightly more sophisticated advantages 
accrue from the strongly polarising effect 
of the grid of plates making up the entire 
aperture. This yields an aerial with a re
markably low cross polar response. Fre
quency re-use systems might find this of 
considerable value. One disadvantage of a 
lens aerial over others is that it is band
width limited (equivalent to chromatic 
aberration in optics), although some 
people may consider this an advantage. 
Stepping the lens profile has the interest
ing effect of broadening the bandwidth. 

Theoretical operation 
From the simple derivations in the appen
dix the predicted curve on the surface is an 
ellipse on one side, for a plane surface on 
the other. Readers might think it strange 
that a concave lens is required to give the 
plane wave from a point source. The expla
nation is that the phase velocities of the 
wave are greater th~m the velocity of light 
inside the plates, which yields a refractive 
index less than one - hence the concave 
shape for a converging system. At every 
point where the phase of the wave in
creases by 360° as one moves out over the 
lens from its centre, that much of the metal 
plate may be removed without affecting 
the final plane wave phase front. This is 
the explanation of the stepping. 

The spaces between the plates form a 
waveguide and for this reason the spacing 
cannot be less than half a wavelength, or 

the 'waveguide' would be below cut-off 
and no propagation would result. The ac
tual thickness in terms of the wavelength 
sets the value of the refractive index. Of 
course, wavelength changes with fre
quency - so therefore does the refractive 
index, as can be seen from equation A3. 
This is what makes the lens frequency-sen-

. sitive. 
Because the refractive index is deter

mined by the separation of the plates, then 
careful spacing for constancy over the sur
face is required. This was achieved by 
small accurate spacers threaded on high 
tensile wires, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Construction 
To make the project a little more challeng
ing, the design frequency was increased to 
30GHz (wavelength = lcm). The very 
complex problem of developing stepped 
curves gradually changing plate by plate, 
which when assembled make up the lens, 
was obviously one of the 'acute manufac
turing problems' reported in the earlier 
literature. It was while working out how to 
make this surface of revolution in one 
operation that the original idea in this 
work occurred. The material chosen was 
thin aluminium sheet -which, of course, 
had an intrinsic thickness according to its 
gauge. By choosing the appropriate gauge 
and stacking twelve of these strips, one 
obtains the precise design spacing, a, by 
taking strip one, thirteen, twenty-five and 
so on. Eleven other lenses are obtained by 
taking the corresponding strips in the 
senes. 

The important advantage of this proce~ 
dure is that once the strips are assembled 
and the template made, then by turning 
the whole stack on a large lathe (and engi
neers have mentioned that vertical axis 
lathes are available to turn everything up 
to four metres diameter!) all the strips are 
cut to the precise figure at each point. In 
practice this process was fairly simple, 
once the strips were bolted together and 
bedded in wax against the faceplate. Fig. 3 
shows this work in progress. 

No mention has been found in the litera
ture indicating that this method has been 
employed before. Most of the difficulties 
of making these lens aerials are overcome 
by employing it. 

Design example 
The wavelength at 30GHz Is JUst lcm. 
When the refractive index has been de
cided on, the spacing of the plates is calcu
lated from equation A3• If the refractive 
index is too small, reflection losses at the 
surface increase. On the other hand if it is 
too large, the lens thickness tends to be
come unmanageable. Gaining experience 
with such considerations enables a com-
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Fig. 2. Assembling the aluminium strips on 
high tensile wires, with spacers threaded 
on the wires to form the waveguide 
between strips. 

promise choice to be made. We chose n = 
0.583 and using equation A3 

A 
a= \.I'T=ri2=0.62cm 

2 l-n 
Now the size of the lens aperture requires a 
decision. This depends on the gain G. you 
are looking for, which, as shown in the 
appendix, is closely linked with the beam
width obtained. 

An important relation between the 
maximum gain of an aperture aerial over 
that of an isotropic radiator, and the area A 
of its aperture, is given by 

G= 4rtA'Yl 
. A2 

or in dBs, 
4rtA'Y) 

GctB= lOlog-y-

Here 'Yl is called the efficiency and is a 
fraction of how close the effective electrical 
area approaches the geometrical area. 

The other variable yet to be decided on 
is the focal length, f. We decided to work 

Wove meter 

Modulator 

to a chosen gain, to see how closely we 
could achieve it. The choice was 4SdB over 
an isotrope. This gave 

rtd2 
A=-

4' 

where d is the required diameter. Placing 
this into the gain equation; 

. rt2d2 
G=y 
A or d=-v'G=56cm 
rt 

As work progressed, the final diameter as 
swung on our lathe was 54cm, yielding a 
theoretical gain expectation of 44.59dB. 
Using d, we have immediately the 3dB 
beam width from equation A9, 

eo 57 .3A= 1.060 
d . 

Also knowing d, the number of plates in 
each lens is easily found from d!(a + g) = 
82 (g =plate material gauge) which was 24 
s.w.g. (= 0.57 mm). Finally, having estab
lished d, the focal length can be chosen. 
Often this is set by the beam pattern of the 
primary feed horn, or by the ease of mak-
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Fig. 3. Aluminium strips bolted together 
and bedded in wax are turned on a large 
lathe to produce the required figure. A 
vertical-axis lathe could be used for larger 
diameters. 

ing the horn to meet the dish or lens illu
mination requirements. The power density 
pattern from a feed radiator drops off grad
ually from its maximum along the axis, so 
it is not possible to illuminate aperture 
aerials uniformly up to their edges, then 
have the feed power drop off instantly to 
zero. The compromise chosen is · often 
based on the 'lOdB down' rule, that is, 
when the 1 OdB down circle in the (hope
fully!) uniform primary feed pattern falls 
on the perimeter of the dish or lens, 'opti
mum' illumination is said to be achieved. 
The wasted 'spillover' is ignored, but con
tributes to the inefficiency. This was the 
criterion chosen here and a diagonal horn 
was designed to feed the lens from a focal 

Fig. 4. Set-up for measuring.the . 
performance of the lens a,enal. Caltbrated 
attenuator is set to equaltze r.f .. powe,r at 
detector, then attenuator readtngs wve 
gain of aerial over standard horn. 

Calibrated 

ottenuator 
Detector 

Amplifier 
and 
p.s.d. 

Receiver 

Referenc-e signal 

Pen 
recorder 

JL 
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point 64cm behind it. 2 

With the focal length settled, and a 
known refractive index, the various 
ellipses were carefully plotted to scale, 
according to the equations given on Fig. 
A2• A metal template was worked to these 

. curves, and this enabled the fmal figure to 
be achieved while turning the curves on 
the lathe. The focal length and diameter 
chosen resulted in six steps across the lens 
radius. 

Performance measurements 
A horizontal test range has to be long 
enough to enable the sending and receiving 
aerials to be in the far field zone. The 
minimum distance for this condition is 

Range ?:-2d
2 
=58 metres for this aerial 

A 
We measured the gain and beam pattern 
over a 60-metre range. There are stan
dard gain horns available commercially 
and the . measurements on any test aerial 
can be relative to one of these. The system 
used to do this is shown in Fig. 4. By using 
a calibrated attenuator the received r .f. 
power reaching the detector. can be 
equalised in both cases. The difference in 
attenuator readings indicates directly how 
much higher the gain of the test aerial is 
over the standard horn. The synchronous, 
or phase sensitive detection 3 system yields 
a more precise performance in this kind of 
measurement and greatly increases the sig
nal-to-noise sensitivity.4 The result ob
tained was a gain of 39.3dB for one sample 
lens and 38.2dB for another; This shows a 
good agreement in performance. 

For the best sample, the efficienty is 'YJ = 
30%. This means that the 54cm physical 
diameter of the lens is equivalent to a 
perfect one 32cm in diameter, although a 
rigorous discussion of this point brings in 
consideration of what is called the aerial 
directivity, D, as well as the gain, G. This . 
performance is quite good, when it is re
membered that the theoretical' uniform 
power distribution across the aperture is 
never obtained in practice and that some 
power is wasted through "spillover", scat
tering and reflection. 

Beamwldth and sldeholes 
The same test range enables the beam 
power pattern to be plotted by turning the 
lens about a vertical axis through small 
known angles. The drop-off in received 
power as the system is turned off-axis is 
made up by reduCing the calibrated atten
uator value, thus gaining a direct dB 
reading for each point. Plotting on polar 
paper gives the beam pattern. 

We cheated a bit on this measurement in 
that a direct X-Y plotter arrangement was 
used, but this luxury is not necessary for 
less well-equipped experimenters. 

Fig. 5 shows the pattern obtained for the 
39.jdB gain aerial. The 3dB beamwidth is 
1.4° and directly from equation A9 the 
effective diameter is 

57.3xl detc=---;=:4lcm 
1.4 

thls ls larger thah the predicted size from 

Fig. 5. Polar diagram of lens aerial. Slight 
·asymmetry suggests astigmatism in lens. 

the efficiency calculated from the gain 
measurement. · This is explained by the 
lack of consideration of "spillover", scat• 
tering and reflection in the calculation. 
Thus the aerial is more directive than the 
gain calculation suggests and further illus
trates the difference between the ideas of 
gain and directivity of an aerial. 
- From Fig. 5 the slight asymmetry on the 
polar diagram shows that in all· likelihood 
there is a small amount of astigmatism 
in · this lens. · The unequal sidelobes 
strengthen this assertion. The worst case 
sidelobe is approximately 25dB down on 
the main beam peak. 

Concluding remarks 
Building aerials is interesting work and the 
pleasure of obtaining such a good result 

· was satisfying. Many other possibilities for 
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lens aerials have arisen from this work and 
the author would be pleased to see some
one obtain good 'on-air' results at 24GHz. 
Amateurs could certainly design a system 
from the data and example given. 

But a number of other applications come 
to mind and there could be considerable 
development work for interesting student 
projects or professional applications. 

We attempted to measure the off-axis 
cross polarisation peaks, ~ut no response 
at all was seen! A much greater sensitivity 
might yield some cross polar performance 
figures, but these appear to be many tens 
of dB down on the co-polar levels. Future 
work is planned to find these cross polar 
levels. · 

One advantage of lenses for repeater 
links is the reduction of cross-talk between 
transmitting and receiving aerials. This 
often plagues reflector systems in that the 
transmitting horn points towards the re
ceiving horn ap.d spillover is likely to cross 
couple .. This is . absent in double lens re
peater stations, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Switched beam repeater stations can be 
designed easily, by erecting two or more 
lenses in the surface of the 'bin' on the 
tower and simply switching round the feed 
horn to the appropriate focal point. 

An outstanding possibility exists for an 
experimenter to develop a 'venetian blind' 
erecting system for the plates of this lens 
system. Although this would be awkward 
and unstable on Earth with gravity and 
wind effects, a number of satellite people 
with whom we had a discussion got quite 
excited ~bout the possibility. Once in or
bit, the stacked plates would be pulled up 

Fig. 6. Use of lens aerials jn repeater station 
(b) reduces cross-talk between transmitting 
and receiving aerials indicated by arrow 
around dishes in (a). 
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on fine cords and would remain fixed and 
rigid at highly accurate spacings. 

The project has been interesting and I 
would like to thank Mr U. E. Ekaette, who 
carried out experiments on this project, 
and the staff of the Electronics Laborato
ries, UKC, who undertook constructional 
work. 

Appendix 
The phase velocity of the e.m. wave between 
metal plates is given by waveguide theory as 5: 

v c AI 

vi- (;ay 
where c is the velocity of light, a is the plate 
spacing and 'A is the free space wavelength. If a 
is set at A/2, v goes to infinity; in other words 
no propagation is possible. The waveguide ~s 
said to be 'cut-off for a larger than 'A/2, v ts 
greater than c. 

From definitions in optics, the refractive in
dex n is the ratio of wave velocities in the two 
media, 

c 
n=

v 

and for $is work, n is less than 1. From A1 

n== }- (tf 
Again from optics, optical paths (that is, paths 
along which the phases are the same) are defined 
as 

geometrical ~ath =optical path A4 
wave veloclty 

Consider Figure A1. If the curve is such that all 
optical paths from P to the axis OY are equal, 
then the point source radiating spherical waves 
at F will end up sending out a plane wave to the · 
left from OY onwards. Clearly for all parts of 
the incident spherical wave to end up producing 
a plane wavefront in phase along OY, the veloc
ity between the plates must be greater than c. 

Therefore, equating the optical paths OF and P 
will give an equation for the required curve. 

V(J-xi+i +~= l 
c v c 

Tidying Up and writing inn for clv, 

(1-n2)x2-2(1-rt)fx+i=O 

As 

Co-ordihate geometry buffs will immediately 
. recognise this as the equation of an ellipse. If we 
cut this turve ils a concave ellipsoid surface on 
the stack of metal plates, it should a\;t as a 
precision aperture aerial offocalleilgth f. 

Stepping 
In a distance J./(1-n), the phase of the wave 
changes by 2rt radians inside the plates. So a 
whole family of ellipses with J./(1-n) as a run
ning parameter enables metal to be removed as 
shown in Figure A2. 

These curves can be plotted accurately in 
order to construct a template, which can be used 
during manufacture to yield a surface figure 
whose r.m.s. errors are much less than a wave
length ( ~ /J16 at 30GHz with care). 

Approximate beamwidth of aperture aerial 
In microwave communication (and at many 
other frequencies for that matter) the ability to 
'beam' the energy towards the intended receiver 
is a great help in keeping the required transmit
ter power down; making the system more in
terference free; making the communication rela
tively private; and in some cases avoiding 
problems with 'multipath' effects - which is a 
version of freedom from interference. All this is 
especially true in satellite communication 
systems. The contour diagram of the aerial 
beam intersecting the Earth in that application 
is termed the 'footprint'. 

Consider the aperture aerial in F1gure A3. If 
the aperture is illuminated uniformly right 
across the dimension d, then any small element 
of the wavefront dA, will radiate in phase along 
the forward directidn. It will also radiate neatly 
equally in other directions (some readers will 
recognise that this is what Huygens said in his 
comments on 'secondary wavelets'). HoWever, 
the phas-e of the waves in these directions will 
differ . 

In Figure A3, consider waves along directlbh 
8/2 to the forward direction. If the waves froni 
dA 1 and dA 2 vibrate 90" otit of phase along 

direction 8/2 then that will be true al~o for all 
dAs separated by d/2. Biit this amount of phase 
difference means that the power density in the 

'wave is now half that going along the forward 
direction. This is called the '3dB down' direc
tion. To get 90° phase difference in the contri
butions from the dA 1s and dA2s, x1+x2 must 
equal quarter of a wavelength. 

. ·. from the right angled triangle: 

Now for any reasonably high gain aerial, the 
'3dB down' beamwidth 8 will be small. This 
means that sin 8/2 = 8/2 for the angle in 
radians. 

This is appro;iinate, but quite good in practice. 
Real beamwidths would always be greater than 
this ,optimistic estimate. 
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An approach to Walsh functions from telecommunications history 

by Thomas Roddam 

Named after their originator, an 
American mathematician, Walsh 
functions are now beginning to· find 
applications in electronics. This article 
first discusses the use of 
mathematical functions in general in 
telecommunications then goes on to 
illustrate_the nature of Walsh 
functions through a practical 
technique for avoiding crosstalk 
between overhead telephone wires. 
Generation of Walsh functions and 
some of their applications will be 
dealt with in the concluding part of 
the article to be published later. 

At somewhat irregular intervals readers of 
Wireless World find themselves confronted 
by an article on some mathematical func
tion. It may be, indeed it often is, our old 
friend the exponential, or it may be, say, 
Muratori's function. Why does this hap
pen, why do we write these things, why do 
you read them? 

It is not just the money, barely enough 
to pay the ink bill, which makes the author 
produce this stuff. There is a real satis
faction in attempting to make poor old 
exp(x) fresh and interesting: there is a real 
challenge in explaining Muratori's func
tion clearly without boring the reader stiff. 

The reader is more of a problem. Many 
years ago the editor, not this one ·or his 
predecessor, told me how he had actually 
seen a reader, reading the latest issue. In 
the Underground. However, little is 
known about the great mass who live a no 
doubt quiet and industrious life, and never 
write letters or complete questionnaires. 
The problem is quite simply this. Either 
they know all about the Binomial Theo-
rem, let us say, or they don't. If they 
don't, either they need to, or they don't. 
The last group have lived happily in ignor
ance, while the ignorant who need to know 
must surely need to know more than can 

· be packed into a few pages. 
The answer, I have decided, lies in the 

sort of people we are. In most organisa
tions there are two sets of people. There 
are the hard-headed men committed to 
getting stuff out of the factory gate and the 
long-haired boys messing about with slide
rules. If you prefer it there are the fossils 
who spend a week getting it wrong with a 
soldering iron rather than a morning on 
the computer finding an optimum solu
tion. Muratori's function is a weapon used 
by the theorist to defend himself against 
the pragmatist, especially if the pragmatist 
is his boss. Know your enemy. 
' . With this in mind I began to peer back 
into the early days of our trade. It turns 
out that we have been in business longer 
than I thought. The electric telegraph is, 
of course, the starting point, but it is sur-

prising to find that the proposal for an 
electric telegraph actually preceded the 
work of Volta and Galvani. The first 
proposal, in the Scots Magazine, was ·in 
1753, and the scheme was to use 26 wires, 
each with a hanging pith ball which would 
strike a bell, using a Leyden jar as source. 
Once the cell had been invented, and 
Oersted had found that a current would 
influence a magnet, the way was open. 

By about 1850 things were really moving 
and the contrasts, the tunnel vision, all the 
factors of our modern technology were 
showing themselves in all their glory. The 
submarine cable, and especially the Atlan
tic cable, bring out all that is fmest in 
pragmatism, theory, and the use of theory 
for analysis but not for synthesis. Fig. 1 

Stranded conductors Alternate layers 
of Chatterton's 
compound and 
Gutta- perch a 

Fig 1. Cross-section of a submarine 
telegraph cable, as constructed at about 
the turn of the century. 

comes from Notes on Telegraphy, A. G. 
Pratt and G. Magg, which my mother 
seems to have bought in 1903. The use of 
the stranded conductor was the idea of 
Professor William Thomson, later Lord 
Kelvin, in 1854. Clearly he was a sound 
practical man. In 1855, however, he was 
considering the partial differential equa
tion 

2 2 
LC~+(CR+LG'f!!-+RGn=~ 

arZ et ex2 

The trouble is that he decided to neglect 
the inductance, L, and the leakage, G. The 
full equation, called the telegrapher's 
equation, was published by Kirchhoff in 
1857, and forgotten, by Heaviside in 1876, 
but Heaviside never had any luck, and by 
Poincare in 1893. Thomson comes up with 
a solution for the line current at time t, 11, 

in terms of the maximum current the bat
tery can produce, 10 , of: 

lr= I o(l- 2( E -rr.2tlkcl2 

_ E -4n2tlkcl2 + Egrr.2tlkcl2. • • ) ) 

where e=(3/4)'10 and a=kcfZloge(4/3)/n:2 

There's glory for you. At the end of the 
day it boils down to saying that for a parti
cular type of line the speed of working is 
inversely proportional to the square of the 
length. 

At this point there are three ways to go. 
The first, Thomson again, is the purely 
instrumental one. When the battery is ap
plied at one end of the great distributed 
RC circuit the current starts to grow, very 
slowly, at the far end. Invent a very sensi
tive detector and it will only be necessary 
to hold the key down for a relatively short 
time to get a signal, and the reduced 
charge in the system will soon die away 
ready for the next mark. 

The next step is to use what politicians 
call aU-turn: at the end of a positive mark 
the battery is reversed, to send a curbing 
current down the line. The duration of the 
curbing current was changed according to 
the speed of working but was typically 
about four-fifths of the mark pulse. After 
the curb came an inter-pulse interval, with 
the line earthed. 

This is nothing but something we tend 
to regard as quite a modern idea. The 
signal characteristics have been tailored, 
coded to suit the characteristics of the 
mediu'm. Indeed, the telegraphers did 
quite a lot of this. Morse produced a code 
in which the cortunonest letters used the 
shortest groups, and on the long cables, 
with the sensitive receivers; input and out
put capacitors were used to eliminate the 
effects of earth currents. Then they went 
to multiplexing by using three-value logic, 
and to some quite sophisticated time. divi
sion multiplex systems for short lines, with 
synchronisation between the two ends. 

All this ingenuity, all this tedious calcu
lation of the rise and fall of current in long 
lines, but no-one really looking at the 
telegrapher's equation. At least, memory 
suggests that Heaviside did, but his sad cry 
'even Cambridge mathematicians deserve 
justice' summarizes his influence. In 
Europe the invention of the loading coil is 
attributed to Pupin, but really it is sitting, 
there, just waiting for someone to ask 
"what value of L do we need?" 

If there is a moral, and I think there is 
one it is that it is a waste of time to use 
mathematics to find out why it works. Use 
the mathematics to find out if it will work, 
or how to make it work better. 

Under certain conditions the telegra
pher's equation brings up the Bessel f~nc
tions in its solutions. The Bessel functiOns 
weave in and out of the history of telecom
munications. They became very trendy 
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just after someone had the idea of stic~ing 
a paper cone to the centre of a~ ear-p1ece, 
instead of fastening the ear-piece to the 
end of a large horn. Looking back we can 
ask why there was such interest in calc~lat
ing how the cone would break up mto 
spatial harmonics when the real problem 
was to prevent this happeni~g at all. More 

. recently the Bessel functions have ap
peared in fllter design, although I f~und 
them in a pulse response problem quae a 
long time ago. 

Then, of course, there was fre9uency 
modulation. The idea, that by keepmg the 
carrier going at full power all the time the 
noise at the receiver could be kept down, 
seems a fair one to use for examining a 
system. And it seemed to work. The ~h~o
reticians began to study the charactenstlcs 
of 

e=E0 sin(wt+mtsinpt), where 

w=2nfc, withfc the centre frequency 

p=2nfs, withfs the signal frequency 

and mt. the modulation index, is the ratio 
bfclfs· 

When this expression is expanded it be
comes 

e=E0 [J 0 (mc)sinwt 
+ J1(mc) [sin( w+ p )t-sin( w-p )t] 
+Jz(mf)[ ... (w+2p) ... (w-2p) 

+]3(mc) . . · 

At this point the interpreters did the 
wrong thing. If the spectrum is to be kept 
into the same bandwidth as we need for 
amplitude modulation we m~st haveJz(mc) 
and the higher Bessel functions small, so 
that the (w+ 2p), (w+ 3p) etc. terms .can _be. 
neglected. This leads to a modulation m
dex of about one half, for which the Jz 
term becomes about 3%. If you go on to 
calculate the noise advantage you find that 
the whole thing is just a lot of nons~nse. 
Mathematically it is clear that there IS no 
point in taking it seriously. Every 
schoolboy knows now that the two key~ to 
f.m. operation are hard limiting and a high 
modulation index. . 
· Here we have the theoreticians saym~ 
something would not work, and the pract~
cal man showii)g that it did. A ra~her .bi: 
zarre phase was the 'sidebands don t eXIst 
period. The expansion of . 

A(l +m sin 2n:f5t) sin 2nfct 

to give a carrier, A sin 2nfct, and ~wo 
·sidebands at ifc±fs), is not the most diffi
cult mathematics we expect to meet. It 
was, however, too much for a school . of 
thought, still alive around 19?0, which 
held that the signal was there, m the car
rier and could be received with a very 
nar;ow band receiver. Circuits were pub
lished, sets were made. We shall never 
know just why they seemed .t~ :V.ork, but 
there are two obvious posstbilmes . The 
narrow bandwidth was produced by a 
string of tuned circuits, which would not 
be all that narrow even if they were tuned 
to the same frequency. The detectors used 

Sir George Jefferson, chairman of British 
Telecom, waves cheerily from an elevated 
position at BT's training school, where 
engineers practise climbing on these short 
poles. 

then behaved much better at low modula
tion, so that · the carrier enhancement 
would have improved the detector. The 
audio amplifier, with CR interstage coupl
ing, could easily have booste~ _up the lost 
treble. Alternatively, or addmonally, _we 
must not forget one of the great design 
problems of the time, the feedback fro~ 
anode to grid through the valve ca~a.ci
tance. Strong coupling, both capac1t,1~e 
and inductive between the tuned circmts 
must have be~n present. Immediately we 
have a bandpass structure, not a single 
narrow slit. The true believers would not 
be deterred. 

I referred to this as a bizarre event, 
because it took place when multi-channel 
carrier systems were already in use. on_ tele
phone lines. The dis tance-llmlt of 
speaking by telephone depends o_n th_e pr?
duct of the resistance of the circm~, (I~ 
ohms) R, and the capacitance of the cucutt 
(in microfarads) K - or .KR. The fol
lowing figures show approx_1mately the KR 
which limits easy and practical speech~ and 
indicate the telephonic value of the 
conductors: 

copper wire (open) KR 10,000 
cables or underground lines 8,000 
iron wire (open) 5,000 

I 

The low value of iron is due to the pres-
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ence of electromagnetic inertia, which is ab-
sent in copper. . 

So the next step was to put m more 
electromagnetic . inertia, in the form of the 
loading coil. . . 

The great influence which the ~oa~mg 
coil was to have on the commumcauons . 
industry arose from the simple fact that the 
numbers needed were enormous. In the 
Bell System light loading was a coil every 
6 OOOft, and heavy loading a coil every . 
3:000ft. At 3,000Hz loading brought the · 
attenuation per loop mile down from about 
2dB to about O.SdB. Longer circuits, bet
ter circuits more traffic, and so more cir
cuits and ~ore loading coils. The size and 
the spacing demanded close study. This 
study, of a long ladder of series inductors 
and shunt capacitors, brought the func
tions cosh e and sinh e into the commu
nication engineer's life. The development 
of the low-pass filter, followed ?Y the oth~r 
classic filters, from the long lme analysis 
explains the awkwardness of early filter 
theory. In the long line the problems of 
end effects were relatively trivial, but the 
ends could wag the filter if only a coupl~ of 
sections sufficed. Clever systems of high 
class bodging, like m-derivation, mm' de
rivation, ex-matching, and tediou~ calcu
lations of mis-match and interaction loss 
made filter disign an art. Then we found 
Tchebycheff. If my memory is correct, ~is 
interest in St Petersbourg (he wrote m 

·French) in 1875, was steam engines. ~ll 
those shiny bits that move to and fro, ~hile 
the wheels go round, should move m a 
straight line. Like the pass-band response 
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of a filter. The Tchebycheff functions were 
a step in linkage design. 

Not very much relevant to our theme 
can be found in the history of modern filter 
design. Once it was seen that the problem 
was, quite simply, to design a finite net
work of defined properties, it became a 
matter of using well-known techniques. 
The vital step was the realisation that the 
idea was to find the best value to use in the 
structures which had grown up from the 
long line. 

Softly the functions come and go, or, if 
your taste is more demotic, I go, I come 
back. The Laguerre polynomials have 
cropped up again, though I haven't seen 
them around since I dealt with a chain of 
regulating repeaters, back in about 1950. 

The story began with telegraphy, with 
signals which were either marks or spaces, 
and moved on to telephony, with the sig- · 
nals a mixture of sine waves. In the 1930s, 
however, Alec Reeves was building one 
pulse modulation system after another. Be
fore any of them came into service the: 
digital computer was on the way. The Boo
lean algebra, which we had come to asso-

. ciate with the use of mathematics in clean
ing up classical logic, began to be a really 
bread and butter affair. 

Although Boole's logic, and the tech
niques based on it, like the Karnaugh 
map, were central to the signal processing 
operation, the signal frequently needed to 
be transmitted from place to place. The 
available telephone channels, and the gen- . 
eral thinking of the radio circuit designers, 
were based on bandwidth, on the available 
chunk of frequency spectrum. Information 
theory, which started well before it really 
mattered, defined what could be done. 
Fourier analysis could be used to discover 
just what the circuits did to the pulses. 
There is a faint memory of Heaviside here. 
The pulse gives an infinite series, and then 
the bandwidth limitations just chops off 
most of the terms. In pulse modulation 
systems, indeed, the sine wave really needs 
an infinite number of pulses, and the 
pulses need an infinite Fourier series. 

The pulse-makers clearly need a new 
kind of series, to do for them what the 
Fourier series had done for sinusoidal 
waveforms. It is to the favourite in this 
field that we now turn our attention. The 
biggest advance since sliced bread, we are 
told, is the Walsh functions, although I 
regard sliced bread as a cruel and un
natural punishment. But Walshites have 
written: 

"We may well come to the point of view 
that if Walsh functions had been with us 
from the start and someone had then come 
up with the idea of sinusoids we would all 
want to know what use they were."* 

A fund is being started to buy ocarinas 
for supporters of this view. 

We have already seen how important it 
is to keep one's feet firmly planted on the 

* R. ·Barrett, J . A. ·Gordon, D. Brammer. 
Theory and applications of Walsh func
tions. Hatfield Polytechnic Symposium 
1971 . 
t I am indebted to Mr A. Emmerson of 
British Telecom for locating Fig. 2 in the 

. book referred to. -
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Fig. 2. Transposition of telephone wires for 
avoiding 'crosstalk qaused by mutual 
inductance. On the left is the pattern 

·employed and on the right the method of 
wiring at a transposition point. (Adapted 
from Railway Signalling and 
Communications, Tattersall eta/, 1946.) 

ground when considering the use of m~
thematics. It is therefore appropriate to 
look at Fig. 2. When telegraph poles began 
to be used for telephone circuits it was 
soon found that if the two wires of one pair 
simply ran parallel to the two wires of 
another, the mutual inductance produced 
cross-talk from one to another. A simple 
answer is to split the run in half, and cross 
one pair at the mid point. We can write 
this symbolically as: 

1 
-1 

When there are more than two pairs we 
can start by taking two pairs as a quad, and 
use the same symbolic solution, which we 
can bracket up to be a matrix: 

This is short for: 

( l =l 

1 
1 

-1 
-1 

-~)· 
-1 

1 
Four pairs can be transposed according to 
this pattern, with the total run split into 
four sections. If we call this (G), we can 
transpose eight pairs according to the 
scheme 

We can go on expanding in this way, and 
what we are doing is working with Hada
mard matrices. Using the definition 

we have 

where ® is the Kronecker product, so 
that 

Hs=H40Hz 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1' 
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
1 1 1 1 -1 - 1 -1 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 

. ' 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 
. 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 

The working of Fourier analysis depends 
on the fact that the sine and cosine wave 
system is orthogonal, so that 

Jbt 
0 cosmecosnede=e ifm=#=n 

The rows, and the columns, of the Hada
mard matrix have this orthogonality char
acteristic, which is why row 1 transposi
tion does not couple to any other row. And 
the rows are, quite simply, the Walsh 
functions. There is another way of produc
ing them, which gives a different order. 
The Rademacher functions are defined as 

lrn(S)=sign of (sin(2n-1n8)), 0~8~1 

and some of the Walsh functions are 

wal (1,8)::=ro(8) 
wal (3,S)=rt(8) 
wal (7,8)=rz(8) 

wal (2k...:_ 1,8)=rk-I(8) 

The way in which the rest of the · family is 
derived depends on an equation which 
looks very simple: 

wal (i,e) . wal (j,S)=wal (i@j,S) 

The symbol~ stands for modulo-2 addi
tion, which is binary addition without a 
carry sign. If we take 

1~0001 
(±)3~0011 

2~0010 

so that wal (1,8) . wal (3 , 8) = wal (2, 8) 
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A set ofwal functions is shown as Fig. 3 
A point to notice is that e is a time base, 

+1 ------~---------------
------------ wal (0,8) 

+01c====---~-----. ...._ ________ __,! wal ( 1, 8 J 

-1 

-+~1~~--------~F L ~ wal~2 , 8J 

+
1 0 ll 

-~ L__j . D wal(3,8) 

+~~ ~~ I wal(48J 

-1 L__j L__j ' 

+~D n ll wal(58) 

-1 L__j u 0 ' 
+
11 n n 1 

-~ u LJ u wal (6,8) 

+~o n n n 
-1U U UO 
-l +t 

e---

wal (7,8J 

Fig. 3. A set of Walsh functions, wal(n,e). 
Note that 8 is a time base and that, as the 
functions have the values± 1, they are 
rectangular in form. 

which goes from - Yz to + Yz in the time 
interval T. Another important feature is 
that the functions can be sorted out into 
two groups. If you imagine a sine wave and 
a cosine wave which have been clipped 
right down, a technique used, with 20dB 
of clipping, for some transmission systems 
on noisy circuits, you will see that wal ( 1, 
8) looks very much like a clipped sine 
wave, and wal (2,8) like a cosine wave, 
The odd Walsh functions , which are 
antisymmetric, are written as sal (i, 8), 
while the symmetric properties of the even 
functions give them the form cal(i, 8). 

The sine wave we assumed to be clipped 
right down to give sal (1 ,e) possessed the 
property ofhaving a frequency~ sal (1, 8), 

· a single cycle in the sine wave, has two . 
crossings of the zero axis in each unit of 
time. (As shown the end zeros are shared 
with the next cycle.) The sequency of a 
Walsh function is similarly defined as ; 
Seque11cy i.p crossings per second :::; 
V~ (average number of zero C+QS~ings per 
Qllit time) · 

Wh11t have we now got? A set 0f ortho
gonal functiQns, al}d the concept of ~e
quency. It 1~ the switching .JP.flph; equjva
lent of tht: sinusoid::; iind the eppcept <;>f 
frequency. 

To be ctJnclude4 ;'n the, next article, which will 
show how Walsh functions can be produced 
by hardware and discuss thf!ir use. 
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Police communications use 
computerised switching 
When Leicestershire police planned to move 
their headquarters from the centre of the city of 
Leicester to a new site 5 miles out at Enderby, 
they decided to modernize their communica
tions system at the same time. The up-to-date 
communications centre is now working, though 
the rest of the headquarters had to be left be
hind because of government spending cuts. 

The essence of the new system, designed and 
built by Burndept Electronics, is that it is based 
on a computer. This provides, first, real-time 
switching between audio channels in a network
ing system which deals with radio and telephone 
messages and interconnects the police officers 
concerned in any required pattern - for 
example, a policeman on his beat, a patrol car 
and a monitoring operator at the headquarters. 
Secondly the computer receives, stores, displays 
and prints out digital information from a data 
transmission system which gives the locations 
and availability of 236 police vehicles in Leices
tershire. Thirdly, it provides a means of trans
ferring textual information over private police 
lines and a store of data accessible to main police 
stations . (Actually three computers are 
installed: one operating, one standby and one 
spare.) 

For the networking system there are six 
consoles in the main control room (see picture); 
Each console has a v.d.u . and keyboard connec
ted to the main computer and also two switching 
control positions based on local microcomput
ers. At each of these switching positions an 
operator can use a keyboard and an Le.d. · 
display unit to control up to 10 audio channels. 
With each channel the operator can order pat
terns of switching for a variety of functions. For 
example a "talk-through" function allows in
tercommunication between mobile radio sets, 
such as between a patrol car and policeman on 
foot with a hand-portable set. Link-ups can be 
made between radio and radio (v.h.f. or u.h.f.), 
between telephone and telephone, and between 
radio and telephone. Six functions are. available 
for each channel, and whichever is operating is 
shown by a l.e.d. lighting alongside an appro
priate label. The control positions also allow the 
operators at the consoles to communicate with 
each other and to be connected to a PABX 
system. And, of course, they allow the Leices
tershire police to communicate with police 
forces in other areas. As a safeguard to ensure 

that all calls are answered, any unanswered call 
is indicated at all the control positions until it is 
dealt with. .; 

For dealing with unusual incidents there is 
also available a special remote control console 
which can be operated, for example, from inside 
a van. This is connected to the rest of the system 
by modems. 

The actual electronic switching of channels 
·under computer control is done by a solid-state 
space matrix, using a 4-wire switch for each 
channel. 

The vehicle monitoring system mentioned 
above was developed by Burndept Cyfas. It uses 
a data encoding and transmitting unit connected 
to the mobile radio in each car and, at the com
munications centre, a decoding unit connected 
to the main computer. In the vehicle a small 
control box fitted under the dashboard carries a 
rectangular grid pattern corresponding to the 
grid on a map of the area. Against the rows and 
columns of this grid are press-buttons. At regu
lar intervals a policeman in the vehicle presses a 
row-button and a column-button, which to
gether indicate the vehicle's position on the grid 
at the intersection of the row and column. He 
presses further buttons · to signify whether the 
vehicle is available for duty or not. As a result 
binary digital codes are generated at a data rate 
of 100 bit/s and these modulate the vehicle's 
radio transmitter on one of its voice channels by 
two-tone frequency shift keying. The codes are 
available to the police officers as pairs of decimal· 
digits (for example 5/8 means the car is at the 
police station and the crew is coming off duty) 
and these automatically indicate the type of 
vehicle (e.g. 5 for Panda cars, 6 for Range Rov-
ers). _ 

At the communications centre, the data is 
demodulated from the radio voice chaimel, de
coded and fed into the computer system, where 
a complete list of vehicle locations and states of 
availability can be displayed on the v.d.us and 
printed out. 

Leicestershire police say that the new system 
has not only improved their conununications 
but also made administration easier and more 
efficient. At the same time as adopting this new 
technology they do recognize the increasing 
need of communities for the friendly, neigh
bourhood policeman on foot, the old-fashioned 
"bobby on the beat". 

. Main eqntrol room in the Leice$ter$hire polict;J commun;oat/ons centre, 
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birect digital frequency svnffiii'iZir., 
/on spectrometer application needs all-digital technique 

by J. H. J. Dawson, Ph.D. 

A 1 MHz per millisecond scanning rate 
and absolute phase reproducibility 
are the essential features of this 
recent synthesis technique. The unit 
described performs entirely numerical 
manipulations and is ideally suited to 
being computer driven, using a d-to-a 
converter only as the final operation. 

A direct digital frequency synthesizer is 
the hardware equivalent of a function gen
erator constructed from a computer and a 
digital-to-analogue convertor. The combi
nation could be programmed to calculate 
incrementing angular values of a sine wave 
function and to output them via the 
converter at a fixed rate. Frequency would 
be determined by the size of the angular 
step and the output rate, which might re- · 
quire some software/hardware synchroni
zation to hold it constant. The maximum 
frequency which could be generated would 
depend upon how quickly new sine values 
could be calculated or fetched from a pre
calculated data table. To push the output 
frequency up into the rf band computation 
time must be drastically reduced: a dedi
cated hardware processor must be built. 

Figure 1 shows the basic arrangement of 
such a synthesizer. The d-to-a converter is 
fed with numbers generated by stepping 
through a sine table read-only memory in 
(fixed) angular steps at a fixed clocking 
rate. The step size is chosen according to 
the output frequency required. For 
example in this synthesizer a lMHz output 
is generated by advancing through the sine 
table by 45° once every 125ns. The process 
need not start from 0°, but if it does, the 
r.o.m. output will follow the cycle 0°, 
+ llv'2, + 1, + llv'2, 0, -11v'2, -1, 
-llv'2, 0. Converter output would then 
be as shown in Fig. 2. A good low-pass 
filter converts this waveform into a sine
wave, but for a full treatment of the distor
tions arising from step approximations and 
numerical rounding errors consult IEEE 
Transactions on Audio vol. AU-19, 1971, 
pp. 497-505. 

Figure 1 glosses over one practical snag 
from which much of the complexity of a 
practical synthesizer arises. As with paper
back sine tables, commercially available 
r.o.ms include only sine values for the first 
quadrant. It is left to the user to generate 
the values for the other three quadrants by 
reflection and in version operations. 
Another complexity arises because the 
r.o.m. used does not actually contain the 
angle 90°. 

That is because the first quadrant has 
been divided up into 90°/1024 steps 
starting from 0°. The zero-crossing errors 
which would result from ignoring this fact 
have been eliminated in this design, but a 
negligible error has been accepted in ap-

Clock 
pulses 

Frequency number input 

Output 

Scan up/ down 

i 

+1 
0·7 

-1 

... 
Fig. 2. Step size is chosen according to the 
output frequency required. For example, a 
1 MHz output is generated by advancing 
through the sine table by 45° once every 
125ns. 

~Fig. 1. Digital-to-analogue converter is fed' 
with numbers generated by stepping 
through a sine table read-only memory in 
anqular steps at a fixed rate. 

Fig. 3. Control over the output phase can be 
obtained by placing another adder 
immediately after the angle adder. Another 
adder and data selector/latch before the 
angle adder allows frequency scanning. 
Toggled to its other set of inputs the latch 
increments by the scan mantissa at a rate 
fixed by scan exponent. .. 

Scan mantissa number 

Initial frequency number 

r------'---:-'---:-:---:-=--. A /B I nit1 al I scan 

1---,._ Divided -down clock 

.__ _______ :_::_::_::_::_::_::_::_::_-:_,.,.-.....,..----- ( scan exponent ) 

Phase shift number 

Quadrant reflection excl- OR etc. 
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proximating the value of the sine of 90° to 
that of its adjacent angle in the r .o.m. 

The next practical complication occurs 
because the logic which generates the sine 
values for the ·third and fourth quadrants 
does so simply by supplying a sign bit to go 
with the magnitude generated as for the 
first two quadrants. Alas, sign/magnitude 
input coding . is not found in commonly 
available d-to-a converters and so code 
conversion to straight binary has to be 
adopted; this is not difficult, but requires 
another six i.cs. Finally, since this synthe
sizer is designed to clock as fast as is pos
sible, commensurate with a reasonable 
safety margin, extra edge-triggered latches 
are needed to achieve synchronous opera
tion at 8MHz. 

Circuit description 
The input frequency number in true 16-bit 
binary code is fed, as in Fig. 1, to the 16-
bit full adder IC1.4. There is no carry in
put, but . the carry output passes to an 
exclusive-OR gate IC10 which functions as 
a partial adder and thence with the other 
adder outputs to the D inputs of 17 edge
triggered latches, ICs.7. The clear line for 
these three latch chips is shown as held 
high, but if you want to add a clear facility 
to the synthesizer then this is the place to 
do it. The latch outputs go back to the 

other set of adder input ports so that the 
present state of the latch outputs will al
ways be incremented by the input fre
quency number at the next positive-going 
clock edge. If the input number is simply a 
1 in the most significant bit (m.s.b.) then 
the angle adder will come back to its initial 
state after four clock pulses. In other 
words, the m.s.b. input corresponds to an 
·output frequency of one quarter of the 
clockit)g frequency, which in this case 
means 2MHz. The l.s.b. input must 
therefore correspond to z-14MHz (about 
61Hz) and so the output frequency is de
fined as Nx2- 14MHz, where N is the 
input number. 

Reflection (looking backwards through 
the r.o.m.) in the second and fourthqua
drants is performed by the exclusive-OR 
gates IC8•10 which invert when the m.s.b. 
output from IC6 is high. Except at 90° and 
270° (conditions detected by the gates in . 
IC 11_12) the reflected angle is incremented 
by 90°/1024 so that the reflection does ac
tually occur about 90° even though it isn't 
present in the r .o.m. At 90° and 270° this 
addition is not performed, with the result 
that the memory is addressed at the maxi-

. mum angle which it does actually contain, 
viz 90°X 1023/1024. With the Schottky and 
low-power Schottky chips specified, the 
latch propogation delays, gate delays, 
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typical add times and latch set-up times in 
this section of the circuit amount to about 
36ns less than the 12Sns interval between 
clock pulses. 

The read-only memory IC1s is rather 
slow (maximum address access time lOOns) 
and so it is sandwiched between two layers 
of latches IC16 17 19· The sign bit, derived 
from the carry ~tltput of IC4, is also passed 
through the latches to equalize delays and 
this must now be combined with the sine 
magnitude information derived from the 
r.o.m. to form a straight binary-coded out
put. This is done by the ,standard method 
of complementing the magnitude in IC20-22 
and adding 1 in IC23-25 when the sign bit is 
high. The inverted form of the sign bit 
must be added to the carry output of the 
complementing operation if disaster is not 
to occur at 180°. The resultant binary 
number is latched again before the d-to-a 
converter so that when a fast converter is 
used de-glitching should be unnecessary. 
The output code swings symmetrically 
from 0000000001 to 1111111111 about the 
zero level 1000000000. 

To squeeze the last bit of frequency 
range out of the synthesizer a sharp 
multisection elliptic low-pass filter is used 
in the circuit shown, after the d-to-a 
converter. It is designed to be ldB down at 
3.3MHz and with a minimum stop-band-

Ionic chemistry without solvents 
The circuit ·described in this article, to
gether with scanning, timing and control 
logic, made up the programmable fre
quency synthesizer required for a Fourier 
transform ion cyclotron resonance 
(FTICR) mass spectrometer. The heart of 
this instrument is a l-inch cubed "trapped 
ion cell", see diagram, housed in a contin
uously pumped vacuum chamber and 
situated between the pole pieces of a large 
electromagnet. Chemicals are leaked into 
the vacuum so as to give a sample pressure 
of about w-IO atmosphere inside the cell. 
Gas molecules are ionized by passing a 
20eV electron beam current of 50nA 
through the cell for 5ms,and trapped inside 
by the combined effects of the magnetic 
field and a potential well created by a small 
potential (1 V) on the plates parallel to the 
magnet pole caps. The remaining four cell 
plates are d.c. grounded, one opposing 
pair being connected to the differential 
outputs of the synthesizer, and the other 
pair through a preamplifier to a small com
puter, being digitized at rates up to eight 
megasamples per second. 

Just prior to "detection" the cyclotron 
motions of the ions present in the cell are 
excited by a swept frequency burst from 
the synthesizer, say 30Vpk-pk at 2ms/de~ 
cade. Ions of the same mass have the same 
cyclotron frequency 

F(kHz) = 1537B(kg) 
m(a.m.u.) 

so that at 15kG a mass range of 10 to 100 
atomic mass units requires a frequency 
range from 2.3MHz to 230kHz. Each 
group of coherently-excited similar-mass 
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To preamplifier 

• ~ I 
/Control 
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ions makes its contribution in the form of a 
decaying sine wave to the total transient 
signal which the preamplifier picks up. To 
improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
instrument it is then usual to quench the 
ions in the cell by reversing the polarity of 
the side plates, repeat the whole sequence 
of events, and to accumulate successive 
transients · within the computer's main 
memory. It is so that this may proceed 
smoothly that the rapid sweep from the 
synthesizer must be absolutely reproduci
ble with respect to phase, as must all 
timing operations concerned with the de
tection process. As in a spectrum analyser, 
a Fourier transform program will then 
separate the individual frequency compo
nents from the transient and allow ion 
concentration versus mass to be plotted. 

The technique is insensitive by compari
son with conventional mass spectrometers 
having electron multiplier detectors, but 
mechanically it is very simple and yet can 
provide exceptionally high mass resolu
tion. The real use of the technique comes 
from delaying the detection process until a 
second or so after the electron beam pulse. 
During that time ion-molecule collisions 
occur and if some of them produce new 
chemical species the mass spectra will 
change accordingly - ionic chemistry 
without solvents. The chemistry of com
plex mixtures can always be unravelled by 
studying the effect of running the synthe
sizer at a fixed frequency shortly after the 
electron beam pulse so as to over-excite 
and hence expell one by one each possible 
reactant ion. 
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News of the Month I] 
Prize-winning 
co~puter 
Sixth-formers Alistair Melville, William Morel 
and Chris Thomas won the first prize in the 
group entries fo~ 18 to 19 year old age group in 
the Young Engmeer for Britain 1981 Awards. 
Th~ir e!ltry was a microcomputer system and · 
thetr pnze was a North Sea trip and £200. Their 
r~al prize, however, was one that they had orga
mzed for themselves. At a computer exhibition 
~ey .established c~ntact with a firm specializing 
m Illlcrocomputer mterfaces, 3D Digital Design 
and Development, and managed to negotiate a 
deal for 3D to manufacture the computer and 
for them to take a royalty and to continue to 
develop the system. They seem to have traded 
part of their deal for regular salaries as after 
completing their A-levels, they are all em~loyed 
at 3D. 

The three seem to constitute an ideal combi
nation with one of them, Chris Thomas as the 
hardware expert; ·william Morel specializing in 
software and Alistair Melville as the busi
nessman. 

The microcomputer has received the name 
3D09 and because of its modular, rackmounted 
p.c.b. structure, it is very versatile. It is based 
ar.ound a MC68B09 and this gives it high speed, 
wtth a SOOns cycle time. The MC68B09 has an 

. architecture which encourages structured pro
g.ramming. T?e computer has an e.p.r.o.m.-re
Sident operatmg system enabling the user to 
have several progr~mmes running concurrently. 
Low-level and high-level programming lan
?uages are incorporated in the Flex disk operat
mg system. Available languages include Basic 
Labasic (with optional structured program~ 
ming),, Pascal, Fortran, Forth, Algo168, Lisp 
and Pilot as well as assembler disassembler 

·and simulation operations. ' · ' 
Technic~lly the computer includes a proces

sor card With 2Kbyte e.p.r.o.m., 2Kbyte static 
r .a.m, two full RS232 interfaces, a 3-channel 

counter/timer, a 1Mbyte addressing range with 
an optional cassette interface. Random access 
memory is expanded by the addition of memory 
cards with 64K on each card. 

!here i~ a controller for up to four floppy disc 
dnves which are available in a number of combi
nations of size and density. The video controller 
provides 40 or 80 characters width with 24 lines · 
and graphics with 640 x 240 pixels. There is ~ 
choice of keyboards. Further developments in
clu?e high re~olution and colour graphics; a 
Umflex operatmg system which will allow the 
computer to operate exactly like a PDP11· and · 
multi-user capabilities. ' 

C.b. campaigner into designer 
J~~es ~ryant, well known as a campaigner for trade name Tenvox th 
cmzens band radio through the Citizens' Band transc . . b . ' ; 40-channel f.m. 
A . ti h eiver IS emg manu.actured by Voxson 

ssocia on, as now returned to his normal Audio Ltd of Abingdon with wh M B 
work as an electronics engineer and designed a now work~ full tim Th' omfi r ryant 
c b set for the ne B · · h k U e. e set con orms to the 
· · w nus mar et. nder the recent Home Office specification MPT 1320 

The British designed and made Tenvox c. b. transceiver. 

@\ 
~ 

f i'IAHl54111T 

AEC£1¥f -.... -
001. 

The computer nas been designed for maxi
~um ~eX.ibility with a wide range of options and 
Its de~Ig~ers are. expecting the majority of users 
t? be m mdustnal or scientific fields. It can be 
hoked up to monitor and control processes and 
may al~o .be us.ed for business applications, such 
as admimstration and records, accounting, data 
and word procesfsing. 
~oncemr~ting on their computer design, the 

des1gners did not get very good results in their 
A-levels. However, the success of the design 
and the winning of the award has assured them 
of university places and they will return to Aca
demia in September 1982. 

(June issue, p.~S) and, as well as being desig~ed 
and .produced m the UK, it uses British made 
sellllconductors, from Plessey, for the r .f. and 
frequency synthesizer circuitry. In fact the 
synthesizer circuitry is similar to that published 
?Y Peter Chadwick of Plessey Semiconductors 
m our September issue, p.S9-61 . Mr Chadwick 
collaborated with Mr Bryant in the design of the 
set. 
!h~ receiver has p-i -n diode antenna 

swit~h!ng and a mixer with high dynamic range 
(avoi~mg .the need for an r.f. gain control). The 
fi~st I. f. IS about 10. ?MHz while the second 
high dynamic range mixer produces an · i.f. at 
450kHz. The f.m. detector is a phase-locked 
loop type, and there is a SW audio output stage 
compatible ~ith the 4-ohm loudspeakers al
ready fitted m cars. The transmitter includes 
automatic speech processing to avoid the need 
for a power microphone and there is a three
stage power amplifier. On the control panel are 
two _touch buttons for electronic channel 
selectiOn ('up' and 'down'), slider controls for 
volume and squelch, selectors for high or low 
power transmission and l.e.d. indicators for sig
nal strength, trartsmit/receive modes and chan
nel selection. The_ set will be on sale in early 

· 1982 through appolnted dealers . 
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Do-it-yourself integrated circuits 
Integrated circuits make commercial sense even 
for the smaller manufacturer of electronics 

'goods, according to Marconi Electronics De
vices (MEDL), who recently launched their 
System 85 - gate array design system. Gate 
array is another name for uncommitted logic 
array; a matrix of pre-processed cells which 
require only a single layer of metal interconnec
tions to form an integrated circuit for a specific 
purpose. This allows a large number of wafers 
to be manufactured in advance which can then 
be completed in small numbers and in a short 
time to a customer's specification. Marconi have 
called the system 'gate array - plus' and the 
plus refers to the ability of any competent 
electronic engineer, who can, for instance, lay 
out a printed circuit board, to lay out the metal 
tracks for the integrated circuit. · --

To do this the engineer requires a 'design 
pack' which consists of an instruction manual, 
with a step-by-step procedure for manually in
terconnecting the gate arrays; a printed copy of 
the library of cells is available and the cells are 
also printed on to 'decals', self-adhesive block 
schematic representations of the gates which 
may be stuck down onto a layout sheet, 
preprinted with the basic iogic array. The de
sign is then sent in to Marconi who will code it 
into their computer which. can simulate the de
sign and run a series of checks to ensure that the 
circuit conforms to a number of design rules. 
The design for the interconnect mask will then 
be produced automatically. This process can be 
used for comparatively small production runs of 
a device. If subsequently larger numbers are 
required the same computer information can be 
used to produce an Iso-Cellmos device (see 
Wireless World, News of the Month, April 
1981). The same computer can also produce a 
series oftest patterns to test the device automat
ically. If the desjgner knows how to use a com
puter, he can hire time at the Marconi Design 
Centre, input the data himself and verify his . 
design. MEDL will also offer the CAD facility 
as a software package to be run on the designer's 
own computer. 

System 85 is available in a family of four 
devices. The MA8505 has up to 560 gates, the 
MA8510 has 960 gates, the MA8515 has up to 
1440 gates and the MA8520 has 2014 gates fit
ting into a 24-pin package. 

All the manufacturing of the devices takes 
place in a brand new processing plant recently 
opened in Lincoln. The plant represents an 
initial investment approaching £15 million and 
is part of MEDL's ten-year expansion plan. 
Occupying some 100,000 sq. feet, the plant has 
twice that amount assigned for future expan
sion. Five hundred people are employed there 
and the company is recruiting staff at all levels 
from senior engineers to factory operators. 

The Iso-cmos process used in the manufac
ture of the devices is also used by Plessey 
Semiconductors and the two companies have 
agreed to second-source each other's products. 

• The Department of Industry has announced 
the UK5000 gate array project which is a ven
ture to produce a suite of design software for use 
with c.m.o.s . gate arrays. The gate arrays will 
have up to 5,000 usable gates using oxide iso
lated c.m.o.s. technology and a double layer of 
metal interconnections. The software will simu
late the logical behaviour of a design, automat
ically convert a proven design into pattern gen
erator tapes from which the masks for 
committing the arrays can be made, and auto
matically produce a test pattern which can be 
used to test the resulting chips. 

The organisations involved in the project are 
British Telecommunications, the Science and 
Engineering Research Council, the Ministry of 

Defence, ICL, GEC, STC, and TMC Ltd. They 
will be meeting their own project costs but the · 
industrial members may qualify for support un
der the Dol's Microelectronics Industry -
Support Scheme. 

An outline specification has been drawn up at 
the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and pro
ject teams have been appointed by all the parti" 
cipants. The SERC hopes to encourage the 
involvement in the project by the academic 
community. The Dol is providing an indepen
dent chairman for the management committee 
and British Telecom has provided the project 
manager. 

Channel 4 trans
mitters are ready 
The ftrst pair of television transmitters for the 
Independent Broadcasting Authority's Channel 
4 service have been connected to their channel 

· combiners and handed over ready for use when 
the IBA brings Channel 4 into service during 
1982. 

The two transmitters, Marconi 15kW Type 
B7445 u.h.f. equipments, have been installed 
and commissioned at Winterhill, Lancashire, by 
Marconi Communication Systems Limited. 
Marconi is equipping a further eleven IBA sites 
throughout the United Kingdom with similar 
transmitter suites, as well as installing a one
B7445/one-B7442 ( 4kW) u.h.f. combination at a 
further thirteen sites, all for the Fourth Channel 
network. All these, as well as some twenty five 
further sites throughout the United Kingdom 
are being equipped with Marconi-designed 
channel combining units which will enable all 
four television channels to be transmitted from 
the same mast. 

Mike Aldrich, managing director of 
Rediffusion Computers, with a Teleputer 
system, one of a range of videotex · 
terminals that his firm believes will/ be at 
the centre of the 'home information 
system' towards the end of the 1980s. The 
terminals combine broadcast tv, videotex, 
video tape recorder, video disc and 
telecommunications with personal 
computers. 
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Ruth Everard, 19 months old, suffers from 
spinal muscular atrophy. She is seen here 
driving the wheelchair designed for her by 
her father, Dan Everard, who is perched 
behind. The design departs from standard 
practice by using shunt-wound motors 
controlled by c.m.o.s. to give free 
movement in three dimensions. The seat 
design is modular and can be made to fit 
any child; it can even be replaced with a 
standing platform. Its controls require very 
little strength to operate although the chair 
is capable of carrying an adult passenger, 
as shown. Ruth is/earning to drive it about 
as quickly as most children learn to walk. 
The chair has been built in the labs of 
Cambridge Consultants Ltd. Dan once 
worked for CCL and the company have 
contributed laboratory space and 
engineering effort. In 1974 CCL developed 
a sensitive electronic wheelchair controller 
after working on a prototype wheelchair 
designed by his father for Terry Wiles, a 
thalidomide victim. That experience has 
now found another use in helping Dan with 
Ruth's chair. 

High-speed 
Ceefax 
Waiting time for BBC Ceefax pages to appear on 
the screen has been halved - and now averages 
seven seconds. The improvement has been 
brought about by using two extra data lines. 
The maximum time for a page to appear after it 
has been selected will be up to 14 seconds, 
depending upon whether or not the chosen page 

. has just been transmitted. 
· Timed to coincide with National Teletext 
Month, October, the improved system 
overcomes ,the problem of lengthy waiting be-

. tween pages, previously considered to be a 

.drawback. 
Colin Mcintyre, editor of Ceefax, said, "We 

decided to use the extra lines to cut the waiting 
time for the next page to appear to make the 
service even more attractive to the viewer. 
There is a great deal of enthusiasm in the n:ade 
for Teletext and the future looks assured". 

Since the start of the service in 197 4 the BBC 
• has used two blank television lines, 17 and 18, 
· to carry data for each of the BBC 1 and BBC 2 
magazines . Now, four lines are being used for 
each magazine- 15, 16, 17 and 18. The digital 
pulses for the Ceefax and Oracle systems are 
carried on the normal television signals as the 
receiver scanning spot returns to the top of the 
screen between pictures. 
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World 
of Amateur Radio 

Three bands to 
open 
The first new amateur h.f. bands to open 
since 21MHz in 1952 will become available 
to UK amateurs (on a secondary basis) 
from January 1, 1982. These are 10,100 to 
10,150 kHz; 18,068 to 18,168 kHz; and 
24,890 to 24,990 kHz, the new allocations 
agreed at the World Administrative Radio 
Conference in 1979. The 18 and 24 MHz 
bands remain allocated to the fixed and 
land mobile services until existing assign
ments have been transferred to new fre
quencies, after which the bands become 
"exclusive" amateur allocations. They are 
being made available in the UK to the 
"amateur" and "amateur satellite" ser
vices on a non-interference basis. 

Under voluntary band-planning propo
sals it is being recommended that opera
tion in the narrow (50kHz wide) lOMHz 
band should be restricted to c.w./r.t.t.y. 
operation. Since the Home Office is one of 
the first administrations to permit amateur 
use of 18 and 24 MHz the initial activity 
may be rather restricted and most ama
teurs will need to modify their equipment 
for operation on these bands. 

Considerable interest is being shown by 
amateurs in wideband aerials that could be 
used effectively on the 14, 18, 21, 24 and 
28 MHz bands, including centre-fed di
poles fed from open-wire (or 300-ohm) 
balanced line and brought to resonance by 
means of aerial tuning units, also the 
classic W8JK bi-directional array and 
various forms of log-periodic arrays. 

Here and there 
Long sea-path ducting has brought about 
another 144MHz contact between the 
British Isles and the Canary Islands off the 
coast of Africa. On September 4, a late
evening (2240 GMT) opening enabled 
Richard Baker, GD8EXI in the Isle of 
Man to make two-way contact over a 
distance of about 3025km with EA8XS. 
Attempts were also made to use the duct 
on 432MHz and while no two-way contact 
resulted, EA8XS reported hearing signals 
from GD8EXI on that band. The year has 
thus seen 144MHz from the UK with both 
Africa and Asia (G3VYF and 4X4IX, a 
3540km contact in June). 

A distance of just over 1 OOOkm has been 
achieved by European stations on 2.3GHz 
with a two-way contact between DL7QY, 
Germany and SM6HYG, Sweden. Weak 
signal reception on the microwave bands is · 
clearly benefiting from the availability of 
low-noise GaAs f.e.t. devices ("gasfets"). 

AMSA T-UK, the radio amateur satellite 
organisation of the U nhed Kingdom, has 
published an AS-sized technical handbook 

covering the University of Surrey amateur 
radio scientific satellite. The 22-page 
booklet provides technical data and oper~lt
ing aids for the slow-scan television 
system, the h.f. propagation beacons and 
the other experiments. Non-members of 
AMSAT-UK can obtain copies from R. 
Broadbent, G3AAJ, 94 Herongate Road, 
Wanstead Park, London E12 SEQ (£1.16 
includes postage). 

Although it is now almost two years past 
the peak of solar cycle 21, the 1981 autumn 
season has again seen very high maximum 
usable frequencies, including north/south 
openings on SOMHz. Several South 
African stations were heard on SOMHz on 
September 20 and ZS3E on September 27. 
Conditions have been good on 28MHz. 

Death of "Steve" 
Roy Stevens, MBE, G2BVN who over the 
past two decades has played a leading and 
influential role in many of the national and 
international amateur radio activities died 
on September 27. A former president 
(1966) of the RSGB, for many years chair
man of its technical and publications com
mittee, telecommunications liaison officer 
and secretary · and editor for the IARU 
Region 1 Division, he was a member of the 
UK delegation to the Geneva W ARC in 
1979. He received the MBE in the Queen's 
Birthday Honours List 1980 in recognition 
of his work for amateur radio. 

Roy Stevens was licensed in 1937 and 
became one of 37 amateurs in the first 
draft of the RAF Civilian Wireless Reserv
ists to reach France on September 5, 1939 
only two days after the outbreak of World 
War II - a draft that became known as 
"The Early Birds". 

The deaths have also occurred of Edgar 
Wagner, G3BID, one of the pioneers of 
mobile h.f. operation in the UK and A. J. 
H. Watson, G2YD, a former honorary 
treasurer of the RSGB. 

Interference to 
home equipment 
A new "Information Sheet" has been pro
duced by the RSGB's interference commit
tee concerning the problem of interference 
to domestic entertainment equipment 
caused by local transmissions. This sur
veys the problems that cari arise, explains 
how the viewer or listener can benefit from 
the radio interference service operated by 
the Post Office on behaif of the Home 
Office, outlines the basic differences be
tween interference to radio receivers and 
television receivers compared with other 
forms of domestic equipment in which 
unwanted detection of local transmissions 
is "wholly due to deficiencies in the equip" 

ment suffering the breakthrough," and 
provides some facts about the regulation of 
amateur radio. The information sheet, en
titled "Domestic entertainment equipment 
and the radio amateur" is available from 
RSGB, 35 Doughty Street, London 
WCIN 2AE on receipt of a s.a.e. 

Transatlantic 
anniversaries 
December 1981 marks two notable anni
versaries in the history of transatlantic 
communication: Marconi's classic, but still 
controversial reception at St John's, 
Newfoundland on December 11, 1901 of 
the "S" signals from Poldhu, Cornwall, a 
feat that many considered impossible; and 
the reception by Paul Godley, 2ZE, a 
noted American receiver designer, at Ar
drossan, Scotland, of the first message to 
be transmitted by amateur radio across the 
Atlantic. This came from the special sta
tion, IBCG, set up by the Radio Club of 
America for the transatlantic tests orga
nized in the UK by Wireless World. One of 
the signatories to that message was 
Howard Armstrong, whose long string of 
inventions included the dev~opment of 
frequency modulation and the superhet. 

In brief 
The 1982 president of the RSGB will be 
Jack Anthony, G3KQF, of Derby, cur
rently chairman of the Society's education 
committee and also of its membership and 
representation committee .... GB2VER, 
a special event station operating on h.f. 
bands and 144MHz during November, 
marks the 21st anniversary of the founding 
of the Verulam Amateur Radio Club of St. 
Albans . . . . Membership of the British 
Amateur Radio Teleprinter Group is now 
approaching 900 and continues to bridge 
the gap between mechanical and electronic 
teleprinting . . . . The high cost of diesel 
fuel on remote Pitcairn Island has limited 
local power supplies to about two hours a 
day but Tom Christian, VR6TC, is able to 
operate using a bank of three solar panels 
containing 36 photovoltaic cells to keep, 
batteries charged .... For ardent "coun
try chasers" China remains the most elu
sive country to work as it is now many 
years since regular amateur activity was 
permitted there, although hopes are being 
expressed that this may change soon 
. : . Efforts to increase amateur activity 
in Third World countries continue with 
the American ARRL "Goodwill Project" 
ahd the Genrtan DARC worldwide ama
teur training activities iri Sri-Lanka, Su
dan, India, Iran, Egypt~ Libya and Kenya. 

PAT HAWKER, G3VA 
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Ciiifilii'"inirrors, amplifiers 
and dumpers 
Improving the performance and application of the basic circuit 

by B. Wilson, B.Sc.,· Ph.D., Department of lnst'rumentation and Analytical Science, UMIST. 

The accuracy of a two;.transistor 
current mirror circuit can be greatly 
improved by the addition of a further 
two transistors. The resulting four 
transistor mirror can be used to 
design simple low-distortion 
operational-amplifier circuits that 
produce an output current 
proportional to either input voltage 
(v.c.c.s.) or input current (c.c.c.s.). In 
addition, they make possible the 
design of "current-dumping" 
amplifiers where the output current is 
controlled by a pair of unbiased 
transistors, operating entirely in Class 
B with the crossover distortion 
eliminated by a feedforward amplifier 
using current mirrors. 

The simple two-transistor current mirror 
in Figure 1 attempts to produce at its out
put B an identical copy of the input cur
rent at A, whilst minimizing unwanted 
current-voltage interactions. Its operation 
can be easily understood by considering 
the input transistor as a collector-base con
nected diode, driving an output transistor 
with a matched VBE to produce an iden
tical collector output current. The basic 
mathematics of its operation were des
cribed recently and will not be repeated 
here 1• Figure 2 shows the symbol often 
used to signify a current mirror, indicating 
by an arrow both the polarity of the cur
rent and the input side of the mirror. It 
should be ,remembered that, due to the 
circuit topology, the input terminal will 
always remain at a fixed voltag~, in 
contrast to the output terminal which will 
take up a voltage determined by the load 
conditions. 

The current transfer ratio 10 /lin• usually 
termed f..., is normally the most important 
parameter when using current mirrors. It 
is obviously desirable that f... should be 
constant, irrespective of changes in current 
and output voltage. (Whilst most current 
mirrors are intended for operation with a 
unity value of f... they can be designed for 
other integral values by duplicating tran
sistors accordingly.) 

Unfottunately, the performance of the 
two-transistor mirror is often inadequate, 
largely due to the high dependence of f... on' 
the values of the transistor parameters in 
such a simple, uncompensated circuit. It 
can be shown 2, by considering basic tran
sistor operation, that the departure froni. 
unity current transfer ratio for a two-tran-

sistor mirror can be represented by: 

/...2 = 1 ± (2/B) ± (V osiV T )-V ,..oi(V I)Q 

where B is the common-emitter ·current 
gain, V os is the difference in base-emitter 
voltage required to produce identical col
-lector currents, VT is the thermal voltage 
= 25mV, V ~Q is the difference in col
lector-base voltages of the two transistors 
and (V1)o is the Early intercept voltage at 
the operating point Q*. · 

B 

Fig. 1.8asic, two-transistor, n-p-n current 
mirror 

A B 

I. 
In 

Fig. 2. Shorthand symbol for circuit of Fig. 
1. 

Fig. 3. Accuracy of current transfer 
between input and output depends on 
output voltage and output current. Ratio . 
10 /l;n is plotted here for currents up to 10mA 
at up to 10V. 

The B term ari~es due to the effects of 
base current in an asymmetrical circuit 
with the V os term being due ·to the 
mismatch in the transistors' base-emitter 
voltages. The contribution of the Early 
intercept voltage is best described as being 
due to the slope in the transistor I c vs. V cB 
characteristics. Of course all these terms 
are dependent on current or temperature, 
making a general analytical evaluation 
quite difficult! Figure 3 illustrates the re
sults obtained when using an RCA 
CA3096AE transistor array, connected as a 
two-transistor mirror and operating at 
currents of lOO~A, 1mA and lOrnA. 
Typical values for the n-p-n transistors in 
the RCA array are:_ B=200, Vos=0.3mV 
and (V1)0 = 100V, producing error com
ponents of around 1%, 1% and 1-5% res-
pectively for the three contributions. . 

Clearly, the accuracy of the current mu
ror action for a two-transistor mirror is not 
very good, degenerating progressively 

* The Early intercept voltage is the in
tercept of the tangent to the lc vs. Vc~ cur":e 
projected backwards to the - Vc8 ~x1s. lt. 1s 
therefore dependent on the operating pomt 
ofthe transistor. 

A B 

Fig. 4. Addition of Tr3 helps to isolate Tr2 
from output voltage changes. 
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above a milliamp. For p-n-p transistors the 
situation is even worse, because ~ is very 
sensitive to collector current for p-n-p 
planar transistors, falling to extremely low 
values ( = 10) at currents above several 
milliamps. The uncertainty due to Vos, 
however, is slightly reduced, since in gen
eral p-n-p transistors have tighter VBE 
matching. 

The performance of a two-transistor 
mirror can be greatly improved by the 
addition of a third transistor, as in Figure 
4, resulting in the standard Wilson current 
mirror. The third transistor Tr3 fulfils two 
roles; the first of which is to buffer Tr2 
from changes in collector voltage and re
move to a large extent the voltage sensitive 
component in the current transfer ratio /.... 
Changes of collector voltage have much 
less effect on Tr3 because it is effectively 
current driven from its emitter. The 
second improvement arises from the redis
tribution of base currents within the cir
cuit, bringing the current-transfer ratio 
much nearer to unity. Figure 4 shows that, 
to a second-order approximation, the input 
and output currents are now equal. In a 
similar fashion to Equation 1, the current
transfer ratio for a three-transistor mirror 
can be represented by: 

where ~ is the mean of the transistor cur
rent gains, ~~ represents the spread of~ 
values for the three transistors and (VI)o.7 
is the Early intercept voltage evaluated at a 
V CB operating point of approximately 
0. 7V, as this is the difference between the 
collector voltages of Tr1 and Tr2 in a three
transistor mirror circuit. The improve
ment in the current-transfer ratio in this 
equation is largely due to a reduced de
pendence on ~ . and the small voltage 
difference ( = V BE) between Tr1 and Tr2• 

A spread of ±20% in current gains for the 
three transistors in the mirror would 
produce error components of ±0.2%, 
± 1% and -1% or, overall, approximately 

· +0 to -2% tolerance. Texas Instruments 
have recently introduced monolithic three
transistor Wilson current mirrors exhibit
ing a current transfer ratio accurate to 
within 1% of unity up to a milliamp, with a 
voltage capability of 35V (TL 011). Also, 
by paralleling transistors within the mir
rors they have produced circuits displaying 
halving, doubling and quadrupling func
tions (TL 021, Tl 012 and TL 014). 

Further improvements in mirror per
formance can be obtained by the introduc
tion of a fourth transistor to equalize the 
collector voltages of Tr1 and Tr2, as shown 
in Fig. 5. Note that the same symbol can 
be used to represent current mirrors, irres
pective of the number of transistors used. 
The only errors remaining now are due to 
finite ~ and base-emitter voltage dif
ferences, giving: 

A4= 1±2(~~/~2)±(Vos/VT) 
producing, typically, for the CA3096AE 
array: 

/,4 = 1±0.1%±1.0%=1± 1% 
A comparison between the three- and 

four-transistor mirrors is given in Fig. 6. 

A 8 

Io+Ib 

~-jb I 
VBE 

~-.....,_-....J Io 1 
c . 

Fig. 5. Fourth transistor equalizes input and 
output collector voltages, further reducing 
unbalancing influences. 

RCA CA3096AE transistor array 

Transfer ratio ~ -w 
1in Yo 

A.3 A.4 
il 

2V 0·995 1·001 l=l 
100).JA 

10V 0·996 1· 001 

2V 0·990 0·999 
1 rnA 

10V 0·991 1-000 

2V 0·886 0·991 I·~ riJf 

10 rnA 1::~,,. 
1. 

10V 0·890 0·994 -~ 
Fig. 6. Table shows improvement in 
tolerance to current and voltage variations 
between circuit of Fig. 4 and that of Fig. 5. 

+V 

yin o------f---1 

0 -v Yr 

Fig. 7. Voltage-controlled current source. 1
0 

is proportional to V;n. 

+V 

v. 
In 

-v vr 
Fig. 8. Shunt feedback instead of the series 
type in Fig. 7 produces inverting v.c.c.s. 
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The two sets of results were taken from 
the circuit of Fig. 5, with the currents 
measured directly by 4Yz-digit digital 
meters. Transistor Tr4 was then shorted 
out to obtain the results for a three-tran
sistor mirror. In both cases it can be seen 
that the current-transfer ratios are held 
very constant against output voltage 
changes. The removal of the Early in
tercept voltage error c~mponent (approxi
mately -1 %) from the four-transistor cir
cuit is evident. In addition, the current 
transfer ratio is maintained to higher cur
rent levels because of the increased ~ buf
fering action with the four-transistor mir
ror. At lOrnA it is still within 1% of unity, 
whereas the three-transistor version has 
fallen to approximately 90%. These factors 
make the four-transistor modified Wilson 
mirror the best choice for circuit designs, 
both discrete and monolithic. For preci
sion circuits MAT 01 AH matched tran
sistor pairs (Precision Monolithics) can be 
used for Tr1 Trz and Tr3 Tr4 to give a 
current-transfer ratio of unity to within 
0.4%, due mainly to their very close VBE 
matching. 

Current mirror applications 
In many applications it is desirable to 
control the output current rather than the 
output voltage of a circuit, especially when 
driving reactive loads or current-activated 
transducers. For example, a controlled 
current is required to produce a defined 
magnetic field from an inductive coil. It is 
not always feasible to voltage drive the load 
through a high-values series resistor, parti
cularly if a significant back e.m.f. is gener
ated. (An appropriate example could be 
that of a recording head for magnetic tape 
and cassettes.) 

Unfortunately, all the standard text
book circuits for producing controlled bi
polar output currents from ordinary opera
tional amplifiers using grounded sources 
and loads suffer from serious practical 
problems, usually due to the extremely 
tight matching required for the resistors 
controlling the balance of negative and 
positive feedback 3• Circuits requiring 
non-critical resistor matching that produce 
superior results can be designed using 
four- trans is tor current mirrors. Both 
transconductance and current amplifier 
configurations are possible, normally 
termed voltage-controlled current sources 
(v.c.c.s.) and current controlled current 
sources (c.c.c.s.) respectively. 

Figure 7 shows the circuit of a bipolar 
transconductance amplifier (v.c.c.s.) using 
both n-p-n and p-n-p current mirrors 
where the output will be proportional to 
the input voltage. The RCA CA 3096 AE 
transistor array contains three n-p-n and 
two p-n-p transistors, which means that 
two arrays are required to construct a posi
tive and negative four-transistor current 
mirror pair. The current mirrors are used 
to sense the operational amplifier's supply 
currents which, apart from the nearly con
stant bias currents, are proportional to the 
output current 4• A copy of the output 
current, whether positive or negative, is 
thus fed back to the inverting input termi
nal to be compared with the input voltage. 
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This forces the op.-amp. to generate an 
output current equivalent to the input 
voltage V in divided by the transconduc
tance gain setting resistor RT. Output cur
rents up to 20 mA pk-pk can be obtained 
with very low distortion independent of 
the output voltage. Below 1mA the har
monic distortion, mainly second har
monic is almost constant at 0.03%, rising 
to 1%, at 20mA. It is not necessary with 
this type of circuit to return the load resis
tor to ground: it can be terminated on any 
voltage as long as the resulting load voltage 
excursions are within the capability of the 
op.-amp. and the voltage supplies. The 
recommended op.-amp. frequency com
pensation should be followed, remem?er
ing that for a transconductance ampbfier 
the equivalent voltage gain is given by RL 
divided by RT. Care must be taken when 
using high values of RT (equivalent to a 
low transconductance gain) to ensure that 
adequate compensation is provided for the 
op.-amp., since the resulting voltage gain 
can turn out to be surprisingly low. The 
circuit can be treated as an ordinary opera
tional amplifier circuit with a slightly res
tricted bandwidth caused by the shortfall 
in gain-bandwidth product of the p-n-p 
transistors in the RCA array. Any op.
amp. similar to a 741 or 301A can be used. 

An inverting circuit can be obtained by 
changing the series-feed back connexion to 
the shunt-feedback arrangement of Fig. 
8. Now the feedback current is balanced 
against the input current in RT produced 
by the input voltage Vrn: the inverting 
transconductance gain is still given by 
1/RT. The distortion figures are margi
nally superior to the series-feedback case, 
since there is no voltage excursion 

+V 

+V or-V 
-v 

Fig. 9. Attenuating current feedback 
introduces gain into current-controlled 
current source, which is similar to v.c.c.s. 
but without input resistor Rr. · 

Class 8 
dumper D 

Vt ='Yid 

Error 
amplifier 

Fig. 10. Transconductance amplifier with 
feedback and error feedforward. 

Fig. 11. Practicai1A Class 8 current
dumping v.c.c.s. 

+V 

A1 - LM318 

A2 -LM301A 

A3- LM301A 

A4 - LM310 
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whatsoever at the virtual earth connexion 5• 
This topology also presents an opportu

nity for the design of a current amplifier 
(c.c.c.s.) simply by removing the input 
resistor, leaving an amplifier with 100% 
negative shunt feedback derived from the 
output current. Gain can be introduced 
into the circuit by attenuating the feedback 
current before it is summed at the op.
amp. input. The circuit of the bipolar cu_r
rent amplifier in Fig. 9 uses two rests
tors to produce the required current atte
nuation in a manner analogous to a 
potential divider. The current gain is then 
defined simply by: 

Gi= -(R1 +Rz/R1) 
Measurement of the input impedance of 
the circuit of Fig. 9 with a gain of 20 
indicates 1!1 at lOOHz, rising to 25!1 at 
10kHz. The output impedance varies in 
the opposite manner, being 150k!1 at 
100Hz dropping to 25k!1 at 10kHz. The 
output impedance figures could be im~ 
proved if manufacturers provided a ran~e 
op.-amps. with alternative output stages m 
place of the voltage output stages presently 
used. 

In contrast to voltage-controlled cir
cuits, current amplifiers are required to 
operate from high source impedances and 
into low load impedances. It is still de
sirable to null the op:-amp. input offset 
voltage for critical work to maintain a low 
output offset current for lower values of 
source impedance. The Fig. 9 circuit pro
duces an output offset current of around 
IO[.lA with the input open circuit and the 
op-amp. input nulled to better than a milli
volt. This offset current, caused largely by 
the affects of op.-amp. bias currents being 
reflected through the current mirrors, can 
be drastically reduced by connecting an 
equivalent bleed current to the output of 
the current mirrors, point X in Figs 8 and 
9. A single resistor to whichever supply 
rail is indicated will perform the task ade
quately. The most convenient method of 
determining the output offset current is by 
using a digital voltmeter to monitor the 
output voltage across a temporary high
valued load resistor. An output offset of 
less than SOnA can be easily obtained after 
adjustment. In this respect, current output 
amplifiers can be more accurate than 
voltage amplifiers since, under most condi
tions, their output offset signal represents 
a smaller fraction of their maximum out
put. 

current amplifier using error 
leedlorward 
The three previous designs, whilst being 
extremely useful at low currents, cannot 
readily be extended to high currents ?e
cause of the restricted current handling 
capacity of the transistor arrays forming 
the mirrors. Class AB current boosters 
could be used but their well known ther
mal limitations make it desirable to operate 
a high-current output stage completely in 
Class B where there are no critical bias 
adjustments. Unfortunately, the crossover 
distortion produced by Class B output 
stages has traditionally made them unsuit
able for applications requiring precision 
low-distortion waveform reproduction. 
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However, the technique of error feedfor
ward around a Class B output stage, often 
referred to as "current dumping", 
previousll employed for a voltage power 
amplifier , can be applied to current out
put amplifiers with very good results7• 

An outline of the proposed method is 
shown if Fig. 10. A feed-back voltage is 
derived directly from the Class B dumper 
output current and compared to the input 
voltage of the system. The resulting error 
voltage drives both the dumper pre-amp 
and the error feedforward amplifier. By 
choosing a suitable gain for the error am
plifier any non-linearities in the gain of the 
dumper and its pre-amp can be compen
sated by the amplified error signal added at 
the output connexion. The relevant equa
tions for the sub-units are: 

10 =fct + fe 

Vc y.lct 

Ve Vin - Vc 

fe Te.Ve 

lct Ve.D 

From these equations it can be shown that: 

This equation can be made insensitive to D 
and its variations (non-linearities) by set
ting: 

y.Te = 1 

The balance equation indicates that if the 
transconductance of the feedback network 
y·1 is made equal to the transconductance 
gain Te of the forward error loop, then the 
gain of the system becomes insensitive to 
non-linearities within the Class B output 
stage and its pre-amp. The ratio of current 
contributions from the Class B dumper 
and the error amplifier is determined by 
the ratio of their transconductance gains. 
By a suitable choice of open-loop gain and 
feedback factors it can be arranged that the 
error amplifier normally supplies only a 
small proportion of the output current, 
except during the crossover period of the 
dumper transistors when there is no feed
back signal, and the error amplifier 
supplies all the output current. The 
transconductance of the system at balance 
is given by the transconductance of the 
error feedforward amplifier alone. The 
overall result of this is ideally zero distor
tion at the balance condition. However, in 
practice, the error amplifier and the float
ing current monitor A4 contribute their 
own distortion, but this is quite small, 
since they only operate at low currents. 

One possible circuit for the combined 
feedforward/feedback approach is shown 
in Fig. 11. The error feedforward ampli
fier A3 and the dumper pre-amplifier Az, 
intended for 25mA pk-pk maximum out
put, use four-transistor mirrors as 
previously described. The non-linear 
dumper consists simply of a pair of un
biased power transistors. A fractional copy 
of the dumper output current is obtained 
by A4 and returned to the input summing 

Fig. 12. Triangular wave at 2kHz with and 
without feedforward. 

amplifier A1. The feedback factor RJRs is 
set equal to the forward error gain (Rz + 
R1)/R1 to satisfy the balance condition. 

The upper trace of Fig. 12 shows a 2kHz 
triangular voltage waveform across the 
100 load resistor when the feedforward is 
disconnected, whilst the middle trace 
shows the effects of adding in the feedfor
ward error at the output connexion. The 
error-cancelling affects of the balance con
dition can be clearly seen, there being no 
discernible disturbance in the linear wave~ 
form. The bottom trace shows the error 
current measured across a separate 100 
resistor for comparison. Output currents 
up to lApk-pk. can be obtained with this 
circuit, although the photographs were 
taken at a low current (lSmApk-pk.) 
where the effects of crossover distortion 
are more noticeable. 

Distortion measurements indicate that 
the second harmonic is 70dB below the 
output at lOOmA pk-pk., rising by approx
imately lOdB at lOmApk-pk. and lApk
pk. The third harmonic is also lowest at 
around lOOmApk-pk, being 85dB below 
the output, rising to 7SdB at lOmApk-pk. 
and 80dB at 1Apk-pk. Second-harmonic 
distortion is generated by the current mir
rors in the error feedforward amplifier and 
the dumper current monitor, whereas the 
third harmonic is produced by the cross
over behaviour of the dumper. Higher har
monics are also present, but are signifi-
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candy below the level of the second and 
third under similar conditions. Discon
necting the error feedforward loop in
creases both the second and third har
monic distortion by around 30dB in the 
critical low-level output region. The rela
tive improvement in distortion perform
ance due to the feedf~ard connexion is 
maintained at higher frequencies where 
the effects of uncompensated crossover 
distortion become · more significant. A 
further reduction in distortion would re
quire a specially optimized feedforward 
amplifier and current monitor using 
discrete components. 

Current mirror circuits offer a versatile 
design tool that can be employed in most 
applications where a controlled current is 
required. In conjunction with op.-amp 
supply current sensing they facilitate the 
design of a wide range of low-distortion 
transconductance and current amplifiers. 
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Letters to the Editor 
EMP protection 
Your news report in the September issue 
highlights the EMP (electromagnetic pulse) 
threat to solid state communications equipment. 
However, both Mr Tucker's article of July 2nd 
in The Guardian and your report tend to give a 
misleading impression of the steps which ate 
being taken to counteract the threat. 

Mr Tucker stated that the pulse is "far too 
rapid for any currently available protection 
systems". My company has available a gas-filled 
protection device which will operate in less than 
one nanosecond. It has been shown that this 
device will protect solid state receivers and 
telephone equipment in a simulated EMP 
environment. We fmd that suppliers of 
communications equipment are well aware of 
the threat and have taken steps to counteract it. 

A text book on the subject "EMP Radiation 
and Protective Techniques" was published by 
John Wiley and Sons in 1976. 
Kenneth Cook 
The M-0 Valve Co. Ltd 
Hammersmith 
LondonW6 

Te levision 
subtitling 
I was very pleased to see your report on "TV 
subtitles for the deaf' in September's Wireless 
World, in which you review my "Guidelines for 
the subtitling of television programmes". I 
would, h,owever, like to clarify one or two 
points . 

First, it is important to stress the distinction 
between subtitling live programmes (such as the 
Royal Wedding) and subtitling the general run 
of recorded programmes. The published 
"Guidelines" from Southampton University do 
not go into live subtitling in any depth, since 
tllis particular area is still under investigation. 
The "Guidelines" are geared primarily towards 
teletext subtitling of recorded television 
programmes, and they have been in use at lTV 
Oracle for several months. 

The coverage of the Royal Wedding, on the 
other hand, reflected the state of the art of live 
television subtitling. The subtitles transmitted 
on BBC2 were generated by means of the . 
Palantype semi-phonetic machine shorthand 
system, capable of producing a word for word 
transcription of speech in real time, but with 
some words spelt unconventionally. lTV 
Oracle's coverage represented a radically 
different approach to live subtitling. In this 
cas~, subtitles were transmitt~d in the form Qf a 
summary of the prqgramm<; commentary, typed 
on a stanqard keyboard in standard English 
spelling. The pros and cons pf these two 
alternative methods are currently under review. 

I would also li~e to expimd on your editol!ial 
com.xp.ent on lipr!!adin~. This is an important 
point and it p~s received considerable atteptipn 
d4ring the res~arch project at ~outhaqlptQn 
University. It has become clear tP,at lipreading 
of a two-diinensio~al television picture is 
extremely difficqlt, e1)pecially wlwn speakers are 
fr~quently in half-profile, factng away fr0m the 
camera, too distant, or ()'\.It of §hot ~!together . In 
spi~e of this we do give consider~ don to fhe 
~~<>eptional viewer who att~mpts, where 

possible, to match subtitles and lip movements 
(see page 12 of the "Guidelines"). This is done 
by carrying out script-editing in close 
conjunction with the original script and the 
videotape, especially when the speaker is 
presented in full-face head and shoulders close
up or middle distance shot. Nevertheless we 
place a far higher premium on providing 
subtitles in familiar language with adequate 
reading time, without which the viewer will 
have no opportunity to attempt to lipread the 
speaker in any case. 
Robert G. Baker 
Department of Electronics 
Southampton University 

Decline of the 
philosophica l 
_spirit 
How refreshing to see your July editorial on the 
dearth of true philosophical thinking in science. 
It is because science and technology have come 
to be motivated by pragmatic materialism that 
we have become too cynical as a species to aspire 
to civilisation. The spirit of enquiry has been 
replaced by militarism and social justification. 
Money no longer serves as a token of currency 
alone, it has become the primary structure upon 
which our society is organised. Economics is no 
longer a means to an end. It is a barrier to · 
significant human progress and could be for 
decades, if not centuries, to come. 

This kind of outlook has narrowed the thrust 
of pure research into unimaginative and abstract 
analysis. The quest to reduce the known 
universe into an elegant set of mathematical 
relationships, while commendable in its own 
right, is impotent if no philosophical 
conclusions are drawn from the end results. 
Pure research saould not be confused by the 
layman with an attempt to 'explain' anything. In 
obtaining a degree in physics I came to realise 
that this most fundamental of disciplines seeks 
only to describe and not to explain. We are no 
closer to understanding what a magnetic field is 
today than we were a hundred years ago. We are 
simply in a better position to describe and 
exploit its properties. 
Terry Edwards 
Ongar 
Essex 

Television for 
no-signal areas 
A gr~at cieal of 'doubtful' tec}\nical and 
commercial adviee is now being offered through 
Wir!1less World. The former appears to be an 
introduction to the latter which, in my opinion, 
i& aompletely out of plar;e in this excellent 
te~):mical journaL Per~aps the following points 
should bqead in; ~op.jpnction wiw the letter 
from~ · J . Rutty (~eptember letters) to fqrther 
assist the lay p~rsons norm~lly expecteq ~o 
consiqer these sphemes. 
1: T4epretically ·a doubl!ng ef aerial size is 
necessary to l).chieye l! maximum ~d:a gain. 
Thus, to increase the gain of a lQ-el~ment u.a.f. 
Yagi aerial by a maximum of 9dB wop~q 

demand eight such aerials (eighty elements) 
efficiently harnessed - practically 9dB would 
not be achieved. However, aerials with 
'claimed' gains of plus 9dB relative to the 10 
elements listed in J. M. Osborne's article (May 
1981) are manufactured by certain companies. 
Unfortunately, the basic choice of aerial is 
normally determined by all the parameters in 
practice and not merely the gain. 
Additionally, if minimising the possibility of 
interfering with other viewers depends on the 
choice of different commercial aerials, serious 
consideration should be given to this problem 
before proceeding. 
2. The use of a.c.line powering does not 
eliminate voltage drops but does overcome the 
electrolytic problems associated with d.c. line 
powering. Wolsey line powered equipment 
employs SSV a.c. (nominal) which, for a given 
power consumption, minimises the cable 
voltage drops calculated for each system. 
Powering of some systems demands long cable 
runs which should be considered carefully, 
especially if coaxial cable carrying r .f. signals in 
addition to line power feeding is employed. 

3. Ferrite splitter/combiner units can be used, 
in place of cable matching sections, for multiple 
transmitter aerial systems but impedance . 
problems associated with certain cheap 
imported units can result in unsatisfactory end 
results. 
4. For active deflector systems the Home Office 
hal! stipulated a maximum e.r.p. of 1 watt, 
which in practice means a 53m W transmitter 
power fed to an aerial of 12dB gain. To make 
full use of the dynamk range of such an 
amplifier demands accurate signal level setting 
after all derating and other allowances have been 
made. 
With the variations of portable television 
receiver sensitivities, viewing error and the 
unpredictable additive error of the common 
(B/L type) v.h.f. attenuators used in practice 
'eyeballing' tests are really not on. 
5. The amount of pre-amplification employed 
to drive any system output amplifier depends on 
its gain and output capability, for a specified 
level of measured distortion. This pre
amplification will derate the specified output 
and, depending-on the equipment employed, 
can be the limiting factor. Use of an attenuator 
between the aerial output and pre-amplifier 
input stage will usually degrade the signal-to
noise ratio of the system. If attenuation is 
necessary its position must be carefully chosen. 
6. Solar or wind generator powering can be 
successful under certain well defined 
conditions. However, the use of such schemes is 
fraught with difficulties if the 'arithmetic' is not 
carefully carried out apd, if wrong, can result in 
frequent trips to t4e site with fr~shly charge<;! 
batteries! 
7. A maximum usabl~ line of sight range at 
u.h.f. frequencies cannot be stat~d without 
reference to m:p~imum e.r.p., propagation loss, 
n;ceiving site aerial gain and noise performance 
specifications etc. lp practice this can vary from 
1/4 mile to 3 miles. 
8; Finally, may I say that the most important 
consideration of self-help schemes is techl).ical 
backing ap.d not cpt-price equipment of 
do1;1btful spec~fication and performance. ln 
television distributioq systems we have 
experienced the result of a low level of 
ep.gineering expertise. It would be sad to see 
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self-help schemes perpetuating this state of 
affairs. Communities considering these schemes 
would be well advised to seek the professional 
and free advice of the BBC/IBA engineering 
information departments. 
V. Lewis 
Wolsey Electronics 
Porth, Rhonnda 
Mid Glamorgan 

Phase locked 
detector 
I thought that detectors such as the one 

· described in the September issue under the title 
Phase Locked Detector could no more be of 
interest to professional engineers. 

Even here, in Syria, double-sideband 
suppressed carrier (d.s.b.s.c.) detection is 
performed by a simple low cost circuit which 
has a large capture (and lock) bandwidth and no 
transient delays (i.e. no missed syllables at the 
start of transmission). 

Also we are experimenting with an improved 
design to detect, with equal·ease, two d.s.b.s.c. 
signals in quadrature. Therefore d.s.b.s.c. 
transmissions will have the same power and 
channel density as s.s.b., with the advantage of 
using simpler systems. 
A. R. Moubayed 
Autolight 
Aleppo 
Syria 

Evidence for 
neutrons 
Before Mr Burrows (October Letters) uses the 
success of nuclear reactors to "prove" the 
existence of the neutron, he should remember 
that every piece of iron that rusts "proves" in 
the same way the existence of phlogiston. 
C. W. Hobbs 
Bern 
Switzerland 

Unified circuit 
theory 
In his interestmg article in the March issue, E. 
H. Pollard makes the statement that Millman's 
theorem deserves to be better known than it is. 1 

Indeed this is true because the theorem is often 
a real time-saver, and as a network tool it does 
everything Pollard says, and more. An 
extension of the paper into dependent sources 
would have been most welcome. In today's 
transistor and i.e. world, dependent sources 
show up everywhere, and it is necessary that we 
know whether a certain theorem holds for 
dependent sources or breaks down. As an 
example, the theorem in Corollary 3, the 
Superposition Theorem, does not hold if 
dependent sources are manipulated, and must 
be replaced by a much more recent theorem, the 
Function-Source Superposition Theorem. 2 

Using this theorem, we open and close 
dependent sources, however objectionable this 
may be to the analytic mind. The theorem in 
Corollary 5, the Reciprocity Theorem, does not 
hold for dependent sources. The textbook 
version in Pollard's paper is only half of the 
complete reciprocity theorem, the other half 
pertaining to current-source drive. And 
Thevenin's and Mayer's (Norton's) Theorems 
only hold if we avoid manipulating dependent 
sources.2 

While Millman's theorem is highly useful, it 
only represents one side of the story, since the 
theorem also can be written in a sort of dual 
form, doubling its field of applications. Called 

the Parallel-form Generator Multiple-source 
theorem, the additional theorem was published 
by this author in 1977.2 Practically every 
statement in Pollard's article can be repeated in 
appropriate form and be applied to the second 
theorem, pertaining to networks such as the one 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. 

z 
n 

B 

Pollard's equation (1) now takes the form 

One of the most important characteristics of 
the two theorems is that they hold for 
dependent sources, thus providing highly useful 
tools in today's network analysis and synthesis. 
The dependent sources we have in mind are of 
the simple form kV or kl, and either theorem 
handles·any mixture of dependent and 
independent sources, with their associated 
immittances forming generators, such as "1 ", 
"2" and "n" in Fig. 1. 

The Parallel-form Generator Multiple-Source 
Theorem is not in need of a separate proof, 
although a proof can be provided, similar to that 
presented by Pollard. We may in this 
connection note the existence of the 
fundamental and very important Source
transformation Theorem, the one we use when 
turning a Thevenin generator into a Mayer 
(Norton) generator, or vice versa. By means of 
this theorem we can turn any generator in Fig. 1 
in to Series-generator form and then 
independently sum up all voltages and all 
impedances. The proof the degenerates into 
Ohm's law. A similar simple proof exists for 
Millman's theorem. 

When we begin to derive one theorem from 
another, the philosophy of doing this forces us 
to think of the old slogan: "which comes first, 
the chicken or the egg". Surely, in the vein of 
Pollard's paper one can proceed and even derive 
Tellegen's theorem from Millman's theorem, 
however absurd the thought may appear. 3 

Tellegen's theorem is one of the cornerstones in 
modern network theory, and from it we drive 
analytically another corner-stone theorem, the 
Source-transformation Theorem mentioned 
above. In the simplest case, and starting from 
Tellegen, 

Psource+ PR+ Ploaa=O 

-El+Rl2+RLI2=0 

E-Rl-V=O (2) 

where V=RLI. This is the same equation as 

ER-1-VIR=O (3) 
Thus we have derived analytically, without 
opening or closing any sources, the Series-form 
Generator, eq. (2), known as the Thevenin 
Generator, and the Parallel-form Generator, eq. 
(3), known as the Mayer (or Norton) Generator. 
We do not need either Thevenin's or Mayer's 
theorem, although they are invaluable time
savers. (And by the way, by invoking the energy 
principle (Tellegen's theorem) we eliminate the 
tedious textbook proofs ofThevenin's 
theorem.) Now, where does Millman's theorem 
come in? It is simply an additional theorem in 
the specific area of multi-source linear 
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networks, just like Blakesley's theorem. 
Millman's theorem is not a contestant to single

. source theorems, and should not be used to 
derive them. But when we encounter many 
sources, and as a minimum two sources, 
Millman's theorem, as well as the Parallel-Form 
Generator Multiple-Source theorem, provide 
highly useful network tools. 
Harry E. Stockman . 
Sercolab, Arlington, Mass. USA 
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Wire recorder 
Would it be possible to enquire through your 
readership for any information concerning the 
Wirek wire recording machine? This machine 
was manufactured under licence by Boosey and 
Hawkes but unfortunately a fire destroyed most 
of the records concerning the instrument. 

As very little appears to have been written 
about the machine I would be most grateful to 
have any information that may be available, 
particularly in regard to numbers 
manufactured, technical data and details of its 
use. Of course I should also be pleased to obtain 
a sample of the machine if this is possible. 

All information will be passed to the Science 
Museum at Kensington, London. As I was once 
concerned in the manufacture of the machine in 
1948 it seems a pity that a small piece of 
recording history should be allowed to pass into 
oblivion. 
R. A. Ridley G3UTX 
23 G reenacre 
Worlesbury 
Weston-S-Mar~ 
Avon \ 

The dream of 
objectivity 
I was very interested to read. your March 
editorial, but I think that your conclusion could 
be somewhat false. 

Whilst we may all readily agree to your 
statement that "The observer would not exist if 
it were not for the phenomena of the world", it 
is by no means so obvious that "the phenomena 
of the world would not exist if it were not for the 
observer". In fact, and to the contrary, I am 
sure that a lot of them would. The human 
observer (as simply, a data receiving, processing 
and transmitting system) is a fairly latecomer on 
the scene, and is the result of a fairly short 
period of evolution, on a cosmic time scale. One 
can suppose the existence of coloured rainbows 
and roaring sounds from the breakers on the 
seashore long before there existed any form of 
living creatures (i.e. how far is it really true to 
say that the sound of the breakers on the 
seashore is dependent on their being heard, or 
the colours of a rainbow on its being seen? - by 
whom, or what, for example?) 

Professor Gilbert Ryle continually stressed in 
his very important book that we do not, in fact, 
"mentally observe our own experiences" (as you 
suggest in your editorial) and that sensations 
(such as sounds and colours) are not really 
subjective at all. He says, for example, "The 
procedure of describing sensations by referring 
in a certain way to common objects like 
haystacks, things that hum, and pepper is of 
great theoretical importance." and again, "We 
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do not employ a 'neat' sensation vocabulary. We 
describe particular sensations by referring to 
how common objects regularly look, sound and 
feel to any normal person." (pp. 202-203, "The 
Concept of Mind") . I would conclude therefore, 
that so long as there are plenty of fairly normal 
persons about we can still have a considerable 
amount of objectivity in our dealings with each 
other. Hence objectivity certainly need not be 
only a dream, though it may be a matter of 
understanding, and therefore criticising and 
discussing each other's use of language. 
Peter G. M. Dawe 
Oxford 

From discussions with Mr Dawe it emerges that his 
understanding of the word "phenomenon" is different 
from ours. In our March editorial it was used as de
fmed in the O.E.D. - something that appears or is 
perceived.- Ed. 

'Unpublished' D/F 
beacons 
Having coaxed my ageing faculties to restore a 
rather sophisticated marine radio receiver 
(Derritron D/F 70 with ferrite "loop") to · 
normal, acceptable performance, I tried it out 
on the beacon band. Dungeness (310.3 kHz) 
yields the strongest signal here and is one of a 
chain of beacons operating on the same 
frequency in succession. It came in loud and 
clear, followed by the others at acceptable, 
weaker levels. However, during the whole of the 
chain cycle a weaker DU signal persi~ted and 
the loop indicated it was co-sited with 
Dungeness proper. 

I telephoned North Foreland Radio, 
Dungeness Coast Guard, RN Radio Centre, 
Chatham, BBC, Trinity House Gravesend and 
finally Trinity House "Lights", London. The 
last named, after some delay, were able to phone 
me back with an explanation. 

It appears that an experimental transmitter is 
now operating at Dungeness on 311.5 kHz, 
using same call sign DU. It is "unpublished"
whatever that means - and "will not go on for 
long". I pointed out to my informant that the 
two frequencies were only separated by less than 
0.4% and that most D/F receivers would not 
discriminate to that extent. In any case, it is 
conceivable that the requisite filters would not 
be switched in if the operator was not alerted to 
the danger. He said he "took my point". 

The situation seems potentially dangerous -
a yachtsman at certain points in the Channel, 
taking a bearing on, say, Cap Gris Nez, 
310.3kHz, could have it "bent" by the 
"unpublished" Dungeness on 311.5 kHz 
radiating at the same time. · 

On what authority can one start up these 
"unpublished" transmissions. Is it permissible 
to have two transmitters on differing 
frequencies sharing the same call sign? Is there 
not a central authority monitoring all UK 
transmissions to which one could refer when 
trying to identify their origins? 
Frank Henry, 
Chatham, 
Kent. 

Wienbridge 
improvement 
Mr Linsley Hood's article on an improved Wien 
bridge oscillator (May issue) soon had me 
digging out my 1974 design notes on similar 
work. 

One of the disadvantages of the basic Wien 
network is the low Q and hence low 

R 

1 
0= -R-

2-_f_ 
R1 

Fig. A. 

R 

Fig. B. 

R 

R2 < 2R. for stable operation 

discrimination against harmonics. It therefore 
seemed sensible to use the Q multiplying 
configuration of Fig. A where distortion 
introduced by the stabilising amplifier is 
rejected by the relatively narrow band-pass 
characteristic of the tuned amplifier. Fig. A 
reduces to Fig. 4 of the article if R2/R 1 = 0 
(Q= 1/2) with the important difference that the 
output is taken from A 1. With a Q of 4, over 
20dB reduction ofthermistor induced l.f. 
distortion was obtained, this being the prime 
design objective. For satisfactory operation the 
frequency determining components must 
obviously be well matched. 

Of course, the main design feature of Mr 
Linsley Hood's article is the elimination of the 
common mode signal at A1• My circuit did not 
achieve this though 1a discrete component 
amplifier was used tp minimise common mode 
effects. 

Fig. B offers the possibility of Q 
multiplication with no common mode problems 
and might lead to an optimum distortion 
performance across the band. 

Finally, I assume the gremlins have crept into 
Fig. 5 of the article. A2 should in fact, be 
inverting. 
Bill Young 
Cobham 
Surrey 

The author replies: 
I have read Mr Young's contributions with 
interest, and note his suggestion that the 
harmonic distortion introduced by the 
stabilising circuit may be reduced if the output 
is taken from the tuned amplifier rather than 
from the output of the stabilising amplifier. 

May I apologise, in this context, for the two 
errors in the article. As Mr Young indicates, A2 
should be shown as an inverting amplifier, in 
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both cases, and the illustrations shown as Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5 should be interchanged. 
J. L. Linsley Hood 

·The death of 
electric current 
In his September 1981letter, R. T. Lamb seems 
to think that if he establishes that we are merely 
discussing a model rather than a theory or a fact, 
he has also established that a bad model is no 
worse than a better model. When he writes, 
" ... any model that shows that electric current 
is not needed in that model," I would reply that 
the successful removal of primitives such as p 
and] from a model is a major advance. It is 
important that unnecessary accretions be 
cleared away from a model (cf. Occam;s Razor). 
This is particularly true if these accretions 
create insurmountable difficulties - see my 
first two paragraphs, August 1981 issue, page 
40. Why hold on grimly to redundant 
primitives, p and], if they create the insoluble 
problem there discussed? If Lamb thinks 
(unlike me) that a mere model is in dispute, why 
the tenacity? 

In the first paragraph of his letter in the 
March issue, Lamb accepts the reciprocating 
model for a charged capacitor as true. This 
model, when used in the discharge of a capacitor 
through a resistor, does not result in an 
exponential, as Lamb suggested on page 46 of 
the September issue. Using time domain 
reflectometry, my colleague Malcolm Davidson 
has experimentally established that when a 
resistor is switched across a charged capacitor 
the result is a series of steps (similar to the 
appendix to our article "Displacement Current" 
in the December 1978 issue) and not an 
exponential. 
lvor Catt 
St Albans 
Herts 

Mr Ivor Cart's assertion (August Letters) that 
conventional electromagnetic theory cannot 
cope with transients for which it was specifically 
developed is, to say the least, a trifle rich. 

Tilting at the giants of our great heritage of 
scientific understanding is a useful pastime, 
even if it only serves to stimulate the thinking of 
others. lthink that Mr Can has some 
fundamental misunderstandings of conventional 
theory which is giving rise to some difficulty in 
having his own accepted. 

A conductor cannot have an electric field in 
it; the wires of a transmission line cannot have 1 

an electric field along their length but Mr Cart's 
August letter shows a deficiency of charge to the 
right of his wavefront, a situation which would 
result in a field along the axis of the wire, the 
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axis of propagation of the wave. But the wave is 
transverse (TEM) and has no such component. 

Electromagnetic wave theory does not 
consider a wave to be a column of electrons 
advancing down a wire like peas down a tube. A 
conductor is a region with a large number of free 
carriers in charge equilibrium with ftxed 
carriers; a metal wire has a large number of free 
electrons in charge equilibrium with the 
positively charged nuclei. These electrons 
interact with electric potentials external to the 
wire in a manner described by the equations of 
Maxwell . This can be verifted experimentally. 

Mr Catt's crude model is thus fundamentally 
wrong. The model of a wire full of free carriers 
is also quite crude but at least it is 
fundamentally correct. In this model it is 
reasonable to describe the wavefront as the 
dividing line between that region where carriers 
have started to move and that where they ate not 
yet disturbed by the approaching wave. It is, of 
course, fairly common knowledge that the 
approaching wave is external to the conductor 
(it cannot be inside, see above) and it influences 
the surface charges ftrst (skin effect). 

Mr Catt's contributions on e.m. theory are 
shot through with misunderstandings of the 
same sort. In March 1979 he quotes 
conventional theory (using displacement 
current) as requiring two components for 
charging a transmission line, i+dDidt (p. 68) 
where i is the line charging current and dD!dt is 
the Maxwellian displacement current. But the 
line charging current is the displacement 
current according to Maxwell's laws; it is 
nonsense double them up. · 

In July 1979 ("The Heaviside Signal") he 
deftnes: 

\It~~ 
and the~ goes on to derive: 

§.= "'\. ~ E~-t= "'\. ~and E=BC 
H V "f' B V; 

all nonsense. Why? Because E, Hand Bare all 
vectors and~-t and E are scalars. Surely he knows 
that they cannot be equated? 

Maxwell's laws are concerned with electric 
and magnetic ftelds . In Mr Cart's, charge 
appears to give rise to neither. Will he be 
announcing the death of electric charge next? 
Dermod J. O'Reilly 
Antwerp 
Belgium 

The big c. b . con 
The proponents of citizen's band•radio, 
including the ~uppliers of a.m. equipment, are 
really leading our fellow countrymen into the 
largest conftdence trick imaginable by playing 
on the fact that little is known technically about 
types of modulation, propagation, sun-spot 
cycles etc. and on the desire to do as others are 
doing - including their mistakes. 

Having monitored the 27 MHz band in my 
area, I have yet to hear any UK operator talking 
to anyone outside his local (groundwave) 
territory, a,lthough no doubt a small number do. 
Language is still a major barrier and Great 
Britain does not have many neighbours who 
have English as their native language, whereas 
the USA is large enough on its own to receive its 
own generated transmissions on sky-wave. 

I t4ink that, apart from th~ above deception, 
the ftnal oon . will be evident when sales of a.m. 
equipment level off due to saturation in this 
cot,mtry and, as may well be explained, "a new 
raf!ge of eqqipment giving less interference and 
with more efftcent transmitter stages" will 
tempt UK operators into spending yet more 
money on "improved" equipment- yes f.m. 

Come on all you c. b. associations, importers 

and marketing organisations, play the game and 
only offer f.m. equipment - for once the Home 
Offtce have been far seeing enough to get it 
right. 
J. G. Wheeler, G 8 EMU 
Tetbury, Glos. 

Thyristor 
interference 
Many thanks to John Flewitt for his very 
interesting article in the September issue on the 
BBC sound broadcasting and recording at St 
Paul's for the Royal Wedding. I was very 
surprised, however, to learn that trouble was 
experienced from thyristor interference in the 
microphone cables . 

In 1964, when I was in the BBC Designs 
Department, thyristor dimmers were just 
rearing their ugly waveforms at Television 
Centre, and I was asked to see what could be 
done to prevent the interference that had 
already become a serious problem with 
standard twisted-pair microphone cables. 

To shorten a long story, I developed a tight
twist star-quad microphone cable which reduced 
interference, in the worst conditions when 
crossing a cable feeding a 10kW spot, to below 
the microphone amplifter hiss. Since then what 
first became known as "blue quad" has been 
manufactured by the mile and has become 
mandatory in all television studios, both in the 
BBC and later in lTV. 

True, the blue quad has become grey, 
following the use of chroma key or colour 
separation; and it has also become thinner and 
lighter than its ancestor. But you can still see it 
on any television picture where a microphone is 
in shot. 

Of course these problems do not normally 
beset the sound broadcasting engineer. But I 
would have supposed that someone, somehow, 
would have passed the word. Virtually all 
thyristor interference is coupled to microphone 
cables indu~tively, and for a properly balanced 
pair (or q\lad) ordinary braid or spiral screening 
is adequate. 
Philip D. R. Marks 
Bourne End 
Bucks 

Ethics in action 
Your correspondent Jock Hall (June letters) 
should be asked "Where are these employers 
producing electronic equipment of real use to 
society, and how many can they employ?" 

After the war I returned to radio servicing. It 
was an interesting challenge to get sets from the 
early thiries and with what valves and 
components were available to reproduce a good 
standard of performance. Then came the new 

. sets and disappointment; the only apparent 
lesson learnt from war-time developments was 
how to cut material to the bone. One turned a 
set upside down on the bench at the risk of i.f. 
cans breaking away from their moorings. 

Then came television, and after a while real 
concern. People with tears in their eyes 
pleading, "Please repair it here, don't take it 
away, we don't know what we would do without 
it" . Family qua,rrels to get children to b€d or to 
do their homework. Visiting friends or relations 
and not being able to talk because the telly was 
on. 

By the early ftfties the novelty bad not worn 
off; the position was worse as so many more 
people bad television. I felt I was helping to 
create morons, to drive people mad, so, at a 
considerably reduced salary I took work in a 
Ministry of Defence inspectorate. 

The work was interesting, there' could be 
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pride in a product well made and built to last, 
though, ironically, meant to blow itself up on 
ftrst use . To begin with there was reasonable 
hope that these devices would never be used. If 
that hope has now gone then the distraction of 
the phantasy world of television, drawing 
attention away from events in the real world 
must take a large share of the blame. 

The advent of lTV led to fterce competition 
with the BBC for if one side captures the mass 
audience the other goes out of business. The 
direction this ftght took was that of more 
violence, more sex, more trite, easily assimilated 
material of appeal to the less discerning. Less 
discernment seems to breed even less 
discernment, for how often does one observe an 
audience around a colour television apparently 
unaware that there is something odd about 
characters with green or purple hair. 

I remember a time when BBC news gave 
minimal reporting of murder trials. What a 
change! Half a news bulletin followed by a half 
hour substituted programme on a mass 
murderer. I remerpber when dance music had 
lyrics of more than four words and was 
melodious, and its merit was not judged on 
kilowatts out, or electronic gimmickry. I 
remember when children played energetic 
games and. did not rob people to get money to 
play Star Wars. 

Electronics has long been a gimmicks 
industry and has built things not meant to last 
very long. The most common faults in 
televisions now are cracked tracks on flimsy 
circuit boards and overrun resistors that change 
value or go ole. This is poor design . The real 

·developments are held up until sale of older 
systems reach saturation. Baird demonstrated 
3D colour television in the forties - remember? 
I suspect this last condemnation may apply to 
even such things as medical electronic devices. 

One can hardly expect such a journal as 
Wireless World to take up the matter of a general 
decline in levels of discernment, but where it 
affects the ethics of engineers, please, give it full 
publicity. [See November editorial- Ed.] 
E. V. Hurran 
Margate 
Kent . 

Radio amateurs' 
licence 
Your correspondent M ; Jackson (October 
Letters) has made a useful suggestion regarding 
the use of c.w. by class 'B' radio amateurs on 
v .h. f. but I do not think that any responsible 
amateur can agree with the following of his 
proposals: 
(a) The use of non type-approved equipment on 
c.b. Most amateur h.f. equipment has a power 
output far greater than 4 watts and so would not 
meet the Home Offtce requirements. Also, 
amateur h .f. equipment is not suitable for 
channelized operation. 
(b) Amateurs to use c. b. at no extra licence fee. 
This is a dangerous suggestion because it may 
well result in counter proposals from c. b'ers to 
use the amateur bands at no extra fee. 
(c) 10-metre band to be used by class 'B' radio 
amateurs. Class 'B' licencees can already gain 
access to the 10-metre band by taking the Morse 
test like everyone else! It is a fallacy to think 
that 10 metres will be taken over by the c.b'ers. 

Far fro~ being a threat to amateur radio in 
this country, c. b. should result in the swelling 
of amateur ranks in the coming years. Already 
in this area c. b 'ers are preparing for the 
December Radio Amateurs Examination, 
I. Buffham, G3TMA 
Spalding 
Lines 
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What would you give an 
Engineer interested in 

learning about 
. ~crop~cessors? 

Our ~croprocessor 
course ... 
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gives you this fully assembled micro-
. processor development system. It is just -
one component in our new, 
practical, home-study 
COlJI'Se for engineers. 

The course is completely self-contained, and not linked to 
any broadcasts, correspondence tuition, seminars or residential 
courses. You work at home in your own time and at your own pace 

to complete the course. At £395 the course offers you the 
perfect opportunity to gain practical 

microprocessor experience. 

The course Send the coupon for further details-
focuses on product no stamp needed. Or phone 0908 79058 
design to give you a 
thorough grounding in 
the use of microprocessors 
by taking you step-by-step 
from customer specification to 
final production design . 

Without assuming any 
detailed knowledge of 
electronics or computing 
on your part, the course 
shows you how to approach 
system design, hardware and 
software development , prototype 
evaluation and final production. 

As well as working through five _ 
specially prepared books, and familiarising 
yourself with a file of manufacturers' data sheets 
and brochures, you will carry out experiments / 
designed to give you valuable practical experience / 
with your microcomputer. / <'\..~ 

Complete with user manual and experiment books, /~-q,o'"' ~~~ 
it interfaces with your own TV set and cassette recorder. / ~~ ~c~~ 
You also get a prototype development board with such peripherals / ~~ c?O. ~ 

(24 hour answer 
service) 

as a small DC motor, temperature sensor, optodetector and loud- / . ~~ .:ii ~ 

s~peaker-wJh;IeQ~;~ilJ~j;;~~i~~ /;~~~~,~ ~~/ 
/ 0 ~ ..._c~ §'~ 0.~ ..._ G 

The Open Universn v, FREEPOST, P.O. Box 188,/ <'\..~~~~\~':$ ..;;.~ ~?j ~cc.:; 

Sherwood House, Milton Keynes, MK3 6HH / ----------------------K~j 
WW- 030 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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The EP4000 is not just an EPROM Programmer • • • 
Not only does the 
EP4000 copy, store, 
program and duplicate 
the 2704/2708/2716(3) 
/2508/2758/2716/2516/2532 
and 2732 EPROMs 
without personality 
cards or modules, but 
also includes a video 
output for memory map 
display to make the 
powerful editing 
facilities really useful 
(and this is in addition to 
the in-built LED display 
for stand-alone use), but 
it also comes as standard 
with comprehensive 
input/output - RS232, 20mA loop, TTL, 
parallel handshake, cassette, printer and direct 
memory access. Now the programming power 
can be expanded with our range of add-on 
accessories listed below. 

Made in 
the U.K. 

. ~ . but also a Real Time EPROM Emul_ator • • • 
Real time EPROM Emulation is the second 
major function of the EP4000. This facility 
allows the machine to directly replace your in
circuit EPROMs during the process of program 
development - the EP4000 can be configured 
to look like any EPROM it is capable of 
programming. The press of a button isolates 

the external system so that data changes, 
entries, editing and downloading can be 
implemented. When the program is complete 
and working, the simulator cable can be 
replaced by an EPROM programmed by the 
EP4000. 

... wit_h real technical back-up and service. 
The EP4000 comes with a technical manual 
describing every aspect of the machine - its 
purpose, its use, and how to use it. It also has a 
section describing the whole process of 
program development. 
And if you ever need technical help or advice, 
you can now dial direct to our technical 
department for instant attention - Tel. (0803) 
863380. 
Finally, a full range of accessories in now 
availabl~ - these include Bipolar programming 

modules, multi-EPROM simulator adaptors, 
buffer pods, EPROM Erasers, videQ monitors, 
2764/2564 programming satellite, printer and 
production programmers. The EP4000 is ex
stock. Price - £545 + VAT ( +£12 for 
DAT APOST delivery). Telephone, telex, write 
or call for full data and Distributor list, or place 
your order for immediate despatch- Overseas 
customers, please telex or write for quotation 
and terms. Agents in some countries, and 
distributors in Britain required. 

G.P. Industrial Electronics Ltd. 
Unit 6, Totnes Industrial Estate Totnes, Devon TQ9 SXL 

Tel. Sales (0803) 863360. Technical (0803) 863380 
Telex: 42596 GPELEC 

WW - 050 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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by Donald Aldous 

In late September production started at 
Europe's biggest purpose-built educational 
broadcasting complex, on the campus of 
the Open University at Milton Keynes, . 
Buckinghamshire. Robert Rowland, head 
of the new centre, describes the OU as 'the 
largest university in the kingdom'. 

The start of production at the centre is 
the culmination of some ten years' efforts 
to create and manage the physical de
velopment of the university's 70 acre 
campus and 13 regional properties, since 
the OU was established in 1969. The 
original production facility was at 
Alexandra Palace, London, and the new 
site will offer a more convenient working 
relationship for OU and BBC colleagues on 
the course teams that compile and produce 
all OU study material. 

This project has cost over £8 million, 
.funded by the Department of Education 
and Science, and is not extracted in any· 
way from the BBC television licence fee, as 
has been bruited around by some critics. 
In fact, the OU's yearly fee to the BBC for 
production and transmission of pro
grammes is currently around £8.3 million. 
Total floor area of the building is 11, 1OOm2 

gross, 8.500m2 net. (The difference is 
made up of corridors, plant rooms, toilets, 
etc.). The building is supported by 504 
reiflforced concrete piles, each individually 
driven into the ground over a period of 
about 3 months in the autumn of 1977. 
The reactions of the OU staff working on 
the campus at that time can be imagined! 

The technical areas are interconnected 
by 40,000 metres of cable. The power 
distribution cables add up to a similar 
total, which in combination would cover 
the distance between London and Milton 
Keynes. Electric power reaches the build
ing's own substation at llkV, 3-phase, 
where it is transformed down to 415V for 
distribution throughout the buildings. 

The centre at Walton Hall, as it is 
known, consists of an office block and a 
technical block, joined together at a main 
reception area. The technical block con
tains two tv studios: Studio 1 has a floor 
space of 336 square metres and Studio 2 
has 102 square metres. Studio 1 is a small 
production studio with four Link 110 
colour cameras, and the production suite. is 
at ground floor level to permit easy access. 
This arrangement is in contrast to the 
usual high level gallery with observation 
windows. 

The production control suite has 
separate control, vision and lighting 
control, and sound control rooms. The 
desks and monitor stacks are positioned so 
as to allow direct line-of-sight between the 
director and staff seated at the desk in the 
production control room and the personnel 
in the other two rooms. 

The vision control room has a Grass 

Production control room for the larger of the two studios, Studio 7. Through the 
window in the background can be seen the sound control room. 

Valley 16-channel, 4-bank vision mixer 
with multiple re-entry, chroma-key and 
comprehensive wipe · pattern generators. 
The chroma-key incorporates the BBC 
fringe suppression system. Lighting is 
controlled by means of a Thornlite 500 
microprocessor based system with 200 
dimmer channels and 200 memory files. 

The sound control room has a 20-chan
nel/4-group control desk built to a stan
dard BBC specification, two Studer A80 
V4-in tape recorders and two BBC de
signed disc reproducers. There is also 
provision for adding a multi-track tape 
recorder and other equipment for post
production editing. 

Studio 2 has . been equipped for opera
. tion on a 'drive-in' basis with a colour 
mobile control room. The installation has 
been confined to production lighting and 
cabling to a connection point in the nearby 
outside broadcast base, where the vehicle 
will be parked when used in this mode. 

Sound suite 
There are two studios in the sound suite, 
one of 104 square metres and the other a 
small talks studio of 20 square metres. The 
larger studio is equipped for drama and 
music with a Calrec Mk. 2 19-channel gen
eral purpose stereo desk, the Studer tape 
equipment, and BBC disc reproducers. 

' The adjacent talks studio, which also 
serves as a quality check room, houses two 
tape machines and one disc player. Control 
is from a Glensound desk fitted for seven 
stereo and four mono channels. 

This suite also contains three editing/ 
transfer rooms, each with three tape 
machines and a linking console; a 'try-over 
disc room' for listening to the content 
rather ·than the technical quality of the 
material; a tape store; an office and a main
tenance room. 

C_entraltechnical area 
This area is divided into a number of 
rooms for video tape recorders, a video 
rostrum camera or episcope room, 
telecine, a tv quality check room, mainten
ance and tv apparatus rooms. Four of the 
six videotape cubicles will be equipped 
with broadcast quality machines (Ampex) 
and one cubicle with a rack of cassette 
recorders for producing copies of pro
grammes for distribution to OU study 
centres and libraries. 

The video rostrum camera is an invalu
able help to OU's insatiable thirst for 
graphic material. After five years' use at 
AP, the video rostrum - with its compu
ter controlled camera recording direct on 
to video tape - remains unique to the 
production centre. This rostrum enables 
animation and caption sequences to be 
checked during recording. 

It is noteworthy that equipment to the 
value of about £1.5m has been transferred 
from Alexandra Palace. This was originally 
bought and installed in 1974/5, when it 
was decided that OU tv programmes 
should be made in colour. Without this 
equipment, the total cost of the new centre 
would have been around £10m. 
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Circuit Ideas 
Micropower 
voltage regulator 
In battery powered systems which require 
a constant voltage supply, a regulator is 
needed to stabilize the voltage as the bat
tery decays. Unfortunately, most i.e. 
voltage regulators require several milli
amps of quiescent current, which makes 
them impractical for micropower applica
tions. Zener diodes may also be impracti
cal because of short term peak current 
requirements. 

Instead of the traditional bipolar ap
proach, this regulator uses a j.f.e.t. as the 
series pass element which does not require 
pre-regulation because the drive comes 
from the regulated output. Also, the gate
source is isolated from the line by the 
drain, which provides high line regulation. 
This is not the case with p.n.p. pass ele
ments where the emitter is the input. 
Finally, and most important for low power 
regulation, the f. e. t. requires no current 
drive. 

The emitter-base breakdown voltage of 
Tr3 is used as a reference ( =7 .2V) in con
junction with Tr2 to form a shunt regula
tor. Shunt current drives a current mirror 
Tr4 - Trs, which produces the gate driv~ 
voltage for the f. e. t. The value of the shunt 
current is determined by R3 and V GS of the 

Improving 
converter 
efficiency 
The efficiency of a simple converter can be 
improved by using a rectified output de
rived from the input winding. This simple 
addition reduces the input current for a 
given output current and increases the out
put voltage. Also, the output short-circuit 
current approaches the input current. This 
form of converter is well suited for variable 
voltage inputs such as solar-cell panels, 
especially as no reverse-current input 
diode is required when the cells are in 
darkness. 

f.e.t. CIR3=J shunt). High load currents will 
reduce the shunt current because V GS is 
lower. Temperature stability is achieved 
b~ cancelling the V BE drift of Tr2 and Tr3 
with the BV EB drift of Tr3, which results 
in a negative drift at the base of Tr2 and 
the output of lmV/deg. C. 

The f.e.t. loss should be much greater 
than the load current at all temperatures 
(lnss has a temperature coefficient of 
= -0.7%/deg.C) and the breakdown 
voltage should be greater than the maxi
mum input voltage. Linear operation re
quires the f.e.t. drain-to-gate voltage VoG 
to be greater than the pinch-off voltage Vp. 
By operating the f.e.t. at currents much 
le~s than loss, the gate-to-source voltage 
w1ll be close to V p which allows small 
drain-to-source voltages. Therefore, for 
linear operation 

I VoG I> I Vp I 

VoG = Vos- VGs 

For higher loads several f.e.ts can be 
paralleled without matching. 

With a lOV output the line regulation is 
typically ±0.05%. Load regulation is 0.2% 
from lOf,lA to lOrnA (Z0 =10fl) and tem
perature stability is -lmV/deg.C. The 
output voltage is given by VsE (2+R 1/R2) 

The mains transformer can be used in its 
original form, but a higher output current 
can be obtained if the low voltage winding 
is rewound with 80 turns of 20 s.w.g. ena
melled copper wire. The number of turns. 
on the higher voltage winding can be re
duced to lower the output voltage and in
crease the output current. Performance 
details are shown in the table. 

Simple voltage control can be achieved by 
connecting a suitable high value resistor 
between the rectifier negative and negative 
rail. 

R. C. T. Stead 
Hampton 
Middx. 

+ BVEB (1 +R1/Rz) and can be trimmed 
by adding a potentiometer at the Rb R2,' 

Trz base junction to eliminate BV EB varia
tions or to make the output variable over a 
limited range. Temperature stability can 
be improved by replacing Tr3 with an 8.2V 
Zener diode, whose temperature drift of 
about +4mV/deg.C will nearly match the 
combined VsE drift ofTrz and Tr4. Quies
cent current with the values shown is 
about4~. 
J. Maxwell 
Santa Clara 
U.S.A. 

Vin 

r 
I 

1 Voul 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I L __ - _j 

Input Output 
nominal normal open short 
voltage circuit circuit circuit 
1.5 3mA 13V 
1.5 800mA SOmA 
3.0 6mA 24V 
3.0 lSOOmA 80mA 

With rectifier 
1.5 3mA 14V 
1.5 500mA 490mA 
3.0 6mA 27.5V 
3.0 lOOOmA 990mA 

Charging efficiency 
Input Output 

voltage at nominal charging effi-
terminals voltage current ciency 

1.0 1.5 200mA lOrnA 72% 
2.0 3.0 600mA 60mA 90% 

Contributions for circuit ideas . 
s~ould be typed and include a day 
ttme phone number if possible. 
We now pay a minimum of £20 for 
all ideas which are accepted . for 
first publication in Wireless World .. 
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Fusible-link p.r.o.m. programmer 
Fusible-link p.r.o.ms such as the 
SN74S288 and SN74S188 can be pro
grammed directly and, by adding up to 
three more address lines from the counter 
and using a larger socket, the following 
devices can also be programmed. 

74S287} 

74S387 

74S470} 

74S471 

74S472} 

74S473 

8 inputs 4 outputs 

8 inputs 8 outputs 

9 inputs 8 outputs 

AlsSo, data can be easily verified before or 
after programming. These small low-cost 
p.r.o.ms can be used to replace logic ele
ments by programming the desired · truth 

·table into the device. Although they are 
not low-power memories, they can reduce 

System timing 
Ut ~ Turns BFX87 on 

a2 

Clock 

Set Q3 I'-
+SV 

+SV 

system power by replacing several pack
ages. 
· Without + 12V, the circuit reads a 

p.r.o.m. powered through Db and eight 
Le.ds monitor the data outputs via invert
ers. The device is addressed by a 4040 
binary counter which is incremented by a 
_push button. The address is monitored by 
a further five l.e.ds and inverters and, in a 
5-bit address range, a reset button is not 
necessary. For larger p.r.o.ms, a reset but
ton can be added across C4. Switch S3 
should be set to 0 or 9 during the reading. 

To program a device, the address must 
be set and the bit to be programmed high 
(the 74S288 is supplied with all locations 
low) is selected by S3. This saturates one of 
the eight transistors and clamps the data 
outputs low. Sz is then pressed to trigger a 
flip-flop which then feeds clock pulses to 
the 4017 counter. The counter outputs 
sequentially set and reset two flip-flops to 
give outputs Qb Q2 as shown in the timing 
diagram. Chip select on. the p.r .o.m. is 

+12V 

P.r.o.m. 

taken high, a + lO.SV program pulse is 
applied to V cc for 4 clock cycles, and for 
the second and third clock cycles CS is 
taken low to program the bit. 

Flip-flop 3 is reset on the ninth clock 
cycle and stops the program cycle. Capaci
tor C4 and R1 set the counters and flip
flops to the correct initial states, and the 
3k9 resistors apply the correct loads to the 
unprogrammed outputs during the pro- · 
gramming cycle. Diode D 1 disconnects the 
+5V supply to the p.r.o.m. during pro
gramming. 

The + 12V supply should be rated at lA, 
and the only important constructional note 
is to ensure that a low resistance path exists 
between the emitters of the eight tran
sistors, OV on the p.r.o.m., and the + 12V 
ground, so that the programmed bit is held 
low and a 750mA current pulse flows 
through it. 
S. Kirby 
Heslington 
N. Yorkshire · 

+5V 

4049 

4071 

Set data 

to be read or 
programmed 

~--~~y---~~~------------~-3~03 

Decade 
thumb 
wheel 
switch 

SN74S2B8 
or 

SN74188 

~--~vv~--~~~-------------4~4~04 ~ ·1~5-----------4-----J 

8 

4049 

Ao to 
At .,:..:..~ ...... ----..: ... 

A2 ~+-+-+---...!:!.11 

A3 1-1L~I-+....,........~~~ 

A4 1-=-+-+-+-..._..~ ~ 

·~--~--~--5~0 CK 

10k Q3 2 

112 4013 6 
s . 

100n ~ 

9 51 
Increment address 

push button 
% 
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More light on obscure units 
Are you in a muddle over light units? 

b.Y J. C. A. Chaimowicz Dipl. In g. E.S.E., .M.I.E.E., M.I.E.R.E., M.O.S.A. 

This covers the basic concepts 
underlying light measurements, 
deliberately cutting out the dull listing 
of units and tabulation of conversion · 
factors, relating to four physical 
quantities: .flux, intensity, 
luminance/radiance and 
illuminance/irradiance. The treatment 
emphasizes this physical character of 
light units, to make them tangible to 
engineers. 

If you are not in a muddle over light units, 
switch over to another article now. If you 
are let me take you out of the jungle, to 
basic concepts with a physical meaning. 
But first, a glance at the jungle. 
On~ of the units of photometry is called 

the nit. Page 578 of the Concise Advanced 
Learner's Oxford Dictionary defines the 
nit so: 

nit1/nitln egg of a louse or other parasitic insect (e.g. 
as found in the hair of persons who seldom wash) . 
nit2/nitln= nitwit. 

Neither nice nor helpful. Another, more 
often encountered unit for light mea
surement is the candle. Romantic perhaps, 
but not very practical. We also have noxes, 
stibs and apostilbs, sea-mile candles, foot
lamberts, carcels, lumens, luxes, heffners 
and other talbots, without mentioning the 
radiometric unit of watts per steradian per 
metre square per nanometre used by c.r.t 
specialists. How then do we get out of this 
jungle? Simple. By going straight to the 
basic concepts of light measurements. 

These concepts are but four, relating to 
four physical qualities: flux, illuminance
/irradiance, intensity and luminance/radi
ance. Equipped with these you will be able 
to put into the right place every single one 
of the two dozen or so existing units. Arti
cles dealing with stage illumination, with 
camera sensitivity' with the light perform
ance of l.e.ds, c.r.ts, incandescent and 
other light sources, with photodiodes, 
phototransistors and other light receivers 
will become clear, catalogues will become 
intelligible, and comparisons of compo
nents from different sources possible. 

Luminous flux 
The first and truly fundamental concept is 
that of luminous flux; the remaining three 
·derive from it. The idea of flux is closely 
associated with that of flow: think of the 
flow and you "feel" the flux. For example 
the flow of people in Oxford Street. How 
many per hour? Think of the water flow of 
a mountain stream. How many gallons per 
minute? Think of your Company's cash 
flow. Try to remember now the shaft of 
light you once saw pouring through a 
stained glass window. Finally, imagine a 
torch shining on a pitch-dark night - this 
is light flow - and you will have grasped 
the notion of light flux. 

Light is a form of energy. The luminous 
flux is the time.-rate of the flow of this 
energy through a certain area or out of a 
certain solid angle. For instance, in the 
case of the shaft of light, this will be the 
"energy" time-rate of the Bght beam tra
versing a particular fragment of the stained 
glass window or the whole of it; in the case 
of the torch, the total flux is the "power" 
radiated into the light cone of the torch, 
out of its apex. 

Photometric units are designed to 
convey a sense of strength of human res
ponses to light and NOT to give an objec
tive measure of the power carried by a 
beam of light. Whence " " in the previous 
paragraph. Being physiologically de
pendent, photometric units of flux are 
colour-related. Radiometric units are not. 
They alone represent genuine power -
without inverted commas! They alone 
have licence to use the watt as a unit of 
flux. The practical consequences of the 
unequal sensitivity of the human eye to 
various colours is that even though two 
fragments of stained glass, one green, the 
other red, may be transmitting equal 
amounts of true power (such as would be 
measured in absolute terms and hence ex
pressed in watts) their photometrically as
sessed fluxes will be different, the human 
eye being more sensitive to green than to 
red light. The photometric unit of lumi
nous flux is the lumen. For pure colorime
tric green light 1 lumen corresponds to 
1.47 milliwatts. For red light some ten 
times more is required to produce the same 
physiological sensation and so, here, 1 lu
men corresponds to 15 milliwatts. Green 
and red colours as used above correspond 
to monochromatic radiation of 550 and 
650nm wavelength respectively. An inter
nationally agreed lumen/watt relationship 
called the visibility curve for the whole 
range of colours was established many 
years ago based on an "average eye", the 
result of numerous measurements made on 
a large sample of humans, Fig. 1. This 
curve gives an immediate answer to a com
mon question of the type: "My gallium 
arsenide diode emits 0.7mW. How many 
lumens is that?" As GaAs l.e.ds emit at a 
wavelength of 900nm, the answer is zero. 
This is how it should be, as the infra-red 
radiation produces no visual effects. 

Illuminance - lrradiance 
The magazine you are r~ading is illumi
nated. So is the theatre stage (though 
sometimes dimly), the shop window 
display and the road. What they all have in 
common is the facti that they all receive 
light shed onto them. To the contrary of, 
for example, a television screen which is 
self-luminous. This distinction must be 
clearly perceived and firmly rooted in the 
mind for the remaining three of the basic 

four to be understood. · 
Illuminance is the area-density of light 

falling from an external source onto a sur
face. Hence it is represented by lumens per 
square metre. The unit used in photome
try is lux, with one lux representing an 
illuminance of one lumen per square 
metre: llux= llumen/lm2• 

When light from more than one source 
falls onto an area, the individual fluxes are 
added.* 

The radiometric conceptual (not numer
ical!) equivalent of the lux is the watt per 
square metre (W/m2). Here, the area den
sity of incident flux is called irradiance. 
You will have noticed the identity of the 
basic concept linking illuminance and irra
diance. It is obvious from Fig. 2, right, 
that the more the surface is tilted with 
regard to the incident rays, the larger the 
area lit by the same flux and the smaller 
the illuminance/irradiance. This is what is· 
expressed by saying the sun is hotter nlid
day than morning and evening. 

Before going onto the next item of the 
basic four it is of utmost importance to 
emphasize that neither illuminance (lux) 
nor irradiance (W/m2) gives the slightest 
idea on how bright an area appears to us. 
Consider the example of Fig. 2. The illu
minance of a black matt table top will be 
exactly the same whether or not it is cov
ered with a snow-white table cloth. This 
fits the definition of illuminance which 
like irradiance, is concerned with the are~ 
density of the on-coming and not the 
outgoing radiation. 

Just how strong a lux is and what practi
cal magnitude a watt/m2 is can be judged 
from these few examples 

moonlit landscape receives O.Ollux 
comfortably lit desk is illuminated 
by 300lux 
St Tropez sunbather receives 1.5 x 
105 lux 

2mW helium-neon laser (red) pro
duces an illuminance of a few thou
sand lux, or an irradiance of 
200W/m2• 

Intensity 
Few real light sources radiate with the 
same vigour in all directions. Some, such 
as the earlier-mentioned torch, are direc
tional by design. Some, meant to be omni
directional, fail in this respect through un
avoidable manufacturing or exploitational 
constraints. Such is the case of a spherical 
light bulb, Fig. 3, in which the unavoid
able contact-bearing base impedes the light 
preparation into a part of the surrounding 
space. Clearly, to characterize the strength 
of the radiation in a certain direction, a 
directional quantity is required - lumi
nous intensity. The luminous intensity 

* Laser light requires a specialized treat
ment. 
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Fig. 1. "My gallium arsenide diode emits 
0. lmW. How many lumens is that?" As 
GaAs l.e.ds emit at 900nm the answer, 
from the internationally agreed curve, is 
zero. Which is how it should be as the infra
red radiation produces no visible effect. · 

represents the flux flowing out of a source 
in a given direction per unit angle. 

Because light source beam radiation 
three-dimensionally a flat angle unit such 
as the degree will not do here. A space 
angle unit must be used instead: the stera
dian. As the unit of flux is a lumen, the 
luminous intensity will be measured in 
lumen/steradian. For brevity a single word 
has been internationally agreed, the can
dela, to stand for one lumen/steradian. 

The choice of a steradian for a unit of 
spatial angle is unfortunate: a steradian is a 
very large chunk of space and as such it 
does not impart well the sense of direc
tionality. Steradians are seldom used in 
other fields and it will certainly help to 
describe an easy way of visualizing their 
size. To form a steradian, take an organe 
or an apple and cut it into six as if sharing 
it equitably between six people. Then 
make a fourth, horizontal cut through the 
middle, Figs 4 & 5. You have 12 equal 
portions. Each one of them contains at its 
apex a space angle of one steradian (within 
a 4% error). A corner of a room contains 
approximately 1. 5 steradians. 

Within the context of light intensity 
measurments it might be even more 
helpful to visualize the spatial angle not as 
the hollow of a three-sided structure, but 
as the interior of the tip of a cone. A 
hypothetical cornet with a rounded off 
"filler" surface having an area just equal to 
r2 would make exactly one steradian at its 
tip. 

In radiometry, the third basic concept 
corresponds to the power radiated into a 
unit solid angle. This is named radiarit 
intensity and is measured in watt/steradian. 
The intensity concept is valid only for 
sources small with regard to the surround
ing space, aptly called point sources. As 
long as the linear dimension of ·:he radiat
ing element is some ten times smaller than 
the distances of interest around them, one 
can call them point sources and use the 

· intensity concept. This is mostly the case 
with bulbs, candles, l.e.ds or c.r: __ spots 
but not with large panels. 

Finally, the value of both luminous in
tensity and radiant intensity in a given 
direction is independ11nt of the distance 

Fig. 2. The area-density of light falling onto a surface is represented by Illuminance, i.e. 
lumens per square metre, for.both divergent light and parallel light. 

Fig. 3. As few rea/light sources radiate equally in all directions a directional quantity is 
needed to characterize strength of radiation iri a particular direction. Candelas are lumens 
per unit solid angle. 

Fig. 4. Cutting an apple into .twelfths as shown gives a solid angle that approximates to one 
steradian. · 

from the source at which it is measured, as 
seen from the sketch of Fig. 6. 

Luminance 
The last of the basic four concepts of pho-· 
tometry is that of luminance. Imagine you 
are viewing a tiny, compact filament shin
ing through its bulb of clear glass. The 
bulb, in fact the filament, it is bright that it 
hurts your eyes. Then imagine that the 
glass is opalescent. The device emits now 
very nearly the same amount of light as 
before but the eye perceives it unhurt. The 
total flux is constant to a first approxima
tion, but the opal glass envelope spreads 
the radiation over a much larger surface 

~~-=-~~----"--~~------~----~< 

which re-diffuses it. Luminance expresses 
the brightness of the source in a given 
direction. 

The surface area of the source has a large 
part to play, now. Imagine that the milky 
spherical bulb containing the filament 
broke and got replaced by another, twice 
its diameter, Fig. 7. The new bulb will 
appear four times less bright, despite the 
constancy of its wattage and its total flux. 
To convey these effects of source bright
ness, the luminance expresses luminous 
intensity per unit surface area of the 
source. This is of course the same as the 
luminous flux per steradian per unit area. 
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We thus have a unit of luminance: 
Candela/metre2 or lumen/steradian X. 

metre2. 
It is a unit that characterizes out-going 
radiation, to be used with objects which 
emit or re-emit light; a filament, a bulb, an 
illuminated lamp shade, a working screen 
or an illuminated table top. An idea of its 
size: the UK standard for screen lumi
nance in film viewing rooms is 37.5 cande
las/m2 at full illumination. 

Luminance is a directional quantity, as 
is intensity, one of its two constituents. 
The surface area, the second constituent, 
must be taken as the projection of the 
physical radiation area on the plan perpen
dicular to the direction in case. With cer
tain emitting or re-emitting devices the 
intensity versus viewing angle variation is 
such that luminance remains constant. 
This is so because as the observer looks 
more obliquely at such a source, the pro
jected unit area reduces in the same 
proportion as the intensity does. Such 
sources, called lambertian, are exemplified 
by the moon, flashed opal glass, chalk, 
good Bristol board. But this directional 
independence must not be taken for 
granted, as most devices and materials are 
not lambertian. Their luminance varies 
with direction. 

Finally, the radiometric sister of lumi
nance is radiance and I think that nobody 
will show puzzlement any longer at the fact 
that it is usually measured in 

W/sr x m2 

C.b. legal - but ... 
The fact that citizens'. band radio is now legal 
gives little relief to those whQ are suffering from 
interference because of the illegal use of a.m. 
sets on unauthorized channels. The Selective 
Paging Committee, a group representing the 
manufacturers of radio paging equipment, have 
pointed out the interference to paging systems. 
They have conducted tests which have shown 
that the use of illegal c.b. sets can interfere 
severely with the paging systems which operate 
on the 27MHz band. 

The chief problem is that the effect of the 
interference is very insidious. When affected, a 
bleeper just refuses to bleep and, if detected, the 
fault is put down to the receiver and not to the 
interference. When one considers that paging 
systems are used in hospitals, on industrial 
premises for maintenance and security per
sonnel, then it becomes apparent that if an 
urgent call is not received, then there could be 
very serious consequences. A report by Tom 
Davies in The Observer says that a patient has 
died because a doctor could not be paged. 

What the Selective Paging Committee pro
poses is that radio paging should be shifted to a 
different frequency band with a width of 
500kHz, between 30 and 41MHz. This band 
was allocated at W ARC to fixed and mobile 
services. 31.735 to 31.775MHz is already allo
cated in the UK to on-site radio paging. The 
majority of the band, however, is allocated for 
military use. 

Fig. 5. Spatial angles may be alternatively· 
visualized as that conical fraction of a 
sphere whose surface area is equal to the 
square of its radius. 

and sometimes (I am sure you will know 
where and why) in 

W/sr X m2 X nm 
And ·yet "watts per steradian per metre 
square per nanometre" must have sounded 
puzzling when first met in the opening 
paragraph of this article. 

Final word of guidance. When you come 
across an unknown exotic unit try to estab
lish, first of all, to which of the basic four 
denominations it belongs and whether it is 
photo or radiometric. The subsequent 
working out of numerical conversion fac
tqrs should come easily. 

British Telecom have said that they' are get
ting more than 1,000 complaints each week 
about c.b. interference. These refer to interfer
ence on tv and radio, breakthrough on hi-fi, 
interference on emergency services and other 
mobile services, such as taxis. Model aircraft, if 
control is lost, can become lethal, unguided 
missiles. 

We contacted the Civil Aviation Authority to 
·get their view. So far there have been no 
recorded incidents of c. b. interference, but they 
are worried by the possibility of harmonic radia
tion. Apparently the 4th harmonic of 27MHz 
which could affect the i.l.s. localiser/v.o.r. band 
(landing and navigation systems) and the 5th 
harmonic, which could affect the v.h.f. r/t (air 
traffic control) band. Spurious radiation can, of 
course, fall anywhere. The CAA pointed out 
that in North America there is a recorded case of 
interference with the i.l.s.; interference with r/t 
is widespread. A large number of the cases, 
when investigated, proved to be due to the use 
of booster transmitter amplifiers; "burners". 
Such amplifiers are illegal here but are available, 
and are in use. 

Legal c.b. as specified by the Home Office 
does not present any problems, but the esti
mated one million illegal broadcasters are un
likely to abandon their current equipment in 
order to change it for the approved types. The 
Selective Paging Committee believes that it is 
only a matter of time before the illegal sets will 
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~ . 
Fig. 6. Values ofboth radiant and luminous 
intensity are independant of source 
distance. 

Fig. 7. Luminance expresses brightness of 
source. Large bulb appears four times less 
bright than smaller bulb for the same 
power and flux. Luminance is lumi.nol!s 
intensity per unit surface area (wh1ch 1s the 
same as flux per steradian per unit area). 

be accepted as an internationally recognised 
standard and that the current specifications are 
an interim measure, not the final decision. 

News in Brief 
Powertran specialize in selling kits from mag
azine designs, including some from Wireless 
World. Unfortunately, they have had difficulty 
in maintaining a construction and servicing fa
cility. They were relieved when they heard of 
Circolec, an electronic company in Tooting, 
South London, who were willing to undertake 
the work, and have now appointed them official 
Powertran service and manufacturing agents. 
Circolec can service the complete range of 
Powertran kits from the simple amplifiers to the 
most complex synthesizers. This is of special 
interest to those who have built a kit but cannot 
get it to work, and to those whose finished kits 
may have failed some time after assembly. They 
can also assemble Powertran kits and ensure 
that they are working properly before dispatch. 
Many people wish to purchase these kits but are 
not totally confident of their ability to assemble 
~nd set up such kits as the Transcendent 
Polysynth. Kits purchased from Powertran may 
be forwarded to Circolec, or the complete order 
may be sent to Circolec, 1 Franciscan Road, 
London SW17 8EA. 
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Design of the digital additions to the audio cassette recorder 

by A. J. Ewins, B. Tech. Research Laboratories, London Transport 

Overall design aims of the digital 
recorder were set out in the first two 
parts of this article, which continues 
with a description of the additions to 

. the audio cassette deck for 
multichannel. digital recording. 

All the logic used in the design of the 
digital circuitry is c.m.o.s. and is supplied 
with a nominal + 15V: the analogue cir
cuits use the same+ 1SV supply and one of 
-1SV. 

Many of the logic ·circuit diagrams are 
complicated and, to keep them as simple as 
possible, not all the pin connexions to a 
particular logic device are shown: . only 
thost! necessary to define the function of 
the device are indicated - for example; 
the supply connexions are not normally 
shown. Again, a divide-by-10 counter (i.e. 
type 4017) may only be shown with its 
clock input, carry output and reset 
connexion, it being left to the reader to 
appreciate that other inputs may need to 
be connected to + V or ground, or left 
unconnected as appropriate. Another 
example is the use of a D-type flip-flop 
(i.e. type 4013) as a divide-by-2 counter; it 

R = 1Bk to 100k 

is assumed that the reader knows that the 
Q output must be go to the D input for the 
device to function correctly. However, 
whenever it is thought that a particular 
device may be unfamiliar to readers, a 
more detailed description of the pin 
connexions is shown. 

Temporary storage buffers, 
control circuitry 
Figure 2 in part 1 of the article showed the 
two 72-bit temporary data storage buffers, 
the 8-bit sync. word buffer, a 2-bit shift 
register, the Miller encoder and asso
ciated control circuitry. Figure 12 shows 
the detailed circuit diagram of the first 
three and their interconnexion via logic 
switches. The two 72-bit storage buffers 
are made up from two shift-register i.cs, 
types 4014 and 4031, the 4014 type being 
an 8-bit serial or parallel-in/serial-out de
vice. Since it is used only in its serial-in/se
rial-out mode, all eight parallel inputs go 
to ground, as does its parallel/serial mode 
input, PS. Serial data advances through . 
the shift-register on the positive edge of 
the clock pulse. The 4031 device is a 64-
bit, serial-in/serial-out shift register with 

72 bit buffer N 1 +V B 

Serial datu 

input 

A 

,---------
1 H·~+-4~..-. 
I 
I 
I 

72 bit buffer N 2 r- ~-~~----
1 

I 
I 

! 

+V 

l 

the facility to recirculate its internal data, 
depending on the state of a 'mode' input. 
To function correctly as a serial-in/serial
out device the 'recirculate' input goes to 
+ V and the 'mode' input to ground. As for 
the 4014 device, the serial data advances 
through the shift register on the positive 
edge of the clock pulse. 

The sync. word buffer is an 8-bit shift 
register (another 4014) operated in the 
parallel-in/serial-out mode, into which the 
8-bit sync. word, permanently present at 
the parallel inputs, is entered on the posi
tive edge of the clock pulse when the PS 
input is high. It is shifted serially out on 
the positive edge of the clock pulse when 
PSis low. To produce a sync. word sequ
ence of 1, 0, 1, 0, ·1, 0, 0, 1, the parallel 
inputs go to + Vor ground as shown. 

Filling and emptying of the two 72-bit 
buffers and operation of the sync. word 
buffer is under the control of the circuitry 
detailed in Fig. 13(a), interconnexions be
tween the two circuits being made as indi
cated. The logic sequence of the control 
pulses is clearly shown in Fig. 13(b), with 
a time-expanded picture of the Band sync. 
word PS '& 2', control pulses shown in 

2 bit shift register 
,-- ---------l · 
I . 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I L _______ _ 

IT 

Serial 
datu 

output 

Fig. 12. Temporary storag(J anct $ync, word 
buffer. Two-bit shift registf;Jr buffers 
ot.Jtputs of storage registers anct sync. word 
from Miller encoder. Five logic switches 
t1re 4016 a net 4066. Resistors R prevent 
inputs floatin9 when input switches open. 
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Ffg. 13. Control circuitry shown in Fig. 2 of 
part 1 of article, which controls operation 
of circuits in Fig. 12. Waveforms at (b) 
show sequence of control pulse outputs, 
while at (c) is a time-expanded 
representation of pulses Band '&2', with 
the flow of data through the 2-bit shift 
register in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 13(c). Starting from the moment that 
the A control pulse goes high, the sequ
ence of operation is as follows. Under the 
control of the data-clock, DC, the tempo
rary data store, Nl is filled with serial data 
- 72-bits in total. Simultaneously, the 
tape-clock TC empties the temporary data 
store, N2. After 72 TC pulses , the control 
pulse, A.lf, goes low and control pulse, B, 
high. Eight further TC pulses empty the 
sync. word buffer into the data stream 
before the control pulse A, finally goes 
low. 

Due to the presence of a high &2 control 
pulse during the eight sync. word TC 

I 
. I 
n 

.... 
~-· I 1/o. r 

! 

I 

n 
I 
n 

Sync word clock 

B 

. pulse, the . sync. word present at the 
parallel inputs of the sync. word buffer is 
re-entered simultaneously with the last bit 
of the previous sync . word being clocked 
out. Control pulses A and .i\".B now go high 
and B goes low. In a similar manner to that 
described above, temporary data store N2 
is now filled with serial data under the 
control of OC and temporary data store, 
N l , is emptied under the control of TC. 
Again, the sync. word buffer is serially 
emptied into the data stream during the 
last 8 pulses of TC before A goes low. 
Thus, as described above, the 8-bit sync. 
word is inserted into the serial data stream 
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every six data words of 12-bit length with
·out interrupting the serial data flow . 

Apart from a time-expanded picture of 
control pulses B a '&2', Fig. 13(c) shows 
the passage of the 8-bit sync. word, as part 
of the serial data stream, through the 2-bit 
output shift register. Producing a 2-bit 
delay in the data stream results in the &2 
control pulse occurring at the centre of the 

.delayed 1, 0, 0, 1 sequence of the sync. 
word. The &2 control pulse is thus also 
used as the 'blanking pulse' of the Miller 
encoder. (The purpose of the 'blanking 
pulse' was described in Part 1.) 

Three circuit blocks of Fig 13(a) are 
shown in greater details in Figs. 14(a), 15 
and 16. The divide-by-9 circuit, Fig. 15, 
and the clock oscillator and divide-by-8 
circuit, Fig. 16, need no further explana-

Output 
Clock 

Reset 

Fig. 15. Divide-by-9 circuit of Fig. 13. 

tion and are drawn separately purely for 
detail. The divide-by-12 circuit, Fig. 
14(a), is a little more complicated and 
needs some explanation. Firstly, it was not 
only required that the divide-by-12 circuit 
should produce an output pulse every 
twelve clock pulses, but that its duration 
should be for exactly one DC cycle and 
occur at the eleventh DC pulse. The pulse 
so produced is referred to as PS and con
trols the parallel/serial mode of the 12-bit 
shift register used in the analogue-digital 
conversion of the input stages (see Fig. 4 of 
Part 1). Secondly, it was required to 
produce another similar pulse, referred to 
as B4, to control the sample/hold circuit of 
the input stages and to initiate the a.-d 
conversion. Divide-by-10 counters, i.e. 
type 4017, produce ten sequential output 
pulses every ten clock pulses that each last 
for exactly one clock cycle. By combining 
two of these counters under the control of 
a flip-flop, each is made to divide by 6, 
producing an overall divide-by-12 counter 
with twelve sequen1ial outputs that last for 
exactly one clock pulse. The addition of 
three 2-input, diode OR gates was found 
essential to determine the correct sequenc
ing of the two-counters with relation to 
each other and the reset pulse. 

The exact logic sequence of the two 
counters is shown in detail in Fig. 14(b). 
Upon examining the circuit of Fig. 14(a), 
it may seem a little odd that output 7 of 
both counters is used to clock the flip-flop 
and not, what might more reasonably be 
expected, output 6. This is done because a 
negative transition of the clock - enable 
input, CE, clocks a counter in the same 
way as a positive transition of the clock 
input. (A fact that has caught many a de-

Fig. 17. Miller encoder circuit. Capacitor ,.... 
and following inverter 4 increases 
transition times and help to eliminate 
spurious pulses caused by propagation 
delays (glitches). 
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Fig. 14. Divide-by-2 block of Fig. 13 shown in greater detail. Sequence of operation and 
production of pulses PS and 84 are shown at (b). 
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Fig. 16. Clock oscillator and divide-by-8 circuit block of Fig. 13. 
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signer out at one time or another!) Thus 
as B7 goes high, resetting the flip-flop, the 
CE input of A goes low, clocking it to 
produce a high on output A 1. The first 
clock pulse received by A thus advances it 
to produce a high on output A2 and notAl 
as might have been expected. 

Apart from the Miller encoder circuit, 
all the circuit blocks of the block diagram 
of Fig. 2 (see Part 1) have now been des
cribed. All these circuit blocks, excluding 
the 8-bit sync. word buffer and the Miller 
encoder, are constructed on one standard 
43-way circuit board of O.lin pitch, 114 
mm X 203mm. 

Miller· encoder 

NRZ 
serial 
data 

TC 

+2 CK 

'Miller' 
coded 
data 
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The last circuit block of Fig. 2 (see Part 1) 
is the Miller encoder, which is shown in· 
detail in Fig. 17. Two inverters, 1 and 2, 
and three NAND gates, 1, 2 and 3, form a 
hi-phase encoder with the output from 
NAND 3. This output is NANDed with 
an inverted blanking pulse (from the 
control circuitry) to produce a modified, 
inverted, hi-phase-encoded data stream at 
the output of NAND 4. The outputs from 
both NAND 3 and NAND 4 contain 
glitches due to the combination of the two 
outputs from NANDs 1 and 2 and the 
inverted blanking pulse. To remove these 
glitches, a 2200pF capacitor is connected 
from the output of NAND 4 to ground to 
remove the glitches by increasing the rise 
'time of the encoded waveform. A further 
inversion of the signal by inverter 4 re-

Fig. 18. Sequence of operation of Miller encoder shown in Fig. 17. 

shapes the encoded data and increases the· 
rise time to give a true hi-phase-encoded 
output, modified by the presence of the . 
blanking pulse. This signal clocks a divide
by-2 flip-flop to produce a Miller-encoded 
data stream at its output. Finally, the Mil:. 
ler encoded data output from the flip-flop 
is attenuated and slightly shaped by the 
two resistors and capacitor as shown. The 
logic sequence of the pulses produced by 
the various stages of the Miller encoder, 
whilst encoding an example of the serial 

Transmitter powered by nature 
We have received rival reports of naturally 
powered tv transmitters, both claiming to be the 
first. The first that we had notice of is the IBA 
equipment at Bossiney in Cornwall. It will pro
vide programmes to just under 300 people and 
marks a development in the design of low-cost 
relay stations capable of serving communities of 
less than 500 people. The experimental use of 
combined wind and solar generators is designed 
to last for several years during which data will 
be taken daily for computer analysis. Results 
will be compared with the predicted perform
ance obtained from a study of the Meteorologi
cal Office's daily sun and wind records over the. 
past ten years. All power for the Bossiney sta
tion will normally come from the · wind or solar 
generators, or from a bank of 36large lead-acid 
batteries that will be kept charged by power 
from the generators. 

The other report was of the BBC transmitter 
in Dychliemore, Argyllshire which will help to 
bring pictures to 620 people in Dalmally and 
Lochawe in the Strath of Orchy. It does not 
broadcast direct but receives the signals from 
Torosay on the Isle of Mull and retransmits 
them to the relay station at Dalmally. This also 
has both wind and sun generators with back-up 
storage batteries and, as at Bossiney, there is 
monitoring apparatus to record the performance 
of each generating system. Analysis will help 
towards the design of cheaper, more efficient 
wind and/or solar powered stations. The BBC 
points out that as the consumption of the 
transmitter is very low, there is little saving in 
energy; but it has saved considerably by avoid
ing the cost of bringing mains power to this 
remote Scottish site. 

The wind and sun powered tr;:,n.c:JrnittRr 

installed by the IBA in Bossiney, Cornwall. 

data stream (including the sync. word) is 
shown in Fig. 18. The glitches produced 
by the encoding process at the outputs of 
NAND's 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 18 to 
indicate where they occur in the encoding 
sequence. The influence of the blanking 
pulse, in suppressing the transition that 
·would normally take place at the centre of 
the 1, 0, 0, 1 sequence of the sync. word, is 
also shown. 

To be continued 

News in Brief 
Colour codes for miniature fuses. There has 
been much confusion in the past about marking 
fuses; a variety of colour dots or single colour 
bands have been used with no recognised cod
ing, each manufacturer detiding arbitrarily how 
to do it. The British Electrotechnical Approvals 
Board had recommended a three band system 
which met with some success. The International 
Electrotechnical' Conunission's members have 
now . come to an agreement that a four band 
system should be used, with the recognised 
colours as used for resistors and capacitors, 
where the first two bands represent the first two 
digits of the current rating of the fuse, the third 
band indicates a decimal multiplier and the 
fourth, wider than the others, would be the 
time-current characteristic, such as fast blow or 
time delay fuses. Details are available in IEC 
Publication 127 A. 

Testing of components, especially environmen
tal testing, can now be undertaken by Ashcroft 
Electronics Ltd, whose test house has been allo
cated an Approval Certificate as a BS 
9000/CECC independent test house. A wide 
range of electronics components and sub-assem-

. blies may be tested under controlled conditions. 
The test equipment includes that for the simu
lation and testing for shock, vibration, bump, 
extremes of temperature, solderability and so 
on. Ashcroft Electronics are at Somerford Road, 
Cirencester, Glos. GL71TW. 
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1000 SERIES . 
OSCILLOSCOPES 

· Telequipment 1000 Series 
The choice is yours 

Tried, Tested and now even better! 
Since their introduction a few 
years ago, Telequipmenfs 01000 
series of high performan'ce low-cost 

.. oscilloscopes have established 
themselves at the forefront of the 
market. High performance because 
they are the result of intensive 
research and design efforts by one · 
of the world's leading electronic 
instrument manufacturers, and low 

· cost because of volume production 
in a modern automatic pro'duction 
plant. _ 
Performance to spare. · 
With the 01000 series, Tel equipment 
regard specifications as loWer 

Also available from Ele~troplan. 

limits, not maxima. For example, 
the 01 Ol6A bandwidth is 
specified as 20M Hz. The typical 
figure is actually in the region of 
23 to25MHz and the usable 
bandwidth nearer 35M Hz. 
Input attenuator tolerances are 
now specified at ±3% for all 01 000-0 
series oscilloscopes, a considerable 
improvement over the previous 
±5%. But again, the user may well 
find the true figure closer to ±2%. 
More Accurate Time Bases 
The time bases, too, have been 
upgraded. All new 01 000 
instruments have been equipped 
with thermal compensation which 

WW- 024FORFURTHERDETAILS 

tightens time measurement 
accuracy to ±3%, with improved 
stability as a bonus. 
To match these improved time 
base specifications, trigger 
bandwidths and performance 
characteristics have been 
substantially enhanced. 
Better Display 
The 01 016A also has a new CRT. 
The size is just the same easy-to
view 10 x 8cm but with an 
internal graticule and a quick-
heat cathode. It has a "GY" 
phosphor which is a near equivalent 
to the P31 but is more efficient 
actinically at low beam currents 
and high writing speeds. 
A Choice of Bandwidth 
1OM Hz or 20M Hz with 5mV 
division sensitivity at full 
bandwidth and 1 mV division at 
5MHz in the 01 016A, 4MHz in 
the 01011, and a choice of 
display modes; Algebraic Add, · 
True X-Y, Channel 1 and 2 
Chopped or Alternated, Channel 
2 only, and Channel 2 Inverted. 

For further details send reply 
coupon today. 

!Please send detai~of the - I 
I 01016AD 01010/01011 D I 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Addr.ess 

Telephone 

Tektronix U.K. Ltd. 
P 0. Box 69. 
Harpenden. He.rts AL5 4U P 
Telephone: Harpenden 63141 
Telex: 25559 

I 

I 

L----- _ . _j 
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thandar's 
COMPLETE PORTABLE 

TEST BENCH 

LCD HAND HELD 
MULTI METERS 
TM354 3% Digit 
e DC Volts : 1 mV to 1000V e AC Volts : 1 V to 
500V AC rms e DC current: 1pA to 2A e 
Resistance: 10 to 2Mn e Diode Check e Basic 
accuracy:± (0.75% of reading+ 1 digit) e Battery 
life: Typically 2000 hours e £39.95 +VAT 

TM 352 3% Digit 

, ,\IY~B;~E.SS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

e DC Volts : 100.uV to 1000V e AC Volts : 1 V to 1000V e DC current: 100nA to 10A • Resistance : 1 n to 
2MO e Diode check e hFE measurement e Audible continuity check e Basic accuracy : ± (0.5% of reading + 
1 digit) e Battery life : 150+ hours e £49.95 +VAT 

LCD BENCH MUL TIMETERS 
TM351 3% Digit 
e DC and AC Volts: 100,uV to lOOOV (750V AC 
rms) • DC and AC current: 100nA to 10A (20A for 

. 10 sees) e Resistance : 100mo to 20MO e Diode 
check e Basic accuracy : ± (0.1% of reading + 1 
digit) e Battery life : up to 4000 hours e £99 + 
VAT (inc. batts). 

TM353 3% Digit 
e DC and AC Volts: 100J.LV to 1000V (750V AC 
rms) e DC and AC current : 100nA to 2A e 
Resistance : 1 n to 20Mo e Diode check e Basic 
accuracy:± (0.25% of reading+ 1 digit) e Battery 
life : Typically >3000 hours e £75 +VAT (inc. 
batts). 

PULSE & 
FUNCTION 
GENERATORS 
TG 100 100kHz 

LED MUL TIMETERS 
DM235 3% Digit 
~b~58e:;v~f% basic accuracy; 

DM350 3% Digit 
~j2~;8~;V~,!% basic accuracy; 

TG105 5MHz Pulse Generator 
e Period : 200nsec to 200ms (5MHz to 5Hz) e 
Pulse width: 100nsec to lOOms e 500 output 
range: 0.1V-10V e TIL output e Sync. output e 
Operating modes: run, external trigger, external 
gate, manual 1-shot or gate e Complement and 
square wave e £85 +VAT 

TG 102 2MHz 
Function Generators 
e Functions : Sine, Square, Triangle 
and DC from variable 6000 (TG100) 
or 500 \TG102) output e Output 
range : mV-10V peak-peak • DC 
offset range : ±5V e TIL output e 
External sweep: ;::: 1000: 1 linear 
range e £79 +VAT e £145 +VAT 

FREQUENCY 
METERS 
TF040 8-Digit LCD 
e Frequency Range : 10Hz-40MHz (to 
400MHz with TP600) e Sensitivity : 40mV e 
Timebase accuracy: better than 0.5 ppm e 
Battery life: Typically 80 hours e £110 +VAT 
(inc. batts). . . 

TF200 8-Digit LCD 
eFrequency Range : 10Hz-200M Hz (to 
600MHz w1th TP600) e Sensitivity : 
.10mV rms 20Hz-100MHz, 30mV rms 
10Hz-20Hz, 100MHz-200MHz e 
Timebase accuracy : better than 0.3 ppm 
• Battery life : Typically 200 hours e 
£145 +VAT (inc. batts). 

TP600 600MHz Prescaler 

PFM200A 8-Digit 
LED Hand Held Meter 
e Frequency Range : 20Hz-
200M Hz (to 600MHz with 
TP600) e Sensivity : Typically 
10mV e Timebase accuracy : 
better than 2 ppm e Battery life : 
Typically 10 hours • £58.69 + 
VAT 

• Frequency Range: 40MHz to 600MHz e Sensitivity: 10mV e Output: Typically 
500mV peak-peak e £37.50 +VAT 

SC110 Sin~le Trace Low 
- Power 2' Oscilloscope 
This truly portable oscilloscope, the only 

British product to win a Gold Medal at 
the 1980 Brno Trade Fair, boasts the 

following specification: • Bandwith DC 
to 10MHz e Sensivity: 10mV/div to 

50V/div e Sweep Speeds : 
0 .1.usecs/divto·o.5 secs/div e Power MEDAL Requirements : 4 to 10V DC from 4 'C' 
cells or AC adaptor • Size and weight: 

WINNER 255 X 150 x 40mm; 800gms excl. 
batteries e £139 +VAT 

~thandar 
ELECTRONIC LIMITED 

ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASUREMENT 

LONDON ROAD, ST. IVES, 
HUNTINGDON, CAMBS. PE17 4HJ 
Tel: St. lves (0480) 64646 Telex 32250 

Thandar Electronics Ltd. reserve the right to alter prices and specifications on their equipment without prior notice. ALL THAN DAR PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 1 YEAR WARRANTY 
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Displacement current 
A field theory approach 

by Lawrence A. Jones, M.Sc. (Eng.) 

A study of a capacitor as a 
transmission -line by Catt, Davidson 
and Walton in the December 1978 
issue contains, in the author's 
opinion, inaccuracies, mainly due to 
the subject being treated as a cir.cuit 
theory. This article presents an 
analysis from a. field theory viewpoint 
and shows the importance of the 
concept of displ~cement current. 

Displacement current is perhaps one of the
most difficult field theory concepts and it 
has been suggested 1 that Maxwell de
veloped it by direct analogy with his equa
tion 

\JXE = 
aB 
at 

It must be borne in mind, however, that 
this analogy fails when the forces on 
moving charges are considered. Displace
ment current is a necessary consequence of 
Coulomb's law when charges change with 
time, and the electric field becomes non
conservative. 

The fundamental point of Coulomb's 
law is that this force is transmitted through 
any medium, i.e., space is just as real a 
medium as a metal. Consider Coulomb's 
law: ( 

In Fig. 1 we have two conducting 
spheres. Sphere A has a fixed charge while 
sphere B is connected to ground. As long 
as both spheres are stationary there will be 
a -constant force exerted by A on B and 
vice-versa. Let us now start moving sphere 
A towards sphere B. For simplicity we will 
consider changes of force in the y-direction 

Fig. 1. Two conducting spheres. As long as 
both spheres are stationary there will be a 
constant force exerted by A on Band vice
versa. I 

only, using the following formulae: 

aEy _ 1 a , ( q2) 

at - 4n:E0 at ~y 

= _l_~aq2 -2 -3 ~~ 
4n:E

0 
\at Y - q2 2Y at 

therefore: 

aDy = .!(!!1_2 -2 - 2 -3 ~) 
at 4n: at Y qz Y at 

Thus, if the electrostatic energy in the 
electric field changes, the energy change 
has to manifest itself in some way. It does 
so by producing an external flow of current 
in the conductor connected to sphere B. 

It is important to realize that this 
displacement current does not have the 
significance of a current in the sense of 
being the motion of charges. After all, free 
charge caq.not exist in free space, and 
hence, there cannot be a force proportional 
to 

aE 
E0 -XB 

at 

·on the displacement current in empty 
space. In order to examine the effects of 
time-changing electric fields three 
·examples will be considered. 

For the first example it is required that 
the charge on a conducting sphere be mea
sured by discharging it on to a large 
conducting plate connected to an oscillo
scope. The resu'lting voltage pulse is mea
sured and; since the input capacitance of 
the oscilloscope is known, the charge on 
the sphere can be calculated. When the 
resulting pulse is measured and the charge · 
calculated, a serious discrepancy is· found 
to exist between the actual charge on the 
sphere, which may be found by direct 
measurement in a Faraday cage, and the 
charge measured on the oscilloscope; the 
explanati9n is interesting. 

The energy stored in the electric field is 
given by 

. w = ~ Jffo.E dv 

vol 

As the sphere approaches the plate, the 
volume of the field is decreasing, so the 
energy stored in the field has been re
duced; butwhere has the energy gone? As 
the sphere approaches the plate more nega-
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tive charge is induced on to the plate and 
thus more positive charge will flow to 
ground. At the instant of discharge a pulse 
is registered on the oscilloscope. This 
pulse is simply the charge that has not 
been neutralized by the induced charge on 
the large conducting plate, i.e., if there 
was originally + 1 OnC on the sphere and 
only - 8nC induced on the plate then 
+2nC ·would flow into the oscilloscope, 
hence the discrepancy. 

8 
Insulating_ 

sleeve -

} """TQ~~, -
• - Oscoltoscope 

mput 
-=- channel 2 

Fig. 2. The set-up used for explaining the 
discrepancy between calculated and 
measured electrostatic charg_es. 

The method illustrated in Fig. 2 was 
used to confirm this theory. In this set-up 
an extra electrode connected to the oscillo
scope's second channel is inserted through 
a hole in the conducting plate. A protective 
sleeve insulates this electrode from the 
plate. Once again the sphere is brought 
towards the plate but is now allowed to 
discharge onto the needle. In this case, 
only -lnC has been induced on the needle 
so consequently, +9nC will flow into the 
oscilloscope. The positive pulse measured 
on the oscilloscope will be almost equal to 
the charge on the sphere. Similarly, when 
the discharge occurs, the -8nC induced 
on the plate will be released since the 

. electric field has collapsed. A pulse of 
- 8nC will be measured on the second 
channel of the oscilloscope. 

The consideration of a capacitor as a 
transmission line has been discussed2 in 
the proposal that displacement current is 
erroneous. Consider the capacitor in Fig. 
3(a): at time t = 0 the switch is closed and 
the capacitor starts to charge. A capacitor 
cannot charge up instantaneously: it ~ill 
start to charge with the formation offield 
line ab, then cd, ef, etc. Hence, the initial 
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current flow, it, will be 

This current flows until field line ab is 
formed. At a timet seconds later, a current 
iz will flow shown by 

. l (aEz tz = E0 jst ds 

(a) 

Fig. 3. As a capacitor does not charge up 
instantaneously, it can be considered to 
charge up beginning with the formation of 
field ab, then cd, etc. 

Fig. ·4. After switch S of4(a) is closed, 4(b), 
4(c) and 4(d) show the charge distribution 
for charged/uncharged capacitor pairs of 
various values. Simplified circuits for 
measuring capacitor discharge are shown 
in 4(e) and 4(f). 

(e) 

(a) S 

~: 
++~+++ .Tc, 

Before discharge 

(c) S 

~ 
+++ 

cj 
After discharge 
when c1 = C 

establishing field line cd and so on. Figure 
3(b) shows this diagrammatically. 

From the above. explanation it may be 
deduced that the transmission line capaci
tor is in effect an infinite number of small 
capacitors. I would suggest that this is the· 
reason why it has never been possible to 
measure inductance in a capacitor, because 
each capacitor will acquire an infinitely 
small charge. Obviously this very small 
amount ·of moving charge will have an 
associated magnetic field, but this field 
will be so weak that it will be undetectable, 
hence the absence of inductance in a capa
citor. It is important to realize that this 
situation can only arise in a capacitor, be
cause all the applied electrical energy is 
used in establishing an electric field. 

In a standard transmission line with a 
resistive load the situation is somewhat 
different. The conductors are spaced well 
apart from each other so the electric field 
will be negligible and all the electrical 
energy will be transferred into the load. In 
this case electrical energy is transported 
from one point to another, whereas in the 
case of the capacitor the energy is distri
buted over a large area. Inductance now 
becomes important as a constant time
changing current will produce a changing 
magnetic field, i.e. 

aB 
vxE = - 

at 

or in circuit terms, 

Ldi . 
v = -+tr 
. dt 

Finally, in considering the effects of 
displacement current, it is worth discus
sing the problem of a charged capacitor 
being connected to an uncharged capacitor 
(see Fig. 4) and the mystery of where the 
'missing' charge goes3• The usual explana
tion is that the closure of the switch ini
tiates the transfer of energy, producing an 

(b) s 

+ :7"""'t: 

~ 
+++++ -r (1 cj 

c, 

After discharge 
when c,<< ( 

(d) s 

After dis charge 
when C1 >>( 

~ 
+ 
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8 
e 

Fig. 5. As spheres A and B of 5(a) move 
together, eE/et will change with time on the 
outer fringes until the total field is uniform 
as shown in 5(b), resulting in an increase in 
capacitance between spheres A and B. 

oscillation of charge between the two capa
citors which finally decays to a steady 
state. 

Consider these two equations for the 
charge and energy in a capacitor; 

Q = CV and E = _! i 
. 2 c 

It is accepted that the charge. remains the 
same before and after the discharge, as can 
be proved by experiment, but 

and 

1 rl Et = --
2 c 

1 1 q2 

Ez = 2'2 C 

which would imply an energy loss. 
A more thorough study of the equation 

for the energy stored in a capacitor pro
vides some interesting information. The 
total energy stored in an electric field is 

{ JI~.E dv 

vol 

A parallel plate capacitor is an approxi
mation of a true field, which is represented 
by two infinite spheres. There are two 
ways of increasing the capacitance value. 
One is to move the two spheres closer 

continued on page 81 
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Further programming examples 
by J.·o. Ferguson, B.Sc., M.Sc., M.lnst.P., J. Stewart, and P. Williams, B.Sc., Ph.D., M.lnst.P. 

Microelectronics Educational Development Centre, Paisley College of Technology 

The previous article included brief 
routines for driving a-to-d, d-to-a and 
i/o devices in the most 
straightforward way. Part three 
describes a range of more powerful 
programs which cover typical 
laboratory and industrial applications. 

Table 1 

Assembler 

LDA:t:tOO 
STA 4003 
LOA:t± FF 
STA4002 

~Again~ LOA 4001 

STA 4000 

J MP ~Again' 

The interface board has been designed for 
memory-mapped systems, typically 6502 
based, but operation with 6800/09 and i/o 
mapped microprocessors will be discussed 
later. Machine-code programmes for all 
6502 systems will be similar, with varia
tions depending on the memory maps, but 
assembly-language versions can have 
greater differences depending on the 
manufacturers' choice of symbols. A 

similar problem arises with Basic where 
access to memory locations is achieved 
with Peek and Poke or equivalent func
tions. In this respect the original Acorn 
Atom Basic uses an idiosyncratic approach 
which is effective but requires some expla
nation for those familiar with the 
Microsoft dialect. For this reason, some of 
the programs that follow are presented 
in more than one form. 

1. Simple program to continuously monitor port A and copy to port B 

Acorn Basic Aim etc.Basic Comment 

10 ? # 4003 = 0 10 POKE 16387, 0 

20 ?#4002 ::t:t FF 20 · POKE 16386,255 v. i.a. lies at 4000 -400 F ( i.e. 16384-16399 l 

30 p = ? tt 4001 30 P=PEEK(1638SJ 

40 ? l:t4000 =P 40 Pu/E 16384,P 

50 GOTO 30 SO GOTO 30 

2. Demonstration progrnm, using Acorn Bnsic, to read the switches on port A, display their decimal and 
hexadecimal values on the screen, and output their binary value to thl? Le.ds on port B. 

Set 
port A as input 

port B as output 

Print on the screen 
decimal and hex 
values of port A 

10 ?#4003 = 0 

20 7#4002 =tiFF 

30 PRINT"Demol """"Hei"\ . 
40 p, '#4001 ~ 

SO 7#4000=P 

/ ,, '~ 

60 PRJNT P, OP. CTRLG~ 

70 IF ( 7 # 4001) = P GOTO 70 

80 GOTO 40 

8ingle qqo1e meotts 
tal!:e a rnew:4tne 

l 
Control G gives 
a bl~ep sotmd 

\ 
\ 
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Table 2. Table 3 below 

1. Using timer (2) to count 10 pulses on pin 7 of port B 
(note v. i.e!. lies at 4000 - 400 F l 

Use aux. cntl. reg 
to select 

pulse count mode 
using T(2) 

Set T(2) to count 
OOOAH or 1010 
pulses on PB6 

LOA# 20 

STA400B 

LOA# OA 
STA 4008 
LOA#OO / 
STA 4009 .............. 

''waif' LOA 400.0~ 
and ti 2 0 , ""' 
BEQ'Walt' 

Countitrg 
starts here 

Che.ck 1f 
bit 5 of I.F. R 
has been set 

2. Using timer ( 1) to produce a square wave, 
period .-v130ms on pin 6 of port B 

Use aux. cntl. reg. 
to select 

f ree running pulse 
generator mode 
using timer T ( 1) 

Set T(1J to FFFF 
i.e . the state of 

PB7 will change 
every 65 ms 

LOA# CO 

STA 400B 

LOA#FF/ 
STA 4004 
STA4005 

Th1s data oJso 
g'lles into · 

4(1.()6 un'd 4007 

In this example p86 and p87 are linked and timers ( 1 l and ( 2 l are . used together to produce time intervals 
of ""-'1 minute . A simple counter is used to display the time elapsed m m1nutes on the microcomputer screei, . 

Conf igure timers 
T ( 1) pulse generator 
T ( 2) pulse counter 

Set T (2) to count 
6001o or 025816 
pulses on PB6 

Assembler 

"'starf LOX:t:t:OO 
·Nexf JSR EA1\ 

''Wait'' 

See note (1) 

TXA ) 
JSR EA46 

LDAt:l:EO 
STA400B 

LOA#S8 
STA 4008 
LOA#02 
STA4009 

LOA#SO 
S TA 4004 
LOA#C3 
STA4005 

LOA4000 
and# 20 
BEQ 'wait 

INX 

CPXtt3C 

BNE 'Next' 

JMP 'Start' 

Acorn Basic 

10 FOR X= 0 to 59 

20 PRINf x:cTRL G" 

30 7ti400B = ttEO 

40 ?# 4008 :::#58 

50 7 it 4009 =it 02 

60 7#4004 =tl:SO 

70 7#4005=#(3 

See note 3 
I 

80 If(7#400Dl &J:t20 
= 0 GOTO 80 

90 NEXT X 

100 GOTO 10 

Apple Basic Comments 

I 

10 FOR X = 0 to 59 . (1) Assembled subroutines shown 
are for Aim 65 . 
EA13 clears screen . 
EA46 displays byte as a 
2 digit hex. number. 

20 PRINT X,hRL G" 
(2) Apple Basic program assumes 

the v.i.a. is at CBOOH -C80FH 

30 POKE 51211,224 

40 POKE 51208,88 

so POKE 51209, 2 

60 POKE 51204 ,80 

70 POKE 51205,195 

80 Y= PEEK (51213) 

90 IF Y>128 THEN (3) Logical and "&" in Acorn 
Y = Y-128 Basic makes it easy to test Bit 5 

100 IF Y > = 64 THEN of the interrupt flag register 
Y = Y- 64 

110 IF Y< 32 THEN 80 

120 NEXT X 

130 GOTO 10 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

.&522 v.i.a. 
The first routines concern the port and 
timer function of the v .i.a. Port B i$ moni
tored by the eight l.e.ds, and poit A is 
controlled by the switches. This ' is not. 
obligatory but is a conve~ent arrangement 
for demonstration. 

Starting with the ports, the routines in 
Table 1 show two programs which be
gin by using the data-direction regi~ters to 
define port A as an input and port ~ as an 
output. The first program runs in a contin
uous loop which repeatedly reads :port A 
(switches) and copies it to port B (l.e.ds). 
In the second example the program goes a 
stage further so the computer evaluates 
and displays the decimal and hexadecimal 
values of port A before outputting its hi-

Table4 

Assembler 

nary value to port B. These programs; 
though limited, include the essential ele
ments for general monitoring and control 
functions, i.e. to establish the operating 
condition, take data from an input, process 

. the data and send the results to an output. 
The next feature of the v .i.a. to consider 

is the pair oftimers, Tl and T2. These can 
be used in a variety of modes and are able 
to .monitor or drive specific port pins and 
override other functions. Table 2 shows 
how timer T2 can count a defined number 
of pulses on pin 7 of port B, and how Tl 
can operate as a pulse generator to produce 
a square wave . on pin 6 of port B. Used 
independently, each timer offers time de
lays up to around 6Sms. However, Table 3 
shows how they can..) be used together to 
produce longer time intervals. Timer Tl 
produces pulses on pB7 and T2 counts 

Generating a sm .. ~ooth waveform 

Acorn Basic Aim I Apple Basic 
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pulses on pB6 via a short wire link. Time 
intervals of one minute can be achieved by 
making Tl measure SOms intervals and T2 
count 600 pulses. Note that the timers can 
operate in an interrupt mode, releasing the 
microprocessor for other tasks while wait
ing for a tiQ:le-out signal. 

Other 6522 functions include a shift re
gister and control lines, but this article can 
only introduce the main features. The 
three references include further program 
examples. 

D·to-a converter 
This device is simple to drive because, for 
any binary data provided, a corresponding 
analogue output is obtained, in this case 
with a full-scale range of 2.5V. Table 4 

Comment 

LOX :t:t 00 10 FORX = 0 to 255 10 FORX = 0 to 255 ( 1) d -to -a converter lies at 4020H 
I i.e. 16416 10 l 

'Again' STX 4020 20 7 :1:t 4020 =X 

I 

INX 30 NEXT X 

JMP 'Again 40 GOTO 10 

2. Generating a sinewave 

Aim etc. Basic 

10 FOR X= 0 to 6·28 STEP 0·1 

20 Y = sin (X ) * 128 

30 POKE 16416, ( 128+INT(YJJ 

40 NEXT X 

SO GOTO 10 

20 POKE 16416,X 

30 NEXT X 

40 GOTO 10 

( 2) In assembler X automatically 
returns to zero. 

Teglva 
maximum 
ompHtode 

Ensurt~s pcsitive 
integer values 
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1. Program monitors an analogue input and displays a message if the input voltage rises above a dangerthreshold . 

TableS 

Display 
danger 

message 

Assembler 

''start" STA 4010 

JSR EA13 

LOA 4010 

CMP:I:t80 
BCC 'sTAR( 

LOX# 00 
'Next' LOA 'MEss: X 

JSR E97A 
INX 
CPX t:t 06 
BNE 'NEXr' 
JMP 'sTART' 

'MESS. 44, 41, 4E, 47, 45, 52. 

Acorn Basic 

10 7:1±4010 = 0 

20 PRINT $ 12 -\ 

30 X"' 7 tt4010 

40 IF X< 128 
GOTO 10 

50 PRINr''Danger·· 

60 GOTO 10 

Aim etc. Basic 

10 POKE 16400,0 

20 PRINT" A" 

30 X= PEEK (16400 I 

40 IF X< 128 
GOTO 10 

60 GOTO 10 

Comment 

(1 I In Aim 65 
J SR EA 13 clears screen 
J SR E97A sends ASCII 
character to display 

(2) Danger level is shown os SOH. 12810 · 

(31 MESS contains the ASCII 
character for the message" Danger" 

2. Two data logging programs in Basic and in Basic with fast machine code subroutine. 

Basic only program 

10 DIM S(2551 
20 FOR X= 0 to 255 
30 POKE 16400,0 
40 S( XI= PEEK ( 164001 
50 NEXT X 

60 FOR X= 0 to 255 STEP 4 
70 PRINTS IX); S(X+1); S(X+21; S(X+31 
80 NEXT X 
90 END 

Basic and machine code subroutine 

10 POKE 04 ,0 } ;Vectors to start of machine code proqram at OCOOH 
20 POKE 05, 12 
30 A= USR ( 1 i ; Causes jump to machine cooe program 

40 FOR X =0 to 255 STEP 4 
SO Y = 3328 +X 
60 PRINT PEEK!Y); PEEK (Y+1l ; 'PEEK(Y+2); PEEK(Y+31 
70 NEXT X 
80 END . 

Machine code subroutine 

OC 00 LOX l+ 00 ; Set couf1ter to zero 
'NEX( STA 4010 ; Initiate conversion 

JSR 'oELAi; Wait 100)Js 
LOA 4010 ; Read byte 
S TA 0 0 0 0, X ; Store from OD DOH, 332810 upwards 
INX 
BNE 'NEX( 
JMP COOl ; Back to Basic 

illustrates the generation of synthesized 
waveforms using Basic and assembly lan
guage where the highest frequency is· pro
duced by the low-level language. 

precedes it. For example, it can be used 
directly as a 16-channel data-logger pro
vided the input signals are in the range 0 to 
2.SV. However, many transducers provide 
smaller signals which may not have a com
mon point to ground. For laboratory 
applications the signal conditioning can be 
simple, e.g. temperature and light inten
sity measurements can be made using 
semiconductor devices which deliver cur-

rents proportional to the measured param
eter. Such an output only requires a shunt 
resistor to convert the signal into a voltage. 

A-to-d channel selection is . achieved 
with the four least-significant address bits, 
and the programs in Table 5 show rou
tines that assume a conversion has been 
completed before the next one is called for. 
The first program illustrates an alarm 
system where an analogue input is _contin-

A·lo·d converter 
The power of this section of the interface 
depends on the signal conditioning that 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

Clear screen 
select 

graphics mode 

This demonstration program exercises all 3 i.cs. A simple counter generates a sawtooth waveform 
at the output of the d -to -a converter. A wire link between the d-to -a and a-to -d converter feeds 
the waveform back into channel 0 of the a -to -d converter. The program then plots the waveform on the 
screen and displays its binary value on the Le.ds . Note v. i.a. 4000- 400F; a -to -d 4010- 401F; d cto · o 4020. 

Acorn Basic 

10 ?tt 4002 =:!::!: FF 

20 CLEAR 0 

30 MOVE 0, 64 
40 DRAW 0, 0 
50 DRAW 64,0 
60 MOVE 0. 0 

?0 FOR T ;: 0 to 259 

90 7 ** 4010 = 0 

100 y = 7#4010 

110 7:t::t4000'=Y 

120 DRAW(T/41, (Y-t-41 

130 NEXT T 

140 GOTO 20 

Table6 

Comment 

No d~oy rQutin, 
r~,quiretl!'ln Bttstc 

il:a-n lqittate a»wersion, 
und thtm refl9y 

uously monitored and a message is 
displayed if the input voltage rises above a 
danger threshold. Two versions of a data
logging program are also shown which 
have been designed specifically for t~ 
AIM 65. The first program is written cc~ . . 
pletely in Basic while the second uses a 
machine-code subroutine for fast data col
lection and Basic as a convenient method 
of displaying the results. Table 6 shows a 
demonstration program which exercises all 
of the i.cs. The d-to-a converter is driven· 
from a progressively increasing binary 
value and its analogue output is applied to 
one input of the a-to-d converter. The 
signal is then reconverted to binary and the 

result is used to switch on the l.e.ds con
nected to port B. 

These sample programs illustrate 
several ways in which the interface board 
and a typical microprocessor can interact. 
Part four will discuss ways of extending 
the boards' functions, and modifications 
for operation with other microprocessor 
families. 

Modification to the ADC0817 end-of
conversion circuit. 
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High-resolution weather 
satellite pictures 
Data decoding and processing 

by M. L. Christieson 

This article descri~es data-de
coding and processing sections of a 
system for receiving high-resolution 
picture transmissions from NOAA-6. 
Before this description, however, the 
receiver section of the first article is 
concluded. 

The balanced mixer feeds two v.h.f. -am
plification stages, constructed using dual
gate m.o.s.f.e.ts in a standard common
source configuration. Many examples of 
this type of amplifer (for use on 144MHz) 
can be found in amateur-radio publica
tions11•12. 

A further dual-gate m.o.s.f.e. t., with 
the local oscillator fed into its second gate, 
provides final frequency conversion to 
10. 7MHz. Local-oscillator drive is pro
vided by a crystal oscillator and tripler 
circuit. The signal bandwidth is about 
SMHz so high-Q circuits should not be 
used; hence, a heavily-damped tuned cir
cuit follows the mixer, and a wideband i.f. 
amplifier with SL600 range (Plessey) r.f. 
i.cs is used as shown in Fig.8. Care must 
be taken to keep leads short and extensive 
decoupling is required to prevent spurious 
oscillation. Also, stray pick-up may occur 
if the amplifier is placed near other r .f. 
sources. 

Provision is made for a signal-level 
meter to monitor the amplifier output. 
Although the meter is difficult to calibrate 

· absolutely, it is quite linear because of the 
lack of a.g.c. arid is therefore useful for 
making signal-to-noise power-ratio mea
surements. 

Phase demodulation 
Referring to the transmission characteris
tics given in the first part of this article, it 
can be seen that phase demodulation with 

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the phase 
demodulator. 

Signal 
input Voltage 

Signal Phase 
amplifier detector -

~ 
c 
~ 
~ 
w 

a:: 
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an index of±67.3° is used. This means that 
instantaneous phase changes of +67.3° and 
- 67.3° represent a binary one and binary 
zero. To demodulate the changes, a fixed 
reference is required. Assuming that over 
several cycles there is an approximately 
equ~ number of ones and zeros, the refer
ence may be generated by averaging the 
carrier frequency and phase. This assump
tion is applicable here because of the type 
of digital coding used, as will become clear 
later. 

Post-detection 
filter 

I fcut = 1-SMHz Output to 
bit /condition er 

Phase 
error 

~outputs Low-'pass 
filter f---

fcut= 1kHz 

v. c. 0. Control 

10·7MHz 

+12Vo---~~------~~~--~~--~~-------------------------.~--------------------~.---~ 

Fig 8~ Wide-band i.f. 
amplifier using SL600 
series r. f. i. cs. The 
signal bandwidth here 
is about 5MHz so 
high-0 circuits cannot 
be used. 

100 

if output 
-----t~-rto detector 

10 

Signal level 
meter 
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+12V~~----~----------~~~.--------.---------.----~----------------------~~ 

Fig 10. Circuit diagram of the phase demodulator. Oscillator phase noise at the detector output degrades signal-to-noise ratio so 

an LC/variable-capacitance diode v.c.o. is used. 

Fig 11. Complete block diagram of the receiver. 

\V\V\V\V 

~ Combiner 
amplifier r+-
1700 MHz 

simplest way to generate the refer-The 
ence si 
with a 
phased 
becaus 
the dig 
phase-d 
block 
which 1 

tor sign 
filter t 
conditi 

gnal is to use a phase-locked loop 
long time-constant loop filter. The 
etector doubles as the demodulator 

e rapid phase changes representing 
ital data cause large changes at the 
etector output. Figure 9 shows a 
diagram of the demodulator in 
t can be seen that the phase detec-
al passes through a post -detection 

o provide the output for the bit 
oner. 
lit-phase low (s.p.l., also known as In sp 
e low or bi- -L, · bi-phas , . <P and hi-phase 

Manchester) coding, the lowest frequency 
component is equal to the bit-rate and the 
highest is twice the bit-rate. The post-de
tection ·filter is therefore designed to fall 
off quite rapidly above twice the bit-rate, 
i.e., 1.33MHz. 

Figure 10 shows the phase demodulator 
circuit diagram. With the values shown, 
the v.c.o. capture range is about 100kHz at 
low signal levels. Because of the effects of 
Doppler shift on the tracking range (about 
75kHz), loop-bandwidth constraints and 
signal-to-noise ratio degradation caused by 
phase-noise at the detector output, the 
v.c.o. circuit is critical and care should be 
taken in its construction. Note the tern-

Crystal Multiplier 
oscillator ~ chain 

86MHz 1562MHz 

Signal Signal Interdigital 
amplifier If\ (\ 

amplifier ..... filter f+-

IJ; l 1700 MHz 1700MHz 1700MHz 

Crystal Tripier 
oscillator -- -42·26MHz 126·8MHz 

perature compensation in the oscillator 
tuned circuit. 

This completes the receiver section of 
the system and to ~urn up, Fig. 11 shows 
an overall block diagram. 

Decoding sPlit-phase data 
In order to decode the data stream from 
the detector into images, two processes are 
required; 
-Converting the split-phase data into 
non return-to-zero (n.r.z.) data and clock. 
-Converting the serial n.r.z. stream into 
parallel words, each 10 bits long. 
These processes are completely separate 

Spl it phase 
data output 

Mixer r\ ~ 

t 137·5MHz Bandwidth 
1·5MHz 

v.h.f. Phase 
amplifier demodulator 

137·5MHz 10·7MHz 

v.hf W1deband 
amplif ier amplifier 

137·SMHz 10·7MHz 

t 
Mixer 

10·7MHz 

and the first problem to deal with is the 
split-phase data. This type of . coding is · 
probably most easily understood by ana
lysing the coding process. In split-phase 
data a binary one is defined as having a 
negative-going transition in the middle of 
the bit while a zero has a positive-going 
transition in the middle of the bit. 

Figures 12(a) and (b) show a random 
serial-bit stream and its equivalent in s.p.l. 
is show in 12(c). An interesting case occurs 
when a continuous series of ones or zeros is 
transmitted; the s.p.l. code for these is a 
single frequency of twice the bit rate. This 
type of coding is particularly useful be-
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cause the clock rate can be determined 
even if either all zeros or all ones are re
ceived. As can be seen from Fig. 12(c), 
each data bit can be viewed as having two 
s.p.l. 'bits' associated with it. These are 
marked ex and f3. 

In order to decode s.p.l. data, the clock 
must be extracted: this is done using all the 
transitions, Fig.l2(e), to trigger an oscilla
tor operating at twice the original bit-rate 
clock, Fig.l2(f). This frequency is then 
divided by two to provide the clock fre
quency, Fig.12(g). Because of the fre
quency division, there is a phase uncer
tainty which will be dealt with later. 

The simplest way to decode s.p.l. data, 
Fig.12(c), is _to sample the logic value in 
the middle of the ex period, timed from the 
extracted clock. This regenerates n.r.z., 
although fractionally later than the 
original, and the method works well, 
providing there is little noise on the signal. 

In this case, however, there is consider
able noise and a better method must be 
found. Because of filtering, the received 
signal will resemble that shown in 
Fig.l2(d) and will contain random ampli
tude and phase perturbations from noise in 
the data-frequency band. Suppose the 
extracted clock were processed to provide 
pulses that divide the received signal into ex 
and 13 periods: If the signal were integrated 
over period ex and the result stored and 
then compared with the value integrated 
over period f3, the result would be the 
original data displaced by one n.r.z. bit. 
Using this method, the decision level is 
continually updated, so avoiding much of 

Original data 

Original clock 

Original data 

s.p.l. 

Received s.p.l. 

Transitions 

2 times clock 

Extracted clock 

the amplitude noise, and signal integration 
reduces both amplitude and phase noise. 
This system resembles a fully synchronous 
demodulator with its associated improve
ment in output signal-to-noise ratio, the 
mathematics of which may be studied else
where13. 

The remaining problem involves the re
covered clock-signal phase uncertainty. As 
can be seen from Fig.l2, if the phase of the 
clock becomes shifted by 180° after fre
quency division, the demodulator will not 
function correctly. This situation is de
tected as follows; a second output of n.r.z. 
is generated by checking whether integra
tion over period ex exceeds a preset limit, 
usually half the maximum possible period 
for a full 'one'. If the clock phase is incor
rect, this output is simply inverted, but the 
integrated output not only becomes 
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Fig. 12. A random example of s.p.l. data in 
its original form, (c), and as it is received 
(d). In (e), the data transitions used to 
trigger an oscillator operating at twice the 
original clock frequency (f) are shown. The 
signal of (f) is divided by two to provide the 
clock(g). · 

Fig. 14 .. Circuit diagram of the decoder .,_ 
circuit in which raw s.p.l. data is amplified 
and fed into a comparator and v.c.o. The 
unmarked p-n-p transistors are 
complementary to BC708C. 

Fig. 13. Block diagram of the bit
conditioner and s.p.l. decoder. 
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inverted but contains errors. A continuous 
comparison is made between these two 
outputs and the number of non-coincident 
bits totalled over a few-hundred cycles. If 
this exceeds a certain limit, the phase of 
the clock is in error, and thus changed by 
180°. 

In practice the integration may be either 
analogue or digital. In a digital integrator, 
a variable frequency and counter replaces a 
variable voltage and capacitor. This 
method can work well where short integra
tion and comparison times are required. 
Figure 13 is a block diagram for a decoder 
using the principles described. 

Practical decoder 
Figure 14 shows the decoder ciFcuit used 
in which raw s.p.l. data is amplified and 
fed into a comparator and a voltage
controlled oscillator. The output of the 
comparator is used to generate transition 
pulses for clock regeneration. A pulsed LC 
oscillator forms the twice clock-rate oscil-

Fig. 15. Serial-to-parallel converter circuit. 
Outputs are 10 parallel data lines, word 
clock, data valid and frame-sync. pulses. 
The c .. m.o.s. i.cs may be replaced by t.t.l. 
parts 1f more convenient. · 

~14 
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Table _1: H.r.p.t. data-frame format 
Word Function 
number 

m.s.b. Word content l.s.b. 

~ ) frame-sync. 
4 words 
5 
6 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

"1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
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lator. The v.c.o., a type of relaxation oscil
lator, is essentially a variable constant-cur
rent source charging a small · capacitor. 
When the voltage reaches a preset value, a 
comparator causes the capacitor to be 
discharged. The output of this oscillator 
takes the form of narrow pulses ranging 
from 100kHz to 25MHz. 

A four-bit counter, reset and enabled. by 
the clock oscillator, counts the pulses from 
successive cycles. The outputs are com
pared by a four-bit digital comparator. 
This forms the output-data stream. Auto
matic clock phasing is achieved as des
cribed, an error signal resetting the two 
dividers that produce the data rate clock. 
Two clock phases are provided for use in 
the sync. sequence detector described 
later. A.c. coupling is used to simplify the 
design. 

Serial-to-parallel conversion 
The output from the s.p.l. decoder is a 
serial stream of n.r .z. data with a two
phase clock. The next step is to convert the 
data to ten-bit words with a 'word clock' to 
signify the presence of a new word. A 
further useful signal generated at this point 
is a data-valid level, indicating that the 
available data is true h.r.p.t. It is easy to 
divide the serial-bit stream into ten-bit 
words using a counter, but the problem is 
to divide the stream at the correct point so 
that the bits are correctly located in the 
word. The h.r.p.t. (high-resolution picture 
transmission) . format contains a synch
ronizing sequence, consisting of six words, 
which divides the data up into blocks of 
11090 words long. These blocks are called 
frame~ and Table 1 shows the structure of 
one data frame. Six are transmitted every 
second, each containing the information 
from one line scan of the radiometer and 
telemetry. The telemetry is updated at a 

different rate, but this may be ignored. 
Information from the five spectral 

bands is multiplexed sequentially so 
further processing is required later to iso
late one spectral-band imag~. The space
craft at present in orbit carry a four chan
nel radiometer so the data in channel 5 is a 
repeat of channel4. Future spacecraft will 
carry all five channels. 

Sync. detection and word 
framing 
In order to locate the sync. sequence 
within the serial-bit stream, it is passed 
through a shift register, clocked at the data 
rate. After each new bit is entered, the 
outputs are checked for the sequence. 
Ideally the register should be sixty bits 
long and each bit should be correct before 
the sync. flag is raised. However, this re
quirement can be reduced to say 24-bits 
but with an increased chance of picking up 
a false sync. signal. Because there are also 
errors in the data, the chance of picking up 
24 out of 24 correct is better than 60 out of 
60. Although other solutions are possible, 
24-bit shift registers are easily constructed 
and the detection circuit is simplified. 

Suppose the detector is set to fmd the 
last 24-bits of the sequence. When the flag 
is raised it means that the contents of word 
six are located in the ten bits of the register 
nearest the input. This frame-sync. flag 
can be used to reset a decade divider 
which, when in its zero state, indicates the 
presence of a new 10-bit word. When the 
next complete word is available the coun
ter will again have reached zero, thus di
viding up the bit stream. The counter 
should stay synchronized but if through 
clock loss it does not, it will be corrected 
by the next sync. flag 11090 words later. 

The frame~sync. flag can also be used oy 
the data-handling computer to indicate the 

Displacement current 
continued from pag~ 70 

together, causing the charge to move (via 
the displacement current) as shown in Fig. 
5. This method uses much electrostatic 
energy as the masses of the electrodes are 

· very large compared with the mass of the 
charge. The weight of 0.02 coulombs is 
I.Bx w- 13kg. 

The second method for increasing capa
citance is to transport the charges by a 
conduction current. This method is much . 
more 'energy efficient' as the only losses 
are those associated with the collision of 
the charges with ions. Resulting ohmic 
losses are negligible in short capacitor 
leads. 

The author disagrees with the 
previously mentioned oscillation explana
tion, despite the fact that the differential 
equation for a discharge can be very com
plex4 and asks why the same charge is 
meas~red betore and after the switch is 
closed? If the circuit did oscillate, the os
cillation would obviously decay and the 
charge would be neutralized by recombi
nation with an equal and opposite charge, 

with the liberation of heat. Secondly, since 
the ~apacitors are in parallel, the charge 
density will be the same. Consequently, 
once the charge has redistributed itself, the 
system will be static. · 

Finally, it is worth considering the mag
~itude of current that would have to be 
present if energy was to be temporarily 

·stored in the inductor. For example, con
sider a capacitor of 5000~-tF connected to 
another of a similar value. Let the voltage 
be 10V. The energy stored in the capaci
tor, E, can be found by 

1 2 . 
E = 2cv = 0.25 Joules 

If half this energy were to be stored in an 
inductor with very short leads of 1f.lH, 
then 

0.125} = ~X 10-fixJ2 

sol is 500A. 
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start of a new image line. If the data is very 
noisy, some sync. sequences will be missed 
and so the presence of valid data is signi
fied by regular sync. If the computer also 
uses this flag to avoid a software word 
search, its presence must be guaranteed, s_~ 
a second signal is generated called g sync., 
synchronized to the frame sync. (f sync.) 
by a similar reset counter method. 

Fig. 15 shows a practical serial-to
parallel converter. Some of the circuit uses 
t.t.l. and some c.m.o.s. This change mid
way through the circuit was made so that 
an existing computer interface could be 
used but t.t.l. may be used throughout if 
convenient. The 10-bit words at the shift 
register output are only valid during the 
word-clock pulse; if there is a possibility of 
delay before collection by the computer, a 
latch should be used. 

This completes the data decoding part of 
the system. The outputs comprise: 
- 10 parallel-data lines 
- 1 word clock at word rate (66.54kHz) 
- 1 data-valid signal 
- 1 frame-sync. pulse at line rate (6Hz) 

Digital data must be processed and 
turned into images and the method used 
will depend to a great extent on the re
sources available to the constructor. 
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The address from which references 1 and 2 
of last month's article were obtained will 
be given in the next article together with a 
further reference from the same source. 
Reference 15, which should have been 
added to last month's list, was Antenna 
and Receiving-System Noise-Temperature 
Calculation, L. V. Blake, US Naval Research 
Laboratory, Sept. 1961. 

Conclusion 
The energy equation for a capacitor as
sumes that any change is brought about by 
letting the field do the work. Charge can
not be created or destroyed, although 
equal amounts of positive and negative 
charge may be simultaneously created, ob
tained by separation and lost by recombi
nation. 
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Said to be the flrst aircraft in the world to 
fly solely llndet the direction of all-digital, 
quadruplex, fly-by-wire controls, the Se
pecat Jaguar made its flrst flight in this 
form at British Aerospace's Warton aero
drome on October 20, 1981. 

One of the goals of an aircraft designer 
has always been stability, so that dis-

More leners 
Microchips· and 
megadeaths 
Surely Tim Bierman (October Letters) is 
expecting too much from human beings. 
Nothing that is mass-produced by unskilled 
labour, as humanity is, can be expected to have 
outstandi~g quality. 

Moreover, the design of humari brains is so 
imperfect that it takes some 15 to 20 years to 
program them properly, and in so long a process 
it is inevitable that mistakes of a number of 
kinds are made. On top of this, evolutionary 
forces have produced human beings designed to 
work best in conditions of subsistence farming: 
it is to be expected that they will flounder and 

. make mistakes in a highly technical society. 
Today's ultimate problem, in fact, is that this 
technical society has been created by the 
unusual members of the human race, while the 
ordinary everyday members of that race are 
unable to understand how to control it. 
P. C. Smethurst 
Bishop's Stortford 
Hens 

Mr Scroggie, in your September letters columrt, 
seeifis to assume that because unilateral nuclear 
disarmament will rtot necessarily stave off the 
ultimate bonfire it must therefore be a bad 
thing. I have torn tip a two-pa~e reply; 
preferring to addres~ a single po!ht. My respect 
for his intellect and his pnkticalit)r left me 
surprised at his apparent .panirtoia. 

Fly-by-wire Jaguar taking off on its first 
flight from Warton. 

turbances from the desired flying attitude 
are damped and corrected by the aerody- · 
namics of an aeroplane, without excessive 
movement of the control surfaces. The 
work load imposed on the pilot is thereby 

The question is, even supposing his 
predictions to be true, would he really prefc;r to 
die in a nuclear conflagration (or, possibly 
worse, survive one) than to live under Soviet 
government? 

It appears that the prospect of Soviet world 
domination fills us both with dismay, but I must 
remind him that it is the USA which currently 
threatens to escalate the arms race beyond its 
present already insane level. 
Stephen Holden • 
Thornbury 
West Yorkshire 

I have been reading with great interest the 
letters you have been publishing under the 
heading "Microchips and megadeaths". While 
there are parts of letters with which I agree, I 
fmd that some correspondents appear to have 
missed the point. . 

I refer primarily to the writer who suggests 
that students following a sandwich type degree 
course should be actively discouraged from · 
gaining their industrial experience in the 
defence industry. I am such a student, working 
for a major defence company, and would like to 
point out that the many students in my position 
do what they do because they want to become 
electronics engineers, not because they want to 
kill each Other. What is usually forgotten when 
talking about the defence industry is the fact 
that weapons are Mt the sole output. Certainly 
they are important, but art equally important 
by-produCt is technological advancement. this 
means that we are becoming tleveret and 
capabl~ of better thirtgs as we develop new 
skihs. It is somethirtg we cahrlot do without. 
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kept within reason, but the more stable an 
aeroplane, the less manoeuvrable it be
comes - it will try to maintain its neutral 
attitude. 

Clearly, an unstable design would be 
more inclined to depart from the straight 
and narrow flight path on demand, but 
would also present the pilot with an impos
sible task simply to keep it in the air. 
Stability and agility are uneasy partners. 

Military aviation, as is so often the case, 
is the stimulus for a technique which has 
been developed over the last ten years and 
which reaches a new level in the BAe 
equipment for the Sepecat Jaguar. The 
jargon term in common use is "Fly-by
wire", which means that the control sur
faces are moved not by control rods and 
linkages but by actuators driven by the 
pilot's controls and by computers, which 
are capable of rapid response to dis
turbances to keep the aeroplane stable, and 
to the pilot's demands. Four computers 
and optical data links operate with consid
erable redundancy to maintain operation 
even when two of the computers or the 
gyro sensors that provide their inputs fail: 
the computers are programmed to prevent 

· the aeroplane being forced into evolutions 
which would take it outside its designed 
capabilities. BAe have not thought it 
necessary to provide for manual control in 
emergency. 

Jaguar will shortly be tested with wing
root forward extensions, which will move 
the centre of pressure forward of the centr~ 
of gravity and de-stabilize the aeroplane. 

The massive pocket calculator revolution did 
not start because someone decided it would be 
nice for school children to have them, but 
because the technology had been developed. 

I am assuming the writer proposes that 
anyone involved in building weapons should 
give up his work and concentrate on a more 
socially useful activity. Does this include all the 
people who work in the canteens and on the 
sites, or even those who print the stationery? 
The list is endless, and yet they are all involved 
in warfare. · 

Tim Bierman pointed out in his letter in the 
October issue that the Americans are spending 
large sums of money on "weapons of death". 
We need a deterrent. Does Mr Bierman really 
believe that if the United States decided not to 
spend that money their enemies would 
disappear? I think not. · 

Instead, let us stand up for what we believe 
in, and not be intimidated by those who look on 
us as their enemy. If the worst were to happen, 
we would need everything we possess, and we 
must prepare now for what we will need. 
T. C. Allen 
Ash Vale 
Hants 

Correction 
Figilte 4 o£ "C.b. frequency synthesis;'; No~ 
veihber 1981, contained one ettor. the earthed 

. side of L1 is shdwn cohrtected to the artbde ot a 
Vaticap diode. this c6tinextion shouid be re
placed by a lnF capacitor so that the anode 1s no 
longer directly connected to earth. Apologies tor 
this omissibrl. 
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Educating engineers 
An ecological viewpoint 

by Peter Hartley, Ph.D Colorado School of Mines, USA 

This article argues that engineering 
education is on the wrong track and 
should be changed. Because it is 
rooted in the tradition of humanism 
and ''the conquest of nature" it is · 
having disastrous results in the world 
around us. Its aim of technical 
competence is not enough. The cure, 
says Dr Hartley, is for engineering 
education to use systems analysis -
a method it already possesses - to 
examine .critically the humanist 
assumptions that have dominated 
engineering so far. 

The development of modem technology 
has been a great adventure that many 
people have justly regarded as the 
conquest of nature. Until recently, most 
engineers have prided themselves on mak
ing this conquest possible. Many, perhaps 
most, still do. What other attitude is pos
sible for them? Can engineering be any
thing else but the conquest of nature? 

Perhaps it is obvious from m{tone that I 
fmd the conquest of nature questionable at 
best. Yet I must immediately make clear 
that I am not speaking from across a 
supposed gap between the so-called "two 
cultures"; I am not opposed to engineers 
or engineering, nor am I ignorant about 
them. 

Ifl were a humanist, my problem would 
. be immensely complicated and probably 
hopeless. Fortunately, I am not a 
humanist. I am a cultural ecologist with a 
literary background. Therefore, I can set 
to one side the "two cultures" approach, 
which completely blocks any resolution of 
the question. · I can point out with no 
discomfort that the past attitude of engi
neers bears a close affinity, not to the voca
bulary or preoccupations of those who con
sider themselves humanists, but to the 
dominant conception in our society about 
the supreme importance of strictly human 
interests in the general scheme of life: 
Humanism, if not the cause is certainly the 
essence of that ignorantly anthropocentric 
outlook. 

The pressure of history allows us no 
choice but to use the term "humanism" for 
that ever increasing tendency to consider 
human life apart from all else - a ten
dency which inevitably becomes indis
tinguishable from the assumption that life 
has no value apart from human purpose. 
This humanist view displays and indeed 
constitutes humanism's inherently non-
ecologkiil character I · 

. "Progress" pr()mises a general ameiioni
tidrl of human life, making possible for 
everyone good education, cultivated sensi~ 
bility' and hot oriiy the provision of bbdily 

necessltles but the addition of every 
material comfort. The education, insofar 
as it has been attainable, has of course been 
a humanist education singing the praises of 
human achievement through · the power of 
human intellect, and deflning the world as 
something for that intellect to exercise it
self upon. Even material comfort itself is 
subsumed under the purposes which 
humanism in its more self-conscious 
moods likes to dwell upon; I have heard 
people maintain that material progress is 
necessary to provide us with energy slaves 
so that we can all be free to spend more 
time exercising our more purely human 
(i.e. mental) faculties. 

Humanism is the dominant ideology of 
modem times, comprehending both capi
talism and socialism, and being not merely 
an ideology but the practical commitment 
of evecy society that is modern or trying to 
become so. Its main practical effect is to 
increase without limit the per capita 
amounts of resource use, pollution, and 
environmental destruction. Its rationale is 
basically its commitment to human self
importance - a generalized ·egoism that 
encourages socially and environmentally 
corrosive egoism in every human indi
vidual. 2 In practice, this means that engi
neering has indeed been at the service of an 
outlook that at its foundation is humanis
tic. Modern engineering, in fact, has had 
no other purpose. 3 · 

The world as a 
manipulable obJect 

Engineers follow notions of improve
ment set forth originally by poets and 
philosophers dreaming a world of perfect 
felicity for man. In its engineering mani
festation, then, humanism contrives to ma
nipulate the environment in ways that its 
philosophical and literary manifestations 
deem beneflcial - to make improvements 
that accord with human purposes. In those 
terms we can even regard modem science 
as a creation of humanism. Operationally, 
modern science has been humanism's tech
nique for defining the world as a manipula
ble object and for discovering the basis for 
effective procedures of manipulation. En
,gineers have simply applied those proce
dures in carrying out projects determined 
by humanistic notions of improvement. 

The question of professional responsi-

This artiCle is a shortened versior:t ot one 
that originally appeared in th~ December 
1980 issue of The Eeotogist and is reprinted 
by kind permission of the editor of that 
journal. 
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bility boils down to whether we can define 
full professional adequacy in engineering 
merely .as technical competence to carry 
out such projects. This amounts to asking 
whether we should try to establish a radical 
separation between engineering and 
humanism to replace the fantasy separa
tion that our cultural self-delusion· has 
maintained. I started out by asking 
whether we· had to identify engineering 
with the conquest of nature. In fact, 
humanism is the conquest of nature. This is 
humanism's fundamental arrogance and 
irresponsibility. Engineers like to think of 
themselves as being committed to respon
sibility .. Can engineering turn away from 
the conquest of nature? Can engineering 
behave with full responsibility? Can there 
be a non-humanist engineering? 

The most immediate difflculty in the 
project to conquer nature is its effect on· 
human nature - its deleterious effect on 
society, and the concomitant diminution of 
human personality which results from the 
loss of sustaining interpersonal fabric. 
Humanistic egoism makes people unable 
to know society as anything but an aggre
gate of separate egos, or the earth as any
thing but an aggregate of mere non-human 
bits and pieces. But notwithstanding the 
vaunted importance of those isolated egos, 
they become objects of manipulation just 
as surely as the bits and pieces of estranged 
nature do - and by means of the same 
process. The industrial system is impos
sible unless most people in the industrial 
machine obey ~rders like robots. In The 
Abolition of Man, C. S. Lewis says: "Man's 
power over Nature turns out to be a power 
exerted by some men over other men with 
Nature as its instrument."4 That, and not 
the environmental problem as usually con
ceived, is the most immediate professional 
dilemma of the engineer. 

The exaggeration of separate human im
portance has created a general social es
trangement such that the individual can 
have no real significance. There are no 
longer any transcendent interpersonal 
bonds that can confer fully differentiated 
individual significance. 5 Engineering has 
contributed to this situation not only be
cause it has created the technological basis 
for industrial production as such, but also 
because industrial technology has been the 
means whereby the isolation of individuals 
in socially irrelevant modules has become 
possible. Survival - even comfort - has 
become possible without reference to 
others. 

People's material needs are provided fdr 
not through binding human contact, but 
thtotigh mere distributiorl of standardized 
goods and services, which can be routed in 
ariy combination arid at ariy speed to any 
tiuinber of individUal cuStQhiers whose 
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main relationship then is to the general 
productive mechanism rather than to other 
people as such. The mechanism requires 
that human behaviour must be compatible 
with the requirements of mass production; 
insofar as possible, individuals must be 
replaceable and interchangeable parts. 
Their relationship with each · other be
comes as exterior and standardised as their 
relationship to the mass system. Differen
tiated, unique personalities become as 
impossible as the differentiated social. 
networks that once sustained them. 

Quite simply, the energy that once 
flowed through those networks no longer 
does; energy now flows in wires and pipes. 
The effort to satisfy basic material needs 
that once gave urgency in social 
relationships and filled them with sustain
ing material content no longer exists. It has 
been engineered out of existence in an 
attempt to fulfil the humanist fantasy of 
liberation from mundane concerns deemed 
unworthy of the human intellect, or to 

' realise the fantasy of pastoral felicity and 
effortless accommodation. 

Engineering must be 
a social science 

The point is that engineers do not 
merely design hardware; . they design the 
material framework of society, and thus 
they design social relations as well. Its 
effect on social ecology is the greatest eco-

. logical impact of engineering. If engineers 
are to be fully professional, they must take 
full professional responsibility for their ac
tions. Engineering must recognise and 
address its social science dimension; the 
engineer must be a social scientist as well 
as a designer of equipment and material 
processes. 

The alternative view, still probably 
typical of most engineers, is that an engi-

. neer should merely react to situations or 
requirements that he must accept as given; 
he should not presume to make judgments 
except in terms of his technical expertise, 
which should be as narrowly specialized as 

. possible so that he can be maximally expert 
at what he does. Social responsibility tends 
to be regarded in terms of adherence to 
government regulations. In practice, an 

, engineer who is educated to react will tend 
to criticize those regulations only on the 
basis of whether they make his job more 
difficult. He will feel little professional 
obligation to evaluate and criticise policy 
on broader grounds, and certainly he will 

· not feel obligated to take a public stand as 
a professional on questions of resource use 
and general ecological impact (including 
social impact) that go beyond the purview 
of the regulations. 

To be sure, technical competence is a 
sine qua non ofadequacy in any profession. 
But if technical competence is all we mean 
when we say an engineer is professional, . 
then we cannot regard engineering as a 
profession on the same footing as other 
learned professions, which are ultimately 

based on standards of ethics and responsi
bility that go far beyond merely technical 
criteria. We are left with a conception of 
the engineer as no more than a high-grade 
technician, a functionary not fully profes
sional - that is with no responsibility for 
his actions beyond their technical ade
quacy. A glorified mechanic. But someone 
who is professional in the fullest sense is 
responsible for taking into account the ulti
mate meaning of his professional actions, 
and is expected to have the background for 
doing so. We must assume that a real pro
fessional is the ultimate authority for all his 
own professional acts :-·.then he can't pass 
the buck, can't define himself as someone 
who merely reacts to given si~uations. 

In the past we have taken the unwar
ranted liberty of making radical changes in 
an environmental system that we did not 
understand; yet we have long known that 
random changes in any orderly system are 
likely to do harm. We are not tlealing in 
vague sentiment here - from a strictly 
engineering point of view, it should appear 
most reasonable to hold suspect any pro
posed radical departure from conditions 
which prevailed at the time when the 
human species developed its present phy
logenetic constitution. 

Such practical questions of systemic in
tegrity can show us how to establish a real 
separation between engineering and 
humanism. Unlike humanism, engi
neering can assimilate ecological thinking. 
To the extent that it does, we will have the 
non-humanist, responsible engineering we 
so badly need. At present, many engineers 
advocate a "broader" curriculum for engi
neering students. Naively, they suppose 
this would require a better grounding in 
the humanist tradition, which panders to 
their desire for cultural approval. Those of 
us in engineering education who have been 
immunized against the self-adulating rhe
toric of humanism must disabuse our engi
neering colleagues before they overload the 
curriculum with humanist propaganda. 
Grounding in traditional humanism will 
merely deceive the students into feeling 
well-educated, while making them better 
able to rationalise their acts and fend off 
real systemic analysis. 

To develop an adequate philosophy, en
gineering does not have .to borrow from 
.humanism. The principles of good systems 
design should provide an adequate basis, 
as long as engineering develops a broader 
perspective regarding the systems it deals 
with. Engineers must begin to apply good 
engineering anarysis to issues that in the 
past they have pretended to ignore. Engi
neers have produced many unanticipated 
and undesirable effects not because they 
have failed to be humanists but because 
they have failed to be thoroughgoing as 
engineers. Adequate grounding in systems 
science will make obvious the. fact that 
even a concern for medical effects as such 
is not good enough for good engineering; 
the social organization which brought 
about those effects is also part of the prob
lem. This is why I emphasise the social 
aspects of the considerations to which en
gineering must pay attention. 

In the long run, there is little point in 
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merely designing ways to mitigate the bad 
effects of productive operations when such 
effects are the inevitable result of the prin
ciples constituting the organizations 
involved - principles that engineers have 
fostered without understanding the impli
cations of what they were doing. 

The activities of giant corporations do
minate our lives, and as long as we accept 
the principles on which they operate, we 
shall be helpless before them. Engineers 
are the ones who have done most to help 
the development of industrial giantism, 
with its attendant transformations of com
munity life, family life, and behavioural 
values generally, not to mention its virtual 
destruction of competitive free enterprise. 
Ironically enough, most engineers tend to 
view themselves as social conservatives. 
Yet their activities have made and continue 
to make inevitable the most radical kind of 
·social change, all because they refused to 
examine the implications of what they 
were doing. 

Even if engineers as a group would pre
fer to avoid the responsibility of full pro
fessionalism, society cannot allow them 
such a luxury any longer. What engineers 
do is too important; the effects of their 
activities are too profound. The advice of a 
physician affects one life at a time; the 
advice of an engineer may determine 
whether hundreds of people develop can
cer ten or twenty years later. We can no 
longer afford the kind of ignorant speciali
zation that hampered understanding in the 
past. We must insist on the most rigorous, 
fully developed, and comprehensive kind 
of professional standards in engineering, 
and we must give engineers an education 
that makes them capable of living up to 
standards of that kind. 

Fundamental changes to 
curriculum needed 

This involves some fundamental re
thinking about the very nature of an engi
neering curriculum. The education I mean 
must be integral with technical instruc
tion; it cannot be a mere addition to the 
technical curriculum. Courses aimed at 
·giving "breadth" tend to be superficial, 
and to be regarded as extraneous by the 
students. If we cannot make the change an 
integral part of engineering instruction, we 
shall continue to graduate engineers who 
have only the technical skill to perform as 
narrowly ·based, irresponsible function
aries having no conception of the larger 
and more important effects of their activi
ties. 

Systems analysis is a basis of ecological 
study, which the ecologist tries to make as 
rigorous, as exact, as quantitative as it can 
be. Energetics is an essential topic for 
systems analysis in ecology, and along with 
the study of material and information flow 
it should be a basic topic for an approach 
to non-humanist engineering. Properly un
derstood, this approach provides a tool for 
social analysis organized in a way clearly 

· relevant to the technical considerations of 
engineering, couched in a language easily 
assimilable to the language that engineers 
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already know. An engineer should know 
how to think about social organization as a 
control system. All . engineering is essen
tially systems engineering of one kind or 
another; our aim must be to give every 
engineer a more generalised understanding 
of systems thinking and an ability to apply 
that thinking to a wider range of systems, 
making it possible for each engineer to 
relate his speciality to its broader systems 
context in a professionally meaningful 
way. 

Present engineering education is in 
effect a method for training · people to 
igt)ore insofar as possible everything that 
does not bear directly on the immediate 
technical problem. The main result of this 
is a tendency to suboptimize partial 
systems models in terms of very unrealisti
cally defined criteria of "demand" and 
"need." These simplistic criteria enable 
planning to go forward without any 
analysis of systemic context and systemic 
alternatives. To proceed in such wilful ig
norance is unprofessional. 

Professional view is 
process-oriented 

The systemic view, which we could also 
call the operational or realistic view, would 
enable the engineer to take a much more 
solid pride in his work. We could even call 

• this view the conservative view, for . a 
conservative in the best sense is someone 
who is process-oriented - that is, "con
cerned for the on-going inter-relationships 
and effects of elements within the system 
on each other." It is also the only conceiv
able professional view. At present, a tech
nically competent engineer is in the posi- · 
tion of designing good components for use 
in a badly designed overall system - a 
system that we could rapidly re-design for 
better energy efficiency, without any 
essentially new technology, and without 
radical social change. 

Recent engineering has made everyone 
more and more dependent on distant 
sources over. which they can have no direct 
influence. Engineering has designed a situ
ation in which increasing control by cen
tralized -bureaucracies has become inevit
able. The monstrous bureaucracy that fills 
conservatives with such disgust is a monu
ment to the degree of impact engineers 
have had; their headlong rush to introduce 
technical innovation has completely revo
lutionised our political life,. making local 
self-regulation and independence nearly 
impossible. 

One of the worst problems is the general 
manipulation of society by the industrial
commercial bureaucracies, all pretending 
to offer choice while closing off options. 

· Corporate economics really amounts to a 
collusion of private interests in a non-ac- · 
countable private government controlling 
nearly every detail of our lives. The limited · 
liability corporation defined as a juridical 
person is a new kind of control system~ and 
as such it is a suitable topic for engineering 
analysis. From a systems point of view, the 
bad thing about such government is that it 

is wmatural - that is, it is badly designed 
and has to be maintained by an excessive 
energy flow. It is an attempt to deny 
systemic reality. It is inherently irrespons
ible, since it is set up precisely to allow 
those in control to affect others without 
paying attention to the full responses of 
those whom they affect. Thus to inhibit 
diversity of response from within a system 
is automatically to increase the energy cost 
of maintaining the system. 9 Any engineer 
should be at least minimally conversant 
with what systems analysis might have to 
say about such a problem, and should be 
ready to contribute to the analysis from his 
own point of view. 

A still more profound effect of relentless 
technological change has been the funda
mental re-design of bask personality -
i.e. standard behaviour patterns - due to 
a complete change in the material basis for 
interpersonal relations and for the expecta
tions that people have. We have engi
neered individual self-reliance out of exist
ence. People who are cogs in a giant 
centralized corporate machine are not 
going to be self-reliant, thoug~ they may 
cling to the fantasy and soothe themselves 
with rhetoric. But they feel their helpless
ness, so they become addicts to the drug 
of consumerism, the endless purchase of 
endless trivial products. The systemic' 
effects of technological innovation have 
created a population with an ever-in
creasing proportion of individuals who de
mand instant gratification, who have been 
programmed to "need" constant novelty. 
Such people represent a new kind of 
typical personality, incapable of restric
tion, incapable of permanent relationships, 
intolerant of life's ordinary demands. They · 
are no longer differentiated . individuals 
whose lives have unique value, but inter
changeable components in jobs where re
placements are always available, and one is 
as good as the next. The same inevitably 
becomes true of personal relationships. 
One worker is as good as another, one job 
is as good as another, one spouse is as good 
as another. This is freedom as designed by 
our present technology, the creation of 
engineers who just wanted · to do their 
specialized thing, and let somebody else · 
worry about the consequences. 

In fact, we do not even need subtle 
analysis to prove that · our system tends to 
maximize energy and materials consump
tion, nor do we need to argue about 
whether such a tendency is indefinitely 
sustainable. We need only ask how to 
decide on what energy and resource and 
organizational criteria we must use to 
indicate a consumption level that is 
sustainable, and how to apply those crite
ria. How should we go about designing a 
system that will stay at a sustainable level? 
This is clearly the engineering and social 
question for our times, and I . should not 
have to ask it - any professionally res
ponsible engineer should have thought of 
it ten years ago. Unfortunately, engi
neering has failed to develop real profes
sional responsibility · because, as I sug
gested at the outset, engineering has been 
dominated by humanist values, which are 
inherently antisystemic and, therefore, in-
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herently irresponsible. The humanist 
dream of "progress" to which engineers 
have devoted themselves is a manifestation 
of humanism's fantasy concerning what it 
regards as human freedom, dignity, and 
power. Manipulation of the world both 
exhibits these things and proves that such 
manipulation is justified - if you are free, 
you have a right to act freely. There is a 
built-in tendency, therefore, to identify 
"progress" with anything that increases 
the amount of energy and material that 
people control. 

When the inevintble ill results of such 
behaviour become too obvious to ignore, 
tho~e non-engineers consciously devoted 
to humanism pat themselves on the back 
for being sensitive enough to notice the 
problem, while they chide engineers for 
creating it. The engineers · then . are 
supposed to take care of it. Non-engi
neering humanists are proud of themselves 
for having well-articulated noble senti
ments, and they feel that they have ful
filled their obligation when they voice 
these sentiments. These non-engineers as
sume, however, that the solution to a prob
lem will always allow them to retain un
limited control over energy and materials, 
and they humanely insist that all people 
should have such benefits. Thus the key to 
humanism - that is, to "progress" - is a 
belief that we can have our cake and eat it, 
too - that we can somehow ignore the 
second law of thermodynamics. That is the 
belief embodied in our society's basic de
sign assumption that energy and materials 
use should increase every year - that we 
should attempt to maintain unlimited 
growth. The fact that engineers have 
accepted such a design assumption argues 
that engineers have been trained to be 
humanists first and engineers second. 

Engineers by themselves cannot solve 
our problem, but if engineers will not take 
full professional responsibility for what 
they do, we will all continue to be helpless. 
Engineering education may be the key to 
the modern dilemma. 
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New Products 

Communications 
test set 
The latest addition to GADC's 
communications test equipment is 
the 3702 portable test unit with 
synthesized generator for level, 
noise, signal-to-noise ratio and fre
quency measurements to the rele- · 
vant CCITT standard. A 40-charac
ter alphanumeric display shows 
control settings' and measurements 
and gives indications from the in
strument's self-test circuit. Plug-in 
cards a~e available for the following 
mea.surements, 3-level impulse 
noise, group delay, phase/ampli
tude jitter, sudden alterations in 
phase or level, i.m. distortion, 
peak/average ratio, 4-wire return 
loss and volts, ohms and capaci-

. tance. G.A.D.C. Ltd, 70/82 Ake- . 
man St, Tring, Herts HP23 6AJ. 
WW301 

Hygrometer 
This instrument gives a readout of 
absolute humidity or water vapour 
co'ntent in air and other gases inde
pendent of temperature or 
pressure. A detector head, compris
ing a neon lamp, optical filter and 

photocell, is used to measure 
121.59mm wavelength light ab
sorption in water-vapour mole
cules. The standard version has a 
photocell for measurin~ humid~ty 
in the range 1 to lOOg/m and optlo
nal sensors are available for mea
suring down to O.Olg/m3. Response 
time of the unit is said to be millise
conds and linear and logarithmic 
outputs are available for a chart 
recorder. Stability error is less than 
1%/day. Rostol Ltd, Lysons Ave
nue, Ash Vale, Nr Aldershot, 
Hants GU12 5QF. 
WW302 

Visible-light 
laser diodes 
Laser diodes with a peak wave
length of 780nm and 5m W maxi
mum output power are manufac
tured by Hitachi. These devices can 
be used as light sources in video
disc and optical audio-disc players 
and have an anticipated operational 
life of 105h at room temperature. 
An integral p-i-n photodiode is in
cluded for use in automatic power
control circuits. Beam divergence is 
15 by 30°, the polarization ratio is 
70 and astigmatism is lS!J.m. Two 

versions of the HL7801 are avail
able, differing only in mounting 
fla:nge, and the price is under £ 100 
for small quantities. Hitachi 
Electrical Components (UK) Ltd, 
221/225 Statio·Ii Rd, Harrow, 
Middx HAl 2XL. . 

WW303 

Temperature 
controller 
Digital-readout temperature. 
controllers -from Controls and 
Automation Ltd are available in ·12 
standard ranges to cover from oo to 
1600°C. The CAL7300 has a 1/8 
DIN size front bezel (48 by 96mm) 
and · is said to . be capable of 
accepting almost any type of sen-

sor; cold junction compensation is 
incorporated. Input drift is 3j..~.V/°C 
and readout accuracy is .±0.15% 
f.s. The unit can operate in propor
tional or derivative mode with 
manual reset or in four terminal 
mode. On the standard version a 
relay rated at lOA, 250V (50Hz) is 
used for load switching but options 
are avail.able with opto-isolated and 
triac/thyristor switching outputs. 
Both actual and set temperatures 
can be read from the display. Con
trols and Automation Ltd, Regal 
House, 55 Bancroft, Hitchin, Herts 
SG5 ILL. 
WW304 

20M Hz 
·oscilloscope 
Sensitivity of Hitachi's V-202 dual
channel 20MHz oscilloscope is 
lmV/div. This relatively low-cost 
instrument (£260 exc. v.a.t.) has 
20ns/div maximum sweep speed 
and channel addition and subtrac
tion facilities. Triggering modes in~ 
elude auto and 'tv'' in which an 
active circuit is used for video sig
nal. sync. separation. The 51(2in 
rectangular c.r.t. has a graticule 
(with variable illumination) printed 
directly on it to give, it is claimecl, 
parallax-free readings .. Focus com
pensation for brightness changes is 
automatic. Reltech, OfficeSuite 1, 
Coach Mews, The Broadway, St 
Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs PE1'7 
4BN. 
WW305 

Coaxial cable 
assemblies 
Flexible p. t.f.e.'-dielectric coaxial 
cables and cable assemblies can be 
supplied by Pascali for use in phase 
array systems; computer networks, 
microwave links and other such ap
plications. 'Astro-super-flex' 32020 
cable, designed by Astrolab Inc., 
has a l<Jss figure of 13dB/100ft at 
1 GHz and an outside diameter of 
0.163in. Loss of the 0.108in diame
ter 32013 type cable is 22dB/100ft 
at IGHz. V.s.w.r. depends on the 
type of connectors used but is 
typically 1.25 at 12.4GHz using 
SMA and TNC terminations. Both 
cables have fused p. t.f.e . outer 
sleeves and cari be bent to an inside 
radius of 1mm. R.f. leakage is 
given as -llOdB minimum. As
semblies can be supplied with 
SMA, TNC, or BNC terminations. 
Alternatively, cable can be supplied 

·unternunated. Pascall Electronics 
Ltd, Hawke House, Green St, Sun
bury-on-Thames, Middx TW16 
6RA. 
WW306 

16-bit d-to-c;t 
A self-calibrating 16-bit digital-to
analogue converter known as the 
DAC74 is available from Burr
Brown. Output can be either 0 to 
lOV or -lOV to + lOV and error 
specifications are ± 0.5 l.s.b. maxi
mum non-linearity, ±ll.s.b. maxi-
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mum differential non-linearity, · 
±7.5x10-4o/o maximum gain error 
and ±40J!Vmaximum offset (uni
polar) for l5°C to 45°C. A 
microprocessor-controlled cali
bration circuit with a ±5 p.p.I11fOC 
voltage reference trims the anal
ogue output tQ compensate for tem-

. perature and long-term drifts. Cali
bration, initiated by a digital 
command, takes about 2.5s. The 
board has a steel housing measuring 
127 by 178 by 18mm. Burr-Brown 
International, Cassiobury House, 
11-19 Station Rd, Watford, Herts 
WD11EA. 
'WW307 

Through-line 
power meter 
Frequency resp<Jnse and power
measuring limits of the TM10 are 
25MHz to lGHz and 20mW to 
1 OOW respectively. This power 
meter, available through Farnell, 
has a detachable detector head 
(measuring 100 by 72 by 54mm) 
that covers the full measuring range 
.and can be used at up to 1.5m from 
the readout unit. The basic reading 
error is ±3% and v.s.w.r. can be 
read directly on depression of a 
push button. One PP9 type dry cell 
will provide about 1000 operating 
hours according to the manufactur
ers. Dimensions of the measuring 
head are 100 by 72 by 54mm. Far
nell Instruments Ltd, Sandbeck 
Way, Wetherby, West Yorks LS22 
4DH. 
WW308 

WW308 

Small linear 
op-amps 
Most of the popular op-amp and 
comparator types such as the 7 41, 
1458, 4558, 324 and 399 are in
cluded in NEC's Miniflat linear i.e. 
range for use on boards with tightly 
packed components and hybrid ap
plications. 8-pin d.i.l. types mea
sure 5 by 4.4mm and·l4-pin types 
10 by 4.4mm. Electrically, these 
devices are identical to their stan
dard equivalents except in power 
dissipation. Both industrial and 
commercial grades are available. 

' NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd, 116 
Stevenston St, New Stevenston, 
Motherwell ML14LT, Scotland. 
WW309 

Versatile optical 
video link 
No adjustment or alignment is 
needed in setting up OVID, an op
tical glass-fibre link for situations 
where microwave links cannot be . 
used. Shown at the Berlin radio 
exhibition and claimed to be the 
first commercially-available optical 
system of its kind, it has a range of 
between 2 and 12km. Maximum 
range depends on the optical 
transmitter used and the signal-to
noise ratio required. For a trans
mission quality represented by a 
signal to weighted-noise ratio of 
65dB an l.e.d. and avalanche pho
todiode would give a 2km range, 
but by substituting the l.e.d. with 
an· 850nm laser 8km would be 

achieved. For tv distribution 
systems where 55dB is acceptable 
the equivalent ranges for the two 
cases are 3 and lOkm and for sur
veillance, where 45dB will do, the 
figures are 4 and 12km. A p-i-n 
diode receiver option with laser can 
increase dynamic range as well as 
giving a range between the two ex- , 
tremes. Without h.f. emphasis, 
harmonic distortion of the sound 
circuits is less than 0.5%; video 
signal frame and line time distor
tion, intermodulation, luminance 
non-linearity, and differential gain 
are all below 1% with dif{erencl.ai 
phase below 1°. It is a 19 inch rack
mounting transmitter and receiver, 

1 with interconnecting cable of 
3.5dB/km attenuation. Standard 
Telephon und Radio AG, CH-8055 
Zurich, Friesenbergstrasse 75. 

WW3l0 

Lightweight video 
recorder 
Seen . at last September's Berlin 
radio show, Grundig's VPlOO 
portable video recorder uses a cas
sette only slightly larger . than an 
audio cassette. Made by Futec 
(Future Technology) of Osaka but 
to Grundig specifications, the 

,110x70x lOmm cassette contains 
enough V4in tape to give 45min 
recording time. The head-to-tape 
speed of 4. 7m/s is achieved with a 
linear speed of 22.5mm/s in con
junction with a 60mm dia. rotating . 
head. A variable speed facility, 
both fast and slow, is provided as 
well as a freeze frame mode. At 
25x6x 18cm and weighing 2.3kg 
including batteries, Grundig expect 
it to be the smallest and lightest' 
video recorder when it is marl<eted 
in the UK in the second half of next 
year (January in Germany). Grun
dig Ltd, Newlands Park, London 
SE26 SNQ. 
WW311 

Data concentrator 
The technique of data multiplexing 
to improve the efficiency of a single 
data link is certainly not new; 
however, many systems comprise 
two or three units at each end of the 
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system. The E series of data con
centrators combines the necessary 
·modules in a single case so that two 
units will allow a remote group .· of 
terminals to be connected to ai,cen
tral computer or processor vi~ a. 
serial data link. A standard data 
concentrator consists of a statistical 
multiplexer for between 4 and 16 
programmable asynchronous chan
nels and one synchronous channel 
using any protocol. The 

· multiplexer output is fed to an inte
gral high-speed modem wpich 
offers data rates up to 9,600 b.p.s. 
The unit also features a 16K buffer 
to cope with peak data transmis
sion, together with a flow control to 
halt data from a computer or intelli• 
gent terminal if the buffer is nearly 
full.. Data transmission is contin
uously monitored and if an error is 
detected the transmission is re
peated, which provides automatic 
correction for errors introduced by, 
for example, noisy telephone 'lines~ 
Because all of the functional blocks 
necessary for data concentration are 
housed in a single case, expansion 
and programming are straiglttfor
ward. Timeplex Ltd, Timeplex 
House, 77 Boston Manor Road, 
Brentford, Middlesex. 

'! 

WW312 

Audible alarms 
Two alarms from the American So
nalert range will emit a continuous . 
or pulsating tone at 2.9kHz. SBM 
616PC/JC is a 16mm deep, 42. 7mm 
diameter device for board mount
'ing, which produces a 68-78 dB(A) 
sound. A supply voltage of 6-16V 
d.c. at l-4mA will drive the units, 
which pulse at 2-9Hz(PC) or 
0.5Hz(JC) when one of the pins is 
connected to the positive rail. 
Highland Electronics Ltd, 8 Old 
Steine, Brighton BNl lEJ. 
WW313 

I. c sockets with integtal suppi) 
decoupling capacitors as describijd 
in September's New Products sec
tion are now available in the UK 
through Dage Eurosem, Rabans 
Lane, Aylesbury, Bucks HP 19 
3R9. 
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Waves 
Adding up to a 
matter of time 
The other day I was looking at a 1978 
number of Reader's Digest. It would have 
been a more recent issue, but my suppliers 
- the chu-rch jumble sales that abound in 
our neck of the woods - tend to lag a bit 
behind W. H. Smith. 

I had just finished a captivating piece on 
the courtship ritual of the pink-eyed okapi 
when it struck me that RD must be all 
things to all men. It offers tales of adven
ture on land, sea and air, stories of people 
triumphing over adversity, word-power 
tests, jokes, philosophical titbits ... you 
name it. What's more, it doesn't take l,lp a 
lot of room. 

Additionally, it carries some of the best 
ads in the business. One in particular 
caught my eye. It was for 'a luxury leather 
briefcase for executives wishing to aspire 
to company chairman.' Now just you show 
me the chap with fires of ambition in his 
belly who could resist such a come-on. I 
almost succumbed myself. 

Certainly it seems that manufacturers of 
electronic p'roducts, too, rate RD highly as 
an advertising medium. The digital 
watchmen, for instance, were there in 
strength, each trying to cap the rest. One 
was rapturizing about a timepiece (which 
looked a trifle too wrist~spraining for my 
delicate structure} which embodied no less 
than six main functions, including an audi
ble signal to mark the passing of every 
hour on the hour. You could, if you felt 
the urge, convert it .into a stopwatch. But 
the most confidence-building claim of all 
was that it was water-tested to 30 metres. 

This made me wonder who the adver
tiser was aiming it. Obviously it wasn't just 
any old lad on the street who only wants to 
know how long he has to wait before the 
pubs open. So just how many people are 
there around .who really need such a de
tailed monitoring of time? And how many 
more spend any appreciable time fully or 
partially immersed in all that H20? 

Another enterprising merchant went 
distinctly bananas over his up-market 
combined digital watch and ballpoint pen. 

· The watch half offered all the usual horo
logical information and was - I was re
lieved to learn - accurate to within 60 
seconds a year. But the pen half was a bit 
of a let-down: nowhere was there any 
mention of being able to write with it 30 
metres down. 

Pocket calculators were, of course, there 
in profusion, all offering a range of mind
boggling facilities. Again, I wondered (on 
the whole it was a rather wonderful 
afternoon) how widely they're actually 
used. Ail-in-all I reckon that this mania for 
personal electronic aids has got a little out 

of hand. Before the cult developed, the 
first thing young executives did when 
settling down to a meeting was to ge~ out 
their fags and lighters. Now they' plonk 
·their calculators down on the deck instead. 

The fad, moreover, has not remained 
con:ijned to the business sector. I've seen 
hou§ewives toting their instant adders 
round the supermarket. 

I suppose there must have been a similar 
reaction back in the 6th century when the 
Chinese came up with their bamboo-rod 
abacus as an alternative to taking off their 
socks when they wanted to count up to 20. 
Or when clocks first gave sundials the big 

. elbow. Nevertheless, I can't help feeling 
there's an urgent need for sweet reason
ableness in these matters. Otherwise 
things are going to get worse. We may 
even reach the stage when you're out of 
date unless you're sporting a combined 
bath thermometer/pollen counter with a 
v.d.u. readout - worn on the wrist. 

So let's not lose the capability of calcu
lating with the most sophisticated device of 
all - the human brain. Nor let an obses
sion with hyper-accurate timing grab us 
too firmly by the forelock. Neither above 
the water nor under it. 

Credit where credit 
is due 
Can someone please tell me - and there 
must be a reason - why we have to endure 
at the end of tv programmes a long list of . 
nearly everybody who has had some part in 
its making? Hardly a soul is left out. From 
the man who wrote the script based on an 
adaptation of the book of the film, to the 
girl who dabbed powder on the leading 
lady's damask cheek. 

· Given that these sycophantic references 
are necessary, they should at least be com
prehensive. One glaring omission is British 
Telecom. The contribution made by their 
engineers is basic to every programme, 
whether it's the late night news or the most 
star-spangled spectacular. 

An outstanding example of BT's role 
was the coverage of the Royal Wedding. 
This for BT was a landmark. As well as 
supporting BBC and lTV, British Telecom 
provided facilities for 100 foreign tv com
panies from more than 50 countries. 
Around 750 miles of cable, 15 microwave 
links, 80 vision circuits, 168 commentary 
links and 331 control circuits for tv pro
duction staff were provided. In fact, a BT 
spokesman said the whole operation repre
sented about four months normal working 
for an o. b. team. 

Now then, BBC and lTV, with this 
splendid example in mind, isn't. there the 
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strongest of strong reasons for giving BT 
an automatic place in yo·ur post-pro
gramme Hall of Fame? 

And if you can get the credit in before 
the producer's - or at least before the 
assistant hairdresser's ·- so much the bet
ter. 

Tv all around 
Sit down for a minute and ponder on how 
far along the road in tv techniques we've 
come since the days of Baird's first flicker
ing images. 

Thanks to amazingly swift advances in 
component technology we have sets that 
are smaller, lighter, simpler to produce, 
need substantially fewer bits and pieces 
and virtually no routine adjustments. We 
have fast warm-up and touch tuning or 
remote control. Transmitted programmes 
can be recorded for deferred enjoyment 
and we can buy tapes (soon discs as well) 
for reproduction. The news and informa
tion services, Ceefax and Oracle, are but a 
button-push away. We can even link our 
sets to the telephon~ and interrogate the 
Prestel computer. 

Direct broadcasting by satellite (d.b.s.) 
is, so to speak, very much in the air. And 
to complete the all-encirclement there 
appears to be a new and growing interest in· 
the potentialities of cable tv. 

In the June issue of WW I drew atten
tion to the fresh attitudes we shall have to 
adopt in order to savour the delights of 
d.b.s. to the full, I also pointed out some 
of the initial inconveniences involved, like 
mounting a dish aerial on the roof or 
finding room for it indoors. The postcard I 
received from 'Relieved, Bath' convinces 
me my remarks were worth the making. 

So far I haven't made such an in-depth 
analysis of cable tv, but I can well believe 
that here, too, there are practical points to 
consider. 

Personally I've always had a mistrust -
amounting to plain fear - of things un
derground. (It probably dates from the 
days of acting as a burial object for the kids 
during holidays by the sea.) And while I 
respect the competence of those on the 
technical side of cable distribution, I must 
point out that . there are a lot of other 
people at it as well. The telephone, gas, 
water and electricity boys, for example. 

Now, one of the disiuJvantages of this 
underground lat;"k is that you can't see 
what's going on once you've replaced the 
earth. So if someone on an offday has done 
something silly with the various cables, 
you don't know about it until funny things 
begin to happen in the house. It would be a 
bit off-putting, for example, if you turned 
on the bath tap and got the soundtrack of 
Bonanza instead of hot water. 
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STAR COM 
MEASURES 68 by 
15&by49mm& 

WEIGHS ONLY 800 
grams. 

NEW FROM 

FRANK CODY ELECTRONICS ••• 

THE STARCOM 
FCE 1605 

A compact, high perfor~ance, ~and-held 
portable which can be f1tted w1th BOTH 
C.T.C.S.S. & 5 TONE SIMULTANEOUSLY. 

The versatile STARCOM has: 

* 6 channels* Squelch Control 
* R.F. Output of 1 or 5 watts 
*External speaker/microphone connec:tor 
*Volume Control * Rechargeable N1-Cad 

Battery Cassette - P_LUS a range of com
plementary accessones. 

DEALERS & DISTRIBUTORS ARE WANT~D 
FOR THE FOLLOWING AREAS: ~orset, _Mid
lands, Tayside, W. Wales, Cambr1dgesh1re & 
Hertfordshire. 

WRITE TO: Frank Cody Electronics Ltd., Star 
House, Gresham Road, Staines, Middx. OR 
TELEPHONE: STAINES 62682 ... for full 
details on our comprehensive range of V.H.F. 
& U.H.F. Land Mobile Equipment. 

WW- 009FORFURTHERDETAILS 

UNIQARD range 
of versatile PTH matrix PCBs with connections 
from 
WESSEX MICROCOMPUTERS 

Unders_ide · Topside 

Bus connected area ~ ~ .~ 

Elongated pads with locations g § "'~ 0 
for throu~h board linking "' ·o: ~ ~ ~ 
of power, data and chip Oi ·~ "' 0 

c: 

Ground planes to improve 
screening in uncommitted area. 

select functions ~ a. ;:;; 8 
I Q)U 

Power distribution, data and 
ch ip select tracks. 

L--------------1·;·5_ ~ 
~;_a; 
goB 

Power planes connected to 
distribution tracks. Uncommitted area 

for wire-wrap or hard wiring 
of ancillary circuitry c:c: 

::::>o 

All IC Header, edge connector and wire-wrap pin locations are 
' THROUGH HOLE PLATED 

Type: EURO lS EURO 2S 
Size: lOOmm x lGOmm (single Eurocard) 100mm x 160mm (single Eurocard) 
Bus Area: 25 x 16 pads 28 x 20 pads 
Capacity: 16 x any 0.3" D.I.L pack 10 x 28 pin 0.6" D.I .L pack 

or 20 x any 0.3" D.I.L pack 
Wire Area: 54 x 4 pads 54 x 3 pads 
Capacity: 2 rows 0.3" D.I.L pack 1 row 0.3" D.I.L pack 

or 1 row 0.6" D.I.L pack or 1 row 0.6" D.I.L pack 
Header ~a: I.D.C. header or I.D.C. header and 

0.3" D.I.L header 0.3" D.I.L header 
Comedor: Up to 96 way DIN 41612 Up to 96 way DIN 41612 
Price: £9.95 p&p 30p. Appicalion notes SOp extra • . . 
Coming Soon: t Double Eurocard Version 2. Nascoml~ .. nl VerSIOn 

3. Apple Version 4. S100 Vers1011 
5. IEEE 488 Development card 

488 SIM. The interactive IEEE 488 bus sinulator. Avalable NOW for CP/M & relocatable ZSO code 

These products are available from: 
Technomatic Ltd. 
Henry's Radio Ltd 
Watford Electronics 

01-723 0233 
01-723 5095 
0923 40588 

. or direct from , 

WESSEX MICROCOMPUTERS 
"Northdown," Corton Denham, Sherborne, Dorset DT9 4L T 

Phone: (0963) 22402/32248 

WW - 089 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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CASIO 
WORLD BEATERS 

World's Most Powerful BASIC Pocket Computer 

•a••.•ff:•f•A•t)1'y-p1'0•:•FII·:~;•-•;•ei!I2•P! .. ••. .. ll!~.o 
- ·dii~ • 

UWl.::JL:JWWWIIii 
C:JW~UJL!Jw.JW 
WL:.JWL:JWL:JL;J 
UJ [.:] w liJ w [iJ f.£j 

f.D[!Jt:DGJC!Jc:JG 

FX-702P RRP£134.95 ONLY£119.95 
Flattens the Sharp PC1211 

Alpha/numeric dot matrix scrolling LCD. V~riable input f~om 1680 steps, 26 
memories, to 80 steps, 226 memories, all retamed 'JI!hen switched off. UJ? to 10 
programs. Subroutines; 101evels. FOR: ~E?<Tioop~ng;8_1evels .. Debuggmg_by 
tracing. Editing by mov1ng cursor. 55 built-In functions, mcludtng Regression 
Analysis and Correlation, all usable in programs. Progr~fl:'/data sto~age _on 
cassette tape via optional FA-2 adaptor, £_19.95. Two hth1um battenes g1ve 
approx 200 hours continuous operation, w1th Auto Power Off . 
17 x 165 x 82mm (5/8 x 6Y:z x 3Y4") 176g (6.2oz) . 

FREE MiCROL PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMING PACK 
supplied free of charge with every FX-702P or FX-602P purchased from us. 

Only on request, at time of ordering. RAP £9.95 

World's Fastest Programmable? 
- · ----~-- FX-602P 

• ~ W~....;;::=.,· . .-....... t 

t:Dc:JIDatD 

•a~c:aa•• ···-··· ••••• ••••• ••••• •••• uw 

*LCD alpha/ numeric (dot matrix) scrolling display (86 
types). . 

*Variable input from 32 program steps wtth 88 
memories to 512 steps with 22 memories. 

*Memory a~d program retention when switched off. 
*Up to 10 pairs unconditioned jumps (6010). Manual 
jump. . . . 

*Conditional jumps and count JUmps. lndtrect 
addressing. · 

*Up to 9 subroutines, 91evels. . 
*50 built·in scientific functions, all usable 1n 
programmes. 

* PAM (Perfect Algebraic Method) with 33 brackets at 
111evels. 

*Program storage on cassette tape using optional 
FA-1, £19.95 

*Campatible with FX·501/2P. . 
*21ithium batteries. Approx 660 hours use w1th Auto 
Power Off. 

*9.6x71 x 141.2mm. 100g . 

ONLY £74.95 (RRP £84.95) 

1 0 MINI PRINTER 
For FX-702P, FX-602P, FX·601P, FX-502P, FX·501P 

Available soon. Price and delivery on 

World's Most Versatile 
Alann Chronograph Watch 
AX-210 
10 alternative displays; over 60 functions. LCD 
ANALOG displayoftime, plus: DIGITALdisplayof: 
Time(12or24hour); Calendar; Full month calendar 
(this month and next month) ; Dual time (12 or 24 
hour); Alarm time; Countdown alarm timer with 
memory function; Professional 1/100 second 
stopwatch with laps, etc. Hourlytimesig~al. Alar~ 
- electronic buzzer or 3 selectable melod1es. Rapid 
forward/ backward setting. 9.4 x 35.4 x 36mm. 

(R RP £34.95) ONLY £29.95 

SHORT FORM CATALOGUE 
Available on request. 14pstampappreciated 

Price includes VAT, P&P. Delivery no~mally by, return of post .. 
Send cheques, P.O., of 'phone your Access of B card number to.-

TEMPl!S 
DeptWW/12 FREEPOST, 164-167 East Road, Cambridge CB11DB 

Tel: 0223 312866 

WW- 032 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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I ALWAYS I Item No. DECCA 20" BLACK & WHITE MONITORS type MVA A CHANGING RANGE OF 52 GENERAL RADIO type 1360B Microwave Oscillator 1.7-4.1GHZ.. ............................... £650 2000. Video in/out. Audio in/out. £20 each. OSCILLOSCOPES, COMPUTERS, TERMINALS, etc. 53 GENERALRADIOtype 1142AFrequency/DiscriminatorMeterD-1.5MHZ ................. .£2110 IKEGAMI 20' ' BLACK & WHITE MONITORS. SOLID ~~--------------------..... 54 GENERAL OSCILLATORS types 1209C; 12090L; 1215C with Power Unit type 121i9A. 5D- STATE. Video in _ int. & ext. sync. £75 each. hem No. 960mHZ ........................ ........................... .................... ...................................................... ..... .£225 COLOUR MONITORS 22" by MAM ELECTRONICS. VERY 55 BRADLEY MULTIMETER type CT471B ................................................................................ .£75 GOOD CONDITION £135 each. 
56 BEMEXCrosshatch/Dot Generator UHFNHF ........... ......................................................... .£30 1----------................... ---~ :HA~~f: 1s~~u;rRZ~~~~~:J~:NoRTm1.sficisi'iii&Q':i~iiiiiiiM.iiz::: :: ::: :: :::::£: BRANDENBURG HIGH VOLTAGE GENERATOR type 
66 TAYLOR RF SIGNAL GENERATOR type 68A/M Mk2 ...... ................................. .................. £85 ~~~g-n~~~eJ~~c<;.-,50kV; 0-1 MA. Negative/positive out-
67 ADVANCE Q METER type n 100KHZ-100M HZ ............................................ ................... ... £40 1---~!'!1!!'!1!~!!!!!!~"!"'!'~'!!'!!!!!!!"!!'~!1""----
: ~~RV,:~c~r~~~L~~lr~T::e~~ .~~.~~-::::::: :::::::::::: : ::: ::::: ::: : ::::::::::::::: :: ::: :::::::: ::::::: COSSOR VDU with KEYBOARD 71 TAYLOR VALVE TESTER type 450 ....................................................................................... .£60 80 characters x 13 lines; 600/1200 baud; RS232; stan-74 B & K LEVEL RECORDER type 2305. 50dB Potentiometer. Brand new with accessories dard 240 volts input; screen size 9 inches. .. .............. .. ................................................................................... ........................................... .£950 Very good condition. Tested. Limited quantity. 75 B & K LEVEL RECORDER type 2305 ....................................................... ............................ .£:175 £&0 eaCh 76 MARCONI AM SIGNAL GENERATOR type TF801DIBS 10-485MHZ ............................. .£150 Carriage at cost 
~ ~:~~~:~~~~~~G::k&s~~R~~~:-~~.~-1~.:: :: ::::::::: :: ::: : ::::: ::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~= t--~~~!'!""~~!"!'!!!""!~!!'!'!!~!'!!'!!'!!'!! __ __ 87 ADVANCED STABILISED POWER UNIT type PP1 0-600V; 300MA ................................ .£40 GENERAL PURPOSE OSCILLOSCOPE 90 PYE SCAlAMP 40KV RMS Max ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETER ................ ................... .. £80 TECH TYPE TP2 
~ ~i~ft~~~o~M~~=~~~Eec::'o0i~~H~o-~-~~-E-~~~ :: : :::::: ::::::: : :: :::: ::::: : : ::: :: :l: Single beam. Size approx. 6 x 7 x !W4in. 
94 AVO IN CIRCUITTRANSISTDR TESTER .................... : ...... ................................................... £35 Weight 71bs. Ideal for the beginner or school 

1: ~~R~:~~l~g~~=s~~~.J~~5d .\~~d~~0n~i!u!~:. ·ii·~~j;·i; .. ~-h~il .. s~·;d .. ~~;·4 .. ;·i·;~ user. ONLY ~1.50 each. P&P £3 
Brush ............................. .. .. ....................................................................................................... .£18 t-~ ... -----------------41 

~: ~~~~r:Rcg~~g~::;~~~J~:~:g~.~~.~.~~-~ .. 4-~.~.:::: ::::: ::: : : :::::::::::::::: ::~ rv~~N~E~2~.0~o~lt~~~f.~~~~a~~:~~~'!_ 112 ADVANCEQMETERtype CM1 ......... .... .......... ....................... ............................... ................ £95 ONLY £55 each. P&P£3 m ==~~~~ ~~~~k:mH~E~~~~~:~f:N~-IiP-ii'ii2328Q:94ii'MilZ'::: : : :: :: :: :::::: : ::::::::£1: t------~M!!U!'!'!L!'!!n!!!!M!!'!!!E!!!!TE!!!!R~-------115 R & S FREQUENCY METERVHF·UHF.3D-300MHZtype WID BN442 .............................. £60 
116 R & S AffiNUATDR type DPR BN18042/50 ....................................................................... £45 Russian Type 4324 m ~:::-w ~:~~~~:~ ~l=~~AJ~~~~~1::~k:o::::: :::::::::::: : ::: :::::: ::: ::::::::~ AC/DC volts; AC/DC current; ohms, etc. Brand 
l~ ~mm&~~~~r8e~~:rg~~~l~~AG~e·c;;;-;::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::: : :: : :rf;~ new, boxed£12.50 each. P&P £2.50 
132 FERROGRAPH RECORDER TEST SET type RTS 2 ............. ............................................... .£295 1------------!ioii ............. ~-.. 
l~ ~tJ';~o~ y:;T~~~~:~~~a~eol:'e~~~:J~:~~~~·.·;i~i-lii:vci50· : :::::il~ METROHM INSULA nON AND CON11NUITY 
147 RADFORD o1sroRTION METER type oMs2 20HZ-20KHz ............................................. £150 TESTER 500 volts 148 GOULD/ADVANCE AUDIO Sig Gen. Sine/Square J4A. 10-lOOKHZ .............................. .£120 Portable, Battery Operated. Standard P.P.7 73 MOSELEY X·Y RECORDER type 2D·2. 1nlo available ....... .. ................. ........................... .£120 (Battery not supplied). Complete with carrying 1:: ~~~ ~:J~~~~~ ~~~~:1~~~fy69,Y:!~~~:OO·v~ib·o::;·:s-A';;;j;;·:: ::: :::m~ case. As New £110 each 
l~ g=~:8~~~~~~~~:~41 3u:rth Av~:L~~Tf~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~82·~-~d -iMPEii·,\·,m Used but good condition £25 each' 

COMPARATOR 1654 by GENERAL RADI0 ...................... .... .............................................. .£195 As abov5~ut 25h0 Volts. Used 
: ~~m~~:~m~x~~~~W'~o~ '!Yiiii' 1ii15&:·:; .. ;;· ·;u:·:·;;iti.~ii · ~;;~·::::: ::: : :::::: : : :::l: t------£·1-7-·--ea_c_._P_&_P_r_

3
-----• 

206 BELL & HOWELL TV CAMERA with SHIBADEN FUJNON TV ZOOM LENS FIZ-8 1 :1.81 RADAR AERIALS 
207 r.1;:-J:Ts1ilNAi:.ii'EP-i(iiAriili'iYj;e'rfiiiii'ii"i'0:500'Niiiz: : :::: : ::: : :::::: :: ::: : ::::::: :::::::::: ::~~ Rotary, complete with Waveguide Couplers. 208 RACAL600MHZDECADEDIVIDERtype9010 ................................. ................................... .£75 These are brand new. Ministry boxed. Very 209 RACALUHF FREQUENCY METER type9839.1D-560MHZ ............................................... £325 impressive. Dish diameter 27 inches. 

pg~sPEO~~~cr\~:t1'¢~ttl1l:~F2,~EOORR~~~~EG £65 each. Carriage £6 

1 TEKTRONIX STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE type 549 with 1A1 - JOMHZ .......................... £425 
2 TEKTRONIX Dual Trace OSCILLOSCOPE type 581A with type 82 plug-in. 85MHZ £245 
4 TELEQUIPMENTOSCILLDSCOPEtype 061A. Dual TracelOMHZ ................................ £200 
5 SCOPEX OSCILLOSCOPE type 4010. Dual Trace I OM HZ .............................................. .£170 

151 TEKTRONIX STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE type 5648 with 384 and 3A6 plug-ins. Delay 
Sweep ........................................ ................................................ ...................................... .. ..... £375 

193 S.E.lABS OSCILLOSCOPE type SM112. 100MHZ. Delay Sweep. Portable ............... .£425 
173 B & K ACCELEROMETER PREAMPLIFIER type 262 ........................................................... !50 
174 B & K DEVIATION BRIDGE type 1503 ............................................................................ ...... £85 
175 B & K MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER type 2602 ...................................................................... .£75 
~~ : t ~ ~~~'lf;~~M~~~~:T~~·tyZ:,4ii2·::: ::::: : :: ::::: : :: :::: ::: : : : ::: ::::::::: : : :: : :: :: : ::: :: : :: ::: :1~ 
181 B & K BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR type 1013 ............................................. .. ........ ... 1165 
183 B & K BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR type 1018 ............................................. .. ............. .£50 
185 B & K FREQUENCY RESPONSE TRACER type 4704 ........................................................ .£325 
186 HEWLffi PACKARD LCR BRIDGE type 4216A ................................... ............................. .£895 
187 HEWLffi PACKARD QLC METER type 4342A ....... .................... .. .............................. .. .. £1,450 
188 AUTO TRANSFORMER 1.4KVA Pri Volts 901240. Sec 115V ............................ .. ................ £18 
189 POlARAD FIELD STRENGTH METER type FIM·B2 with RF Tuning unit FIM-X2 7360-

10,tiOOMHZ ............................................................................. ................................... .............. £195 
190 POLARAD MICROWAVE RECEIVER MODEL R with RF Tuning units covering 40D-

2050MHZ end 7400-22,tiOOMHZ ............ ............................................... ........................ ........ £325 
191 POLARAD MICROWAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR Madel MSG-1 950·2400MHZ ........... £295 
192 PDLARAD MICROWAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR Model MSG-2 2150-4600MHZ ........ .£295 
152 MARCONI. 0 METER type TF1245 with TF1246 Oscillator ...................... ........................ £325 
153 TEKTRONIX CURVE TRACER type 575 ............... .. .............................................................. £175 
157 KROHN-HITE BAND PASS FILTER Mode1330A ................................................................. £35 
158 KROHN-HITE REJECTION FILTER Modei350A .. .......... ................................... .. ................. £35 
170 MARCONI In Situ UNIVERSAL BRIDGE type TF2701 Battery Operated ...................... £135 
17~ ~~LIN~E~:~~:E~~~~~~l~g~ ~p~E:~:~~~:p~r:~ i:'&"ii's'ijj~·~·j; ·c-;;;jjj;·F~:~ 

100M HZ ±1%. RF 0/P JmV pk·pk .... ............................................................. ....... ............. .£150 
8 MARCONI STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR type TF144H 10KHZ-72MHZ .... , ..... , ... ,£195 
9 HEWI.m PACKARD DC CURRENT SOURCE 61818 ...................................................... .£165 

10 SCHLUMBERGER AUTOMATIC COUNTER type FB2602 DC - SOMHZ... ..................... £135 
11 DECCA (KORTING) COLOUR BAR GENERATOR type 82515 ........................................... £125 
12 SIEMENS FREQ METER 450·1tiOOMHZ ........................................................................... ... £175 
13 HEWLffi PACKARD AUDIO OSCILlATOR type204B ............................................ .. ...... £120 
15 AVO MULTI METER type 71, unused ................ ........... ....................................................... .£:15 
17 MARCONI WIDE RANGE OSCILlATOR TF1370. 10HZ·10MHZ ..... ................................... .£90 18 RACAL H.F. SELECTIVE ANALYSER type 9056 ...................... ............... ................ .. ...... .... £350 
26 RANK ABENA E.H.T. METER D-30KV ........ .. ........................................................................ .£40 
28 MARCONIISANDERS) MICROWAVE POWER METER type 6598 with probe ........... .£225 
32 FARNELL DIGITAL MULTIMETER type DM131... ................................................................ £90 
33 FEEDBACK FUNCTION GENERATOR type FG600 Sine/Square/Triangle .................... .£100 
34 GRIFFIN SIGNAL GENERATOR & AMPLIFIER 1HZ-100KHZ ....................................... .... £150 
36 TEKTRONIX SAMPLING PLUG-IN type 151 ................... .. ............... ................................. £200 

~ ~ou~~::gN%~~~~=~~~~~~ ~~~K,;:Mitli·voi:riiie.riiii''iYP~·:i·iii177&·: : :: ::::: :::: : :::: ::~::i 
42 HEWLffi PACKARD DIGITAL VOLTMETER type 3440A ................................ .. ..... .. ......... £55 
46 STODDART RADIO INTERFERENCE & FIELD INTENSITY METER type N-M 52A ....... £250 
47 MARCONIISANDERS) LEVELLING AMPLIFIER type 6587 .... ........................................ .£140 50 KEITHLEY REGULATED HIGH VOLTAGE SUPPLY type 241 ................................ .. .......... £225 

BARCLA YCARD (VISA) and ACCESS taken. Official orders welcome All units £S carriage. Plus V.A.T. on total 
CALLERS VERY WELCOME STRICTLY QETWEEN 9am-1 pm am:I2-5Prn Mo~day to Saturday inc. 

NoRwo!fo~E'D~G~ .. E~!!E }ro;R~A~ 669656 
(2nd turning left past Reading Technical College in King's Road then first r_ight- look on right for door with "Spoked Wheel") 

HFANTENNA 

* MODE_; Full half wave ~-Jfk operat1on. \ ~ f * BANDS; Up to 4 spot \ · . 1 

frequencies. ~ ""', j/ , * POWER; Receive to __....... l1 ~~ 
800W (PEP). II I * SWR; Betterthan 1.5:1 I \ 
on channel. -. 

THE SMC TRAPPED DIPOLE ANTENNA 
has be.en developed to satisfy the needs of commerical and military users. It is capable of 
operation between 2 and 30 MHz on as many as four spot frequencies - each capable of 
accommodatmg many channels. Excellent matching and efficiency with a single coaxial 
feed 1s offered by the use of SMC H1Q traps and the incorporation of a ferrite balun in a 
full half wave design. NB : Power absorbing terminating resistors are not employed. The 
antenna may be deployed usmg one or twa support masts, 1nstallat1on (mcorporating SMC 
light duty portable masts) can be easily effected by two people in half an hour. 

Antennas 

SMC/TDA/2 2 freq £125, SMC/TDA/3 3 freq £170, SMEITDA/4 POA. 

Complete Installation 

2 freq antenna, 210m support masts, kit bags, erection equipment£434. 
Exact speclf1cat1ons are to customers' requirements. 
(Above include 30m UR67, balun etc). 

SMC Masts and Towers;cost effective. 
Support structures, 250 models available. 

*Tubular aluminium alloy masts 20-60ft. 
*Tubular steel masts 3-4.5" Dia . 20-100ft. 
*Self-supporting, telescopic, fold-over towers 20-60ft 
*Self-supporting and guyed towers 20-160ft. 
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POST MAILORDER SERVICE, ALSO WO~l~WIDE EXPORT SERVICE 
BSR DE LUXE AUTOCHANGER £20 . . . ·. . . . ~~t~~~~~t~Tz~Jr~~Jo~~oving NEW I bakerl Star sound 

·Plays 12", 10" or 7" records, . 
Auto or Manual. A high 
quality unit backed by BS_R 
reliability. Stereo Cerafl:'IC 
Cartridge. AC 200/250V. S1ze 
13Vz x 11 V4in. 3 speeds. 

. Above motor board 33/4in. 
Below motor board 2V2in. 

· Post £2 

' . 
,--- il 

' " ' 
• 11,\ 

'. _' .........,..- I , 

''-.._~/· 1\ 

Board r1 extra 

HEAVY METAL PLINTHSPost£2 
Cut out for most BSR or Garrard decks. £4 
Silver grey finish. Size 16x133f4in. 
DECCA TEAK VENEERED PLINTH. Post £1 .50 
Superior finish with space and panel for £5 

. small amplifier. Board is cut f~r B.S.R: or ~arrard . 
183f4in. x 141!4in x 4in. 8lack/s1lver fac1a trtm. 
· ·. Suitable plastic cover £6 
WOOD PLINTH, TEAl( EFFECT S fle 1 5 x 15 x 3i n · £l 
with board cut for B.S.R. (Post £1) 
PIONEER and J.V.C. TEAK VENEERED PLINTH Post £2 

19 ~ 14Vzin. with Plastic Cover 173/4 x 13in £10.50 
nNTED PlASTIC COVERS . Post £1.50 
Sizes: 14Vz x 12Vz x 3in . £5. 18V4 x 121!2 x 3in. £6 
16:lf4 X 13 X 4in. £6. 141/4 X 13 X 33~in. £5. 

BSRSINGLE 

PLAYER DECKS 

BSRP172RIM 
QUALITY DECK 
Manual or automatic play. 
Precision ultra slim arm. 
Cueing device. Bar_gain p~ice 
With stereo ceramic cartndge Post £2 
BSR P207 BUDGET SINGLE PLAYER ideal fordisco or 
small two-speed Hi-Fi system with stereo cartndge and 
cueing device. · £15 Post £2 . 
BSR ready cut mounting board. Only £1 extra . 

1QARRAID6-200 SINGLE PLAYE~I~~C~ . . 
Brushed ·Aiuiiiiniurii Arm with stereo ceram1c cartndge and . 
Diamond Stylus, 3-speeds. Manual and Auto Stop/Start. Large 
Metal Turntable. Cueing Device and Pause Control. £20 Post £2 Ready cut mounting board £1 extra. 

- BATIERY ELIMINATOR MAINS to 9 VOLT D.C. 
Stabilised output, 9 volt 400 m .a. U.K. 'made in plastic 
case with screw terminals. Safety overload cut out. S1ze 
5 x 3V4 x 2V2in. Transformer Rectifier Unit. Suitable 
Radios, Cassettes, models, £4.50. Post 65p. 

• DELUXE SWITCHED MODEL STABILISED VOLTAGES 
3-6-71f2·9 volt 400ma DC max. Universal output plug 
and lead. Pilot light, mains switch, polarity switch, 

._ £7 .50. Post 65p. 

DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER/LIGHT DIMMER KIT. Easy to build kit. 
g~nr3~~P~~~~1 w~~~ti-;;"Jil'i· ~~/~~~;Pplus Photo Electric 
Sunset "On" feature. Front plate fits standard bo<, £4. · 

'ECHO 'CHAMBER or REVERB 
Good quality unit with end
less play· tape cartridge . 
Stationary play heads ensure 
good reproduction and echo 
variance is achie·ved by 
changing tape speed. Input 
imp: 50k and 600 ohms. 
Power: 240 volts A. C. 

£68. Post £2. Spare tape £5. 

coil instrument. Impedance + C 
- 2000 o.p.v. Battery included. 
l1 instant ranges measure: 
DC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000. 
AC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000. 
DC amps 0-100mA. 
Continuity and resistance to 1 meg 
ohms i_n two ra 

50~ta 1 OO~ta, 500~ta, 
1 rna, 5ma, 50ma, 1 OOma, 
25 volt, 50 volt, VU Meter. 
500ma, 1 amp, 2 amp 
Facia 23/s X 13/4 X 11f2in. r 

Lighting kit 6 or 12v 90p extra. 
rna (240° scale) 2%in. sq. £5 Post65p 

SOUND TO LIGHT CONTROL KI_T 
Kit of parts to build a 3 channel sound to l1ght un1t £15 
1,000 watts per channel. Suitable for_ home or d1sco. 
Easy to build. Full instructions supplied. Cabinet . Post 95p 
£4.50 extra . Will operate from 200MV to 1 DO watt s1gna l . . 
200 Watt Rear Reflecting Wh1te Light Bu lbs. Ideal for D1sco 
Lights, Edison Screw. 6 for £4, or 12 for £7.50. Post 65p. 

RCS "MINOFt'' 10 watt AMP~IFIER KIT £14 
This kit is suitable for record players, gu1tars, tape playback, 
electronic instruments or small PA systems. Two v~rs1ons 
9vailable: Mono, £14; Stereo, £~0. Post £1. Spec1f1cat1on. 
10W per channel; input 100mV; s1ze 91!2 x 3 _x 2m. approx. 
SAE details . Full instructions supplied . AC mains powered. 
Input can be modified to suit guitar. 

RCS STEREO PRE-AMP KIT. All parts to build this pre-amp. 
Inputs for high, medium or low imp. per £2 95 
channel, with volume control and PC Board . • • 
Can be ganged to make multi-way stereo m1xers Post 65p · 

TRANSFORMERS 
70mA, 6.5V, 2A 
SOmA. 6.3V 3.5A, 6.3V 1 A 
250mA. 6.3V 6a C.T. 

300·0-300V 120mA, 2x6.3V 2A C.T.; 5V 2A 
220V 45mA. 6.3V 2A 
AUTO WOUND 115V to 240V 150W £9; · 400W. £11; 
GENERAL PURPOSE LOW VOLTAGE 

~':i~;d3~~~~~~T~: 1 fi.1h 1s, 1s, 2s and 3ov 
1 amp. 6, B, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30. 36. 40, 48, 60 
2 amp . 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30. 36. 40, 48, 60 
3 amp. 6. 8, 10, 12, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48, 60 
5 amp. 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 18. 20, 24. 30. 36, 40. 48,60 
5·8-10·16V.1;2amp. £2.50 BOp 15-0-15V2amps 

~~o~~v8TJ1 amps g:~~ ~1 1~~6~7~~i~~ps 
9V 250ma. £1 .50 SOp 20V 1 amp 

~~0~9t~g;,a g :~~ ~6P ~g:~i~~~ ~';;~p 
1 0·0·1 QV 2 amps £3.00 £1 25-0-25V 2 amps 
i g\7~0~o~a2 amps ~Ug ~6P ~~~ i 1~mfrnT;1ce 
13V 750ma £2.00 BOp 30V 5 amp and 
12V 3 amps £3.50 £1 17-0-17V 2a 
12-0-12V 2 amps £3.50 £1 35V 2 amps 
CHARGER TRANS Post RECTIFIERS 
6-12 volt 3a £4.00+£2 6- 12 volt 2a 
6-12 volt 4a £6.50+£2 6-12 volt 4a 

OPUS COMPACT 

SPEAKERS 

Post 
£4.50 £2 
£5.00 £2 

£12.00£2 
£10.00 £2 

£2.50 £1 
500W.£12£2 

£6.00 £2 
£6.00 £2 
£9.50 £2 

£12.50 £2 
£16.00 £2 
£3.75 £1 
£4.50 £2 

£11 .00 £2 
£3.00 £1 
£3.50 £1 
£4.00 £2 
£4.50 £1 
£5.00 £2 
£3.50 £1 

£4.50 £2 
£4.00 £1 

Post 
£1 .10+80p 
£2.00+80p 

RELAYS. 12V DC £1.25. 6V DC 95p. 18V £1.25. 
BLANK ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 6 x 4-£1.45; 8 x 6-£1.80;10 x 
7-£2.30;12 X 8-£2.60; 14 X 9-£3.00; 16 X 6-£2.90; 16 X 
10-3.20. All 2V2in . deep. 18 swg. 
ANGLE All. 6 x a;4 x 4'4in. 18 swg. 25p. 

FLUTED WOOD FRONTS 
TEAK VENEERED CABINET 
11 x 81f2X7in 15watts 
50 to 14,000 cps. 4 ohm or 8 o 

£20 pairPost£2 . ALUMINIUM PANELS, -18swg . 6 x4-45p; 8 x 6-75p ; 14 x 
3-75p; 10x7-95p; 12 x 8-£1.10; 12 x 5-75; 16 x LOWVOLTAGEELECTROLYTICS ALL10p 6-£1.10; 14x9-£1.45; 12 x 12-£1.50; 16 x 10-£1.75. 1 mf, 2 mf. 4 mf, 8 mf, 10 mf, 16 mf, 25 mf, 30 mf, 50 mf, 100 
PLASTIC AND All BOXES IN STOCK. MANY SIZES mf 250 mf All 15 volts. 22 mf/6v/10v; 25 mf/6v/10v; 47 ALUMINIUMBOXES.4x4x1V2£1 . 4x2Vzx2£1. mf/10v; 50 mf/6v; 68 mf/6v/10v/16v/ 3 x 2 x 1 £1 . 6 x 4 x 2£1.60.7 x 5 x 3£2.40. 25v; 100 mf/10v; 150 mf/6v/10v; 200 mf/10v/16v; 220 ·8x6x3£2.50.10x7x3£3.12x5x3£2.75. mf/4v/10v/16v; 330 mf/4v/10v; 500 mf/6v; 680 12 x 8 x 3 3.60. All 18swQ with I ids. m f 16 vI 1 0 vI 1 6 v; 1 0 0 0 m ff 2 . 5 vI 4 vI 1 0 v ; 1 50 0 m f I BRIDGE RECTIFIER 200V PIV 2a £1 . 4a £1.50. Sa £2.50. 6v/10v/16v; 2200 mf/6v/10v; 3300 mf/6v; 
TOGGLE SWITCHES SP 30p. DPST 40p. DPDT SOp, 4700 mf/4v. ALL 10p. 
RESISTORS. 10Dto 10M. 1J4W, V2W, 1W,1p: 2W 10p. 500mF 12V 15p; 25V 20p; SOV 30p. 
HIGH STABILITY. V2w 2%10 ohms to 1 meg. 8p. 1000mF 12V 20p; 25V 35p; SOV 50p; 100V70p. 
Ditto 5%. Preferred values, 10 ohms to 10 meg, 3p. 2000mF 6V 25p; 25V 42p; 40V 60p; 1200mF 76V SOp. WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS 5watt, 10watt, 15 watt20p 2500mF SOV 70p; 3000mF 50V 65p; 2000mF 100V £1.20. PICK-UP CARTRIDGES SONATONE 9TA £2.50. 9T AC £3.80 4500mF 64V £2. 4700mF 63V £1.20. 2700m F 176V £1. 
BSR Stereo Ceramic SC7 Medium Output £2. SC12 £3. HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS 
PHILIPS PLUG-IN HEAD Stereo Ceramic AU1020 (G306 8/450V 45p 8+8/45DV 75p 
GP310-GP233-AG3306-AG3310)£2. 8/800V £1 .20 8+ 16/450V 75p 
LOCKTITE SEALING KIT DECCA 118. Complete£1. 16/350V 45p 20+ 20/450V 75p 
SOLDERING IRON 240V 40W.'5mmbit £2.95. 32/500V 75p 32+32/350V 50p 
JACK PLUGS Mono Plastic 25p; Metal30p. 32/350V SOp 32+32/500 £1 .80 
JACK PLUGS Stereo Plastic 30p; Metal 35p. 50/500V £1 .20 50+50/300V , SOp 

32+32 + 16/350V 90p 
100+100!275V 65p 
150+ 200/275V 70p 
220/450V 95p 
80+40/ SOOV . £2 . 

JACK SOCKETS Mono Open 20p; Closed 25p. . VALVE OUTPUT Transformers (small) 90p. 
JACK SOCKETS Stereo Open 25p; Closed 30p. TRIMMERS 1opF, 30pF, SOpF, 5p.100pF, 150pF, 15p. 
FREE SOCKETS - Cable end 30p. CAPACITORS Various 1 Opf to 1 OO,OOOpf 5p. . 2.5mm and 3.5mm JACK SOCKETS 20p. Plugs 20p. PAPER 350v.o.1 7p; 0.5 13p; 1 mF 150V 20p; 2mF 150V 20p, 
DIN TYPE CONNECTORS . SOOV-0 001 to 0.05 12p; 0.1 15p; 0.25 25p; 0.47 35p. Sockets 3-pin, 5-pin 10p. Free Sockets 3-pin, 5-pin 25p. MICRo' SWITCH SINGLE POLE CHANGEOVER 30p. 
Plugs 3-pin 20p; 5-pin 25p. SUB-MIN MICRO SWITCH, 30p. Single pole changeover. 

high power full range 
quality loudspeakers 
produced to give 
exceptional ' 
reproduction. Ideal for Hi
Fi, music P.A. or 
discotheques. These 
loudspeakers are 
recommended where 
high power handling is 
required with quality 
results. The high flux 
ceramic magnet ensures 
clear response. 
MODEL INCHES OHMS 
MAJOR 12 4-8-16 
DELUXE MK II 12 8-16 
SUPERB 12 8-16 
AUDITORIUM 12 8-16 
AUDITORIUM 15 8-16 
GROUP 45 12 4-8-16 
GROUP 75 ' 12 4-8-16 
GROUP 100 12 8-16 
GROUP100 15 8-16 
DISCO 100 12 8-16 
DISCO 100 15 8-16 

WATTS 
30 
15 
30 
45 
80 
45 
75 

100 
100 
100 
100 

TYPE 
HI-FI 
HI-FI 
HI-FI 
HI-FI 
Hl·fl 
PA 
PA 
PA 
PA 
DISCO 
DISCO 

PRICE POST 
£14 £2 
£14 £2 
£24 £2 
£22 £2 
£34 £2 
£14 £2 
£22 £2 
£24 £2 
£32 £2 
£24 £2 
£32 £2 

BAKER 150 WATT MIXER/POWER .. 

AMPLIFIER £89 Postr2SLAVE VERSION £75 
For Organs Discotheque, Vocal, Public Address. Three loudspeaker 
outlets for 4 8 or 16 ohms. Four high gain inputs, each 20 mv, 50K ohm. 
Individual volume controls "Four channel' ' mixmg. 150 watts into 8 
ohms R.M.S. Music Power. Distortion less than 1%. Slave output 500 
M.V. 25K.ohm. Frequency Response 25Hz - 20kHz ± 3~8. ln~egral1 H.': 
Fi preamp separate Bass & Treble . Compact - 16_ x 8 x _512. 
Lightweight - 141b: Master volume control.. Made m England. 12 
months' guarantee. 200/250v A. C. mains or 120V to order. All transistor 
and solid state devices. 100 Volt Line £15 extra. 
BAKERS NEW PA150 MICROPHONE PA AMPLIFIER £129. Post £3 .. 
4 channel B inputs, dual impedance, 50K-600 ohm 4 channel m1x1ng, 
volume, treble, bass. Presence controls, Master volume control, 
echo/send/return sockets. Slave input/output sockets. 4/8/16 ohm. 

BAKER 

50 WATT 

AMPLIFIER 

£69 Post£2 T · t Ideal for Halls/PA systems, Discos and Groups. wo 1npu s. 
Mixer, Volume Controls, Master Bass, Treb le and Gam. 

RCS offers MOBILE PA AMPLIFIERS. Outputs 4-18-16 ohms 
20-watt RMS 12v DC, AC 240v, 3 inputs. 50K £46 !f~ £21. 
40-wattRMS 1Zv DC, AC 240v, 4 inputs. 50K . £75,PP £2) 
Mic 1; Mic 2; Phono, aux. outputs 4 or 8 or 16 and 100.-hne. 
60-watt RMS, Mobile 24 volt DC & 240-volt AC mams. 1nputs 50K. 
3 mics + 1 music. Outputs 4-8-16 ohm+ 100 volts I me £95 (PP £2). 

FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS 
11

SPECIAL PRICES" 
MAKE MODEL SIZE WATTS OHMS PRICE 
SEAS TWEETER 4in 50 8 £7.50 
GOODMANS TWEETER 31hin 25 8 £4.00 
AUDAX TWEETER 3¥4in 60 8 £10.50 
SEAS MID-RANGE 4in 50 8 ££7

12
·50.

00 SEAS MID-RANGE Sin 80 8 
SEAS MID-RANGE 41,.lin 100 8 £12.50 
GOODMANS FULL-RANGE 51,.lin 15 8 £6.50 
GOODMANS FULL-RANGE Bin 30 B £12.50 
GOODMANS AUDIOM Bp Bin 15 15 £8£

1
·
4
50_

00 SEAS WOOFER Bin 30 8 
CELESTION DISCO 10ili 20 8/16 £11.50 
CELESTION DISCO 10in 60 8/16 £21.50 
RIGONDA GENERAL 10in 15 8 £5.50 
GOODMANS AUDIOM PG 12in 60 8 £20.00 
GODDMANS PP12 12in 75 8/15 £24.50 
GOODMANS AUDIOM P 1Zin 50 8/1S £20.00 
GOODMANS GR12 1Zin 90 B/15 £27.50 
EMI HI-FI 13x8 10 .3/8 £9.50 
CROSSOVERS. TWO-WAY 3000 cis 3 or 8 or 15 ohm £1.90. 3-way 
950 cps/3000 cps. 20 watt rating. £2.20. 3 way 60 watt £6. 
LOUDSPEAKER BARGAINS 
3 ohm, 4in, 5in, 7 x 4in, £1.50; 6\1in, 8 x 5in, £3; Bin, £3.50. 
8 ohm, 251ilin, 3in, 5in, £1.50; 6Vzin, £3; Sm, £4.50; 12m, £6. 
15 ohm. 3Vzin, 5x3in, 6x4in, £1.50. . . 
25 ohm, 3in, 5x3in, 7x4in, £1.50.120 ohm, 3V4m d1a . £1 . 

MOTOROLA PIEZO ELECTRIC HOR~! TWEETER, 3311! square £5.00 
100 watts. No crossover required 4-8-16 ohm. 73.ffl x 3'AI £10.50 

SPEAKER COVERING MATERIALS. Samples LargeS.A.E. 
B.A.F. LOUDSPEAKER CABINET WADDING 18in w1de 25p ft. 

POST 
£1 
£1 
£1 
£1 
£1 
£1 
£1 
£1 
£1 
£2 
£2 
£2 
£2 
£2 
£2 
£2 
£2 
£1 

PHONE PLUGS and SOCKETS ea. 15p.. TWIN GANG, 120pF SOp : 500pF £1. Free Socket for cable end 20p. GEARED TWIN GANGS 25pF 9Sp. 365pF £1. THE "INSTANT" BULK TAPE ERASER • Screened Phono Plugs 25p. GEARED 355 + 365 + 25 + 25pF £1 . Suitable for cassettes, and all sizes of tape ' 410.. ..... : U.H.F. COAXIAL CABLE SUPER LOW LOSS. 2Sp yd. TRANSISTOR TWIN GANG. Japanese Replacement SOp. reels. AC mains 200I250V. Hand held s1ze ~-.. : .,,1 COAX PLUGS 20p COAX SOCKETS 20p NEON PANEL INDICATORS 250V 30p. with switch and lead (120voltto Order). . iid\1 ... ·• . , ILLUMINATED ROCKER SWITCH. Single pole. Red 65p. w·11 I d t se · POTENTIOMETERS Carbon Track . . CASSETTE MONO REPLAY. Complete work1ng £12.50 s~a~ ts~ol:magne 1 
£9.50 . ; '" 5kll to 2M I. LOG or LIN. L/S SOp. DP 90p. Stereo LIS £1 .10. CASSETTE MOTOR. 6 volt £1 £

5 
.Head Demagnetiser only £5 Post95o _DP~1.30. Edge Pot 5K, SP4Sp. . CASSETTE MECHANISM. 6 or 12v Stereo Heads 337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON . 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIA~I ~T~;.T.?~7:~;:;~~~:::.~:::.~,:d~~:::,~.~:~~~~VAT Radio Books and Components Lists 28p stamps. (Minimum post/packing charge 65p.)"Access or Bare aycar ISB . . ea . . -

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Minimum VALVES VAT 
()rderfi IS INCLUDED, 

~~g~f ~:~ · EELL8s0o2s 31 .~~ : QSCV03-12 4.20! 6
6

AAMNB6A 
2
1.50

50
' 12AD 0.65Y 6o67 2.30!· 

. 1/400 4,50 . . 12AU7 0.60 · 6080 5.301 . 
A2'900 9.20 EL821 8.20 SCl/600 4.50 6A04 3.40 12AV6 o:95 ,61 46 4.S6 : 
ARB · 0.75 EL822 9.95 SP61 1.80 6AQ5 1.00 12AX7 0.65 61468 5.20 
ARP3 0.70 EM31 1.60 TI21 16.50 6AQ5W 1.80 12BA6 0.90 6360 2.85 
ATP4 . 0.60 EMSO 0.85 U25 1.15 6AS6 1.15 128E6 1.25 6550 . 6.60 
B12H 3.90 EM87 1.30 U26 1.15 6AT6 0.90 12BH7 1.10 6870 14.00 
CY31 1.40 EY51 0.95. U27 1.15 6AU6 0.60 12C8 0.65 8552 8.20 
DAF96 0.70 EYB i 0.65 U191 0.85 6AV6 0.85 12E1 18.95 6973 3.30• 
DET22 26.95 EYB6/87 0.60 U281 0.70 . 6AX4GT 1.30 12J5GT 0.55 7199 2.85' 
DF96 0.70 EY88 0.65: ,. U301 0.65 6AXSGT 1.30 · 12K7GT 0.70 3BP1 11.00 
DH76 0.75 EZ80 0.70 U600 11.50 6BA6 0.55 1;1K8GT 0.80 5FP7 18.00 
DL92 0.60 EZB1 0.70 U801 0.90 6BE6 0.60 12Q7GT 0.60 4CP1 32.00 
DY86/B7 0.65 GM4 5.90 UBC41 120 6BG6G 1.60 12SC7 0.65 88J 14.00 
DY802 0.70 GY501 1.30 UABCBO 0.75 6BJ6 1.30 12SH7 0.65 88L 14.00 

~~~~c 1 ~::~ g~!~ H~ ~i~: H~ i!~r :~ . ~~~GT Hi gg~~g !:! 
- ~~~gg/01 ~:~g ~~g~ ~ :~~ ~~~~ 1.75 ~W7 0.90 12Y4 0.70 DPM9-11 38.40 

ElBOCC 2.80 9.20* UCCBS g:~ 6C6 g-~ i~g; g-~ 013-3JGM 
1 

80 
E180F 6.30 KT88 8.95 UCFBO 1.30 6CH6 a:20 1306 o:80 4 ' : 

• E182CC 4.95 13.80• UCH42 1.65 6CL6 1.70 14S7 1.15 *spec. 0 
EA76 2.25 MH4 2.50 UCH81 0.75 6CX8 3.80 19AQ5 0.85 
EABCBO 0.60 ML6 '2.50 UCL82 0.95 6CY5 1.15 19G3 11.50 
EB91 0.60 MX10/01 21.50 UF41 1.35 6D6 0.70 '19G6 8.50 

PLUMBlCON 
P8003LF 
P800 IR 
PBOOIB 
X01020R 
X01020B 

EBC33 1.15 N78 · 9.90 UFBO 0.95 6EAB 3.20 19H5 39.55 
EBC90 0.90 OA2 0.70 UF85 0.95 6F6 1.60 2001 0.80 
EBFBO 0.60 082 0.80 UL84 0.95 6F6GB 1.10 20F2 0.85 
EBF83 0.60 PABCBO 0.60 UMBO 0.90 6F7 2.80 20E1 1.30 
EBF89 · 0.80 PCBS 0. 75 UM84 0.70 6F8G 0.85 20P1 0.65 

' g~~~ ~::g ~~~~ g::~ ~~~~ g:~~ · ~m ~:~ ~g~ ~:~ SPECIAL V. 

~~~~1 8::~ ~~~~0 ~:~~ VR105/30 1.25 ~m ~:~~ ~~~GT J·:. :g~ ~ggg~ 
~ggg~ g:~~ ~gg~ g:~~ ~~~50/30 J:~ ~m g~ ~~~ o:75 :~~~~ 
ECC84 0.60 PCC189 1.05 X61M 1.70 6F33 10.50 30C17 0.50 OM 25LB 
ECCBS 0.60 PCFBO 0.80 XR1·6400A 6FH8 4.20 30C18 O.SO YL 1420 
ECC86 1.70 PCF82 0. 70 82.90 6GAB 0 90 30F5 2·46 YL1430 
ECC88 0.80 PCF84 0.75 Z759 19.00 6GH8A 0:95 JOFL2 ~-.: YL 1440 
ECC189 0.95 PCF86 1.50 Z749 0.75 6H6 1.60 30FL 12 1:25 CiXU 6 
ECC804 0.90 PCF87 0.50 ZBOOU 3.45 6J4 1.35 30FL 14 2.15 CV1597 
ECF80 0.85 PCF200 1.60 Z80iU 3.75 6J4WA 2.00 30L1s 1.10 CV2116 
ECFB2 0.65 PCF201 1.65 ZB03U 16.00 6J5 2.30 30L17 1.10 BR 189 
ECF801 1.05 PCFBOO 0.50 Z900T 2.45 6J5GT 0.90 30P12 1.15 BR 179 

~~~~~ ~:~~ ~m~~ ~:~~ itl ~:~ ~~w g:: ~~m ~: g~m1 

ECH42 
ECH81 
ECH84 
ECLBO 
5CL82 
liiCL83 
ECL85 
E:CL86 
E'F37A 
EF39 
EFBO 
EF83 
EFB5 
EF86 
EF89 
EF91 
EF92 
EF95 
EF96 
EF183 
EF184 
EF812 
EFL200 
EH90 
EL32 
EL34 

2.10* PCF805 2.45 1R5 0.60 6JE6C 2.95 35L6GT 1.40 TY4-500 
1.20 PCF806 1.20 154 0.46 6JS6C 2.95 35W4 0.80 BK485/5552A 
0.70 PCFBOB 2.75 1S5 0.45 6K7 0.80 35Z4GT O.BG MIL 5948/1754 
0.80 PCH200 1.35 1T4 0.45 6L6M 2.80 40KD6 3.15 
0.70 PCLB1 0.75 1U4 0.80 6L6G 2.50 50C5 1.15 

u~ ~m~ g:~~ ~~~~ ~:~ ~t~8i u~ ~~G ~~ SN540~~ 0.2a· g:: PPCCLLBB065/851.2055 2K 1.85• 66LL718G 00.857 75C1 1.70 SN5410F 0.32 
1. 25 11.90 · 0 76 0.95 SN5470F 0.48 

2.15 PD500/510 4.30 2X2 1.15 6L06 2.95 78 0.95 SN54196J 1.20 
~:=~ PFL200 1.

80
10 33AA4 0.70 

6
6LKDG2SOA 0.70 80 1.70 SN7407N 0.29 

2. T2 2.40 2.70 85A2 1.40 SN7408N 0.18 
1.75 PL36 1.25 3D6 0.50 607G 1.30 2.55• SN7445P 0.85 

g:~~ ~m ~:~. ~~i~ ~::. ~~; ~:~ ~~f/8 1t: ~~j~~~ J: ~~ 
1.05 PL83 0.60 354 0.60 6SJ7 1.05 2.95* SN74L73N 0.38 

H~ ~t~ j:~ . i~~~~~ ~!:! ~~~~~ ~:5 :~:8 ~~~~ i~~~~~~N i1~ 
~:~ ~t!~ ~~ i~~~7M ~:5 ~~J ~::-= l§ ~D~Mj7~~~~ g:~ 
0.75 PY33 0.70 5U4G o:75 6V6GT 0:95 931A 13:80 sN 1 ~~2t~ gfs 
H~ ~m/800 Hi mgT i:~ !~~: ~:s ~ g:~ ~~~~6~~ ~:: 
1.80 PY83 0.80 5Z4G 0.75 6Y6G o:90 9595~ 01.60 · SN76033N 1.95 

2.90• PY88 0_85 sz4GT 1.05 624 0_70 .05 MC6800P 5.80 

mi ~:: ~~~ ~:~ ~~~i2 g:~ m n~ igr, iS ~g~~~~~A~:: 
nfi ~:§ ~s~~~:1g~::: ~~~i ~:~ ,~2 ~:S i:1 tE ~1~~~~~,J::: · 
EL91 4.20 OOV03-25A . 6AKij g:: . ;g~~~ ~:~t ~~ ~:: MCM6810A~.40 
~m4 ~:~~ QQVOS/40~1.20 ~~t~w O.So 11E2 19.50 6!!60 1.95 6340-1J 3.60 

HB03 5.90 16.10 6AM5 ~:~ {~~6 g-~ ~: r~ ~:~~:~g g:~ 
. VALVES AND TRANSISTORS .FIELD . TELEPi·iONES . TYP-E ":i';. 
~~~:i~~~~~9~~~t~~~~sa~~re~~~~j4jrg~~~~tors, etc: Tropical, in metal cases. 

"010" cable for field telephones. 10-LINE MAGNETO! 

Geiger Muller Tubes GM4, MX120101 and others. SWITCHBOARD. Can work with 

PRICESMAYVARY every type of magneto tele-

~~:rA~f!n~gr~gfsrESTING Transceivers A40, phones. 

HARNESS "A" & "B" CONTROL UNITS "A" "R" POSTAGE: £1-£345p; £3-£5 55p; 

~~~~e;~;a·;ri~i~~~~~~~es No 5, 6, 7 connectors, £5-£10 60p; £10-£15 75p; £15-

DRUM C~BLE continuous connection YC 00433. £20 90p; over £20 free. 

COLOMOR 
(ELECTRONICS L TO.) 

170 Goldhawk Rd., London W.12 

Tel. o1~743 oa99- · 
or 01-749 3934 

Open Monday to Friday. 
9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. 

. WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

Happy Memories 
hrt~~ 1d 
4116 200ns .95 
4116 250ns .90 
2114 200ns Low power 1.25 
2114 450ns Low power 1.20 
4118 250ns 3.45 
6116 150ns CMOS 6.95 
2708 450ns 1.95 
2716 450ns 5 volt 2.25 
2716450nsthree rail 6.40 
2732 450ns Intel type 4.25 
2532 450ns Texas type 4.95 

25-99 
.85 
.80 

1.15 
1.10 
3.15 
6.45 
1.85 
2.15 
6.00 
3.95 
4.70 

100 up 
.65 
.60 
.95 
.90 

2.65 
5.65 
1.65 
1.95 
4.95 
3.35 
4.20 

Z80A-CPU £4.75 Z80A-PIO £4.25 Z80A-CTC £4.25 
Low profile IC sockets: Pins 

Pence 
8 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 40 
9 10 11 14 15 18 19 25 33 

Soft-sectored floppy discs per 10 in plastic library case: 
5-inch SSSD £17.00 . 5-inch SSDD £19.25 5-inch DSDD £21.00 
B-inch SSSD £19.25 . 8-inch SSDD £23.65 8-inch DSDD £25.50 
7~LS series n:L, large stocks at low prices with · D.I.Y. 
discounts startmg at a mix of just 25 pieces. Write or 
phone for list. 

Please add 30p post and packing to orders 
under £15 and V~A.T. to total 

Access and Barclaycard welcome 
.24-hour service on {054-422) 618 

Government and Educational orders welcome, £15 
minimum 

Trade accounts operated: Phone or write for details 
Prices are still tending to drop - phone for a quote 

before you buy 

HAPPY MEMORIES (WW) 
GLADESTRV, KINGTON 

HEREFORDSHIRE HRS 3NY 
, Tel: (054-422) 618 or 628 

CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
PIANOS SPECIALISTS SINCE 1972 

DOMESTIC OR STAGE 
SIX OR 7Y4 OCTAVES 

fi> "" ;i!J.frl':.:: .'} BAND·BOI 
. ~Fi~J.Ie0~~~~ ~~~~in~ 
Chord Instrument. KITS OR MANUFACTURED 

VOCAL & INSTRU- ~05re~6~~g~a~cr;;;~~~ 
. io~~ ~f~~u~~~:~~=~ ~M~E~N~T~A_:L~SO~L~O~IS~T~S~I-~~~~~~~_J 
tive action simulat
ing piano key inertia 
by patented tech· 
mque. 

MASTER RHnHM 
~~e~ ~rorJ~cH'1'1N~ 
Twenty-four patterns. 

Four mixable voices ~~~~vrr~~~~u ~~~ktss 
for serious tone sequenceoperation. 
~~~~\~ot~i~ n c ~o1r~~ 1-----~-~-...,;;;.;.-:;,:;;.,;:,;;.::...::.=::..,.,.-1 
and flanger effects. 

Component Kits in
clude Keyboard. 

Full Kits further con-~J~~~~~~~,;~~ln!rmrif'l!<r-J 
tain : Cabinets, Har· 
ness, Power Amp 
,and Speaker 

WW - 017 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

TELEVISION SOUND TUNER 
for hi-fi reproduction and the hard of hearing 

Get the best from television programmes by connecting the MINIM 
TELEVISION SOUND TUNER through your hi-fi system or listening 
directly on headphones. Suddenly music, wildlife and even the 
news comes to life. 

Particularly useful for the HARD-OF-HEARING enabling them to ' M ,· n ,· M 
listen at a high volume without disturbing others. -------------------, 
Please send me further information on Minim Audio Ltd., Ambi-
sonic Decoders/Weekly Programmable/Daily Timers I 

. Name ................................................................................................ . 

Address ............................................................................................. . 

O O O O O O O O 
0 

O O O O O O O ~ O O O 
0 

O O O O O 
0 0 0 

0 °: 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o 0 o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 o 0 0 I 0 o o 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

...... .-................................. : . ..... ..................................... ...... ........ WW12 

make a note 
of our name! 

Minim Audio Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham 
Slough SL 1 7NV. Tel: Burnham 63724 

WW - 084 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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POWER - hydraulic drive 

PRECISION · - · feedback 
closed loop system 

PROGRAMMABILITY 
dedicated 
I.A. Processor 

POWERTRAN-

PUBLICATION -
November-March Issues 

R 
0 
B 
0 
T 
s 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
THAN DAR 

Digital Multimeters (LED): 

PDM35 £34.50 DM235 £52.50 
Digital Multimeters (LCD): 
TM351 £99.00 TM352 £49.95 
TM353 £75.00 TM354 £39.95 

Pulse Gen : TG105 £85.00 
Oscilloscope: SC110 £139.00 
Pre-Scaler: TP600 £37.50 

Function Gen: TG100 £79.00 Handheld Multimeters: 
2035A £64.00 2037 A £82.00 
9-0igit Frequency Meter: 
86108 £89.00 
Function Generator (assembled) : 

Frequency meters: 

PFM200 £49.80 TF040 £110.00 
TF200 £145.00 

P&P - £1.00 

5020A £86.00 

P&P- £1.00 

SAFGAN DUAL TRACE SCOPES 
DT-41 0 £169 DT-415 £175 DT-420 £188 
Probe (X1-REF-X1 0) - £11.50. P&P £2 or parcel 
service£6.50 (+VAT) . 

- --------· -------
Many more instruments available from all these ranges 

ADD 15% VA TON ALL PRICES 

All prices correct at 1-8-81 E&OE 
Cash with order or Credit Card 
CATALOGUE AVAILABLE (30p) 

>----~-------

DAROM SU,PPLIES 
Open : Mon .-Fri. 9 .00 a . m .-5.30 p . m . 

Callers welcome 

4 Sandy Lane, Stockton Heath 

WARRINGTON, WA4 2AY, CHESHIRE 

Telephone: (Q925) 64764 

- --------- ---------' 

WW- 025 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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LEADER 
next 

month 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

New production capacity at Canterbury has increased our range, 
decreased our prices, improved our special customer 
design service. Choose from toroidal transformers in . 
a range of 98 types. 

0 
d . 

r er usmg 
TYPE SERIES SECONDARY 

No Valls 

30VA 1X010 6+6 
70x30mm 1X011 9+9 

041Kg 1X01? 1?+1? 
Regulat1on 1X013 11+ 11 

RMS PRICE 
Current 1nc VAT 

?50 £5 28 
166 +0 87p 
121 p,p 

100 

PRICE 
ex VAl 

[448 
+0 87p 

PIP 

the FREEPOST 
coupon below. 
Trade enquiries are welcome. 
Supplied with rigid mounting kit with centre bolt . 18% 1X014 18+ 18 0 83 

1X011 22+22 068 
1X016 25+?1 0 60 steel and neoprene washers. GUARANTEED 5 YEARS 
1X017 30+30 0 !>0 

!>O VA ?X010 6+6 416 £5 B3 [493 ' TYPE SERIES SECONOA~Y RMS PRICE PRICE 
No VOl IS Currer. I me VAT ex VAl 

80x35mm 2X011 9+9 ?77 +[1 10 + f110 
09Kg 2XOl2 12+12 208 PIP PIP 

Regulat1on ?X013 1\+11 166 
13°:o 2X014 18+ 18 138 

?X011 22+21 1 !3 
2X016 ?5 +21 100 
?X017 30+30 083 
<X028 110 041 
2X029 220 022 
2X030 240 0 20 

80VA 3X010 6+6 664 £6 51 t547 

?2!>VA 6X01? 1-2+1? 938 [11 83 f1006 
110x45mm 6XOf3 1~+ I~ 7JU +£1 73 +[1 73 

2 ?Kg 6X014 18+18 6?5 PIP P•P 
Regul.ll10n 6X015 ??+?2 511 

7°1o 6X016 15+?5 410 
6X017 30+30 375 
6X018 35+35 311 
6X016 40+40 ?81 
6X0?5 45+4~ ?50 
6X033 10+50 ??5 
6X018 110 . 2 04 

90x30mm 3X011 9+9 H4 +[1 43 +f143 6X0?9 120 1 0? 
1Kg JX012 12+12 333 PIP PIP 

Regu lal1on 3X013 15+ 1\ 266 
12% 3X014 18+18 222 

3X01 5 22+22 181 
3X016 20+?5 160 
3X017 30+30 133 
3X028 110 071 
3X029 no 0 36 
3X030 ?40 0 33 

6X030 140 0 93 

300VA 7X013 15+15 1000 [1367 £11 66 
110xJOmm 7X014 18+ 18 833 +[1 73 +£1 73 

?6Kg 7X015 1?+21 6 8? PIP PIP 
Regu1a11ro 7XOI6 ?5+?5 600 

6% IX017 30+30 500 
IXOI8 3~+ 35 428 
7X0?6 40+40 375 
7X025 41+45 333 

120VA 4X010 6+6 10 00 f7 51 £638 IX033 50+50 3 00 
90x40mm 4X011 9+9 666 +fl 43 +[1 43 

1 2K9 4X012 12+ 11 500 , PIP PIP 
Regu tat1on 4X013 15+ !J •oo 

7X018 110 ?7? 
IX019 ??0 136 
7X030 240 1?5 

11% 4X014 18+ 18 333 
4X015 22+21 272 
4X016 25+21 240 
4X017 30+30 2 00 
4X018 35 + 31 171 
4X028 110 109 
4X0?9 1?0 0 54 

SOOVA 8X016 25+25 10 00 [1617 [1553 
140x60mm 8X017 30+30 8 33 +£2 05 +£( 05 

4Kg 8X0 18 35+35 714 PIP PIP 
RegulatiOn 8X016 40+40 6?5 

4% 6X025 45+45 S55 
8X033 50+50 500 

4X030 240 0 50 6X04? ~5+55 454 

160VA 5X011 9+9 889 £9 91 £B44 
110x40mm 5X012 12 + 12 666 +£143 +[143 

18Kg 5X013 1) + 15 5 33 PIP P•P 
Regu lation 5X014 18x18 444 

8··. 5X01 5 22 +?1 363 
5X016 25 +?5 320 

8X018 110 454 
8X029 no ??7 
8X030 140 ?08 

625VA 9X017 30+30 10 41 [2510 £2154 
140x75mm 9X018 35+35 8 91 +£( 10 +£210 

5Kg 9X016 40+40 7 81 PIP PIP 

5X017 30+30 ;> 66 Regulat10n 9X015 45+45 694 
5X018 35+35 2?8 4% 9X033 50+50 6?5 
5X026 40 +40 200 9X042 55+55 568 
5X028 110 141 9X0?8 110 568 
5X029 220 071 9X019 120 ?84 
5X030 240 0 66 9X030 ?40 2 60 

IMPORTANT: Regulation -All voHages quoled are FULL LOAD. Please add regulation tigure to secondary 
voHage to obtain oft load voltage. 

The benefits of ILP toroidal transformers 
ILP toroidal transformers are only half the weight and height ·of their laminated 

equivalents . and are available with 110V. 220V or 240V primaries coded as follows 
For 110V primary insert "0 .. in place of "X .. in type number. 
For 220V primary (Europe) insert "1 " in place of ·•x" in type number. 
For 240V primary (UK) insert ''2" in place of · ·x ·· in type number. 
How to order Freepost: 

Use this coupon . or a separate sheet of paper to order these producls. or any 
products from other ILP Electronics advertisements. No stamp is needed if you address to 
Free post. Cheques and postal orders must be crossed and payable to ILP Electronics Ltd: cash 
must be registered. C. 0. D. -add £1 to total order value. ~ccess and Barclaycard welcome. 
All UK orders sent post free with tn 7 days of recetpt of order for smgle and small quantity orders 
Also available at Eleclrovalve. Maplm . Marshalls. Technomalic and .Watford Electronics . --------Please send me the following 
ILP modules _____ _ 

Total purchase price 

93 

I 
Int. Money Order D I I enclose Cheque D 

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No. 

Postal Orders D 

Name 

Address . ___ .. 

Signature 

I 
WWI/12 I 

Post to ILP Electromcs Lid . Freepost 2. Graham Bell House. Roper Close I 
Canterbury CT2 7EP. Ken l. England . 
Telephone (0227)54778 Techmcal (02271 b4723 Telex 965780 

I 
'- -- . . 13!!. ,/ 
STAYAHEAD.STAY WITH US. 

WW- 011 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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LINSLEY HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER 2 

-· 
· Our new improved performance model of the Linsley Hood Cassette Recorder incorporates our 
VFL 910 vertical front mechanism and circuit modifications to increase dynamic range. Board 
layouts have been altered and improved but retain the outstandingly successful mother-and
daughter arran11ement used on our Linsley-Hood Cassette Recorder 1. 
This latest vers1on has the followin!l extra features: Ultra low wow-and-flutter of .09% - easily 
meets DIN Hi-Fi spec. Deck controls latch in rewind modes and do not have to be held. Full Auto
stop on all modes. Tape counter with memory rewind. Oil damped cassette door. Latching record 
button for level setting. Dual concentric input level controls. Phone output. Microphone input 
facility if required. Record interlock prevents rerecordi"JJ on valued cassettes. Frequency generat
ing feedback servo drive motor with built-in speed control for thermal stability. All these desirable 
and useful features added to the excellent design of the Linsley-Hood circuits and the quality of 
the components used makes this new kit comparable with built-up units of much higher cost than 
the modest, £94.90 + VAT. we ask for the complete kit. 

LINSLEY -HOOD CASSETTE RECORDER 1 

We are the Designer Approved suppliers of kits for this excellent design. The Author's reputation 
tells all you need to know about the circuitry and Hart expertise and expenence guarantees the 
eng 1 ~eermg des1gn of the k1t. Advanced features include: High-quality separate VU meters with 
excellent ball1st1cs. Controls, sw1tches and sockets mounted on PCB to eliminate difficult wirinQ. 
Proper moulded escutcheon for cassette aperture improves appearance and removes the need' 
for the cassatt~ transport to be set back behind a narrow finger trapping slot. t:asy to use, robust 
Lenco mechan1sm. Sw1tched b1as and equalisation for different tape formulations. All wiring is 
term mated With plugs and sockets for easy assembly and test. Sophisticated modular PCB system! 
g1ves a spac1ous, easily-built and tested layout. All these features added to the high-quality 
metalwork make this a most satisfying kit to build. Also included ai no extra cost is our latest HS · 
~~ 6~n~~~ ~~y super head, available separately at £8.20 but included free with the complete kit 

~:~;:~;so~~~~es~~;~~~~~~~~~~s"c~i~~"a'~~~7; j~~- ~~~~ fSp. No VAT. 

Part Cost of Post, Pack ing and Insurance 
Order up to £10- 50p 
g~~~'£5~~£tf.~g9 -£1 P&P Export Orders -t;o6~cgue~;~t~fig~Jn~t ~~~tdN~~ 

Please send 9 x 4 S.AE. or telephone for lists giving fuller details and 
price breakdowns. 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 'WINTON' TUNER 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

LINSLEY-HOOD 300 SERIES AMPLIFIERS 

-These latest desi'gns from the drawing board of John Linsley-Hood, engineered to the very 
'highest standard, represent the very best that is ava ilable on the kit market today. The delicacy 
and transparency of the tone quality enable these amplifiers to outperform, on a side-by-side 
comparison, the bulk of amplifiers in the commercial market-place and even exceed the high 
standard set by his earlier 75-watt design. . . 
Three versions are offered, a 30-watt with Darlington output transistors, and a 35- and 45-watt, 
both with Mosfet output devices. All are of identical outside appearance which is designed to 
match and stack with our Linsley-Hood cassette recorder 2. . 
As with all Hart kits the constructors interests have been looked after in a unique way by reducing 
the conventional (and boring) wiring almost to the point of extinction. 
Any of these kits represents a most cost-effective route to the very highest sound quality with the 
extra bonus ofthe enjoyment of building a sophisticated piece of equipment. 

. 30-watt Darlington amplifier, fully integrated with tone controls and magnetic pick-up facility. 
Total cost of all parts is £81.12. Special offer price for complete kits £72. 
35-watt Mosfet amplifier. Total cost of parts £98.41. Special offer for complete kits, £87.40. 
45-watt Mosfet amplifier. Total cost of parts £104.95. Special offer price for complete kits £94.80. 

· Reprints of orig inal Articles from Hi-Fi News 50p. Post free. No VAT. 
Reprints of MOSFET article 25p. No VAT. Post free. 

FEED YOUR MICRO BYTES WITH OUR 
SOLENOID CONTROLLED CASSETTE DECK 

Front loading deck with full solenoid control of all functions including optional search in fast wind 
modes. 12 volt operation. Fitted 3-digit memory counter and Hall IG Motion Sensor. Standard 
erase and stereo R/P Heads. Cheapest price ever for all these features. Only £38.90 plus VAT. Full 
technical specification included. 

BARGAIN CASSETTE DECK, brand-new Top L.oad, manual deck mechanism with 3-digit counter, 
stereo rip ~nd erase heads •. 12v. D.C. governed motor and auto-stop solenoid. 
Cheap enough to use as spares at only £5 + V.A.T: and post. 

HART TRIPLE-PURPOSE TEST CASSETTE TC1 
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU level, head azimuth and tape speed. 
Invaluable when fitting new heads. Only £2.70 plus VAT. and 50p postage. 

CASSETTE HEADS 
HS16 SENDUST ALLOY SUPER HEAD. Stereo RIP. Longer life than Permalloy. Higher output than 

~'g~~'lit~~~~a~~~~:~~;~/p heesfd°F;re;e~~~~~~en't"~~he~~~a~~r-pi~v~~·~·:~!~ :: : ::· ·· · :: : : :::::::: : : :::: :: : ::: : :gg 
~~~o5~t:~ra~ ~;:s~~:a~~o~~EATW~aep;_o_rn~'.e.'~-~i'~-~-a.t~ :: :::: :: :·::·:: ·: :: :: :::: .... .. .... ... ... ... .... .. .... :: ~U~ 
H524 Standard Ferrite Erase Head.. ...... ..... .. ..... ...... ....................... £1.50 
4-Track R/P Head. Standard Mounting ...................... .. ............. ...... ..... .. .. .......... .. . .... .. ..... .. .... .. ...... £7.40 
R484 2/2 (Double Mono) R/P Head. Std. Mtg .. ...... .. ....... . ............... .... ... ... ........ ...... ... . .. .... ........ £4.90 

.ME151 2/2 Ferrite Erase. Large Mtg .. .. . .......... .. .. .... .. ..... ...... .... .......... . .. .... .... .. .. £4.25 
CCE/8M 2/2 Erase. Std. Mtg .. ......... .. ... ......... .......... ..... .... ... £7.90 

All prices plus VAT 

Brilliant new TED rule designed Tuner with everything! Gives you fantastic stereo f.m. reception 
w1th pilot cancelling decod.er i.e., fluorescent display, digital frequency readout along with clock 
and timer functions. In add1tion to f.m. covers l.w., m.w., s.w. and even TV sound. Further details• 
are in our lists; send for your copy. 

Instant easy ordering, telephone your 
requirements and credit card number to us on 

Oswestry (0691) 2894 

LOW VOLTAGE 
POWER DRILLS 

AND ACCESSORIES 
Illustration shows Titan Drill and Stand 
(Price £27 inc. VAT .and Postage) which 
is one of the combinations which can be 
purchased from our comprehens ive range 
of Drills and Accessories . 
Prices from £8.34 (Reliant Drill only) inc . 
VAT and Postage . 

Send 25p for Catalogue . 

A. D. BAYLISS & SON L TO~ 
Jr""'W; PFERA WORKS, REDMARLEY 
~: GLOUCESTER GL 19 3JU • 
Barclaycard. Access Welcome" 

Tel. Bromesberrow (053 181) 273 
·Stockists: Richards Electric, Gloucester 

D & D Models, Hereford 
Hoopers of Ledbury 
·Hobbs of Ledbury 

P.&R. COMPUTER SHOP 
IBM GOLFBALL PRINTER 3982, £70 

EPSON MX-80 80.GPs 3982 IBM 1/0 PRINTERS DOT 
MATRIX PRINTER WITH SPECIAL INTERFACES. 
VDUs, ASCII KEYBOARDS, ASR, KSR, TELETYPES, 
PAPER TAPE READERS, PAPER TAPE PUNCHES, 
SCOPES, TYPEWRITERS, FANS 4" 5" 6". POWER 
SUPPLIES, STORE CORES, TEST EQUIPMENT AND 
MISCELLANEOUS COMPUTER EQUIPMENT. 
OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9 a.m.-5 p.m., 
SATURDAYTILL 1 p.m. 

COMEANDLOOKAROUND 
SALCOTT M ILL, GOU)HANGER ROAD 

HEYBRIDGE, ESSEX 
PHONE MALDON (0621) 57440 

WW - 063 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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CASH 
AND 

CARRY 

TRADE COUNTER 
NOW OPEN _ 

Everything you'll need to sell in 
CB RADIO 

YES EVERYTHING! 

SWRs - POWER SUPPLIES - ANTENNAS 
P.A. HORNS - RECEIVERS - RIGS - SPARES 
AND MUCH MUCH MORE. WE ALSO STOCK 
WATCHES - CORDLESS PHONES - WALKIE 
TALKIES VIDEO TAPES ELECTRONIC 

GAMES AND ACCESSORIES 

.TRADE ONLY 

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS 
COMMUNICATIONS HOUSE 
5 STATION ROAD- LITTLEPORT- CAMBS. 

TEL: ELY(0353)860185 

WW - 021 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

RECEIVER UNIT R278 ground Mil UHF Rx 225/400Mc/s in 
1750 chan. any 10 of these plus 1 service chan. can be selec
ted from front of Rx triple conv. Rx uses 38 crystals, no e?<t. 
crystal req., for use on 230v 600 ohm 2 watt 0/P w1th 
handbook for 19" rack mt. about 50Kg £87. PAN & TILT 
HEADS for 230v 360' pan 90' tilt HD for o/s use £35. 
RADIOSONDE UNITS MK. 2 3 valves unitTx on 27Mc/s meas. 
Temp, Press, RH. new con d. with chart & eire. £6.50. also type 
M.60 more modern at £12.50. RADAR T.S. Q Band combma
tion TS with W.M. 33/37 Gz, Tunable Klystron High power, 
Wattmeter, CW, Pulse or FM 0/P as 3 WG swts. note 400c liP 
£85. Sig. Gens CT480 X Band £85, CT538 C Band £115, UHF 
Glide Slope Sig. Gen. UHF 329/335Mc/s £55. X Band Sp_ec. 
Analyzer Head unit with 2x Bal. Mixers, Atten. Wavegu1de 
Swt., Tunable filter, selection of WG.16 parts etc. £85. COAX 
RELAYS min. type 50 ohm 24v with conn. £5. TRANS AUTO 
200/250v to 115v 560 watt enclosed £14.50. HT Trans. 230v to 
1500-0-1500 at 750Ma £25. CT373 Audio bench TS 17c/s to 
170Kc, Osc., Dist. meas. set & VTVM new cond. 240v £80. 
BATTERIES Nick. Cad. Type in 6v 550 Ma/Hr. at £4.50 & 12v 
550Ma/Hr. at £6.50 both tubular tvoe new. STANDARD 
CELLS Muirhead 1.01859 volts £5.75. HELIPOT DIALS Colvern 
10 Tr. £1.50. Beckman 15 Tr. £2.50. DECCA NAV. Bench sig. 
gen. with freq. change ass £115. DRIFT RECORDERS old 
WW.2 A/C item £12.50, also G.P.I. Mk. 1c £10.50. MIKES FIST 
TYPE ex Navy nom. 25 ohm with press to talk swt. dynamic 
noise cancelling with ext. cord. £3.80. POWER UNITS Plessey 
200/250v 1/P reg 0/P 28v DC at 15 amps made to run A/C RT 
units complete in case most have faulty con~rol reactors 
(spare available) £38 also C trans. from these w1th rect. £25. 
REC TAPE by Ampex 3600 ft. on 10112" SPOOLS %" Mil. 
Spec. new £7.50. HEAT & LIGHT UNITS 115v 500 watt 7" dia. 
new 2 for £5.40. BLOWERS H.D. type single ended 240v 
outlet 21f2"x31f2" new £11.50. BULK TAPE ERASERS for BCC , 
A/Port recorders 230v £65. RF WATI METERS part of I.LS test 
equip. 75 ohm 0/60 watt £12.50. 

Above prices include Carr. & VAT. Goods ex equip. unless 
stated new, fuller spec. on above on List 27 available F.O.C. 

A. H. Supplies 
122 Handsworth Road, Sheffield 59 4AE. Tel. 444278 (0742) 

Because ILP MOSFET power amps give you ultra-fi 
performance without costing big money. Performance you 
thought you couldn't afford at a price you know 
you can. 

· AIIILP modules are compatible with 
each other- you ' ll find many more in other ILP 
ads in this magazine. Choose ILP MOSFET power 
amps when you need the fastest possible slew 
rate , low distortion at high frequencies. better 
thermal stability. MOSFET power amps work 
with complex loads without difficulty and 
without crossover distortion . Connection is simple 
-via 5 pins. With other ILP modules you can 
create almost any audio system. whatever your age 
or experience. 

ILP MOSFET power amps are now available with . 
integral heatsink (no extra heatsink required). or ready for 
mounting on to your own heatsink or chassis. Full dissipation detail on data sheet. 
available on request. Each carries a 5 year no quibble guarantee and comes with full 
~doo~ · 

Send your order FREEPOST today on the coupon at the foot of this ad. 

' " g F 'l K Hz LOAO • 811 
EXCEPT MOS 400 Load impedance, all 

i LOA0 • 411 

i 
models . 4 ohm- infinity 

~ § ~ 
Input impedance, all 

~ 001'1, !2<>-. . models 100K ohm 
0 Input sensitivity, all ~ ~ ~ ·DISTORTION CONTENT models. 500 mV 

IS BELOW NOISE LEVEL Frequency response; 
§ 000lri

1
w 

>W •ow IOOW :toOW ~SOW all models 15Hz-5.DkHz-3db 
OUTPUT POWER 

MOSFET Ultra-Fi with heatsinks 
DISTORTION 

Output T.H.D. I. M.D. Supply Wt Price Price 
Model No. power Typ 50Hz/7kHz voltage Sizemm gms inc. VAT ex. VAT 

wattsrms al1kHz 4.1 Typ/Max 
. ~---~- - -- - :-:----- - - -- - r-- --

MOS 120 60w/4-8Q <0 005% <0.006% ±45±50 120x78x40 420 £29.76 £25.88 
-------- -- --- - -

850 08As 
---

MOS 200 120w/4·8Q <0.005% <0.006% ±55±60 120x78x80 £33 .46 
--- -- ----~ ~ 

MOS 400 240w /4fl <0.005% <0.006% :t55±60 120 X 78 X 100 1025 £52 .20 £45.39 

MOSFET Ultra-Fi without heats inks 

MOS 120P 60w/4-8n <0005% <0006% ±45±50 120x 26 x40 215 £26.82 £23.32 
---- -------------- ---- - --

MOS 200P 120w/4-8Q <0 .005"/o <0 . 006~/u ±55±60 120x26 xso 420 £32.81 £28.53 
-- t------- ·-- - . --- · - --· ---~-:- -- r-- -- ,--- -

MOS 40.0P 240w /4!1 <0 .005% <0006% ±55±60 120 x26 x 100 525 £44.75 £38.91 

Protection: 
Able to cope with complex loads. without the need for very special protection circuitry 

(fuses will suffice) 
Ultra-fi specifications: 

Slew rate 20Vf.ls. Rise time3f.1S. S/N ratio 100db. Frequency response (-3d8) 
15Hz-100kHz. · Input sensitivity 500mVrms. Input impedance 100k. Damping factor 
(8Q/100Hz)>400. 
How to order Freepost: 

Use this coupon. or a separate sheet of paper. to order these products. or any 
products from other I LP Electronics advertisements . No stamp is needed 1f you address to 
Freepost. Cheques and postal orders must be crossed and payable to I LP Electrontcs Ltd: cash 
must be regis tered. C.O .D.- add £1to total order value . Access and Barclaycard welcome. 
All UK orders sent post free within 7 days of receipt of or de(. _ ---------
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•~tr~B&IIGtrae••••(AVIP •• )&IP•~ 
Registered in England 11 79820 O 

1
_
74 7 1555 

9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. 
267 & 270 ACTON LANE, LONDON W4 5DG. Telephone: 01 _994 6275 ~~:ri~~~·us 

STABILISED POWER SUPPLIES 
FARNELL A15: 210/240V IP. Dual Op. 12-17v per rail at 

I ~· , WOmA. Remote sensing, current limit protection. (164 x 130 
1

1 ',x 38mm), with manual. £12. . 
FARNELL7/3SC: '120/240V IP. Adjustable current limit. Re
mote sensing. (188 x 96 x 93mm). Two versions available: 

I · 15Vat 2A or 30V at 1A. £15 ea. 
COUTANT OA2: Op. amp, psu, 120/240V IP. Dual Op. 12-15v 
at 100mA. (138 x 80 x 45mm). £12 ea. or 2 for £22. 

BRANDENBURG Photomultiplier PSU. 19in. rack mounting. 
Metered, current limit protection. 
374 300V-1 KV at 5mA. ' 376 660V-1 K6V at 1Om A. 
375 ·soov" 1 K5V at 6mA. All models £40. 
Photo multiplier tubes available. 
PIONEER MAGNETICS POWER SUPPLIES ... 5V 150 amp, 
output input 115 vac. (Switchmode). Price £120 each. 
Various other makes of power supplies in stock. Please send 
for lists. S.A.E. please. 
SPECIAL OFFER. 10MFD 500v ECC 20p ea., 10,000 MFD 16v 
Mullard 35p ea ., 3,300 MFD 40v Mullard 35p ea. 10~tF/63v 
WIMA polyester 10% 40p ea. Larqe quantities available. 

5 million Disc Ceramics in stock. Ceramic 
plate. Multi-layer ceramic. Low voltage discs. 
Monolithics. Ceramics. High voltage discs. 
Subminiature plate, epoxy cased. Send for 
lists or please phone for details. 

4 MILLION 
I.T.T. ELECTROLYTICS NEW 

AND BOXED NOW IN STOCK 
EN 1212 AXIAL EN 1235 RADIAL 

The whole range available at unbeatable 
· prices. Send for List . 
PYE HEAD CLEANING CAS
SETTES. Brand new or 
boxed, 50pea. 
CASSETTE DECKS: With ste
reo heads, mechanically
complete, but with no 
electronics . Smart black 
modern finis_h. £5.00 
We have very large quanti
ties of Disc Ceramics High 
Voltage, Plate, etc. 
Special offer 0.1/16v at 
£15/1000. Please send for 
our Disc Ceramic Stock Lists. 

PIHER PRESETS 
Very large stocks, PT10, 
PT15 enclosed types. Please 
send for our preset list. Most 
values 100R-5M 

HEAVY DUTY 
KEYSWITCHES 

2P 12A 600V AC 
8P 1 dA 380V AC 
10P 12A600VAC 
49mm 0 Fascia . 

£1.50 
£3.00 
£3.00 

We have the following quan
tities of low profile GOLD 
PLATED I.C. sockets manu
factured by Winslow, 

discount on quantity. One 
off prices as follows: 
8 PIN-9P.; 14 PIN-10p; 16 
PIN-11 p; 18 PIN-16p; 20 
PIN-18p; 22 PIN-22p; 24 
PIN-22p; 28 PIN-26p; 40' 
PIN-30p. 
CANNON 15w sockets, D 
type or Souvrian/McMurdo 
DA15S GOp ea. -Also Cannon 
9w plug, brand new, 60p ea. 
WELWYN STRAIN GAUGE. 
(Precision Micro-Mea
surements). Romulus Miche- · 
gan type MA-09-500B4-350. 
Our price £1.25 ea. List price 
£3.85. Large quantities avail
able. 

3f4 " 15 Turn Cermet Trim pot 
1 OOb. 1 off price, 20p. By 
Beckman & A.B. Full range 
available. 
REDPOINT HEATSINK, Type 
TV4 15p ea. 1 off price. 
Discount on quantity. 
We have the following Wel
wyn. 1% Resistors available, 
2K, 3K, 10K, 20K, 30K, 1 Meg. 
Price 25p ea. Type 4802. 

D TO A CONVERTERS 
15MHz, 8 BIT 

By Micro Consultants Ltd. 500 cable drive op. Linearity 
0.25%, max. 0.125% typ. Settling time: 2V step 70nS typ. 
2MV step 50nS colour television transmission stand,ard. Diff. 
gain 0.5% diff. phase shift 0.5° types rad 802 and MC2208/8. 
Unused. Ex-maker's pack. 

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE: £20 

Telex 291429 · 
TRANSFORMERS 1 O,OOOuF/1 OOV Elec~rolytic 

3-0-3V 1 OOmA £1.06 Capacitor type 36D by Spra-
5-0-5V 400mA £1.25 gue £3.50 each. Brand new 
6-0-6V 100mA £1.14 and boxed. 
6-0-6V 250mA £1.16 Switchcraft XLR Connectors 
0/6-0/6 280mA £2.00 always in stock. Discounts 
8-0-8V 400mA £1.25 on quantity. 
9-0-9V 75mA £1.14 ALUMINIUM BOXES: ·· 9-0-9V 3A £3.00 
11V 2A 22V 1A £2.00 
12-0-1250mA £1.18 
12-0-12V 100mA £1.48 
12V 130mA £0.80 
12-0-12V 250mA £1.94 
12V 1A5 £1.25 
13V + 6.5V Sec 2 Amp £2.00 
0-12 0-12 96VA £8.00 
15V 1 OOmA £1.00 
0/12-0/12 500+500mA £2.96 
9-0-9V 1 Amp £2.64 
12-0-12V 1 Amp £3.36 
15-0-15V 1 Amp £3.62 
15V 100mA £1 .00 
17V 300mA £1.50 
30, 24, 20, 15, 12 84 1 Amp 

£4.84 
6.3V 1.5 Amp £2.64 . 
6-0-GV l.5.Amp £3.20 
20-0-20 400mA £1.80 
22-0-22 50mA £1.00 
24V 1 OOmA £1·.00 
24V 250mA £1.50 
25V + 6.2V Sec 1.6 Amp 

£1.90 
30, 24, 20, 15, 12 2 Amp 

£7.96 
9-0-9V 2 Amp £4.70 
12V 2 Amp £4.84 
20-0-20V 2 Amp £6.98 
30-0-30V 2 Amp £7.96 
30V 250mA . £1.50 
30-25-0-25-30 1 A6 £6.00 
0-2-4-6-8-10 5A £6.00 
4-WAY DPDT AND 5·WAY 
DPDT OIL SWITCHES, by 
ERG Components and CTS. 
Gold contacts SOp ea. Brand 
new and boxed. 
BUZZERS, 6v and 12v, SOp 

AB7 5.25x2.50x 1.50in. (133.4x63.5x38.1mm) 
£0.96 

ABB 4x4x 1.50in. (101 .6x 101.6x38.1mm) £0.96 
AB9-4x2.25x1.50in. (101.6x57.2x38.1mml £0.96 
AB 10 4x 5.25x 1.50in. (101 .6x 133.4x38.1mml 

£1.12 
AB114x2.50x2in.(101.6X63.5x50.8mm) £0.96 
AB12 3x2x1in. (76.2x50.8x25.4mm) £0.70 
AB13 5x4x2m. (152 4x101 6x50 Bmm) £1.38 
AB147x5x2m. (l77 8x127.0x508mm) £1.64 . 
AB15 Bx6x3m. (203 2x152.4x76.2mm) £1.98 
AB1610x7x3in. (254.0x177.8x76.2mm) £2.70 
AB1710x4.50x3in. (254.0x 114.3x76.2mm) £2.28 
AB18 12x5x3in. (304.8X127.0x76.2mm) £2.52 
AB1912x8x3in. (304.Bx203.2x76.2mm) £3.04 

BLUE REXINE COVERED 
ALUMINIUM BOXES 

RB1 6x4.50x2.50in. (152.4x 114.3x53.50mm) 
£1.96 

RB2 Sx5x3in. (203.2x 127.0x76.2mm) £2.52 
RB3 9x5x3.50in. (228.6x 127.0 x88.9mm) £2.72 
RB411 x6x4in. (279.4x 152.4x 101.5mm) £3.14 
RB511 x7.50X4.50in. (279.4x 190.5x114.3mm) 

£3.98 

BLACK PLASTIC BOXES 
75x50x25mm 65p 
80x60x40mm 92p 
90x70x40mm 99p 
115x75x30mm 90p 
110x90x45mm £1.18 
170x 1 00x50m m £1.65 
200x120x80mm £3.55 

FILTERS -
3 Phase 20 AM Filters 433V 
50/60HZ Phase to Phase 
250V AC 50/60HZ Phase to 
Ne utra I mfr. by Co r.co m 
Chicago II., U.S.A., £15 each. 
Single Phase Filter 30 Amps 
125V 60HZ by Potter £5. 
Spraque Filter 2 x 30 Amp 
250V AC. 60HZ. £10. 
Erie Mains Filters 3 and 5 
Amp 250V AC 50HZ £4. 
All the above mentioned Filt-

~·1 R E EN o Eo NEoN s ers are brand new. Carriage 
£20/£1,000. extra. 
SPECIAL OFFER. Mini-toggle SPECIAL OFFER: 0.1% TOL 
switch by c. & K., 3 Pc/o. resistors. The following 
Long dolly or short, SOp ea . values available: 2K, 3K, 
RESISTORS: Over 2 million 10K, 30K, 1MO, Welwyn or 
in stock at last count. Filmet. Price 30p each. 
CARBON FILM %W 5% E12 CERMETPRESETS 15p ea. 
range 1 R0-12M. 10A 250V AC ILLUMINATED 
2p ea. £1/100,£6.50/1,000. ROCKER SWITCH 
METAL OXIDE/FILM: Most · Red, DP ST 26x30mm rect. 
values in E24 range, %-2W 5, Snap-in type 75p 
2 or 1%. A few values in 0.1% 16A 250V AC ILLUMINATED 
tolerance available. ROCKER SWITCH 
WIRE WOUND: ORI-100K 3- (Amber) . 14x30mm rectang-
200W. A selection of mains ular snap-in type. SPST 30p 
droppers available. Good 
selection of metal clad high LICON ILLUMINATED 
power types. SWITCHES . 

ROTARY SWITCHES 01-800 Rectangular Snap-in 
Over 30 different types avail- Series. 
able. from 45p 2PCO Latching 
Switchcraft Cannon Connec- 2PCO Momentary 
tors. Indicator only 
·3-pin Plug. Free hanging Lenses available 

£1.20 white on!y. 

£1.50 
£1.50 

SOp 
in red or 

A3F 3-pi n Socket. Free WIREWOUND POTS 
hanging with lock £1.32 IR0-100K by A.B., Colvern, 
D3F 3-pin Socket. Female etc. 1%W 40p, 3W 60p, 5W 
chaSSIS mounting with lock SOp. 

£1.60 TRIMPOTS 
D3M 3-pin Socket. Male. 1 OR-500K 10/20 turn. 1 %in. 
Chassis mounting £1.10 or 3/4in. rectang.ular 60p ea. 

This advertisement is mainly of our excess stockholding. We also have excellent stocks of semicond~ctors, h-ardwa_re, cables, 
etc, etc. For further details send for our lists and retail price catalogue, phone or v1s1t our shop. All pnces are exclus1ve of VAT 
(and P&P). Minimum Mail Order £5 + P&P + VAT. Government departments, schools, colleges, trade and export welcome. (7479) 
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THE W.W. DISK OF.FER 
We have obtained a limited stock of European 

single sided mini floppy drives so please get orders 
in soon 

Circle the enquiry number for data 
Total U.K. price including VAT at 15% and 

· carriage, CWO 

ONLY £155 EACH INCLUSIVE 
(Drive £132, P and P £2.78, VAT £20.22) 

Please make cheques and P.O.s payable to 
W.W. Disk Offer and send to: 

W.W. DISK OFFER 

49 Milford Hill 
Batford 
Herts 

Please call 0582-429122 to check on availability_ 
before ordering 

Allow 2.1 days for delivery. This offer applies to 
U.K. only and is subject to availabilfty~ For -nori 

U.K. orders send SAE for quotation 

Also a- few double sided 8" drives of the same 
manufacture. Check for availability, c.w.o. price: 
£395 + £5 carriage+ VAT giving a total of c.w.o. 

price of £460 each 

WW- 085 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

BROADCAST MONITOR RECEIVER 150kHz·30MHz 

We have taken the synthesised all mode FRG7700M communicatio~s receiver 
and made several well-thought-out modifications to prov1de a rece1'!er for re
broadcast purposes or checking transmitter performance as well as be1ng su1ted 

~0R~~~~~~Ci~g~7~ICAel'IONS: Radically redesigned front end stages yielding 
improved noise figure and overload levels. TOIP -2d8m (originally -21d8m) * 
Flat audio frequency response on both AM and SSB * Lowl_lr ~M distortio.n * 
Balanced audio line output * Buffered IF output for mon1tonng transmitted 
modulation envelope on an oscilloscope.* Mains safety improvements. 
The receiver is available in free standing or rack mountmg form and all !he 
original features are retained : 12 memory channels, mains or battery operation 
option, IF bandwidths 2.7kf-!z, 6kHz, 12kHz, dig!tal .frequency and ti~e display, 
timer for unattended recordmgs or external sw1tchmg, advanced n01se blanker, 
all modes including NBFM with squelch. From £400+VAT. . 
Stereo Disc Amplifier 2 and 3 *Peak Deviation Me.ter * P~ogramme and Devia
tion Chart Recorders* Stabilizer* Frequency Shift C1rcu.1t Boards* 10 Outl~t 
Distribution Amplifier * Peak Programme Meter Illuminated ['oxes, C1rcu1t 
Boards and Ernest Turner Movements. 

SURREY ELECTRONICS 
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG. Tel: 04866 5997 

FOTOLAK 
POSiTIVE LIGHT SENSITIVE AEROSOL LACQUI:R · 

Ehables YOU to produce perfect printed circuits in minutes! 
Method Spray cleaned board with lacquer . When dry, place positive master of 
required circuit on now sensitized surface . Expose to daylight, develop and etch. 
Any number of exact copies can of course be made from one master . W idely 
used in industry for prototype work . 

Pre-coated 1 I 1 6 · · Fibre-glass board 
I'OTOLAK ..... .. .. .... . £2 .25 

.... 35p 
.. 55p 

204mm x 114mm .. ... .. £1 .50 
Developer; .... . 204mm x 228mm £3 .00 
~etric Chlorid 40Smm X L;!tjmm £600 

467mm x 305mm . . . . . . £9 .00 

Plain Copper-clad ~ibre-glass. Sirtgle -sided Double-sided 
Approx, 2.00mm thick ft. sq . . £2.25 
Appro><. 1.00mm thick ft. sq . £2 .00 £1 .75 
Clear Acetate Sheet for making master, 260mm X 260mm 

Postage and packing 60p per order. VAT 15% dn idtal 

G. F. MILLWARD ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LIMITED 
P.O. Box 19, Ptaa Sands, Penzance, Cornwall 

Telephdne GERMOE (073-616) 2j29 

15p 

Suddenly, instead of two ILP encapsulated 
pre-amps. there are eight- everything from the 
simple mono pre-amp (HY6). through mrx1ng mono 
pre- amps (HY12 and HY69), to a dual stereo pre-

. amp (HY71 ). Plus a new guitar pre-amp (HY73). 
Each giJes the very best reproduction from 

your equipment that your money can buy. and all are 
protected against short circuit and wrong polarity. 

AIIILP modules are compatible with 
each other -combine them to create almost any audio 
system Every item carries a 5 year no quibble guarantee and 
includes full connection data . 

So send your order today -the Freepost coupon needs no stamp. 

PRE-AMPS 

Whal il does 
---1-----+--------·- ---

Provides inpuls tor mic/mag. cartridge/tuner/ 
!ape/auxiliary. wilh volume/bass/treble 
controls 

- ---j----+ --·-------·---·--+--
Two channels . mag. cartridge . mic +volume 
conlrol 

--+---------- ----
Mixes two signals inlo one . wilh bass/mid· 

--~---~-~-n_ge_lt_reb_le_c_on~lro_ls ______ ~----jr----jr--
Two channels . wilh inpuls lor mic/mag. 
cartridge/lape/luner I auxiliary. wilh volume/ 
bass/treble !balance 

·--+·----+---------- -·--· 
Two input channels : mag . cartridge mic . wilh 
m1xing and volume/ lreble / bass conlrols. 
------- ---------+------ll-----lf-
Provides lour channels tor mag . cartridge/mic 20 mA 
wilh volume conlrol 

---lf------t-----;-------·---+---+---
Provides lor lwo guilars (bass+ lead) and mic 20 mA 
wilh separate volume/ bass/ treble and mixing. 

- --1----+-----·--------=--+----+--
Two channels. each mixing lwo signals into one 20 mA £12.36 £10.75 
wrth bass/mld-range/lreble controls 

For easy mounling we recommend: B 6 mounling board lor 
modules HY6·HY13 £0.90 inc. VAT. (0. 78 ex. VAT.) B 66 
mounling board lor modules HY66-HY77 £1.12 inc. VAT. 
(0 99 ex. VAT.) All modules are encapsulated and mclude 
clip -on edge connectors . All operale lrom + 15V mimmum 
to + 30V maximum. needing dropper resistors lor higher 
vollages . Modules HY61o HY13 measure 45 x 20 x 40mm. 

HY66 10 HY77 measure 90 x 20 x 40mm 
How to order Freepost: 

Use this coupon . or a separate sheet of paper. to order 
these products. or any products from other I LP Electronics 

advertisements. No stamp is needed 1f you address to 
Freepost. Cheques and postal orders must be crossed and 

payable to ILP Electronics Ltd : cash must be registered. 
C.O.D.- add £1 to total order value. Access and 

Barclaycard welcome. All UK orders sent post free within 
7 days of receipt of order ---------Please send me the fol lowing I ;::::~:,,~-ric_e _____ ------- - -. -· - - -··-- - ·- -

I I enclose Cheque D Postal Orders D Int. MoneyOrder D 
Please debit my Access/ Barclaycilrd No 

I Name 

Address 

99 

I 
I 
I 

I Stgoatu<e WW4il2 I 
I 
I 

Post to. ILP EtectrohiCS Lid. Freeposl 'Z . Graham Bell House. Ro~er Clos; 
Canlerbury CT2 7E:P. Ken! England 
Telephone 102271 54 778 Techmcal 10227 164 723 Telex 96~Jl80 I 

I 
\-.. ~ lc:a!!LTC,_/ 

STAYAHEAD.STAY WITH US 
- . ', · - - . -. ' -· ' . · · - -
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4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014' 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
4029 
4030 
4031 
4040 
4042 
4044 
4046 
4047 
4048 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4056 
4060 
4063 
4066 
4068 
4069 
4070 
4071 
4075 
4077 
4078 
4081 
4093 
4503 
4510 
4511 
4518 
4520 
4560 

12p 74LSOO 
12p 74LS01 
68p 74LS02 
13p 74LS03 
60p 74LS04 
36p 74LS08 
12p 74LS10 

78L05 18p 74LS14 
33p 74LS20 78L12 
60p 74LS26 

79M12 82p 74LS30 
28p 74LS32 
53p 74LS38 
58p 74LS42 
36p 74LS47 
65p 74LS73 
18p 74LS74 
38p 74LS75 
14p 74LS86 

£1 .28 74LS90 
35p 74LS93 · 
82p 74LS107 
70p 74LS112 
48p 74LS123 

£1.95 74LS125 
66p 74LS132 
55p 74LS138 
60p 74LS151 
74p 74LS155 
78p 74LS157 
44p 74LS161 
27p 74LS163 
27p . 74LS164 
60p 74LS173 
60p 74LS174 

£1 .50 74LS175 
86p 74LS221 

£1 .18 74LS244 
36p 74LS245 
18p 74LS251 
15p 74LS257 

~~ ~ 74LS261 
74LS366 

20p 74LS373 
22p 74LS374 
20p 74LS393 
18p 
42p 

:~-
51p 
70p 
70p 

£2.20 
30p 

BUY BRITISH -

SIMPLIFY YOUR PROJECTS WITH 
A PROTOTYPE BREADBOARD 
WITH EXTRAS I * 4 On-Board Pwr. Supplies up to 3 

of wh ich can be +5, or ±5, ±12. * Switch Selectable Memory or 
Device Address. * On-Board Address/Device De
coding. * Bi-Directional Data Bus Buffer-
ing. * On-Board Wait States. * Large Breadboard A rea. 

Bare Board & Manual. £33.00. De
livery: 2 weeks. 

PROGRAMS MOST 
FAMILIES OF EPROMS ! * Accepts 1 K/2K/4K or 8K Eproms. * Extended Device Option. * Phantom Slave Option. * All Programming Characteris

tics. Software Controlled I * Accepts Single or 3 Supply parts. * Device Address Switch 
Selectable. * On-Board Wait States. 

Put your frequently used · routines 
into EPROM I 
BARE BOARD 
PROMWRITER 
KIT £175 
Incl. all parts, sockets and Promwrite 
Del : 2 weeks. · 
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- Full software control of sound 
generation 

- Interfaces with most 8-bit and 1 6-
bit m icroprocessors 

- 3 independently programmed 
analog outputs 

-Two 8-bit general purpose 1/0 
. ports 

- Singl~pj,~fR~~~~Jy£6 _95 
Data£1 . 

- -

BUY DOUGLAS TRANSFORMERS 
MAIL ORDER FROM TITAN TRANSFORMERS & COMPONENTS 

Please add 50p P&P. 
Plus 15% VAT to all 
orders. 
EXPORT ORDERS 
ACCEPTED. 
Add 15% P&P on total order. VAT 

~~'c"f~~J~~~CLA YCARD 
WELCOME. 
Please add 15% VAT after P&P. 

Schools, Univ. Official Orders wel
come. 
It is our policy to offer you brand 
new, full-spec . devices . Prices 
subject to change without notice. 

DEPT. WW, CENTRAL HALL CHAMBERS, DUNCOMBE STREET, GRIMSBY, SOUTH HUMBERSIDE 
~~· ~ ~) .._a, DN377EG 

Prices include 15% VAT. Send for our cata logue ------12/ 24V RANGE PRI220/240V 15/30V RANGE PRI 220 /240V 25 /SOV RANGE PRI120/220/240V 30/60V RANGE PRI120/220/240V SEC :~~ SEC :~~ 
· SEC : rv~v JJ03~0~~eo~~v sEc , ~~omo~~v ~8°1~tO?!?~~v 0 12V OV 12V OV 12V 15V OV 5V 9V 15V 

TYPE AMPS PRICE P/ P 
VOLTS AVAILABLE 3 ~>15 ~ 0 - 1 5 VOLTS OUT 5 =• 25 ~ 0~25 VOLTS 6 = > 3Q~ o~ JO 

12v 24v £ £ TYPE AMPS PRICE P/P 
TYP.E P~ICE PI P 242 0.3 0.1 5 1.70 0.40 15v 30v £ £ TYPE AMPS PRICE P/P AMPS 

213 10.50 2.65 0.87 112 1 0.50 2.84 1.10 25v 50v £ £ 30v 60v £ £ 
71 2 1 2.77 1.10 79 2 1.0 3.29 1.10 102 1 0.50 3.29 1.43 124 1 0.5 3.30 1.43 
18 4 2 3.98 1.43 3 4 2 6.18 1.43 103 2 1.0 4.09 1.43 126 2 1 6.36 1.43 
68 3 1.5 3.46 1.43 20 6 3 7.19 1.73 104 4 2 7.65 1.73 127 4 2 7.86 1.73 
85 5 2.5 . 6.06 1.43 21 8 4 8.52 1.73 105 6 3 9.09 1.90 125 6 3 11.78 1.90 
70 6 3 6.67 1.43 51 10 5 10.57 1.90 106 8 4 12.24 1.90 123 8 4 14.72 2.20 

108 8 4 8.03 1.43 117 12 6 11 .94 2.05 107 12 6 16.15 2.20 40 10 5 17.10 2.20 
72 8.66 1.73 88 16 8 16.14 2.20 11 8 16 8 22.46 2.55 120 12 6 19.44 2.35 

116 12 6 9.31 1.90 89 20 10 18.54 2.35 119 20 10 27.05 2.55 121 16 8 27.70 2.65 
17 16 8 11.46 2.05 90 24 12 20.57 2.55 109 24 12 32.44 3.50 122 20 10 32.05 4.00 

115 20.10 13.69 2.05 91 30 15 23.63 2.65 189 24 12 3,7.02 5.00 
187 30.15 19.23 2.35 . 92 40 20 33.21 4.50 
232 40 20 27.61 4.50 
226 60 30 35.35 4.00 · -·· - - ·-AUTOTRANSFORMERS 240/ 220 - 115V LINE ADJUSTMENT ,AUTOTRANSFORMERS 

48 /96VRANGE PRI 120/ 220/ 24ov 
r ooooopooooooooo 1 65VA - 10 KVA CPSED AUTOTRANSFORMERS r OOQOOOQOOOPQOOQOOQOOOI OV 115V 220V 240V 240V LEAD IN ·115V 2PIN SO CKET OUT 0 zoo 210 2 20 230 240 250 SEC :~ J!0~33°~:v OV 36V 48V TYPE VA PRICE P/P 

VOlTS 12 = 148 - 0 - 48 25 65 3.91i' 1. 10 TYPE VA PRICE P/ P . TYPE VA PRICE P/P 
TYPE AMPS PRICE P/P 64 80 4.82 1.10 £ ( £ £ 4 150 6.21 1.43 56W 20 6.60 0.87 41 5C 50 2.31 0.87 48v 96v £ £ . 69 250 7.54 1.43 64W 80 8.43 1.43 416C 100 3.46 0.87 430 1 0.5 4.69 1.43 53 350 9.73 1.90 4W 150 10.86 1.73 417C 200 4.00 1.10 431 2 1 7.84 1.43 67 500 11.70 2.20 69W 250 13.17 1.90 418F 350 6.26 1.43 432 4 2 12.94 2.05 83 750 13.51 2.05 67W 500 20.46 2.20 419F 500 6.74 1.73 433 6 3 14.62 2.20 84 1000 18.31 2.35 84W 1000 30.24 2.55 420E 750 8.33 1.90 434 8 4 20.04 2.45 95 2K'/A 34.36 5.00 95W 2000 54.83 5.00 421F 1000 11 .64 2.05 435 10 5 28.75 2.65 73 3 64.74 5.00 73W 3\)00 78.67 6.50 436 12 6 36.16 4.00 57 5 97.85 6.50 437 16 8 39.47 4.60 101 10 179.05 10.00 

MAINS ISOLATORS (SAfET Y SCREEN) 
powerverter AUTOTAP MAINS ISOLATORS ! SAFETY SCREEN) 

DC TO AC INVERTER ~A I I 20 , 220t 240V SE C 60(Voq~s~tQ~~J02Jv 60f}q~~~~0~~~0~Jv PRI 1aot•1st•sov sec eorv0~29~~V~9°~Jv &orvongoo~0~29°2Jv AC VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
INPUT 12/24v DC 100/250 WATI 24v 500 WATI AUTOTAP II INCLUDED RF1 FIL TEA AND TRAN-OUTPUT 1 1 Ov OR 220v OR 240v 50Hz SIENT SUPPRESSOR IDEAL FOR COMPUTERS, TYPE VA PRICE P/P TYPE VA PRICE P/P (OTHER INPUT AND OUTPUT VOLTAGES TO HI-FI ANO -ALL SENSITIVE EQUIPMENT £ £ £ £ ORDER) INPUT240v +1 0% - 20%50/60HZ 149F 60 8.40 1.73 243F 60 8.40 1.43 100w CASED WITH SOCKET £48 OUTPUT 240v + - 3 .5%. (OTHER INPUT ANO 150F 100 9.71 1.73 244F 100 9.76 1 73 OPEN FRAME £41.60 + VAT OUTPUT VOLTAGES AVAILABLE) 151F 200 13.84 2.05 24SF 200 13.93 2.05 250w CASED W ITH SOCKET £97.50 & AUTOTAP II 400 VA £72, 800 VA £88+ VAT & 152F 250 16.69 2.20 246F 250 16.69 2.20 OPEN FRAME £82.50 £2.75 £2 .75 P/ P 153F 350 20.77 , 2.55 247F 350 20.77 2. 55 500w CASED WITH SOC KET £130.50 P/ P ALSO AVAILABLE AUTO TAP I 154F 500 26.03 2.65 248F 500 26 .03 2.65 OPEN FRAME £108 INPUT VOLTS + 15% - 25% 155F 750 36.75 5.00 249F 750 36.75 5.00 ALL SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR HIGH OUTPUT VOLTS + - 6% 156F 1000 47.42 6.00 250F 1000 47.42 6.00 EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY STABLE ALL ENCLOSED IN AN ATTRACTIVE CASE FREQUENCY INDEPENDENT OF LOAD IDEAL FI TIED WITH 13A OUTPUT SOCKET STANDBY AND PORTABLE POWER LARGER SIZES AVAILABLE 
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D.I.L MINIATURE 
ON-OFF 

SWITCHES 
Gold - plated co ntacts . 
Sealed base. Ideal fbr pro
gramming. 6-position at 
I e s s than h a I f 

~~nufa~. !IJ. rer.·s p~e~, 
ONLY , 
75p . 

HONEYWEU PROXIMI'rYI 
DETECTOR integral 
amplifier, Bv. D.C .• 0 .50 
PHOTO CONDUCTIVE. 
CELL, £1.25. High-power · 
Cds ce ll, 600MW . for 
con t r o I ci r cuits . 
Resistance 800 ohm to 4K. 
Max. volts 240. Size 1\<2 x 

· l<2in. ~--~li!li~~ ...... 
Will fit ·i nto 14-pin - dil 
socket. Ten at65p ea .; per 

ea. 

' RIBBON MICROPHONE 
' with pre-amp. on chassis, 
£!.75. 

,TEIE5( 2&2284 
Transonics 
Mono 1400 

~------....... L.E.O.s .125 and .2 
1N4148 Diodes 1+ 1 00+ 1000+ 

.08 .069 .058 1+ 
.02 

100+ 
. 016 

1000+ 
.013 

RED 
Y. or G . .11 .1 0 .09 

CARBON FILM 
RESISTORS 
E12 SERIES 

•• 
Prices per 100. Larger and 
Mixed. Quantity prices available. 

8 pin 
14 pin 
16pin 
18 pin 
20 pin 
22pin 
24 pin 
28pin 
40pin 

• 100 off one type 
500 off one type 

1000 off one type 

LOW PROFILE I.C. SOCKETS 
TEXAS SCAN BE 

1+ 100+ 500+ 1+ 100+ 
.075 .068 .06 .059 .049 
.09 .082 .073 .082 .07 
.1 0 .096 .085 .091 .078 
.125 .113 .10 .1 04 .089 
.14 .126 .11 3 .12 .10 
.15 .1 35 .1 2 .143 .122 
.15 .135 .12 .146 .132 
.16 .145 .1 25 .155 .14 
.24 .215 .19 .23 .195 

Please add £1.50 handling charge and 15% V.A.T. 

.25W .5W 
.70 .90 
.62 .78 
.54 .68 

1000+ 
.044 
.064 
.07 
.081 
.092 
.11 1 
.116 
.12 
.1 76 

We also stock Microprocesl\ors, CMOS, TTL, Transistors, Capacitors, Potentio
meters, Connectors, etc . Free cata logue available to trade customers only . En 
quiries welcome. 

Harrison Bros. 
Electronic Distributors 

22 Milton Road, Westcliff-on-Sea 
Essex SSO 7JX, England 

Tel: Southend-on-Sea (0702) 32338 

WW - Oi7 FOR FURTHER DET AILS . 

Just some of the 28 new ama~inglytompact modules from ILP Electronics, Britain's 
leader in electronics modules- you 'II find more new products in the amps and pre-amps 
advertisements. 

All I LP modules are compatible with each other- you can combine them to create 
almost any audio system. Together they form the most exciting and versatile modular assembly 
system for constructors of al l ages and experience . 

Every item from ILP carries a 5 year no quibble guarantee and includes full 
connection data So send your order on the Freepost coupon below today! 
MIXERS 

Model Module What it does Current Price Price 
No required inc. VAT ex. VAT 

HY7 Mono mixer Ml><es eight signals into one. 10ml,l £5 .92 £5.15 

HY 8 Stereo mixer Two channels. each mixing five signals into one . lOmA £7J9 £6.25 

HY11 Mono mixer Ml><es five signals into one - with base / treble lOmA £8.11 £7.50 
controls 

HY 68 Stereo mixer Two channels, each ml><ing ten signals into one. 20mA £9.14 £7.95 

HY 74 Stereo ml><er Two channels. each mixing five signals into one 20mA £13.17 £11.45 
- with treble and bass controls. 

AND OTHER EXCITING NEW MODULES 
Model Module What it does Current Price Pr ice 
No required inc. VAT ex. VAT 

HY 13 Mono VU meter Programmable gain/LED overload driver. 10mA £6 .84 £5.95 

HY 67" Stereo head- Will drive stereo headphones in the 4 ohm- SOmA £14.20 £12.35 
phone driver 2K ohm range. 

HY72 Voice operated Provides depth /delay effects. 20mA £15.07 £13 .10 
stereo fader 

HY 73 Guitar Handles two guitars (bass and lead ) and mic 20 mA £14.09 £12.25 
pre-amp with separate volume /bass/treble and mix . 

HY/6 Stereo switch Provides two channels, each switching one of 20mA To be announced 
matrix four signals into one. 

HY 77 Stereo VU Programmable gain/LED overload driver. 20 mA £10.64 £9.25 
meter driver 

For easy mountmg we recommend : 
B 6 mounting board lor modules HY6 -HY13 £0.90 inc. VAT. (078 ex. VAT) 
B 66 mounting board for modules HY66-HY77 £1 .12 inc. VAT. (0. 99 ex. VAT. ) 
·All modules are encapsulated and include clip-on edge connec10rs. All operate from ±15V 

minimum to ±3DV maximum. needing dropper resistors for higher voltages. HY67 can be used only w1th the 
PSU 30 power supply unit Modules HY6 to HY13 measure 45 x 20 x 40mm. HY66 to HY77 measure 
90 x 20x 40mm. 

FP 480. BRIDGING UNIT FOR DOUBLING POWER 
Designed specially by ILP for use with any two power amplifiers of the same type to 

double the power output obtained and will function with any ILP power supply. In totally sealed 
case, size 45 x 50 x 20mm wrth edge connector. It thus becomes possible to obtain 480watts 
rms (single channel) into an. Contributory distortion less than 0. 005% . Price : £5.51 inc . VAT. 
(Ex. VAT£4. 79.) 
How to order Freepost: 

Use this coupon , or a separate sheet of paper. to order these products , or any 
products from other ILP Electronics advertisements. No stamp is needed if you address to 
Free post. Cheques and postal orders must be crossed and payable to ILP Electronics Ltd : cash 
must be registered . C.O.D. -add £1 to total order value. Access and Barclaycard welcome . 
All UK orders sent post free within 7 days of receipt of order. ----------

Postal Orders D Int. Money Order D 

WWS/12 

Post to: ILP ElectroniCS Ltd . Freepost 2. Graham Bell House. Roper Close . 
Canterbury CT2 7EP. Kent England 
Telephone (0227) 54778 Technical (0227) 64723: Telex 965780 
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S & R AMPLIFICATION 
* 500 WATTS SINE WAVE PER CHANNEL 

INTO 2 ohms 
* 0.005% DISTORTION AT ANY 

FREQUENCY FROM 20HZ TO 20KHZ 
* SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 120DB 
* POWER BANDWIDTH 10HZ-100KHZ± 1db 
* DUAL POWER SUPPLIES USING 

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS 
* HIGH TECHNOLOGY MOS-FET 

OUTPUT STAGE 
* FAN COOLED 
* WE HAVE JUST DESCRIBED OUR 

STANDARD NO-FRILLS POWER SLAVE 
AMPLIFIER 

* ANY INPUT SENSITIVITY CAN BE 
CATERED FOR AS STANDARD 

* STUDIO VERSION AVAILABLE WITH 
METERS BALANCED LINE ETC 

* STANDARD PRICE £385.00 
* STUDIO VERSION £455.00 
* ALSO AVAILABLE AS SINGLE 

500 WATT £195.00 

S & R AMPLIFICATION 
21, Deptford Broadway, London SES 

Telephone: 01-692 2009 
WW - 082 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

SUPERS EM 
PLYMOUTH 0752 21256 

MEMORIES AT UNFORGETIABLE PRICES 

4116 P-3 200ns .. ... ............................... ... .. 
2114 LP 450ns ....... ..... ... ................ ........ .. . 
2708k 450ns ......................... .. .... .. ... .. ...... . . 
2716k 450ns ....... .. ................................... .. 
2732k 450ns ....... ........................ .. ...... .. ... .. 
8981 P-45 Cmos .......... ..... .. ............ .. .... .. .. 
8725 S 200ns ......... ........................... ..... .. . 
K4164 200ns ................... .. .... .. ................. . 
8039 8-bit ........... ...... .... .... ....................... .. 
8080AP CPU ........................................... .. 

25-99 
.80 
.78 

2.45 
2.25 

Distortion 
below.002% 
10Hz/100Khz 
£41.60 
(Model149) 

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR 
FIRST ·CLASS PERFORMANCE 

AT VERY LOW COST 

Based on a Linsley Hood design 

1vRMS 
Output. Attenuated 
Sine/Square Wave 

(Kit £35.65) 
(Model146) 

TELERADIO ELECTRONICS, 325 FORE STREET, LONDON N9 OPE 
Telephone 01-807 3719 Closed Thursdays 

· 8085A CPU ........... ......... ............. ..... .. .. .. ... . 

1-24 
.85 
.85 

2.65 
2.40 
3.80 
2.20 
7.00 
8.95 
3.00 
2.10 
2.75 
3.05 
3.40 
1.05 
1.00 
1.25 

. 3.60 
2.10 
6.50 
8.45 
2.85 
2.00 
2.60 
2.90 
3.20 
1.00 

100+ 
.75 
.78 

2.25 
2.05 
3.40 
2.00 
6.00 
7.95 
2.70 
1.90 
2.45 
2.75 
3.00 

1,000+ 
.70 
.75 

2.7.0 
1.95 
3.20 
1.80 
5.50 
5.55 
2.40 
1.70. 
2.15 
2.45 
2.60 

Also available with frequency read-out. Send SAE for leaflets on RF 
Generators. Function Gen. Frequency Meter, THO Analyser, S.W.R. Meters, 
MVMT,&c. 

8155P + Timer ............................... .... .. ... . 
8156P +Timer. ....................... ... ............. . 
8212P i/o Port ........... .. .. .. ...... ........ .. .. ...... .. 
8216 Bus Driver ........... , ................. ......... . 
8224P Clock Gen ...... ... ........ ........... ........ . 
8226P Bus + B/Drives ......... .... ... .. ... .. .. .. 
8228P System Cont ......... .... .. ........ .. .... ... . 
8243P i/o Exp .. ...... ......................... ... ...... .. 
8251AP Prog. lnt./Face ......... .. .............. .. 
8253P Prog. lnt.!Time ........................... .. 
8255AP Perip./lnter .. ............. .. ........ ..... .. . 
8257P DMA Cont ... .. ............................... . 
8259 Inter Cont ................. ................... ... . 
8279P Key Disp ..... ... ............ .... .. .. ..... ... .. .. 
4044 P-3 300ns ................................. ....... . 

.87 
2.20 
1.65 
2.35 
3.55 
2.20 
3.55 
3.55 
3.70 
1.85 

.95 
1.15 
.82 

2.10 
1.60 
2.25 
3.35 
2.10 
3.35 
3.35 
3.50 
1.75 

.95 

.90 
1.10 
.77 

2.00 
1.55 
2.15 
3.15 
2.00 
3.15 
3.15 
3.30 
1.65 

FAST DELIVERY : TOP QUALITY 

Phone 0752 21256 

SUPERS EM 
Export enquiries welcome 

. 3rd Floor 
Britannic House 
Drake Circus 
Plymouth PL4 SAO 
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.80 

.80 
1.00 
.70 

1.80 
1.45 
2.00 
2.80 
1.80 
2.80 
2.80 
3.00 
1.50 

P.C.B.s THE FOTO WAY 
WHY wait weeks for manufacturers? 
WHEN you can make professional printed circuit· 
boards yourself! 
IT'S SO SIMPLE WITH: THE PATH P.C.B.· 
FOTOSYSTEM METHOD. 

il Make master pattern of P.C.B. layout on 
clear drafting fi lm. 

ii} Take FOTO !ensitised board {pre-coated or 
make your own using FOTOsprayl. Place 
master pattern upon board. 

iiil Expose to UV or dayli_ght. 
~~~ ~~~~ - exposed board mto devel~pe r. 

vi} Etch in ferric chloride. 
vii} Remove resist with w~re wool or use FOTO 

stripper 
You now have your perlect P.C.B. ready for use 
Your master pattern may be used again and again for 
extra cop1es. 

152mm x 152mm {6in. x 6in.l. .... .. 
152mm x 305mm {6in. x 12in.l. 

Materials I rom stock you can . rely on : 
Pack ol Drafting Transfers {5 sheets asstd.l .. £1.98 
Drafting sheet for master pattern .... ... .......... .. .... . £0.20 
Developer crystals or ............... .. ........ .... .. .... .. .. ....... £0.35 
Developer Liquid concentrate. £2.20 

Ferric Chloride 250g. {\1.11b.} .: .. ........ .. .. .. .............. £0.80 . 
Ferric Chloride 1/lkg.{llb.l pack ... .. ....... . ...... .. ... . £1.50 · 

FOTOstripper Concentrate .... ........ ...... .. .. .. .. ... .. : .... £3.41 
FOTOspray light sensitive lacquer in aerosol form 

enough to cover 1 to t\1.1 sq. metres .. ................. £2.30 
Polypropylene Dishes for etchants and developers • 

Hifoiiolrii" .. £1.30 

1.6mm 1oz. copper Fibreglass. Pre-sensitised board. 
Smgle Double 
sided Sided 

.. .. .......... £1.55 £1.70 

....... .. . £1.72 £2.12 
............ . £3.60 
.. ... ' .... £9.00 

2.4mmos 
£1 ,35 
£2.43 
£4.58 

Plus V.A.T. at 15% to total. Prompt despatch assured 
UV Boxes, Tubes and P.C.B. associated products available . Ask f~r brochure 

PATH ELECTRONIC SERVICES 369 Alum Ruck Road, Birmingham, 88 3DR- Tel: 021-327 2339 
Whoesale - Retail- Suppliers of Electronic Components and Accessories Open weekdays, 10 till 6. Sat. 9.30 till 5 
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ffiiiCROWAVE 
mODUlES lTD 

1690 MHz WEATHER 
SATELLITE 
CONVERTER 
MMK 1691/137.5 

SPECIFICATION 
Input Frequencies : 1691 MHz & 

1649.5 MHz 
Output Frequency : 137.5 MHz 
Typical Gain : 25 dB 
Noise Figure : 4.8 dB Maximum 
Oscillator Frequencies : 86.3055 MHz & 

86.5000 MHz 
Input Socket : 50 Ohm 'N' Type 
Output Socket : 50 Ohm BNC 
DC Power Requirements: l1-13.8V at 

100m A 
Power Connector : 5 pin DIN 
Size : 187x120x53mm 

(73,i~xW4x21/ts") · 
Weight · 700gms{ l.51bsl 

The MMK 1691/137.5 Converter is 
intended for the reception of the 
METEOSAT Weather Satellite, and 

. other weather satellites operating in 
the 1690-1710 MHz frequency band. 

The METEOSAT satellite forms part of 
a global network of five geostattonary 
satellites distributed around the 
earth's equator, all of which use 
similar frequencies in the 1690 MHz 
band. 

The converter is fed by an antenna 
such as a parabolic dish or other high 
gain antenna designed for 1690 MHz. 
and the output of the converter at 
137.5 MHz is available for driving an 
existing receiver on the VHF weather 
satellite band of 136-138 MHz. 

PRICE: £1t5 inc. VAT IP&P£21 

The equipment described above forms 
part of a large range of proven designs in 
the communication field. 
Other Products available include: 
VHF & UHF RF Power Amplifiers 
VHF & UHF Frequency Translators 
1.5 GHz Microwave Link Equipment 
Microprocessor Contro lled Terminal Units 
for Data Communication systems. 

MICRO\NAVE MODULES 
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN 
Telephone: 051-523 4011 Telex: 628608 MICRO G 

HOURS: 
MON-FRI 
9·12.30 

1-5 
WELCOME 

CALLERS ARE WELCOME, PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST 
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SIEMENS 
I FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

UNBELIEVABLY LOW 
PRICES 

Fully Shuggart Compatible Siemens 8" single-sided disk 
drives are available now with unbeatable prices. 
FDD 100-8 
Single Sided 

OTHER 

Single 
250 K 

or Double Density 
50 0K £263.16 

CP/M 2.2 ............. ................................................. .... .. ........ £99.00 
BASIC 80 .......................................................................... £175.00 
BASIC COMPILER ........................................................... £195.00 

NEW 
WORDSTAR 3.0 ........ .............. ............ ...... .. ...... .............. £240.00 
SPELL STAR ..................... : ................................................ £75.00 
MAIL MERGE ..... ...................................................... ......... £75.00 

I.B.S. Limited are Dealers for the new PBM: Performance 
Business Machine. ('A Micro-Pro Company, the people who 
brought you Word Star.) 
All hardware with 5 Megabyte. Winchester hard disk, termi
nal and printer with a full range of business software avail-
able as complete package. Prices from ...................... £6,000.00 
Also Onyx Z80 and Z8000 Business Computer Systems. 
Prices from ........... ............ .............. ..... ....... ............ ..... . £6,250.00 

EXTRA DISCOUNT 

A FURTHER 5% DISCOUNT MAY BE DEDUCTED FROM 
PRICES SHOWN IF CASH/CHEQUE IS SENT WITH ORDER. 

ALL ABOVE PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AT 15% 

IRVINE BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
10 North Vermeil 
Irvine, Ayshire 

TEL: (0294) 218888 
TELEX : 777582 

Space-saving , . 
efficient ILP power supplies 
are designed to give you 
flexibility 1n planning audio 
assemblies . Nine of the 
eleven models have toroidal 
transformers manufactured on 
new cost-efficient high technology 
machines in our own factory So we keep the 
quality up, and the price down. 

ILP power supplies are compatible 
with all other ILP modules- combine them to 
produce almost any audio system All carry the ILP 5 
year no quibble guarantee and include full connection data. 

So send your order on the Freepost coupon below todayt . 

POWER SUPPLY UNITS 

Model No For use wilh 

PSU 30 ±15V combinations of HY6/ 66 series to a maximum of 100 mA or one 
HY67 

·--· 
The following will also dnve the HY6/ 66 series except HY67 which 
reqUires the PSU 30 

Price Price 
inc. VAT ex. VAT 

-- - --
£5.18 £4 .50 

- - 1-·- - f.---
PSU 36 1 or 2 HY 30 £9.32 £8 .10 ----
PSU 50 1 or 2 HY 60 . £12 .58 £10.94 

1- -
PSU 50 1 xHY 120/HY 120P/ HD 120 / HD 120P. £1 5.00 £1304 --- -~ --'--·---- --- 1-----
PSU 65 1 xMOS 120/ 1 xMOS 120P. £15.32 £13.32 

-- --1--·- -
PSU 70 1 or 2 HY 120/HY 120P/HD 120/HD 120P. £18 .31 £15.92 
PSU 75 1 or 2 MOS 120/ MOS 120P. £18.63 £16.20 

-- f---- ---
PSU 90 1 xHY 200/HY 200P/HD 200/HD 200P 

' 
£18.63 £16 20 

·--
PSU 95 1 xMOS 200/ MOS 200P. £18.77 £16.32 

-- 1-·--
PSU 180 2XHY 200/ HY 200P/ HD 200/ HO 200Por £24 54 £21 .34 

1 xHY 400/ 1 xHY 400P/H D 400/HD 400P. 
--- -

PSU 185 1 or 2 MOS 200/MOS 200P/ 1 xMOS 400 £24 .68 £21.46 
1 xMOS 400P. 

All models 1ncorporate ILP toroidal transformers except PSU 30 and PSU 36 
which include our own lamtnated transformers . 
How to order Freepost: 

Use this coupon . or a separate sheet of paper. to order these modules . or any 
products from other ILP Electronics advertisements. N'o stamp is needed if you address to 
Freepost. Cheques and postal orders must be crossed and payable to ILP Electronics Ltd : cash 
must be reg1stered . C.O D -add £1 to total order value. Access and Barclaycard welcome . 
All UK orders sent post free within 7 days of receipt of order --------Please send me the following 
ILP modules _____ _ 

I Total purchase price __ _ _ _ _ __ . =~~~-==-- I 
I I enclose Cheque 0 Postal Orders 0 Int. Money Order 0 . I 

PleasedebitmyAccess / Barclaycard No .. _ _ ___ ___ _ _ ___ _ 

I ::::s~==-~ ~ · -- -- I 
I Signature- ~-~: WW6/12 I 
I Post to . ILP Electromcs Ltd. Freeposl 2. Graham Bell House . Roper Close I 

Canlerbury CT2 7EP. Kenl . England 
Telephone (0227 ) 54778 Techntcali0227l 64723 Telex 96J780 . 

I I 
'- .5!;-5T.f!.C~ca:! ~ ,/ 
STAYAHEAD.STAY WITH US· 
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HIGH POWER AMPLIFIER HEAVY DUTY ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS HEAVY DUTY CONTACTORS 

CUIWt:m'$ 
TRANSFORMERS 240·240V ex-computer equipment. Large BY FAMOUS MAKERS Pri tapped 120·240v sec tapped 34-29-0-29- selection available 10·15 amps. Fraction of 24v DC Coil SP make 100 Amp Contact £2.50. 

IELECTliONICSI LID. 

r:,~:'£~24i~~ !to~~~~ _Zt~i ~gt~l1'1~.~~nec- maker orice. Telephone for further detaijs. P&P 75p. 24v DC 2P make 10 Amp Contacts 
and 2P make 5 Amp Contacts £1.7S. P&P 75p. 

PARMEKO HT CHOKES 20v DC will operate on 12v DC 4 CO 25 Amp 
LATEST PURCHASE. COMPUTER GRADE T Potted types 15H 250M/A £4.50, P&P £2. 10H Contacts £2. P&P 75p. 12v DC 3 CO 10 Amp 

9 & 10 CHAPEL STREET. LONDON. NW1 TRANSFORMERS. Conservatively rated. All 180M/A £3.7S, P&P £2. 10H 120M/A £3, P&P Contacts. Enclosed type S hole fix ing £1 .50. 
Primaries 220-240V. No. 1 sees. 27V 10A, 9V £1.50. SOH 50 M/A £1 .50, P&P £1. 15H 75 M/A P&P 35p. Standard Om ron open type. S hole 

01-7237851 01-262 5125 3A. 15V 112A x 2. Separate windings. £8.50. £1.50, P&P £1. SOH 25 M/A £1.50, P&P £1 . •fixing AC240v 3 CO 7 Amp Contacts £1. P&P 
P&P£2. Swinging type, 5H 40 M/A-4H 250 MIA £3.75 ,• 25p. 2 CO 7 Amp Contacts SSp. P&P 25p. 1 CO 

ADJACENT TO EDGWARE ROAD MET. UNE STATION No. 2 sec. tapped 26-31-36V, 11 .2A £12. P&P P&P £1.50. C-Core type 20H 180M/A £3.75 
: ~o~~~t;7nl~P?;~P:~;/i~P-~~g~i~ ~~~ 

PLEASE ADD 15% TO ALL ORDERS INC. CARR. 
£2. P&P £2. Open types 25H 60 MIA £2, P&P £1 
No. 3 sec. 36V 6A £6.50. P&P £1 .50. , 25H 25M/ A £1.SO. 1 SOH 24M/ A £4, P&P £2. Base types 1 2v AC 3 CO 7 Amp Contacts 

CURRENT RANGE OF NEW LT. TRANSFORMERS No.4 sec. 43V 3A £4.75. P&P £1.50. £1 .50. P&P 25p. 12v AC 2 CO 7 Amp Contacts 
OPEN TYPE TAG CONNECTIONS No. 5 sec. 24V 2A £2.75. P&P £1 .2S. LTCHOKES 

£1.25. P&P 25p. 12v AC 1 CO 7 Amp Contacts 
ALL PRIMARIES 220-240V No. 6 sec. 27.5·0-27 .5V 1.2A and 7-0-7V 0.75A 4.8 M/H 10A open type £3.9S. P&P £1.50. 20 

£1 . P&P 25p. Small open type 6v DC Relays 1 
CO. Contact. Size 11f4ins. Dia 3;4ins. SOp. P&P Type Sec. Taps Amps Price Carr. £3.SO. P&P £1.25. M/H 3A open type £1 .50. P&P 75p. Potted 20p. Panel mounting Preset Relays 1Bv DC 2 P · 1 24·30-40-48·60v 12 £36.50 £2.00 No.7 17V 1A £2 P&P 75p. types 100M/A 2A £4.SO. P&P £1.50. 130 M/H 

2 24-30-40-48-60v 10 £31.50 £2.00 No. 8 1 3V 3A and 15V 1A £3.SO. P&P £1 .25. . 1.15A f2 .SO. P&P £1 . 2 .2 M/H 12A open type 
CO 7 Amp Contacts with Preset switch 

3 24-30-40-48-60v 8 £27.SO £1.75 No. 9 18V 2A £2.50. P&P £1. £4.50. P&P £1 .50. . mounted on front £1.25. P&P 25p. 
4 24-30-40-48-60v 5 £16.75 £1.75 No. ·1 0 sec. 29-28-27-0-27-28-29V 3SO M/ A "C" 

PARMEKO OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 5 24·30-40-48·60v 3 £11.50 £1 .25 Core £3. P&P £1, 
6 24-30-40-48-60v 2 £7.50 £1.25 No. 11 sec. 10-7-0-7-10V 0.6A and 29-21-0-21 · 10 watts, Pri 80oon ct. Sec. 4-8-16!1 for 2 ELB4 

6-8-1 0-12·16-18-20-24-36-40-48-60V 
29V 0.37 A £3. P&P £1 . SPECIAL OFFER VARIABLE TRANSFOR- valves. Atlantic potted series £4.95. P&P 
No. 12. 27V 1A 22V 1A 10V 1A 10V 1A, 4 MERS £1 .50. Farnell multi-tapped Op Transformers, CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THE ABOVE RANGE separate windings 'C' core type. £4.95. P&P Brand new, boxed, input 240V. output type MRT /3 7 watts max. DC60 M/ A 2/3n 7 :sn 

7 19-25-33-40-50V 10 £27.50 £2.00 
£1.50. 0-265 volts 5 amps. Base or panel mount- ! 15fl. Data sheet supplied £2.25, P&P 75p. 

8 19-25·33·40-SOV 6 E19.SO £1.75 
No. 13. 6SV 1A and 18-24V 1;2A £3.9S. P&P ing with calibrated dial 0-265 volts and 

9 19·2S·33-40·50V 3 £9.25 £1.2S 
£1.50. control knob. Price £26 inc. carr. and HIGH CAPACITY ELECTROL YTICS No. ·;4. Tapped 12-15-27V 1A £2. P&P 75p. VAT. 10,000 MFD 100v DC WKG £4. P&P SOp. 15,000 10 19-25-33-40-SOV 2 £7.75 £1.2S ' No. 15. 6.3V 600M/A 6.3V 330M/A6.3V 20M/A MFD 63v DC WKG. £2. P&P SOp. 50,000 MFD 

5-7-8-10-13-15-17-20-25-30-40-SOV SV SOC M/ A 50V 40 M/ A £2. P&P £1. 25v DC WKG. £2. P&P SOp. 
OR 25·0·25V OR 20·0-20V CAN BE No.16. Tapped 14-15-16V2AE3.P&P£1. SPECIAL OFFER GOULD ADVANCE 

OBTAINED FROM THE ABOVE RANGE No. 17. Tapped 36-37-38-39-41 -42-43V 1A 'C' .::onstant voltage transformers type ECV HEATSINKS core £2.75. P&P £1. 250A. input 190-260 volts RMS 250 watts. Size 9112 x 43/4 x 1 ins. with 3 2N3055 7 Walwyn 11 12·15-20-2S-30V 10 £18.50 £1.75 PF 1.0 totally enclosed, branq new £50 Resistors £2. P&P 50p. 12 12-15-20-25-30Y 5 flO. SO £1.50 inc. carr. and VAT. 
13 12-15-20-25-JOV 2 £6.25 £1.25 

3-4-5-6-8-l)-1 0-1 2-15· 1 8-20-24-30V 
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 

HIGH GRADE TRICKLE CHARGERS Pri 200-220-240V sec 3760-0-3760V 380 
.OR 12·0·12V OR 15·0·15V CAN BE M/ A FWR C core type top panel con nee· Input 240v AC. Output 12v DC 2 Amps. With ' 

OBTAINED FROM THE ABOVE RANGE tions £35. Carr. £:5, VAT £:6. Pri 220·240V HT TRANSFORMERS mams lead . red and black battery leads with 

14 
sec 1865V 60 M/A and 500V 31 M/A 4 .2 C Core. type. Pri 220-240v sec. 450v 75 M/ A ~~11ct:;~u~~ii~~ - ~~e~F~~t:!Ysr~:~d~ ~~~s:~i~~ ·12-24v 12v GOA, 24v30A £39.50 £3.50 kV PR WKO potted type £5. P&P £2, VAT (DC) Twice 6.3v 3A 6.3v 3A 6.3v 3A 6.3v 2A 6.3 

15 12-24\1 12v 30A, 24v 15A £19.50 £2.00 • £:1.17. 1A £7.50. Carr. £2. Pri. 220·240v sec. 250v 100 £4.50. P&P £:1.50 plus VAT. Totat £6 .90 . . 
16 12-24v 12v 20A. 24v10A £15.25 £2.00 M/A 6.3v 4 .5A 15v 1.2A £3.7S. P&P £1.50. Pri 
17 12-24v 12v 10A. 24v 5A £8.75 £1.50 240v sec. 170v 40 M/ A 6.3v 3.3A £3. P&P £1 . BLOCK PAPER CAPACITORS 18 12-24v 12v 4A, 24v 2A £4.25 £1.25 We are ope~ all day Saturday. Hundreds Pri .. 220-240v sec. 90v 100M/A 15vCT 1A £2. 8 MFD 1000v DC WKG. £3. P&P £1. 8 MFD 

of bargains for callers. Stockist of P&P £1. Pri. 220·240v sec. tapped 428-403v 350v DC WKG. £1. P&P SOp. 6 MFD350v DC 
HEAVY DUTY OP TRANSFORMERS Switches, Relays, Caps, Resistors, etc. 757A 32v 126M/A 14.7v 613 M/A 6.3v 0.75A WKG. 75p. P8iP 25p. 6 MFD 300v AC WKG. 

Type OT2BEL 100 watts. 3.75!l, 7.5n, 15!l, 1.75K CT, 4 EL34 2x25 Please remember to add 15% VAT to all £3.50. P&P £1 . £1 .50. P&P SOp. 4 MFD 350v DC WKG. SOp. 
m/a de max. £15.50, P&P £1.25. Type OT29EL 50 watts, 3.75!l, 15!l, Mail Orders. P&P 25p. 2 MFD 350v DC WKG. 40p. P&P 20p. 
3.5K CT, rated 2x125 m/a d'c max £8.95, P&P £1. 1 MFD 1 OOOv DC WKG. SOp. P&P 20p. 

AUTO STEPDOWN TRANSFORMERS DC POWER SUPPLIES 

FOR AMERICAN EQUIPMENT WODEN 'C' CORE L T TRANSFORMERS AC input 240v DC 28v 20A fully regulated HIGH CAPACITY ELECTRONICS 
240/110 Volts. 80-2250 watts. Regular stock line. Types 80-1500 Pri 220·240V sec. tapped 8. 75·1 OV BA and 6.5V choke smoothed. 19in. rack mounting, 10,000 MFD 100v DC WKG. P&P 50p. 6,300 
watts· are fully shrouded. Fitted with American two or three pin 3A and 5.2V 6A conservatively rated. £5,75. fitted panel meters 0·30v DC and 0·30A MFD 150v DC WKG. £3.SO. P&P SOp. 60,000 
socket outlets and 3 core 240V mains lead. Types 1750 and 2250 

P&P £1 .50 DC. Crow bar protection, perfect condi· MFD 40v DC WKG. £3.50. P&P SOp 50,000 MFD 
watts are steel cased with two American socket outlets Neon 

tion £50 callers only. 6v'25A DC output as 25v DC WKG. £2. P&P SOp. 
in~icator, three core mains_lead and carrying handle. Send SAE for PARMEKO POTTED TRANSFORMERS 

above, £40 callers only. 
pnce l1st and further details. American sockets, plugs, adaptors Pri 220· 240V. Sec. 6.3V 3A three times and 5V ROTARY TRANSFORMERS also ava1lable. 3A £4.75. P&P £1.50. DC input 12v DC output 250v 60 M/A, Air 

· Ministry spec . £3. P&P £1 . 
GARDNERS UNIVERSAL LT TRANSFORMERS SLO·SYN SYNCHRONOUS 

Open frame top panel connec!ions. Pri 120-240v sees 1v twice, 3v HEAVY DUTY C COREL T STEPPING MOTORS TYPE HS50 
WOODS AC 6 INCH DIA FANS twice, 9v twice, separate windings, all at 6.4 amps . Conservatively TRANSFORMERS DC 3v 4A 200 steps per rev. Torque 85 oz 

rated. The following voltage.s can be obtained 1-13v, in steps of Pri 220-240V sec. 18V 27 A. 40V 10. ,, :.OV 4A. ins. Brand new, boxed, £10. f'&P £:1 .50 + 240v 0 .3A rpm 2,800 cont. rated. 14 blade fan. 
one volt twice and 1-0-1v-13-0-13v in one volt steps, and 1-13v 25V 4A, 52V 1A. All separate windings. f27.SO. VAT £1 .73. Brand new, boxed with 2.5 MFD capacitor. 
12.8A £9.75 P&P £2 Carr. £5. .£7.50. P&P £2 + VAT£1.43. 
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CHILTERN 
ELECTRONICS 

B.C.M .. Box 8085, London WC1N 3XX. Telephone: 0494 714483 

PRINTER BARGAINS 
ICL Terminet Letter Printers. 
These are high quality impact printers, not matrix, that cost over £1,500. * Micro-controlled intelligent printers * ACSII Upper and lower case, RS232 input * 10, 30 or 60 ch/sec selectable * Whisper quiet band mechanism . * Print quality like a good electric typewriter * Attractive aluminium case. 

Sold in good condition fully tested for the ridiculous price of £170! 

CENTRONICS 101A MATRIX PRINTERS 
Now available at a fraction of original cost - these heavy duty printers are the 
industry standard and will print at 165 cps for 24 hours a day. Standard parallel 
interface. Fully overhauled .... .. .. .. ...... .... .... T................................... .. ...... .. ... £250 
DATAPRODUCTS 2230 LINE PRINTERS ' . 
For the professional user who wants .the very best and fastest - printing at 300 
lines/minute these world-famous line printers are used by nearly all the large 
computer companies. These units cost around £8,000 and are in perfect condition, 
only a few years old .................................................................................................... £950 

QUME SPRINT 55 DAISY WHEEL 
These need no introduction from us. Offered at only........... . ........ £650 

MAGTAPES, DISKS, ETC .... 
PERTEC 9-TRACK MAGTAPE SYSTEMS 
A complete Magnetic Tape system, with all electronics and parallel TIL in/out -· 
easy to interface to a micro-system. Original cost over £4,000, these units are about 
four years old ............ .. .. ...... . .. ......... ......... ......... ........ ...... .. ....... ... ..... .... .... : ... . .. ............. £200 
ORE 4000 Disk Drives, 5 plus 5 Megabyte, as new ...... .. .................. .. .... .... .... .. ......... £750 
ORE Series 30 2.5 Megabyte Cartridge drives .. ............ ...... ............... ...... ......... .... .... £450 
Century Data 10 Megabyte in cabinet (Model111 ) ............. .. . .. ....... .. ............ .... ..... .. £300 
DCS 3000 Data Cartridge system 2 .5 Mb 3M Cartridge. New ................... .. .-.. ......... £300 

PROTOTYPE IC CARDS 
A Real Bargain! Two cards containing at least 350 ICs in OIL sockets. ICs all identi 
fiable modern TIL and can be unplugged - none are soldered . Sockets are wire
wrap and easily removable. Hundreds of pounds worth of components for only 
£34.50, including VAT and postage . 

PLEASE NOTE: Except where stated prices exclude VAT and carriage, please phone 
for transport costs on heavy items. All equipment may be viewed at our office near 
High Wycombe. Callers very welcome . 

We stock a huge amount of DEC Systems and spares, and offer complete POPS and 
PDP11 computer systems from £200 upwards . We have losts of one-off bargains. 

Telephone Nigel Dunn on 0494 714483 for details 

WW- 071 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

STANDARD FREQUENCY RECEIVERS 
CRYSTAL STANDARDS - FREOUENCY. COUNTERS 

CRYSTAL 
STANDARD 
TYPE 102 

£148 

·OFF/AIR 
RECEIVER 
TYPE 103 

£165 

OUTPUTS 1 MHz, 10 MHz: OFF/AIR RECEIVER PHASED LOCKED TO 
DROilWICH, CRYSTAL STANDARD DRIFT LESS THAN 1 PART IN 108 PER 
DAY. MAINS POWERED WITH FITTED INTERNAL STANDBY BATTERY. 

DETAILS OF FREQUENCY COUNTERS ON REQUEST 

RCS ELECTRONICS 
WOLSEY ROAD 

ASHFORD, MIDDX. 
Phone 53661 

WW.- 087FORFURTHERDE 

WE PURCHASE 
Surplus component stocks, redundant materials, 
obsolete computers, for cash. 

We also collect- distance no object. Just call: 

c. T. Electronics (Acton) ~td. 
2~ ~~~-Acton Lane, London W4 5DG 

Telephone ~7 1555; 01~994 6275. Telex 291429 

FURTHER DETAILS 

'· I· 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 105 

LANG·REX SUPPLIES LTD 
Climax House, Fallsbrool< Rd., Streatham, London SW16 6ED · 

RST Tel: 01-677 2424 Telex: 946708 RST, 
- -- --

• I I • 
AA119 0.12 ASZ!S 1.38 BC172 0.13 
AAY30 0.20 ASZ16 1.27 BC173 0.13 
AAY32 0.48 ASZ17 1.15 BCI77 0.32 
AAZB 0.17 ASZ20 2.64 BCl78 0.16 
AAZIS 0.17 ASZ21 2.88 BC179 0.32 
AAZI7 0.17 AU113 2.88 BC182 0.35 
AC107 0.63 AUYlO 3.45 BC183 0.13 
ACI2S 0.29 AUllO 2.88 BCI84 0.13 
ACI26 0.29 BA14S 0.15 BC212 0.13 
AC127 0.29 BAI48 0.17 BC213 0.13 
AC128 0.35 BA154 0.12 BC214 0.13 
AC141 0.32 BA!SS 0.13 BC237 0.13 
ACI41K 0.40 BAI56 0.12 BC238 0.13 
ACI42 0.32 BAW62 0.06 · BC301 0.38 
ACI42K 0.40 BAXJ3 0.07 BC303 0.39 
AC176 0.35 BAXI6 0.07 BC307 0.13 
AC187 0.32 BC107 0.18 BC308 0.13 
AC188 0.32 BC108 0.18 BC327 0.14 
ACY17 1.50 BC109 0.18 BC328 0.14 
ACYI8 1.32 8Cll3 0.17 BC337 0.14 
ACYI9 1.27 BCI14 0.17 BC338 0.14 
ACYZO 1.27 BCl!S 0.21 BCY30 1.44 
ACYZI 1.32 BC116 0.22 BCY31 1.73 
ACY39 2.88 BCI17 0.26 BCY32 1.73 
AD149 0.86 BCIIS 0.21 BCY33 1.27 
AD161 0.40 BCI25 0.21 BCY34 1'.15 
AD162 0.40 BCI26 0.21 BCY39 3.91 
AFJ06 0.40 BCI3S 0.17 BCY40 3.22 
AFI14 0.86 BCI36 0.22 BCY42 0.35 
AFllS 0.86 BC137 0.22 BCY43 0.35 
AFII6 0.86 BC147 0.14 BCYS8 0.22 
AF117 0.86 BC14B 0.14 BCY70 0.20 
AFI39 0.38 BC149 0.15 BCY71 0.21 
AFI86 !.15 BC157 0.15 BCY72 0.20 
AF239 0.45 BC!SB 0.15 BCZ!l 2.01 
AFZ!l 4.60 BCIS9 0.15 BOllS 0.48 
AFZI2 4.60 BC167 0.13 BD121 1.96 
ASY26 1.61 BCJ70 0.13 ' BDI23 3.22 
ASY27 1.04 BC171 0.12 BD124 2.30 

VA E180CC 11.39 1.84 
Al834 10.35 ElBOF 7.83 EF91 2.07 
A2087 13.58 El82CC 13.80 EF92 6.68 
A2134 20.13 El86F 12.58 EF93 1.15 
A2293 8.62 E188CC 9.40 EF94 1.24 
A2426 17.63 E280F 25.88 EF9S 6.27 
A2521 24.38 E283CC 9.02 EF98 1.44 
A2900 14.43. E288CC 18.54 EF183 0.92 
A3343 51.75 EAS2 28.18 EF184 0.96 
AZ31 1.26 EA76 2.30 EF804S 12.65 
AZ41 1.32 EABC80 1.38 EF805S 12.65 
BK448 110.27 EAC91 0.92 EH90 1.61 
BK484 149.09 EAF42 1.44 EK90 1.24 
BS90 52.27 EAF801 2.02 EL32 1.73 
BS810 86.25 EB41 2.30 EL33 4.02 
BTS 58.13 EB91 1.01 EL34TH 2.53 ' 
BT17 106.89 EBC33 2.02 'EL34MUI 3.16 
BT19 36.17 EBC41 1.44 EL36 1.84 
BT29 327.69 EBC81 1.26 .EL41 1.44 
BT69 333.50 EBC90 0.97 EL42 2.02 
BD5 102 .46 EBFSO 0.58 EL81 4.03 
BT95 127.02 · EBF83 1.44 EL83 4 .03 
CBL31 2.30 EBF89 0.97 EL84 !.IS 
CL33 2.30 EBL31 2.88 EL86 2.88 
CY31 l.l5 EC90 1.28 EL90 1.10 
CIK 21.30 EC91 9.33 EL91 8.21 
C3A 11.50 EC92 1.44 EL95 !.51 
C3JA 23.23 EC157 349.26 ELl 56 27.60 
DA41 28.75 ECC33 4.02 EL360 9.77 
DA42 21.51 ECC35 4.02 ,ELS00/504 2.16 
DA!OO 97.93 ECC40 2.30 ELS09 3.63 
DAF91 0.46 ECC81 1.01 EL821 11.96 
DAF% 1.15 ECC82 0.82 EL822 12.55 
DET22 32.78 ECC83 1.01 EM34 5.75 
DET24 52.90 ECC84 1.36 EM80 1.26 
DF91 0.46 ECC8S 1.38 EMS! 1.15 
DF96 1.15 ECC86 2.30 EM84 !.15 
DK91 1.21 ECC88 2.07 EM85 1.44 
DK92 1.44 ECC89 1.88 EM87 1.73 
DK96 1.26 ECC91 10.27 EN32 13.66 
DL92 1.26 ECC189 1.90 EN91 2.94 
DL94 1.38 ECC807 2.02 EN92 5.23 
DL96 1.26 ECC808 2.59 EYSI 2.02 
DLS!O 9.48 ECF80 1.24 EY81 1.89 
DLS!S 12.37 ECF82 1.38 EY83 2.02 
DLS16 12.37 ECF86 1.73 EY84 10.57 
DLS19 12.37 ECH35 2.30 EY86 0.96 
DM70 1.44 ECH42 !.32 EY88 2.02 
DM71 1.44 ECH81 1.38 EYSOOA 2.23 
DM160 3.96 ECH83 · 1.44 EY802 94 
DY87 0.74 ECH84 1.47 EZ35 97 
DY802 0.96 ECL80 1.15 EZ40 1.44 
ESSL 2S.I7 ECL81 1.73 EZ41 1.44 
E80CC 11.27 ECL82 1.15 EZ80 0.96 
ESOCF 12 .96 ECL83 1.73 EZ81 0.96 

·ESOP 14.19 ECL84 1.61 EZ90 1.38 
E80L 13.98 ECL85 1.28 . FW4-SOO 2.88 
ESICC 6.62 ECL86 1.38 FW4-800 2.88 
ESIL 14.06 EF37A 4.02 Gl.371K 41.40 
E82CC 7.03 EF39 3.16 GSS!K 12.65 
E83CC 7.16 EF40 3.45 Gl80.2M 18.42 
E86C 13.23 EF41 2.30 G240.2D 12.85 
E88C 7.12 EF42 2.30 G400.1K 19.28 
E88CC 3.86 EF50 1.73 GN4 8.62 
E90CC 9.94 EFS4 5.75 GN4A 8.62 
E90F 11.39 EFSS 2.88 GSI6 16.35 
E91H 5.34 EF80 0.92 GT!C 14.38 
E92CC 9.40 EF83 4.03 GU50 14.31 

EF85 0.92 GUS I 13.62 

CRTs -BASES 
B7G unskirted 0.25 

2AP1 9.78 SADPI 40.25 

B7G skirted 035 
2BP1 10.35 5BP1 11.50 

B9A unskined 0.25 3BPI 11.50 5CP1 11 .50 

89A skirted 0.35 
3DP1 5.75 SCP l A 46.00 

lntOctal 0.40 
3EG1 8.05 SFPlSA 17.25 

Loctal 0.63 3FP7 6.90 SUP7 28 .75 

Nuvistor base 0.86 
3GP1 6.90 DG7-5 72.82 

8 pin DIL 0.17 3JPI 9.20 DG7-31 66.78 
3JP2 9.20 DG7-32 66 .78 

14 pin DIL 0.17 3JP7 11.50 DH3-91 67.65 
16 pin DIL 0.20 
Valve screening 

3KPI 17.25 DH7-ll 130.09 

cans all sizes 0.35 
3RPI 40.25 VCR97 13.80 
3WPI 23.00 VCR138 11.50 

:• 
: • 

31 
32 

BD135 
BD136 
BD137 
BD138 
BDI39 
BDI40 
BDI44 
BDI81 
BD182 
BD237 
BD238 
BDXlO 
BDX32 
BDYZO 
BD¥60 
BFl!S 
BFI52 
BFI53 
BFI54 
BFIS9 
BF160 
BFI67 
BFI73 
BFI77 
BFI78 
BF179 
BFI80 
BFI81 
BFI82 
BFI83 
BF184 
BFIRS 
BF194 
BFI9S 

.BFI96 
BF197 
BF200 
BF224 
BF244 

GXU2 
GXU3 
GXU4 
GXUSO . 
GY501 
GZ32 
GZ33 
GZ34 
GZ37 
KT61 
KT66 
KT88 
KTW61 
KTW62 
KTW63 
M8079 
M8080 
M8081 
M8082 
M8083 
M8091 
M8096 
M8097 
M8098 
M8099 
M8100 
M8136 
M8137 
M8140 
M8141 
M8142 
M8144 
M8149 
M8161 
M8162 
M8163 
M8190 
M8195 
M8196 
M8204 
M8212 
M8223 
M8224 
M8225 
M8248 
MU14 
MX119 
MX123 
MX14S 
MX!SI 
MX152 
MX161 
MX163 
MX164 
MXI66 
MX168 
N78 
OA2 
OA3 
OA4 
OB2 
OB3 
OC2 
OC3 
OD3 
OZ4 
PC86 
PC88 

o.55· 
0.46 
0.46 
0.46 
0.55 
0.55 
0.58 
2.30 
1.38 
1.36 
0.62 
0.62 
1.05 
2.30 
1.73 
3.16 
0.40 
0.18 
0.18 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.28 
0.35 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.32 
0.32 
0.35 
0.32 
0.32 
0.35 
0.16 
0.14 
0.15 
0.16 
0.46 
0.29 
0.32 

16.10 
28.43 
30.49 
32.77 
17.25 
3.16 
1.44 
4.60 
2.88 
4.60 
4.02 

11.50 
13.80 

2.02 
2.02 
2.02 

12.29 
9.49 

11.30 
9.87 
8.54 

11.99 
4.31 
4.09 
5.50 
5.98 
9.49 
9.98 
9.73 
5.17 
5.52 
7.77 
4.31 
5.86 
9.11 

10.36 
5.17 
5.29 
4.25 
7.47 
6.57 

12.47 
3.80 
4.66 
2.99 

13.32 
1.73 

58.65 
67.85 
62.10 
17.25 

143.75 
166.75 
23.11 
27 .95 

161.00 
48 .30 
20.13 

2.30 
5.69 
4.02 
1.44 
2.20 
3.04 
2.20 
2.20 
1.84 
1.61 
1.61 

VCRI38A 14.38 
VCR139A 9.20 
VCR517A 11.50 
VCRS17B 11.50 
VCRS17C 11.50 

Tube Bases 
Prices on 
application 

BF2S7 0.31 
BF258 0.31 GEX66 OAZ206 1.73 OC204 3.45 
BF2S9 0.32 GEX541 5.75 OAZ207 1.73 OC205 3.16 
BF336 0.39 GJ3M 1.73 OC16 2.88 OC206 3.16 
BF337 0.38 · GM0378A 2.02 OC20 2.88 OC207 2.88 
BF338 0.41 KSJOOA 0.52 OC22 2.88 OCP71 2.30 
BFS21 4.60 MJE340 0.69 OC23 4.60 ORPI2 1.15 
BFS28 2.58 MJE370 0.84 OC24 3.45 R2008B 2.30 
BFS61 0.23 MJE371 0.82 OC2S 1.15 R2009 2.59 
BFS98 0.23 MJES20 0.54 OC26 1.73 R2010B 2.30 
BFWIO 1.12 MJE521 0.84 OC28 2.30 TlC44 0.31 
BFW!l 1.10 MJE29SS 1.50 OC29 2.30 TlC226D 1.38 
BFX84 0.35 MJE3055 1.27 OC3S 1.73 TlL209 0.18 
BFX8S 0.35 MPFJ02 0.40 OC36 1.73 TlP29A 0.49 
BFX87 0.35 MPF103 0.40 OC41 1.04 TIP30A 0.52 
BFX88 0.35 MPF104 0.40 OC42 1.04 TlP31A 0.38 
BFY50 0.29 MPF105 0.40 OC43 1.73 TlP32A 0.41 
BFY51 0.29 MPSA06 0.30 OC44 0.98 TlP33A 0.62 
BFY52 0.29 MPSA56 0.32 OC45 0.75 TIP34A 0.77 
BFY64 0.35 MPSUOI 0.61 OC71 0.63 T IP41A 0.51 
BFY90 1.09 MPSU06 0.75 OC72 1.15 TlP42A 0.48 
BSX19 0.31 MPSUS6 0.79 OC73 1.15 TlP29SS 0.81 
BSXZO 0.31 NE555 0.52 OC74 0.81 TlP3055 0.64 
BSX21 0.33 NKT401 4.03 OC75 0.75 TIS43 0.49 
BT106 1.38 NKT403 2.88 OC76 1.15 ZS140 0.29 
BTY79/400R NKT404 2.53 OC77 1.15 ZSI70 0.24 

2.30 OA5 1.38 OC81 0.75 ZS178 0.62 
BU205 1.50 OA7 0.69 OCB!Z 1.38 ZS271 0.26 
BU206 1.73 OA!O 0.63 OC82 1.04 ZS278 0.65 
BU208 2.30 OA47 0.14 OC83 0.92 ZTX!07 0.14 
BY !DO 0.46 OA70 0.29 OC84 0.92 ZTX!08 0.14 
BYI26 0.15 OA79 0.14 OC122 3.16 ZTXI09 0.14 
BY127 0.16 OA81 0.20 OCI23 2.30 ZTX300 0.15 
BZX61 0.20 OA8S 0.20 OC139 3.45 ZTX301 0.16 
Series OA90 0.09 OCI40 4.60 ZTX302 0.21 
BZY8B 0.12 OA91 0.09 OC141 4.93 ZTX303 0.21 
Series OA95 0.09 OCI70 1.44 ZTX304 0.23 
CRSl /40 OA200 0.17 OCI71 1.44 ZTX311 0.15 
CRS3/06 OA202 0.17 OC200 1.73 ZTX314 0.29 
CRS3140 OA211 1.73 OC201 2.88 0.16 

OC202 3. 0.16 
1.38 29.16 

PC900 1.38 356.66 1.15 74.75 
PCC84 !.15 QZ06-20 34.16 1.44 4CX2SOB 5!.75 
PCC8S 1.38 RIO 5.75 1.20 4CX3SOA 80.50 
PCC88 1.38 Rl7 1.89 VLS631 15.24 4XlSOA 24.41 
PCC89 l.S6 Rl8 4.89 XG 1-2500 58.02 4Xl50D 28.75 
PCC189 1.61 Rl9 1.38 XG2-6400 5B254M 23 .12 
PCC80S 1.51 R20 1.66 113 .50 SB2SSM 23.12 
PCC806 2.07 RG3-2SO 35.77 XG5-500 28.23 SC22 74.75 
PCE82 2.07 RG3-2SOA 37.49 XG2-6400 SJ180E 1380.00 
PCF80 1.15 RG3-1250 63 .94 155.42 SR4GY 4.03 
PCF82 1.15 RG4-12SO 43.13 XRI-1600A SU4G 1.75 
PCF86 1.84 RG4-3000 90.36 58 .88 5U4GB 2.90 
PCF87 1.84 RR3-2SO 53.54 XR!-3200 87 .15 SV4G 1.75 
PCF200 3.74 RR3-12SO 94.83 XR1-3200A SY3GT 0.98 
PCF201 2.45 S11EI2 55.20 93.15 SZ3 1.73 
PCF801 1.84 SJ30 3.45 XRI-6400 5Z4G 1.75 
PCF802 2.19 Sl30P 4.03 108.30 . SZ4GT 1.75 
PCF805 1.84 STV280-40 XR1-6400A 6-30L2 1.79 
PCF806 1.84 11.50 164.23 6AB4 1.44 
PCF808 1.84 STV280-80 YD1120 264 .50 6AB7 1.73 
PCL82 1.15 24.15 YD1240 366.62 6AC7 1.61 
PCL83 2.30 SU41 2.88 Z7S9 19.32 6AF4A 1.84 
PCL84 1.15 SU42 10.35 ZMJOOO 6.03 6AG7 2.30 
PCL8S 1.24 TD03-10 32. 78 ZMlOOl 6.19 6AH6 5.52 
PCL86 1.24 TD03-!0E 32.78 ZM1020 10.83 6AKS 4.15 
PCL805/85 1.24 TD03-29F 33.93 ZMI021 10.17 6AK6 2.81 
PDSOO 4.14 ITlS 34. 50 ZM1022 10.60 6AL5 1.01 
PE06-40N 31.40 IT21 16.98 ZM1023 8.81 6AM4 2.65 
PFL200 2.07 IT22 16.98 ZM1040 22 .26 6AMS 8.21 
PL36 1.38 TI!OO 59.51 ZMl041 19.16 6AM6 2.01 
PL81 1.38 T¥2-12S 69.01 ZM1042 20.44 6AN5 4.45 
PL81A 1.38 TW4-400 74.07 ZMlOSl 100.05 6AN8A 3.97 
PL82 1.38 TY4-SOO 105.97 IB3GT 2.58 6AQ5 1.10 
PL83 2.55 TYS-SOO 187.45 1824 11.50 6AS6 5.73 
PL84 1.24 TY6-800 193.20 IB3SA 28.75 6AS7G 9.49 
PL504/5 1.61 TY6-SOOOA IB63 57.50 6AT6 0.98 
PL508 2.07 356.50 IRS 1.21 6AU5GT 4.97 
PLS09 3.73 TY6-SOOOB ISS 0.46 6AU6 1.24 
PL519 3.73 264.50 IT4 0.46 6AV5GA 4.52 
PL801 1.27 TY6-SOOOW 2ASIS 11.50 6AV6 0.98 
PL802 3.40 316.25 2C39A 21.85 6AX5GT 3.57 
l'Y33 1.27 TY7-6UOOA 2C43 20.70 6B7 1.73 
PY81 0.97 368.80 2021 2.94 6B8 2.02 
PY82 0.92 TY7-6000W 2E26 17.86 6BA6 1.15 
PY83 0.81 322.00 2]42 109.25 6BA7 5.89 
PY88 1.01 TZ40 28.75 2]55 239.97 6BA8A 4.31 
PYSOOA 2.07 Ul8-20 2.88 2J70A 442 .75 6BC4 4.27 
PYSOO 0.97 Ul9 15.81 2J70B 418.34 6BE6 1.24 
PY801 0.97 U2S 1.33 2K2S 40.25 6BH6 1.75 

'QQV02-6 16.17 U26 1.66 3-400Z 57.50 6BJ6 1.24 
QQV03-20A U37 10.35 3-SOOZ 63.25 6BK4 4.84 

20.13 UABC80 1.44 3AS 2.70 6BL6 97.75 
QQV06-40A UAF42 1.44 3B24 9.20 6BL7GT 4.44 

47 .15 UB41 1.44 3B28 16.50 6BM6 97.75 
QQV07-50 60.66 UBC41 1.73 3B29 11.50 6BN6 1.89 
QQZ03-20A UBF89 1.38 3B240M 17.25 6BQ7A 4.28 

59.80 UCC84 1.26 3B241M 17.25 6BR7 4.60 
QQZ06·40A , UCC85 1.38 3C23 26.83 6BR8 2.02 

63.37 UCF80 1.32 3C45 28.18 6BS7 4.60 
14.38 UCH42 1.38 3CX100AS 6BW6 4.60 
5.62 UCHSI 2.67 23.00 6BW7 1.75 
2.88 UCL82 1.20 29.67 6BX7GT 5.70 

UCL83 1.66 1.26 6BZ6 2.73 
UF41 1.15 1.38 6C4 1.01 
UF42 1.44 29 .15 CB6A 2.86 
UF80 1.66 41.99 6CD6GA 5.83 
UF85 1.66 41.99 ' 6CG7 2.62 
UF89 1.66 52.05 6CH6 11.96 

749S 0.84 
7496 0.94 

7400 0.18 7423 0.38 7460 0.21 7497 3.62 
7401 0.20 7425 0.35 7470 0.44 74100 1.77 
7402 0.20 7427 0.35 7472 0.38 74107 0.52 
7403 0.20 7428 0.50 7473 0.44 74109 0.84 
7404 0.21 7430 0.20 7474 0.44 74110 0.59 
740S 0.21 7432 0.35 747S 0.62 74111 0.82 
7406 0.49 7433 0.46 7476 0.48 74116 2.13 
7407 0.49 7437 0.37 7480 0.64 74118 1.15 
7408 0.23' 7438 0.37 7482 0.86 74 119 !.77 
7409 0.23 7440 0.37 7483 l.lS 74120 0.95 
7410 0.20 7441 1.04 7484 1.21 74121 0.49 
7412 0.33 7442 0.83 7486 0.45 74122 0.71 
7413 0.37 . 7447AN 1.35 7490 0.69 . 74123 1.36 
7416 0.37 7450 0.21 ' 7491 0.94 7412S 0.67 
7417 0.37 7451 0.21 749l 0.69 74126 0.61 
7420 0.21 74S3 0.21 7493 0.69 74128 0.72 
7422 0.23 7454 0.21 7494 0.94 74132 0.83 

Terms of business: CWO. Postage and packing valves and semiconductors 40p per order. CRTs £1. All prices include VAT. 
Price ruling at time of despatch. 
In some cases prices of Mullard and USA valves will higher than those advertised . Prices correct when going to press. 
Account facilities available to approved companies with minimum order charge £10. Carriage and packing £1 on credit orders. 
Over 10,000 types of valves, tubes and semiconductors in stock. Quotations for any types not listed. S.A.E. • 
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2Nl309 1.38 1.61 
ZTXS03 0.22 2Nl613 0.37 2N3772 1.84 
ZTXS04 0.24 2Nl671 1.73 2N3773 2.07 
ZTXS31 0.28 2Nl893 0.37 2N3819 0.35 
ZTXSSO 0.29 2N2147 4.60 2N3820 0.45 
IN914 0.06 2N2148 4.31 2N3823 0.69 
1N916 0.10 2N2218 0.37 2N3866 1.15 
IN400l 0.07 2N2219 0.37 2N3904 0.20 
IN4002 0.07 2N2220 0.23 2N3905 0.20 
IN4003 0,07 2N2221 0.23 2N3906 0.20 
1N4004 0.08 2N2222 0.23 2N40S8 0.23 
1N400S 0.10 2N2223 4.89 2N4059 0.23 . 
1N4006 0.13 2N2368 0.29 2N4060 0.18 
1N4007 0.14 2N2369A 0.29 2N4061 0.18 
1N4009 0.08 2N2484 0.29 2N4062 0.18 
1N4148 0.05 2N2646 0.58 2N4124 0.18 
INS400 0.15 2N2904 0.37 2N4126 0.18 
INS401 0.15 2N2905 0.37 2N4286 0.17 
1$44 o.os 2N2906 0.24 2N4288 0.21 
15920 0.09 2N2907 0.24 2N4289 0.21 
15921 0.10 2N2924 0.30 . 2NS4S7 0.37 
2G301 1.15 2N2925 0.25 2N54S8 0.37 
2G302 1.15 2N29l6 0.17 2NS459 0.37 
2G306 1.15 ZN30S3 0.30 2$017 11.50 
2N404 1.50 2N30S4 0.63 2SOI9 13.80 
2N696 0.37 2N30S5 0.75 25026 28.75 
2N697 0.37 2N3440 0.81 2Sl03 1.73 
2N698 0.37 2N3441 0.98 2$302 2.30 
2N705 1.44 2N3442 1.44 2S303 4.03 
2N706 0.29 2N3614 2.53 25322 4.03 
2N708 0.29 2N3702 0.13 2$324 4.03 
2N930 0.29 2N3703 0.13 2$701 2.30 ' 
2Nll31 0.35 2N3704 0.13 2S745A 1.09 
2Nll32 0.35 2N370S 0.13 2S746A 1.09 
2Nl302 1.38 2N3706 0.13 
2Nl303 0.92 2N3707 0.13 
2Nl304 1.38 2N3708 0.12 
2Nl30S 1.15 2N3709 0.13 
2Nl306 1.73 , 2N3710 0.1~ 
2Nl307 1.27 . 2N3711 0.12 
2Nl308 2.01 

2.79 5670 5.18 
6D2 12BH7 1.29 5675 21.47 
6DK6 3.00 12BY7 3.11 5687 6.31 
6DQ6B 4.69 12EI 19.67 S696 4.35 
6EA8 3.38 12Eil1T 19.26. . S718 7.87 
6EB8 2.44 12E l4 34.50 5725 5.62 
6EW6 1.73 13El 123 .05 5726 3.62 ' 
6F 6 2.02 19H4 28.75 S727 6.47 
6F23 1.84 19H5 40.25 5749 5.14 
6F28 1.33 24B9 55.20 575 1 4.80 
6F33 34.50 30Cl5 1.84 S763 4.66 
6Hl 14.38 30CI7 1.84 5814A 4.28 
6H2N 1.21 30CI8 1.84 5840 5.06 
6H3N 1.21 30FS 1.93 5842 13.90 
6H6 1.73 30FLl/2 1.28 S876A 19.55 
6J4 6.10 30FL12 2.07 5879 5.38 
6J6 6.21 30FL14 1.84 5886 12.08 
6]7 2.88 30Ll 1.15 S963 3.38 
6K4N 1.44 30Ll5 2.07 5965 4.00 
6K6GT 1.50 30LI7 2.07 6005 5.62 
6K7 1.73 30P4 1.06 6021 5.13 
6K8 2.02 30Pl9 1.38 60S7 4.02 
6KD6 7.31 30PLI 2.88 60S8 12.47 
6L6G 2.88 30PL14 1.93 6059 4.60 
6L6GA 1.73 30PL15 2.07 6061 4.89 
6L6GT 2.24 35W4 0.69 6062 4.31 
6L6GC 2.88 socs 0.81 6063 4.20 
6L7 2.30 7SB1 5.38 6064 8.54 
6N2P 1.21 75Cl 2.70 6067 4.02 
6N3P 1.21 8SAI 8.63 6072 5.80, 
6N7 1.73 85Al • 2.75 6080 7.88 
6P2S 4.14 90AG 14.90 6097AxBxC 
6Q7 2.53 90AV 14.90 166.75 
6R7 2.07 90Cl 2.81 6146A 12.24 
6SA7 1.67 90CG 16.72 6146B 9.34 
6SC7 1.73 90CV 17.50 61S9B 19.91 
6SF7 1.84 92AG 14.90 6189 10.03 
6SH7 1.73 92AV 14.90 6201 10.92 
6SJ7 1.84 95Al 7.48 6442 17.25 
6SK7 1.50 1SOB2 3.47 6883B 14.64 
6SK7GT 3.08 15083 6.39 6973 4.38 
6SN7GT 1.84 150C2 2.21 702S 2.73 
6SQ7 1.50 ISOC4 2.75 7551 6.45 
6SR7 1.73 211 21.85 7586 11.66 
6SS7 2.07 723AB 40.25 7587 20 .11 
6U5G 2.30 803 11.50 7609 36.57 
6U8 0.92 805 23.00 7868 5.04 
6U8A 3.38 807 4.31 789S 13.25 
6V6GT 1.84 811A 21.08 8005 86.40 
6X4 1.38 812A 21.08 8068 6.33 
6X5GT 0.97 813 91 .15 8122 60.11 
7B7 1.96 833A 153.57 8136 2.48 
7C5 3.40 866A 17.56 8417 6.76 
7C6 2.60 872A 24.69 18042 8.63 
7H7 2.30 922 5.01 1804S 12.06 
7R7 1.73 931A 18.15 7$7 2.59 1624 2.59 Tested 
7¥4 1.84 1625 1.96 Ex-Equipment 
7Z4 2.13 2050 8.00 4CX2SOB 5.75 
11E3 60.82 4212E 304.75 
12AT6 1.38 4212H 304.75 12AT7 1.01 5544 62.10 
12AU6 2.97 5S45 67.85 
12AU7 0.83 SSSIA 123.51 12AV6 2.55 5552A 166.98 12AV7 4.00 5553A 259.10 12AX7 1.01 S642 6.45 
12AY7 4.69 5654 3.93 
12B4A 3.62 5651 4.66 

74136 0.59 , 75 1.17 TBA48 0Q 2.12 
7414 1 1.02 74176 1.33 TBA520Q 2.65 
74142 2.64 74178 1.56 TBA530 2.28 
74143 2.99 74179 1.56 TBAS40Q 2.65 
74144 2.99 74180 1.38 TBASSOQ 3.70 
74145 1.15 74190 2.19 TBA560CQ 
74147 . 2.30 74191 2.19 3.70 
74148 2.02 74192 2.19 TBA673 2.52 
.74150 2.07 74193 2.19 TBA700 1.75 . 
741Sl 1.08 74194 1.44 TBA720Q 2.65 
74154 2.07 74195 1.38 TBA750Q 2.38 
74155 1.04 74196 !.S5 TBA800 1.38 
741S6 1.04 74197 !.55 TBA920 3.34 
741S7 0.86 74198 3.11 TBA920Q 3.34 
741S9 2.53 74199 2.64 TBA990Q 3.34 
74170 2.76 76013N 2.02 TCA270Q 3.34 
74172 5.06 TAAS70 2.65 TCA760A 1.59 
74173 '1.63 TAA630S 4.02 
74174 1.84 T AA700 4.50 

Telephone 01-677 2424/7 
Telex 946708 
E.&O.E. 

Open to callers Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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6100 FAMILY 
6100 
6101 
6102 
6103 
6402 
6403 

9.25 
6.40 

17.75 
6.75 
3.80 
6.50 

t1:N•Iif.1MIU 
6800 3.70 
6802 5.75 
6808 4.45 
6810 2.17 
6821 2.52 
6840 5.50 
6850 2.00 
6852 2.47 
6854 4.60 
68047 5.64 
68488 5.43 

74LSOO 0.12 
74LS01 0.13 
74LS02 0.14 
74LS03 0.14 
74LS04 0.15 
74LS08 0.15 
74LS09 0.15 
74LS10 0.14 
74LS11 0.15 
74LS12 0.15 
74LS13 0.30 
74LS14 0.50 
74LS15 0.15 
74LS20 0.14 
74LS21 0.15 
74LS22 0.15 
74LS27 0.15 
74LS28 0.20 
74LS30 0.15 
74LS32 0.15 
74LS33 0.17 
74LS37 0.18 
74LS38 0.18 
74LS40 0.15 
74LS42 0.45 
74LS43 0.50 
74LS44 0.50 
74LS47 0.55 
74LS51 0.15 
74LS54 0.15 
74LS55 0.15 
74LS73 0.25 
74LS74 0.20 
74LS75 · 0.30 
74LS76 0.25 
74LS78 0.30 
74LS83A 0.55 
74LS85 0.75 
74LS86 0.20 
74LS90 0.35 
74LS91 0.35 
74LS92 o·.35 
74LS93 0.35 
74LS95 0.50 
74LS107 0.25 
74LS109 0.25 

l:iei:t.l i·V1I I 51 
8080A 3.50 
8085A 8.00 
8155 8.75 
8156 8.75 
8212 1.95 
8216 1.80 
8224 2.25 
8226 1.80 
8228 5.50 
8238 5.50 
8251 3.85 
8253 9.00 
8255A 3.55 
8257 7.95 
8279 10.50 
TMS5501 15.00 

Z80 FAMILY 
Z80 CPU 4.10 
Z80A CPU 6.25 
Z80 CTC 4.40 
Z80A CTC 5.25 
Z8o PIO 4.25 
Z80A PIO 4.95 
Z80 SI0-017.50 

74LS SERIES TTL 
74LS112 0.25 
74LS113 0.25 
74LS114 0.25 
74LS122 0.42 
74LS123 0.59 
74LS124 1.15 
74LS125 0.30 
74LS126 0.30 
74LS132 0.50 
74LS136 0.27 
74LS137 0.75 
74LS138 0.40 
74LS139 0.40 
74LS145 0.80 
74LS147 1.20 
74LS148 1.08 
74LS151 0.42 
74LS153 0.42 
74LS155 0.55 
74LS156 0.55 
74LS157 0.38 
74LS158 0.38 
74LS160 0.45 
74LS161 0.45 
74LS162 0.45 
74LS163 0.45 
74LS164 0.62 
74LS165 0.95 
74LS166 1.40 
74LS170 1.50 
74LS174 0.72 
74LS175 0.71 
74LS181 1.45 
74LS183 1.96 
74LS190 0.60 
74LS191 0.60 
74LS192 0.65 
74LS193 0.65 
74LS194 0.65 
74LS195 0.60 
74LS196 0.65 
74LS197 0.65 
74LS221 0.60 
74LS240 1.10 
74LS241 1.10 
74LS242 0.85 

z8o 
Z80 
Z80 SI0-9 1 
Z80A SI0-0 
Z80A SI0-1 
Z80A SI0-2 
Z80A SI0-9 1 

2101 
2102 
2111 
2112 
2114 
2708 
2708-4 

74LS243 
74LS244 
74LS245 
74LS247 
74LS251 
74LS253 
74LS257 
74LS258 
74LS261 
74LS266 
74LS273 
74LS279 
74LS280 
74LS283 
74LS290 
74LS293 
74LS295 
74LS298 
74LS299 
74LS365 
74LS366 
74LS367 
74LS368 
74LS373 
74LS374 
74LS377 
74LS378 

· 74LS379 
74LS386 
74LS393 
74LS395 
74LS668 
74LS669 
74LS670 
81LS95 
81LS96 
81LS97 
81LS98 
8T26A 
8T28 
8T95 
8T96 
8T97 
8T98 
8T125 
8T245 

28.46 
19.29 
27.39 

1.65 
1.15 
1.25 
1.65 
3.25 
3.45 
1.50 

0.85 
1.10 
1.60 
0.80 
0.45 
0.45 
0.50 
0.50 
1.98 
0.25 
1.10 
0.42 
2.15 
0.70 
0.60 
0.60 
1.05 
1.05 
2.50 
0.39 
0.39 
0.39 
0.39 
1.05 
1.05 
1.05 
0.75 
0.95 
0.27 
0.75 
1.15 
0.67 
0.67 
1.65 
1.32 
1.32 
1.32 
1.32 
1.60 
1.60 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
2.30 
2.30 

TERMS: C.W.O. Mail order only. Please add 40p post and 
packing and then 15% V.A.T. to the total order. 

ANDIS COMPONENTS LTD 
Etwall Street. Derby DE3 3DT 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

PYE OLYMPIC M201 Hig band sets complete, 
loudspeakers and mikes. Few only at£100 each plus VAT. 
PYE PF8 UHF hand portable complete but less batteries. 3 only. BARGAIN 
at only £80 each plus VAT. 
PYE PF5 UHF hand portable complete with leather case but less battery. 
Only£40each plus VAT. 
PYE PF2 UB. Ideal for 70cm. These sets are in new condition. Complete 
with mike, battery and aerial. Only £80 each plus VAT. 
PYE PC1 Radio telephone controller, good condition. 2 only at £50 each 
plus VAT. 
PYE UHF PAGERS PG3 used condition less batteries. Few only at £40 
each plus VAT. · 
PYE MF5AM Motofones low band sets complete and in good condition. 
Only £45 each plus VAT. 
PYE POCKETPHONE base station F50 complete less mike. £45 each plus 
VAT. 
PYE WESTMINSTER W15 AMD mid band multi-channel sets only. No 
mike, speaker, cradle, or leads. £45 plus VAT. 
PYE REPORTER MF6AM, high band sets, complete but less cradle. Few 
only £1 50 plus VAT. 
PYE RTC Controller units for remotely controlling VHF or UHF fixed 
stations, radio telephones over land lines. £20 each plus VAT. 
PYE WESTMINSTER W15AM High band and low band available. Sets 
complete and in good condition but are less speakers, mikes, cradles and 
LT leads (sets only) . £70 each plus VAT. 
PYE WESTMINSTER W15AMB (Boot mount). Low band complete with 
control gear and accessories and in good condition. £80 each plus VAT. 
PYE WESTMINSTER W15AM Mid Band crystalled and converted to 
129.9MHz. 130.1MHz & 130.4MHz. Very good condition. £140 each plus 
VAT. 
PYE WESTMINSTER W30AM Low band sets only, no control gear. Sets 
complete and in good condition. £45 plus VAT. 
PYE BASE STATION F27 Low and high band, few only at £75 each plus 
VAT. 
PYE BASE STATION F30AM Low and high band with and without T/T. 
Prices from £220 each plus VAT. . . 
PYE CAMBRIDGE AM10D Dash Mount sets, complete and in good condi
tion but untested. £40 each. 
PYE CAMBRIDGE AM10B Boot Mount sets. High Band 12.5kHz sets only, 
no control gear, good condition. £125 each. 
Please Note all sets are sold less crystals unless otherwise stated. Sets 
can be crystalled on your frequency at £20 per channel extra. 
CARRIAGE ON RADIO TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT MOBILES £2 EACH 
::. ! ·~ ! • 

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS 
;c 5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS CB610E 

TEL:ELY(0353)860185 
WW- 020 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

~"·\ XLR CONNECTORS 
g~=~~:~ ~~e8~3~~: : :: :::: :::: ::::::::::: : ::: :: :: : : ::: ft:~ Line Female A3F.. ...... .... ... ......... .. ... .. £1.59 

Line Male A3M .................... .. ... .. .. ............... £1.36 

·@ \ ~·~aa:;~e~s .. ~rgeselecti;~~o~;~~a~~tORS . _. 

Latchles~ Chassis NC3-FZ.... . .. .... .. £0.67 Latch less Chassis Male NC3-MZ .. .. .. ... .. .... £0.59~ 
~i~~a~~~~~;;i-:~cC3-Ff> ..... ................... ::: :t:£1

1
.': ~~=s~i: 1~~~3N~}MP··::·::·.~.'.'.'.'.'.'.':'.'.',: ... ·····~,·1~.~~ . 

4,5-pin, PCB and black versions and large selection of audio adaptors available 

XLR LNE MAIN SERIES 
.XLR LNE 11C. . ..... £3.87 :XLR LNE 12C .............. ... .. 
.XLR LNE 32 ...... .. ..... , .. .............................. ..... £2.89 .XLR LNE 31 · ... ,. . 

BELCLERE AUDIO TRANSFORMERS 

£3.76 
' .. . £4.14 

f~~~g ~!:!; ~+] ~U1s-~~q~:~~r~~-5:0H~z~~~~~'~g?fs~;~oggo~~-:.~~-s·i</25i<ii':: : :: : :: : :::;:::: g:: 
SKT-723 MuMetal Screening can, 39dB reduction 50Hz ext. field ... ..... .... .. .. .. .......... .. .. ......... ......... £1 .15 

Trade enquiries welcome; quantity discounts available. All prices subject to VAT. Call. write or 
phone. Min. order £10. Please add £1 postage. Access, Amex, Barclaycard. 

KELSEY ACOUSTICS LlD. -== 
''2tiPOWIS TERRACE, LONDON W111JH 

01-727 1046/0780 
WW - 080 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

cavern m1cro modules 
Designed for Z80 based systems, these modules 'are suitable for 
Microcomputer expansion and the development of Micro systems. 
The moduies are based on a 55-way bus, this bein~;~ ~compromise ~e
tween flexibility and economy. Terminations are w1re-wrap p1ns wh1ch 
can also be soldered or plugged into sockets. 

80-006 16K x 8 bit dynamic RAM .. : .......................... .. ... ................. £12.00 
(supplied without 4116 chips) 

80-013 16K x 8 bit dynamic RAM .. .......... .. ..................... ........ ........ £20.00 
80-020 RAM driver .... ....... ......... .. ...................................................... £9.60 
80-037 RAM driver (with MUX and CAS) .. .............. .. .................... £10.80 

V.AT. extra 
80-044 16K x 8 bit EPROM ....... .. ...... .. ..... .... .................................. ... fTBA 
80-051 Parallel Printer Interface .. ............. .. .................. .. ............ ...... £TBA 
80-068 RS2321nterface ......... .. ... .. ............. .. .................. .. .. .... .... :: .. .... fTBA 
80-075 Z80 Processor ... .. .......... ... ................................. .......... ... .... .... fTBA 

Good quantity discounts available. Dealer enquiries welcome. Please 
send for data sheets . 

CAVERN--ELECTRONICS 
94 Stratford Road, Wolverton, Milton Keynes MK12 SLU 

Telephone: Milton Keynes (0908) 314925 

WW- 057FORFURTHERDETAILS 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

COTSWOLD TOROIDAL 
POWER TRANSFORMERS 
We now stock the full range of these budget priced 
products by Cotswold Electronics; all in top grade 
grain oriented silicon steel, for high efficiency 
operation at high flux density . with very low iron 
losses. 
* Reduction up to half weight and volume. 
* Radiated field one tenth .lower than conventional 

laminated equivalents. 
Fixing kit and technical information sheets supplied . 

Type 

Secondary 
Volts Current Dimensions Weight 

VA RMS RMS Dia. Height Kg Price 

C1000 30 6+6 2.50 70mm 30mm 0:45 
C1001 30 9+9 1.67 70mm 30mm 0.45 £6 .38 
C1002 30 12+ 12 1 25 70mm 30mm 0.45 
C1003 · 30 15+15 1.00 70mm 30mm 0.45 (+£1.10 

g~~~~ ~~ ~~!~~ ~ : ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~:1~ p,p ,) 
C1006 30 25+25 0.60 70mm 30mm 0.45 
C1007 30 30+30 0.50 70mm 30mm 0.45 

C1010 
C1011 
C1012 
C1013 
C1014 
C1015 
C1016 
C1017 
C1018 
C1019 

60 9+9 3.33 87mm 33mm 0.75 
60 12+12 2.50 87mm 33mm 0.75 £7.31 
60 15+15 2.00 87mm 33mm 0.75 
60 18+18 1.67 87mm 33mm 0.75 (+ £1 .43 

~~ ~~!~~ 1 :~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ g~ p.p.) 
60 30+30 1.00 87mm 33mm 0. 75 
60 110 0.55 87mm 33mm 0.75 
60 220 0.27 87mm 33mm 0.75 
60 240 0.25 87mm 33mm 0.75 

100 12+12 4.17 88mm 40mm 1.00 
100 15+ 15 3.33 88mm 40mm 1.00 £8 .15 
100 ·18+ 18 2.78 88mm 40mm 1.00 
100 22+22 2.27 88mm 40mm 1.00 ( +£1.43 

Type 

C1030 
C1031 
C1032 
C1033 
C1034 
C1035 
C1036 
C1037 

C1040 
C1041 
C1042 
C1043 
C1044 
C1045 
C1046 

C1050 
C1051 
C1052 
C1053 
C1054 
C1055 
C1056 
C1057 

Secondary 
Volts Current Dimensions Weight 

VA RMS RMS Dia . Height Kg 

( 

160 18+18 4.44 108mm42mm 1.5 
160 22+22 3.64 108mm42mm 1.5 
160 25+25 3.20 108mm42mm 1.5 
160 30+30 2.67 108mm 42mm 1.5 
160 35+35 2.29 108mm 42mm 1.5 
160 110 1.46 108mm 42mm 1.5 
160 220 0.73 108mm42mm 1.5 
160 240 0.67 1-08mm 42mm 1.5 

230 25+25 4.60 115mm 50mm 2.2 
230 30+30 3.83 115mm 50mm 2.2 
230 35 + 35 3.29 115mm 50mm 2.2 
230 40+40 2.88 115mm50mm 22 
230 110 2.09 115mm50mm 2.2 
230 220 1.05 115mm 50mm 2.2 
230 240 0.96 115mm 50mm 2.2 

330 25+25 6.60 130mm 52mm 2.8 
330 30+30 5.50 130mm 52mm 2.8 
330 35+35 4.71 130mm 52mm 2.8 
330 40+40 4.13 130mm 52mm 2.8 
330 45+45 3:67 130mm 52mm 2.8 
330 110 3.00 130mm 52mm 2.8 
330 220 1.50 130mm 52mm 2.8 
330 240 1.38 130mm 52mm 2.8 

Price 

£12 .26 

( +£1.73 

p.p) 

C1020 
C1021 
C1022 
C1023 
C1024 
C1025 
C1026 
C1027 
C1028 

100 25+25 2.00 88mm 40mm 1.00 p.p .) 
100 30+30 1.67 88mm 40mm 1.00 1-------------------

12 or 24-VOL T RANGE 
Separate 12V windings Pri 220-240V 

Ref. 12v Amps 24v 
111 0.5 0.25 
213 1.0 0.5 

71 2.0 1.0 
18 4.0 2.0 
85 5.0 2.5 
70 6.0 3.0 

108 8.0 4.0 
72 10.0 5.0 

116 12.0 6.0 
17 16.0 8.0 

115 20.0 10.0 
187 30.0 15.0 
226 60.0 30.0 

£ 
2.42 
2.90 
3.86 
4.46 
6.16 
6.99 
8.16 
8.93 
9.89 

11 .79 
15.87 
19.72 
40.41 

. P&P 
95 

1.00 
1.00 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.44 
1.60 
1.60 
1.72 
1.84 
2.04 
OA 

100 110 0.91 88mm 40mm 1.00 
100 220 0.45 88mm 40mm 1.00 
100 240 0.42 88mm 40mm 1.00 

NOTE: All types normally supplied with 240 V primary 110 V. 
220 V or other voltage supplied on request 

MAINS ISOLATORS (screened) 
Pri 0-120; 0-100-120V (120, 220, 240Vl Sec 
Ref. VA - (Watts) £ P&P 
07* 20 4.84 1.20 

149 60 7.37 1.20 
150 100 8.38 1.44 
151 200 12.28 1.72 
152 250 14.61 2.04 
153 350 18.07 2 12 
154 500 22.52 2.20 
155 750 32.03 OA 
156 1000 40.92 OA 
157 1500 56.52 OA 
158 2000 67.99 OA 
159 3000 95.33 OA 
161 6000 203.65 OA 
* 115 or 240v sec only . State volts requ ired. 

C1060 
C1061 
C1062 
C1063 
C1064 
C1065 
C1066 
C1067 

530 30+30 8.83 145mm 60mm 3.8 
530 35+35 7.57 ·145mm 60mm 3.8 
530 40+40 6.63 145mm 60mm 3.8 
530 45 + 45 5.89 145mm 60mm 3.8 
530 50+50 5.30 145mm 60mm 3.8 
530 110 4.82 145mm 60mm 3.8 
530 220 2.41 145mm 60mm 3.8 
530 240 2.21 145mm 60mm 3.8 

AVO TEST METERS 
8 Mk.Siatest Model £122.10 
71 (Electronics & £45.80 
73 TV Service) £63.90 
MMS Minor £40.50 
DA211LCD Digital £58.50 
DA212LCD Digital £81 .90 
DA116LCDDigital £121 .70 
Megger 70143 500v £97.20 
Megger, Battery BM7 £65.30 
Avo Cases and Accessories 
P&P £1 .32 +VAT 15% 

BRIDGE 
200v 2A 45p 
400v 2A 55p 
100v 25A+ £2.10 
100v 50A £2.60 
200v 4A 65p 
400v 4A 85p 
400v 6A £1 .40 
SOOv 12A £2.85 

P&P20pVAT 15% 

SPECIALIST TRANSFORMER WINDING 
SERVICE Quotes by phone or post 

30 VOLT RANGE (Split Sec) 
Pri 220-240V. Volt available 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 
15, 18, 20, 24, 30V or 12V-0-12Vor 15V-0-1.5V 

Pri 0-220-240V. SPLIT BOBBIN TRANSFORMERS 
1--'-------------------------j Sec voltages available: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20, 

Ref. 
112 
79 

3 
20 
21 
51 

30v 
0.5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 

Amps 
15v 

1 
2 
4 
6 
8 

£ 
2.90 
3.93 
6.35 
7.39 
8.79 

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS ± 1% 
For 'clean' mains to computers, peripherals . 
250VA £95.00 + Also I.C. 
SOOVA £127.00 p&p sensing types 
1 kVA · £147.00 + for low main 
2kVA £229.00 VAT voltage supplies 

50 VOLT RANGE TELEPHONES 

24, 30V, or 12-0-12V or 15-0-15V. 1 Amp £2.06 + 98p p&p 
+ VAT. 2 Amps £4.11 + £1 .20 p&p +VAT 

METAL OXIDE RESISTORS £1/100 
Special Offer TR4 5% Electrosil (100s only) . Use in p~ace 
of c.film 47(! - 75H - 180!!- 360!!- 390!! - 430!!- 470(!-
510!! - 560!l-820!l-1K - 1K2 - 1K3 - 1K6 - 1K8 - 2K -2K4 -
3K- 16K - 20K- 22K - 24K- 27K- 47K - 82K - lOOK - 110K -
120K -130K - 180K . 220K- 270K - 300K. P&P 30p +VAT 

117 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

10 
12 . 
15 
20 

10 
12 
16 
20 
24 
30 
40 

10.86 
12.29 
16.45 
18.98 
21 .09 
24.18 
32.40 

P&P 
1.00 
foo 
1.20 
1.44 
1.60 
1.60 
1.72 
1.96 
1.84 
OA 
OA 
OA 

(Split Sec) 746Grey£11 .50 P &P £120 
Pri 220-240V. Volt available 5, 7, . VAT. Other types available PRECISION DE-SOLDER PUMPS 
~-r 1~J-~·_jgv 1J; .~~V~g}~v 33

' 
40 1--

4
-
0
-
0
-
1
-
44
-

0
-V-I_S_O_L_A_T_O_R_S-1 Spring loaded quick action button release for one hand 

SCREENED MINIATURES Pri 240V Ref . 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
118 
119 
109 

working . large £5.86 P&P 35p + VAT Small £5.17 P&P 
50vAmf~v £ P&P 400/440 to 200/240 (screens! 30p +VAT Rep lacement tips : Small 65p + VAT. large 
. ·S 1 3.75 l.20 VA Ref. £ P&P 86p +VAT mA Sec Volts £ P&P 

200 3-0-3 2.83 .50 
1A,1A 0-6, 0-6 3.14 1.00 
100 9-0-9 2.35 .50 
330, 330 0-9, 0-9 2.19 .60 

1 2 4.57 1.20 60 243 7.37 1.20 
2 4 7.88 1.44 250 246 4.61 2 04 
3 6 9.42 1.60 350 247 18.07 2.04 
4 8 12.82 1.72 500 . 248 22.52 OA 

ANTEX SOLDERING IRONS 
15W CCN240 or C240 £4.50 25W X25 £4.80 12V 25W car 
solder kit £5.30. Safety stand £1.75 . P&P 55p +VAT 6 12 16.37 1.84 1000 250 45.94 OA 

8 16 22.29 2.20 2000 252 67·99 OA MAINS BATTERY ELIMINATORS 10 20 27.48 OA 3000 253 95.32 OA 

500, 500 0-8-9, 0-8-9 3.05 .95 
1A, 1A . 0-8-9,0-8-9 3.88 1.20 
200,200 0-15,0-15 2.19 .60 

12 24 32.89 OA l--6_o_oo _ __ 2_54 ____ 18_9_.o_2_0_A_----1 ~81~~~A'-~~~g~~ ~uf~n1o Jl~ s6~c;~t. 3gJ·cic\~·o~X 
CASED AUTOS [460 + P&P69p ... VAT 

SOMA 12-0-12 2.88 .50 
300, 300 0-20, 0-20 3.08 1.00 
700(0C) 20-12-0-12-20 3.75 1.00 
1A, 1A 0-15-20,0-15-20 5.09 1.20 
500, 500 0-15-27,0-15-27 4.39 1.20 60 VOLT RANGE 
1A, 1A 0-15-27,0-15-27 6.64 1.20 (Split Sec) Pri 220-240V 

_A_U_T_O·--T--R-A_N_S_FO--R-M--E-R-S--·--~--1 Voltages available 6, 8, 10, 12. 
16. 18, 20, 24, 30, 36. 40, 48 60V, 

Voltages available 105. 115. 190. 200. 210. 220. 230. or 24V-0-24V or 30V-0-30V 
240. For step 'up or step down. Amps 
Ref. VA (Watts) TAPS £ P&P Ref. 60v 30v £ P&P 
113* 15 0-10-115-210-240V 2.77 1.00 124 ·5 1 4.27 1.20 
64 80 0-1 0-115-210-240V 4.41 1.20 126 1 2 6.50 1.20 

4 150 0-1 0- 115-200-220-240V 5.89 1 .20 127 2 4 8.36 1.60 
67 500 0-10-115-200-220-240V 12.09 1.84 125 3 6 12.10 1.72 
84 1000 0-10-115-200-220-240V 20.64 2.20 123 4 8 13.77 1.96 
93 1500 O-t0-115-200-220-240V 25.61 OA 40 5 10 17.42 1.84 
95 2000 0-1 0-115-200-220-240V 38.31 OA 120 6 12 19.87 2.04 
73 3000 0-10-115-200-220-240V 65.13 OA 121 8 16 27.92 OA 
80 4000 0-10-115-200-220-240V 84.55 OA 122 10 20 32.51 OA 
57 . 5000 0-1 0-115-200-220-240V 98.45 O·A-~1181911111211214 ~317 .• 471101AI 

240V cable input USA 115Voutlets 1-----·------------------
VA Price P&P Ref 
20 £6.55 .95 56W 
75 £8.50 1.20 64W 

150 £11.00 1.44 4W 
200 £12.02 1.44 65W 
250 £13.38 1.44 69W 
500 £20.13 2.04 67W 

1000 £30.67 2.20 84W 
2000 £54.97 OA 95W 

0-15 V CT (7.5-0-7.5V) 
Ref. Amp Price P&P 
171 SOOMA 2.30 . 52 
172 1A 3.26 .90 
173 2A 3.95 90 
174 3A 4.13 .99 
175 4A 6.30 1.10 

PANEL METERS £6.70 ea + 76p P /P + VAT 
43 x 43mm or 82 x 78mm V.U. Indicator 
501'-A, 5001'-A. 1mA. 30V d.c. £1.95 + 30p P&P +VAT 
Educational Meter lOA 30V £4.50 +VAT 
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RHODE. & SCHWARZ 
Selective UHF VI Meter. Bands 4 & 5 . lJSVF 
Selectomat Voltmeter USWV £450. 
UHF Sig . Gen. type SDR 0.3-1 GHz 
UHF Signal Generator SCH £1 75. 
XUD Decade Synthesizer & Exciter. 
POLYSKOPS SWOB I and II 
Modulator I ['emodulator BN 1795012 . 

MARCONI 
TF9958/2 AM/FM Signal Generator. 
TF2500 Audio power meter 
TF1101 RC oscillators £65. 
6551 SAUNDERS. 1400-1700MHz. FM . 
TF1066BI1. 10-470MHz. AMIFM. 
TFi 152AI 1. Power meter . 25W. 500MHz 
.£50. 
TF 13 70A RC Oscillator £135. 
TF791 D Carrier Deviation Meter . 

BECKMAN TURNS COUNTER DIALS 
Miniature-type (22mm diam.). Counting up 
to 15 turn "HP.Iipots". Brand new with 

. mounting instructions. Only £2.50 each. 

* COOLING FANS & BLO WERS * 

WOODS centrifuqal type . 240VAC and 24VDC ver
sions available. Dims. 8x51h'' . Outlet diameter" 
2x2%''. £9.50 (£1 post) . 
Plannette fans . 110/240V Cap start (supplied) . 6" 
diameter . £7.50 each. (£1 post). 
Plannette snail type. 110/240V. 8x7". Outlet dia
meter 3x21h''. £9.50. (£1 post) . 
A.C.I. Snail type. 110/250V. 6x4". Outlet 1 Y2x1 W 
£8.50. (£1 post). 
Smiths 12V DC 'car heater type'. £6.50. (£1 post). 
Rotron 41f2x4W' . 115V £4.50. 230V £5. 3x3" 115V 
£4. 230V £5. (PP 35p ea.) 

SEALED LEAD ACID BATTER I ES 

Gould GELY-r:E type PB660. 6V. 6A.H. Measures 
3¥4x2¥4x23/4 Inches. Excellent condition . £4.50. 
(75p post) . 

20-WAV JACK SOCKET STR IPS. 3 pole . 
type with two normally closed contacts £2.50 
each(+ 25p .pp). Type 316 three pole plugs for 
above - 20p ea. (pp fre_e). 

P. F. RALFE ELECTRONICS 
10 CHAPEL STREET, LONDON, NW1 

TFL: 0 1-723 8 753 , 

RANK KALEE 1742 Wo~ & Flutter Meter. 
AIRMEC 314A Voltmeter. 300mV (FSD)-300V: 
AIRMEC Wave Analysers types 853 & 248A. 
DERRITRON 1 KW Power Amplifier with control equipment 
for vibration testing, etc. 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 85518/8518 Spectrum Analyser. 
1OM hz-40G Hz. 
HEWLETT-PACKARD tuned amp & null detector. 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 331 A Disto rtion Mete~ 
RADIOMETER Distortion Meter 8KF6 £125. 

. * RADIO & TELEVISION TEST EQUIPMENT * 
TEXSCAN DU-88 X-Y Display scopes • £95 

·TELONIC 2003 Sweep Generator System 0-1000MHz £259 ' 
TELONIC 101 X-Y Display scopes f."i5 
TELONIC 1204 0 -500MHz sweep generato r £ 150 
TELONIC 121 display scopes £95 
UNAOHM EP685A PAL Colour Generator. Video/RF £ 295 
KORTING Colour TV Service gen . VHF/UHF, PALINTSC £295 ' 
LAB GEAR UHF/VHF Pal Colour generator. 
LAB GEAR UHF Monochrome C. H. & dot patterns . 
PHILIPS FM Stereo s ignal gene rators PM6456 
FERROGRAPH RTS2 Recorder Test Set 

1r. OSCILLOSCOPES ·* 
£45 

£ 200 
£275• 

TEKTRONIX 500 SERIES SCOPES AT 
BARGAIN PRICES: 

All in good working order. Available to callers only 
TYPE 543B with 'CA' plug-in. 25MHz. DB .... . ...... . ... ...... .. .. .. .... . ........ £ 125 
TYPE 545B with 'CA' plug-in 25M Hz. DB ...... ... .. ...... ... ....... ... ... . .... .. . £ 185 
TYPE 585A with '82' plug-in. 80MHz.DB ..... . .... .... . ... .... ... .. . ... .. .... .... £ 250 . 

PLEASE NOTE . All the pre: owned equipment shown has been 
carefully tested in our workshop and reconditioned where neces· 
sary. it is sold in first-class operati '"~ al condition and most items, 
carry a three months guarantee . For our mail order customers we 
have a money-back scheme. Repairs and servicing to all equipment 
at very reasonable rates. PLEASE ADD 15% VAT TO ALL PRICES . 

8 REDAN ROAD, ALDERS HOT 
HAMPSHIRE GU12 4SW 
Telephone : 

m~CAOBlfTE lTD. 
M ICAOPAOCESSORS, SYST EMS DESIGN & SOF TWAR E 

Aldershot (0252) 319588 

A RAPID WAY TO CONVERT SOURCE 
PROGRAMS TO EPROMS 

****** 832 E P ROM PROGRAMM E R ****** 

Programs 2708/2716 (TMS and lntei)/2516/2532/2732/2732A 
Pre- and post-programming checks 
RS232 connection to host computer or terminal 
D~vvnload .HEX files from processor to 832 to program EPROM 
S1mple command structure to inspect, modify, verify, find parti
cular bytes, program and compare EPROMS £345 

******DEVELOPMENT SOFTWAR E F O R USE 

- WITH PROGRAMMER *** ****. 
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- DC POWER S UPPLIES 
* APT 10459/8, 12-14V@ 5Amps £25 (£2 p.p.) 
*APT 10459/8, 24V@ 5 Amps £25 (£2 p.p.) 
* We can supply the above power supply at any 
fixed voltage between 5V and 36V at 5A £25. · 
* Mullard Dual supplies. Brand new with 
handbook. Pos & Neg 12V at 1A and 0.4A respecti
vely. Dimensions 9x4x5ins. £10 + (£1 p.p.) . 
* FARNELL Current limited. Dimensions 7x5x4ins. 
Following types available: 13-17 Volts @ 2A £15. 
27-32 Volts@ 1A_5V£1lj. 5V@ 3A £15. (pp£.1.50), ~-

SPECIAL PURCHASE 
._ LAMBDA POWER SUPruE.S_ _ 
Excellent LXS Series DC power units at less than a 
tenth of new price. The snag? -they're all 110V AC 

. Input. Prices as follows: 
5V at 24A. LXS 05 OV R. £25. (List £350). 
SV af 14A. LX::fct5 OV. £20. (£258) . 
24V at 3.1A. LCS C 24. £15. (£223). 

Card age each £2.50 extra 

DEAC NI·CAD BATTERIES 
Type 2000DK circular cell, 5 ce_lls in package giving 
6V nom1nal @ 2AH . 3% x 2" diameter. Used, but in 
good cond it ion . Only £5 plus 50p post. 

ROTRONINSTRU MENT 

COOLING FANS ._ 

Supplied in excellent condition. fully il 
t ested : it 
1 1 5V, 4 .5 X 4.5 X 1.5" £4.50. 230V it 
£ 5. 115V, 3 X 3 X 1 . 5" £4 +postage 

·ea . 35p. ,-tt 

100V DC ELECTRO LYTIC 

CAPACIT ORS 
Sprague 'Powerlytic' type 36D. 10,000uF. 100V. 
Brand new at surplus price! Only £4 ea. PP SOp. 

._, BELL & HOWEIL MICROFICH 

: Type SR5. Scr!lnE~~~xS5in . New coridi-
-tr t ion.£50. 

DIGITAL MULTI-METERS 
DE FOREST ELECTRONICS TYPE MM200 . DC 
V 0 - 1 KV. AC V 0-700. DC 1 .0-1 A . AC 1.0- lA. 
Each in 4 ranges . Resistance 0-19.99 Mohms. 
5 ranges . LED Display 1999 . -
BRAND NEW. SPECIAL REDUCED PRICE OF 

£39, INCLUDING VAT & P.P. 

PROGRAMMABLE 
CLOCK/TIMER 

The versatile design of this 
microcomputer based 
clock/timer unit will find 
many uses around the 
home or workshop. For 
example switching lights 
on and offto deter burglars, 
switching domestic 

8048/9 Cross Assembler and Simulator (under CP/M) 
. M6800 Cross Assembler and Simulator (under CP/M) 

£175 
£175 

appliances, including central heating controllers, radio 
and TV sets, electric blankets and so on. The unit is self
contained and built on two small single-sided p.c.b.s. 

EXPAND YOUR PROCESSOR'S CAPABILITY 

***** MICROBVTE 421 MULTI PLEX ER_***** 

Link up to 4 peripherals·to your processor 
Simple protocol 
Each per~pheral independently configurable · 
Automatic baud rate detect for keyboard devices 
Softvvare options for non-standard requirements 

£425 (excluding special software) 

All prices exclusive of V.A. T. 
One-year guarantee on all products 

WW- 088FORFURTHERDETAILS 

A comprehensive guide of programming and features 
will of course be given. --------PLUS!-------

* Guide to Philips K12 Chassis* Linear Ohmeter 
*CombFilters*andmore! · 

Watch our 

IElEUISIOD 
TODAY 
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raJ 
PM COMPONENTS LTD. VALVE & COMPONENTS SPECIALISTS 

~ DEPT. A, CONINGSBY HOUSE, WROTHAM RD, MEOPHAM, KENT DA 13 OHN 

PHONE 0474 813225. TELEX 965966 WEST ST G 
SEMICONDUCTORS 

BC213 0.09 80202 0.65 8F241 0.15 BT116 1.20 2N2905 0.40 
;I NTEGRATE D CIRCUITS 

T8A 12050 0.70 TOA 1 004A 2.20 
BC213L 0.09 ,80203 0.78 8F256 0.28 BU105 1.22 2N3054 0.59 TBA120U 1.00 TOA1170 1.95 

AC126 0.22. 8C109B 0.10 BC237 0.09 80204 0.70 8F2561LC 0.28 BU108 1.69 2N3055 0.52 AN2140 2.50 SL1310 1.80 T8A395 1.50 TOA1190 2.15 
AC127 0.20 BC114 0.11 BC238 0.09 80222 0.46 8F257 0.28 8U124 1.00 2N3702 0.12 AN240 2.80 SL 1327 1.10 TBA396 0.75 TOA 12700 3.95 
AC128 0.20 8C116A 0.12 BC251a 0.12 80223 0.46 8F258 0.25 8U126 1.22 2N3703 0.12 HA1151 2.50 SL13270 Ct .10 TBA440N 2.55 TOA1327 1.70 
AC128K 0.32 8C117 0.19 BC252A 0.15 80225 0.46 8F259 0.26, 8U204 1.55 2N3704 0.12 LA4031P 2.70 SL1431 1.37 TBA4800 1.25 TOA1327Q 1.70 
AC141K 0.34 BC119 0.24 BC25BA 0:39 80233 0.35 8F271 0.26 BU205 1.30 2N3705 0.12 LA4400 4.15 . SN76003N 1.65 TBA510 1.65 TOA 13528 1 .43 
AC142K 0.30 8C125 0.12 BC300 0.30 80234 0.35 8F273 0.13 8U208 1.39 2N3706 0.12 LC7120 3.50 AC76013N 1.15 TBA510Q 1.65 TOA1412 0.85 

AC176 0.22 8C140 0.31 8C301 0.30 80236 0.45 8F336 0.34 8U208A 1.52 2N3708 0.12 LC7 130 3.50 SN76003NO TBA520 1.10 TOA2002 1.95 
AC176K 0.31 8C141 0.25 BC303 0.26 80237 0.30 8F337 0.29 8U208102 1.89 2N5294 0.38 LC7131 5.50 1.50 TBA520Q 1.10 TOA2020 2.45 

AC187 0.25 8C142 0.21 8C307 0.09 80238 0.33 8F338 0.32 8U326A 1.42 2N5296 0.46 M83712 2.50 SN76023N 1.45 TBA530 1.10 'TOA2030 2.80 
AC187K 0.28 8C143 0.24 8C327 0.10 80410 0.55 8F355 0.37 8U407 1.24 2N5298 0.52 MC1307P 1.00 SN76033N 1.65 TBA5300 1.10 TDA2522 1.95 
AC188 0.22 8C147 0.09 BC337 0.10 80434 0.55 8F362 0.38 8U500 1.75 2N5496 0.66 MC1327P 0.95 AC76033N 1.65 TBA540 1.25 TOA2523 1.95 

AC188K 0.37 BC148A 0.09 8C338 0.09 80437 0.50 8F363 0.31 MJ3000 1.98 2SA715 0.95 MC1330P 0.76 SN761 1 ON 0.89 TBA5400 1.35 TOA2530 1.54 
A0142 0.90 8C1488 0.09 8C461 0.30 80517 0.60 BF371 0.20 MJE340 0.40 2SC495 0.80 MC1349P 1.20 SN76131N 1.30 T8A5500 1.45 TOA2532 1.95 
A0143 0.82 BC149 0.09 BC478 0.20 80520 0.65 BF394 0.19 MJE520 0.48 2SC496 0.80 MC1350P 0.76 SN762260N TBA560C 1.45 TOA2540 2.15 
AD149 0.70 8C157 0.10 __ BC547 0.10 80X32 1.50 8F457 . 0:23 MRF450A 11.50 2SC1096 0.80 MC1351P 1.00 1.55 TBA560CO 1.45 TOA2541 2.15 
AD161 0.39 8C158 0.09 8C548 0.10 8F115 0.35 BF458 0.23 MRF477 10.00 2SC1172Y 2.20 MC1352P 1.00 SN76227N 1.05 TBA570 1.00 TOA2560 2.15 

AD162 0.39 8C159 0.09 8C549A 0.08 8F127 0.24 8F459 0.36 MRF475 2.50 2SC1173 1.15 MC1495 3.00 SN76532N 1.40 TBA641 ·811 TOA2581 1.15 
AD161/2 0.90 8C160 0.28 8C550 0.07 BF158 0.18 8F595 0.23 R20088 1.70 2SC1306 1.25 ML231B 1.75 SN76533N 1.30 3.00 TOA2590 2.95 
AF124 0.34 8C161 0.28 8C557 0.07 8F160 0.27 8F597 0.25 R20108 1.70 2SC1307 1.85 ML2328 1.75 SN76544N 1.30 TBA720AO 2.45 TOA2591 2.95 
AF125 0.32 BC1708 0.10 BC5578 0.07 8F167 0.24 8FR39 0.23 R2322 0.58 2SC1449 0.80 ML237 1.95 SN76650N 1.05 T8A750 1.85 TDA2593 2.95 
AF126 0.32 BC171 0,08 8C558 0.07 8F173 0.22 8FR41 0.28 R2323 0.66 2SC1678 1.25 ML238 4.20 SN76660N 0.80 TBA7500 1.85 TOA2600 2.95 
AF127 0.32 8C171A 0.10 80115 0.30 8F177 0.38 8FT42 0.28 R2540 2.48 2SC1945 2.10 ML239 2.10 S N76666N 0. 70 T8A800 0.89 TOA2611A 1.95 

AF139 0.42 8C1718 0.10 80116 0.52 8F178 0.26 8FW92 0.85 RCA 16334 0.90 2SC1953 0.95 ML920 4.12 SW153 2.74 T8A810S 1.35 TOA2640 2.60 
AF150 0.42 BC172 0.09 80131 0.32 8F179 0.34 8FX29 0.30 RCA 16335 0.80 2SC1957 0.80 ML922 3.29 TA7205AP 1.95 T8A810AS 1.35 TOA2690 1.35 

AF239 0.42 8C1728 0.10 80132 0.35 8F180 0.29 BFX84 0.26 TIP29 0.40 2SC2028 1.15 ML928 1.65 TA7120 1.85 T8A820 1.45 TOA3950 2.50 

AU106 2.08 BC172C 0.10 80133 0.40 8F181 0.29 BFX85 0.28 TIP29C 0.42 2SC2029 1.60 SAS560S 1.60 TA7130 1.50 TBA920 1.65 UPC566H 2.95 

AU107 1.75 8C1738 0.10 80135 0.30 8F182 0.29 8FX86 0.30 TIP30C 0.43 2SC2078 1.45 SAS570S 1.60 TA7204 2.15 T8A9200 1.65 UPC575C2 2.95 
AU110 2.00 8C174 0.09 80136 0.30 BF1B3 0.29 8FX88 0.25 TIP31C 0.42 2SC2091 0.85 SASS 80S 2.85 TA7205AP 1.95 T8A950·2X UPC1025 2.50 
AU113 1.48 8C182 0.09 80137 0.28 8F184 0.28 8FY50 0.21 TIP32C 0.42 SASS 90S 2.85 TA7222AP 1.80 2.35 UPC1156H 2.95 
8C107 0.10 8C182LB 0.10 80138 0.30 8F185 0.28 8FY51 0.21 TIP338 0.75 SL490 1.96 TA7310P 1.80 T8A990 1.49 
BC107A 0.10 8C183 0.12 80139 0.32 8F194 0.11 8FY52 0.25 TIP41C 0.45 SL9018 4.35 TAA550 0.25 T8A990Q 1.49 7v Power Mike 
8C107B 0.10 8C183L 0.09 80140 0.30 8F195 0.11 8FY90 0.77 TIP42C 0.47 SL9WB 6.25 TAA570 1.80 TCA270 1.10 batteries 
8C108 0.10 8C184LB 0.09 80159 0.65 8F196 0.11 8R100 0.19 TIP47 0.65 TAA621 3.00 TCA270S 1.10 TR175. £1.40 
BC108A 0.10 8C204 0.10 80166 0.46 8F197 0.11 8R101 0.30 TIP2955 0.84 * 20MM ANTI-SURGE FUSES * TAA6618 1.20 TCA270SO 1.10 each. 
BC108B 0.10 BC208B 0.13 80179 0.72 8F198 0.10 BRC4443 0.85 TIP3055 0.661 £1 per pack of £1 .30 per pack TAA700 1.70 TCABOO 2.15 
BC108C 0.10 8C212 0.09 80182 0.70 8F199 0.14 8T106 1.00 TIS91 0.20 TBA1208 0.70 TCA940 1.65 
8C109 0.10 8C212L 0.09 80201 0.83 BF200 0.30 8T108 1.22 " 2N2219 0.28 10 of 10 T8A120S 0.70 TOA440 2.20 THERMISTOR 

SOOMa 2.5A 

NEW BRANDED V ALVES 
GZ34 2.00 PCF805 2.00 RG3·1250 1A 3.15A 6828 0.95 7S7 2.00 YA1104 0.70 

GZ37 4.00 PCF806 0.60 45.00 1.6A SA 6C4 0.60 7Y4 1.00 
VA8650 0.45 

A1998 11 .50 EABCBO 0.56 EF94 0.55 HL41 1.50 PCF808 1.48 RG4-1000 10.00 2A 6C6 0.50 808 2.75 
A2087 11 .50 EAC91 0.90 EF95 0.60 HL4200 2.00 PCH200 1.10 RK-20A 12.00 20MM QUICK BLOW FUSES 6C8G 1.25 8F07 1.40 30PL 14 2.25 

A2134 9.00 EAF42 1.40 EF96 0.65 HL92 1.50 PCL82 0.80 RPL16 12.00 30p PER PACK OF 10 6C11 2.50 . 98W6 · 1.20 31JS6A 2.95 

A2293 7.20 EAF801 1.40 EF97 0.95 HL 133100 1.50 PCL83 2.00 RR3·250 37.00 250MA. 500MA 1A. 2A. SA 6C15 2.50 91AG 10.00 35A5 1.20 

A2521 19.00 E841 2.30 EF98 0.95 HP6 1.50 PCL84 0.80 RR3-1250 65.00 6C18 2.50 10C1 5.50 35L6GT 2.00 

A2900 10.90 E834 1.50 EF183 0.65 HY90 1.00 PCL85 0.80 S6F33 25.00 VR102 1.50 4CX350A 52.00 6C31 1.50 10C2 0.70 35W4 0.70 

ACP 3.00 E891 0.52 EF184 0.65 KT36 2.00 PCL86 0.80 S130 2.50 VR105/30 1.05 40T6 2.00 6C85 1.50 1002 1.25 35Z3 1.85 

AC/HL/00 3.00 E8C33 1.00 EF731 1.80 KT44 3.00 PCL200 1.60 S130P 3.00 VR150130 1.15 5A163K 10.00 6CB6 1.50 10F1 0,75 ~OK06 3.25 

AC/PEN 3.50 E8C41 0.85 EH90 0.72 KT45 3.00 PCL805 0.90 SP41 4.00 VT25 5.00 5A-170K 5.25 6C06GA 4.00 10F9 0.75 41 0.80 

ACISP3 4.50 E8C81 0.85 EK90 0.72 KT61 4.00 P0500 3.50 SP42 2.50 VT758 3.00 5AI206K 9.00 6CF6 1.50 10F18 0.60 431U 1.25 

ACVP1 3.50 E8C89 0.85 EL32 0.95 KT63 2.00 PEN400 1.50 S1V280/40 8.00 VT120 1.15 SANS 1.20 6CG8A 1.00 10GK6 1.95 50C5 0.95 

ACVP2 1.50 E8C90 0.75 EL33 4.00 KT66 USA 6.00 PEN25 1.50 S1V280/80 VT138 4.25 58-254M 14.50 6CH6 10.00 10P14 2.50 50C06G 1.15 

AH221 31.00 E8C91 0:75 EL34 1.54 KT66UK 9.00 PEN45 3.50 30.00 VU39 1.50 58-255M 14.50 6CL6 1.50 11E2 16.50 52KU 0.85 

ARB 0.70 E8F80 0.55 EL34 Philips KT67 2.00 PEN46 1.50 T41 2.00 VX6120 5.00 506 4.00 6C25 2.00 12A4 2.50 57 0.85 

AZ31 1.00 E8F89 0.70 2.45 KT77 5.00 PENA4 2.50 T82-300 45.00 VX9133 5.00 5021 15.50 60C6 2.00 12AC6 0.80 75C1 1.20 

ARP12 0.70 E8L1 1.50 EL36 1.60 KT81 2.50 PFL200 1.13 T8W7-900 X65 0.85 5022 38.00 60W4 1.20 12AD6 0.80 80 1.40 

ARP34 2.00 E8L21 2.00 EL37 9.00 KTBB USA 7.00 PL33 0.75 315.00 . X66 0.85 5R4G8 2.80 6EA8 1.80 12AE6 0.85 83AI 7.00 

ARP35 ' 1.50 EC52 0.70 EL38 4.50 KT88 UK 11.50 PL36 1.05 TD03·1 OF 23.00 X7 19 0.58 5U4G 0.85 6F1 2.00 12AG8 1.50 84 0.85 

ARP37 1.00 EC86 1.00 EL81 2.05 KTW61 1.50 PL81 0.75 TP25 1.50 XG5·500 19.50 5U4GB 1.50 6F6G 2.00 12AH7GT 0.85 85A1 5.40 

8T58 43.50 ECBB 1.00 ELi32 0.58 L63 1.00 PL81A 0.74 TI11 1.50 XR1·1600A 5V4G 0.85 6F8G 1.50 12AH8 5.50 85A2 2.00 

8T17A 95.00 EC90 0.60 EL84 0.66 L 10212K 8.00 PL82 0.60 TI21 19.50 29.00 5Y3GT 0.85 6F12 1.30 12AT6 0.59 89 1.20 

C1K 14.00 EC91 7.00 EL85 3.85 L 120/2K 12.00 PL83 0.52 TY2,125A XR1-6400A 5Z4G 0.85 6F14 1.00 12AT7 0.55 90C1 2.10 

C3JA 10.00 EC93 0.80 EL86 0.80 M502A 135.00 PL84 0.65 45.00 128.00 6130L2 0.70 6F22 0.70 12AT7WA 2.50 90CG 10.85 

OAC32 1.20 EC8010 6.00 EL90 0.82 M537A 160.00 PL95 1.00 TY4-350 90.00 YL 1020 29.00 6AI203K 9.00 6F23 0.48 12AU6 0.60 92AG 10.00 

OAF91 0.45 ECC33 4.00 EL91 6.00 M8079 6.00 PL500 1.12 TY4-400 60.00 YL 1060 15.00 6A6 1.50 6F24 1.25 12AU7 0.55 92AV 10.00 

OAF96 0.65 ECC40 2.30 EL95 0.70 M8083 3.25 PL504 1.20 TY4-500 YL 1370 5.50 6A8G 1.50 6F25 1.25. 12AV6 0.80 15082 3.00 

OC70 1.75 ECC81 0.55 EL360 9.00 M8100 2.85 PL508 1.48 60.00 Z63 1.00 6AB7 0.60 6F26 0.48 12AX7 0.55 15083 3.90 

DC90 1.20 ECC82 0.55 EL504 1.40 M8136 7.00 PL509 2.95 TY8-600W 277 1.20 6A88 0.66 6F28 1.25 12AX7WA 2.50 150C4 1.50 

DCX4-1000 ECC82 Mullard EL519 4.50 M8137 5.50 PL519 3.15 315.00 2303C 9.00 6AC7 1.00 6F33 9.00 12AY7 4.00 155UG 25.00 

35.00 1.10 EL821 10.00 M8162 3.85 PL802 2.75 TYS21250 Z502C 12.00 6AF4A 1.20 6FG5 1.50 12AZ7A 1.50 1858T 1.50 

OET10 6.00 ECC83 0.60 EL822 10.00 M8195 3.00 PL820 3.00 750.00 Z504S 13.50 6AG7 1.20 6FH5 1.50 12B4A 1.60 257A 6.00 

OET22 28.00 ECCS3 Mullard EM1 4.00 M8196 3.25 PT4 4.00 U10 1.50 Z700U 1.00 6AH6 1.00 6FN5 1.50 128A6 0.75 408A . 4.00 

OF91 0.45 1.10 EM4 4.00 M8225 1.20 PT15 4.50 U15 1.50 2749 0.48 6AJ7 1.00 6FL2 1.50 12BE6 1.05 708A 5.00 

OF92 0.60 ECC84 0.60 EMBO 0.70 ME1400 4.00 PY31 0.60 U17 1.50 2759 16.00 6AK5 0.60 6GH8A 0.80 12BH7 0.95 715A 6.00 

OF96 0.65 ECC85 0.60 EM81 0.70 ME1402 4.50 PY32 0.60 U18-20 2.00 Z803U 13.50 6AK6 2.00 6GK5 1.00 12BL6 0.70 715C 15.50 

OF97 1.50 ECC88 0.65 EM84 0.70 ME1403 10.00 PY33 0.60 U19 11 .95 ZA1002 1.48 6AL5 0.52 6GK6 2.00 128Y7A 2.75 717A 1.50 

OH63 2.20 ECC91 0.65 EM85 0.85 ME1501 14.00 PY81 0.70 U22 1.00 2C1040 8.00 6AM4 2.50 6H2N 0.70 12C8GT 0.70 801A 2.00 

OH77 0.90 ECC189 . 0.78 EM87 1.10 MH4 2.10 PYB2 0.55 U25 0.68 ZM1001 5.00 6AM5 6.00 6H3N 0.70 12CX6 1.20 803 16.00 

OK91 0.90 ECC2000 12.00 EMM803 2.50 MH41 2.10 PYB3 0.70 U26 0.90 2M1005 8.00 6AM6 1.30 6H6 1.00 12E1 16.50 807 1.50 

OK92 1.20 ECC803S 1.50 EN10 8.00 MS4B 5.00 PYB8 0.74 U37 12.00 ZM1020 4.00 6AN5 2.00 6HF5 4.50 12GN7 3.25 808 3.00 

OK96 1.00 ECC804 0.40 EN32 14.00 MU12 1.50 PY500A 1.45 U41 0.70 ZM1021 8.00 6ANBA 2.50 6HG8 1.50 12HG7A 3.25 811A 9.00 

OL73 2.50 ECC807 1.30 EN91 0.95 MU14 1.50 PY800 0.70 U191 0.70 ZM 1023 6.00 6A05 0.82 6HZ6 1.00 12J5GT 0.48 613 18.50 

OL92 0.60 ECF80 0.65 EN92 4.00 N37 3.00 PY801 0.70 U193 0.65 ZM1041 13.00 6AR8 2.00 6JSGT 0.75 12J7GT 0.70 833A 115.00 

OL94 1.20 ECF82 0.60 ES1500 115.00 N78 8.90 083·300 30.50 U281 1.00 ZM1202 98.00 6AS5 1.50 6J6 0.55 12K5 1.00 845 8.00 

OL96 1.00 ECF86 1.50 EY51 0.80 NR 14 9.00 OE03·10 3.50 U282 1.00 ZM1262 7.00 6AS6 2.50 6J7 1.05 12K7GT 0.60 866A 3.00 

OLS10 9.00 ECF802 1.20 EY83 1.50 NR73 3.50 QP25 1.00 U291 0.60 1AC6 1.20 6AS7G 4.50 6JB6 3.95 1207GT 0.50 868 5.00 

OLS16 10.00 ECF804 6.00 EYB4 8.00 NU3 1.50 OOE03·12 4.50 U301 0.60 1822 10.00 6AT6 0.80 6JE6 2.10 12SA7GT 1.00 885 2.00 

OM70 1.10 ECF812 1.20 EY86187 0.50 NU 17 1.50 OOEOS-4013.95 U309 0.60 1B3GT 1.00 6AV5GTA 1.50 6JS6C 2.55 12SJ7 0.60 954 0.50 

OM160 2.50 ECH3 2.50 EY8B 0.60 NU1B 1.50 OOV02·6 10.50 U801 0.80 185 2.50 6AU6 0.55 6K4N 1,00 12SL7 1.50 955 0.60 

OY51 1.00 ECH4 3.00 EY500A 1.50 OA2 0.60 QOV03·10 3.75 UA8C80 0.65 105 1.00 6AV6 0.72 6K7 0.70 12SN7GT 1.85 958A 0.90 

OY80 1.20 ECH35 1.50 E241 1.20 OA3 3.00 OQV03-20A UAF42 1.00 1G3GT 1.00 6AW8A 2.50 6K06 3.95 12SR7 0.70 1299A 0.60 

OY86187 0.55 ECH42 1.00 EZ80 0.60 082 0.65 12.25 U8C81 1.00 15G 1.00 6AZ8 1.80 6L1 2.50 12U7 1.50 2050 6.00 

OY802 0.60 ECH81 o:s8 EZ81 0.60 OC3 1.05 OOV06-40A U8F80 0.60 1L6 1.50 6810 2.50 6L6GC 1.90 12Y4 0.60 4212E 2~~:~g 
E1T 15.00 ECH83 0.78 EZ90 0.96 003 1.15 13.95' UBF89 0.60 1LA6 1.00 68A6 0.50 6L6GT 1.20 1303 3.20 5557 

E55L 14.00 ECH84 0.93 FW4-500 2.00 OM4 1.00 OOZ06·40A U8L2 1 1.20 1U5 1.00 68A7 3.75 6L7 0.55 1307 3.20 5636 3.00 

E80CC 4.75 ECL80 0.66 G11371K 30.00 OM 58 3.60 45.25 UC92 0.80 1X28 1.15 68A8A 3.50 6L15 1.50 1308 3.20 5642 5.00 

E80CF 10.00 ECL82 0.58 G55/1K 8.00 OMS 2.00 QS75-20 2.50 UCC84 0.70 2A3 3.00 6806 1.00 6L 17 · 1.50 13E1 97.50 5651 1.75 

EBOF 6.25 ECL83 1.13 G120118 8.00 PA8C80 0.50 OS150/45 7.00 UCC85 0.60 2AS15A 11 .00 . 68E6 0.72 6L18 0.60 14K7 1.20 5654 1.95 

l:80L 9.50 ECL84 0.74 G150120 4.00 PCB6 0.80 QS1200 3.95 UCH21 1.20 2C39A 19.00 68H6 1.60 6L03 0.85 14S7 1.00 5670 3.50 

E81CC 3.90 ECL85 0.74 G18912M 7.00 PCBS 0.80 OS1209 2.00 UCH41 1.20 2C21 1.00 68J6 1.05 6L020 0.60 1502 1.00 5687 8.15 

E81L 9.50 ECL86 0.74 G40011K 14.00 PC92 0.85 QS1212 3.20 UCH42 1.20 2C42 4.00 68K4 2.75 6P1 0.60 17JZ8 1.60 5696 2.55 

E82CC 1.50 ECLLBOO 13.50 GC10B 9.00 PC97 1.10 051213 5.00 UCH81 0.65 2C51 0.75 6BN4 1.25 6P15 0.60 1803 1.60 5718 3.50 

E83CC 1.50 EF22 2.50 GC100 9.00 PC900 0.95 QV03-12 3.50 . UCL82 0.76 287 1.50 68N6 1.30 6P25 4.00 19AQ5 0.70 5725 . 3.50 

E83F 2.50 EF37A 3.60 GC1048 9.00 PCC84 0.45 OVOS-25 1.75 UF41 1.15 2021 0.95 68N7 3.50 6P28 2.00 20A2 4.00 5726 1.50 

E86C 6.00 EF39 2.00 GN4 4.00 PCC85 0.54 OY3-125 30.50 UF42 1.15 2021W 2.00 6BN8 0.85 6SA7GT 1.00 2001 0.70 5727 2.00 

E88C 4.00 EF40 1.20 GN10 15.00 PCC88 0.80 QY 4·250 52.15 UF80 0.80 2K25 17.50 6805 0.60 6SH7 1.50 2004 1.75 5749 2.00 

E88CC 2.60 EF41 1.25 GN24 1.50 PCC89 0.80 OY4-400 82.00 UF86 1.10 3.AI147J 7.50 6806GA 2.00 6SK7 ' 0.80 20F2 0.75 - 5751 1.50 

E90F 9.00 EF42 1.95 GR10G 4.00 PCC189 0.80 OY5-500 99.00 UF89 1.10 3A/167M 10.00 6807A 0.72 6SL7GT 0.72 20L1 0.95 5763 3.50 

E130L 13.00 EF50 1.50 GR10J 4.00 PCC806 0.80 R10 4.00 UL84 0.78 3A2 3.00 68L8 0.65 6SN7GT 0.69 20P1 0.55 5B 14A 2.75 

E180CC 3.50 EF55 2.25 GS10C 12.00 PCE82 0.80 R12 0.80 UU5 1.50 3A3A 3.00 6BR7 3.75 6SS7 1.50 20P3 0.60 5842 6.50 

E180F 5.25 EF71 1.50 GT1C 13.50 PCF80 0.65 R16 12.00 UU6 3.50 3A4 0.60 6BRBA 1.20 6U8 0.60 20P4 1.05 5963 1.50 

E186F 7.95 EFBO 0.48 GTE175M 8.00 PCF82 0.60 R17 2.00 UU7 3.75 3AW2 3.35 68S7 3.30 6U8A 1.00 20P5 1.15 5965 2.25 

E182CC 4.50 EF83 3.50 GUSO 11 .50 PCF84 0.65 R18 8.00 UUB 3.75 3828 12.00 68U6 2.00 6V6GT 0.90 30C15 0.40 6060 1.50 

E235L 14.00 EF84 2.05 GXU1 13.50 PCF86 1.20 R19 1.20 UY1N 0.90 306 0.50 68U8 1.15 6W4GT 1.00 30C17 0.40 6080 4.50 

E280F 19.50 EF85 0.48 GXU3 24.00 PCF87 0.40 R20 1.20 UY85 0.70 3021A 24.00 68W4 1.30 6X4 0.96 30F5 0.95 6146A 4.45 

E283CC 8.25 EF86 0.70 GXU50 12.50 PCF200 1.35 RG1·125 3.50 VLS631 13.00 3W4GT 2.50 68W6 4.50 6X5GT 0.60 30FL 1 · 0.95 61468 4.45 

E810F 12.50 EF89 0.75 GY501 1.20 PCF201 1.35 RG1 -240A VP41 1.50 4-125A 46.00 6BW7 0.75 7A07 1.75 30FL2 0.95 7360 7.50 

EA50 1.00 EF91 1.22 GZ30 · 1.00 PCFBOO 0.40 11 .75 VP133 2.00 4-250A 42.00. 6BW8 4.00 767 1.40 30FL 12 1.10 7551 4.50 

EA76 2.00 · m~ ~:~ 
GZ32 1.00 PCF801 1.35 RG3-250A VR75130 3.00 4-400A 48.00 68X7GT 2.00 706 1.40 30FL 14 ~ ::~ 

7591A 2.35 

EAA91 0.60 GZ33 3.25 PCF802 0.72 11 .75 VR101 1.50 4CX2508 37.50 6BZ6 2.00 7H7 1.50 30PL 13 7695 4.50 

DIO D ES 
BY176 0.85 IN914 0.03 BASES WIREWOUND 

ZENER DIODES 
Many other items available ,, 

BY179 0.63 IN4001 0.04 B7G 0.15 RESIST ORS Please phone or send list for quote 
' AA119 0.08 8Y206 0.14 IN4002 0.04 

8A102 0.17 8Y208.800 0.33 IN4003 0.04 
87G Skirted 4Watt PREFERRED VALUES CALLERS WELCOME 8A115 0.13 8Y21 0.800 0.33 IN4004 0.05 0.30 4R7-1K8 0.13 BZX61 0.15 

8A148 0.17 8Y223 0.90 IN4005 0.05 88G 0.70 2K2-6K8 0.16 

8A154 0.06 8Y298.400 0.22 IN4006 0.05 89A 0.1 5 10K 0.22 6V2 7V5 8V2 9V1 10V 11V 12V 13V 
BA155 0.13 8Y299-800 0.22 IN4007 0.06 89A Skirted 7Watt 15V 16V 18V 20V 22V 24V 27V 30V *· Entrance on * Hours 
8A156 0.15 8YX10 0.20 IN4148 0.02 0.30 R47-4K7 0.14 33V 36V 39V 47V Mon.-Fri. 9.30-5.30' 
8AX13 0.04 BYX551600 IN 4MB 0.10 6108 0.16 5K6-12K 0.1 5 Wrotham Rd . (A227) 
8AX16 0.06 0.30 IN5401 0.12 8138 0.50 15K·22K 0.18 BZV880.07 Near M eopham Stn. Saturday 9.30-12.00 
881058 0.30 8YX711600 IN5402 0.14 8 Pin OIL 0.10 11Watt 
8Y126 0.10 0.60 IN5403 0.12 14 Pin OIL 0.12 1R-10K 0.18 

P. & P.' SOp. Please add V.A .T. at 15% 14 Pin OILIQ 15K 0.21 2V7 3V 3V3 3V6 3V9 4V3 4V7 5V1 
BY127 0.11 OA47 0.09 IN5404 Q.12 0.30 17Watt 5V6 6V2 6V8 7V5 8V2 9V1 10V 11V 
8Y133 0.15 OA90 0.05 IN5405 0.13 16PinOIL 0.15 1R-10K 0.24 12V 13V 15V 18V 24V 27V * 24-HOUR ANSAPHONE SERVICE * 8Y164 0.45 OA91 0.06 CANS 0.27 15K·22K 0.25" 
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: · solv~s the 'mystery' 
ofmtcro-processors. 

t~. . 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 

CPU 
SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY 
RAM 

' ROM 
INPUT/OUTPUT 
MONITOR 

DISPLAY . 

Z80 CPU high performance microprocessor with 158 instructions. 
Capable of executing Z80/8080/8085 machine language program. 
2K bytes expandable to 4K bytes. 
2K bytes of sophisticated monitor expandable to 8K bytes .. 
24 system 1/0 lines. 
2K bytes of sophisticated monitor. It scans the keyboard and executes . 
the command entered immediately after the power is turned on. 
The monitor includes: system initialization, keyboard scan, display 
scan tape write and tape read. 
6 digit 0.5" red lED display. 

AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE 165 bit per second average rate for data transfer between memory and 
cassette tape. 

EXTENSION CONNECTORS 

COUNTER TIMER CIRCUITS 
PARALLEL 1/0 CIRCUIT~ 

· SPEAKER AND SPEAKER 
DRIVER CIRCUITS 
USER AREA 

. POWER REQUIREMENT 
USER'S AND EXPERIMENT 
MANUAL 
OPTIONS 

KEYBOARD 

Provides all buses of CPU, channel signals of CTC and 1 /0 port bus of . 
PIO for user's expansion. 
Circuits are provided. 
Circuits are provided . 
A 2.25"- diameter speaker is provided for user's applications. 

Provides a 3.5" x 1.36" wire wrapping area for user's expansion . . 
Single +5V DC. 

Complete self-learning text with experiments and applications. 

Z80- CTC . EPROM programmer board Prototyping board 
Z80- PIO Breadboard Audio Cassette 
36 keys including 19 function keys, 16 hex-digit keys and 1 user 
defined key. 

Use the unique MICRO-PROFESSOR to truely understand the inside workings of microprocessors. 
Open up a whole new spectrum of projects in home electronics, or simply use the MICRO
PROFESSOR as a practical learning/teaching aid. 

Flight Electronics Ltd. 
Tel: (0703) 31323/34003 

To receive your MICRO-PROFESSOR Complete the coupon today! 
Please send me ........ MICRO-PROFESSOR(S) 
I enclose cheque/P.O. for£. , ........... +p.and p.£ 1.95 
Name: ............................ ............. : ... ........................ .. ........................ . 
Address: ......... .. ...... .......... ................................................................ . 

Please allow 21 days for delivery 
\!J ~light Electronics Ltd. Flight House, Quayside Road, 
~~itterne Manor, Southampton, Hants 502 4AD. 

d WW- 094FORFURTHERDETAILS , 
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MICRO-PROFESSOR is a 
low-cost ZBO based microcomputer 
which provides you with an 
interesting and inexpensive way to 
get into the microprocessor world. 
MICRO-PROFESSOR is a 
microprocessor learning tool for 
students, hobbyists and personnel. 
It is also an ideal microprocessor 
educational tool for teaching in 
schools and universities. Besides, 
MICRO-PROFESSOR is more 
than a learning tooL It provides a 
wide range of applications~ such 
that you will be surprised at its 
amazing power. 

The main object of MICRO
PROFESSOR is for the user to 
understand the software and 
hardware of a microcomputer 
easily and conveniently. Besides 

the complete hardware/software Process controller 
system, you have the User's Electronic game 
experiment manual available to Electronic music box 
you. It includes self-learning text Master mind 
with 20 experiments which range - Timer 
from simple software programming Noise generator 
to design a complex electronic Home appliance control 
game. Burglar alarm 

2K bytes of monitor source System control simulation 
program with documentation is also ... and many more. 
provided in the manual. It shows 
how to write system programs 
including system initialization, 
keyboard scan, display scan, tape 
write and tape read. 

APPLICATIONS: 
Learning and teaching tool 
Low cost prototyping tool. 
Low cost development tool 
Tester 

Low Price, High Capability 
experimental tool for only 

£49.95 
POWER SUPPLY +p.and P· 
A 9V, 0.5A Adaptor is provided. 

Z80 IS a trade mark of Zllog Inc 
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Kit Case System 
Invaluable for prototype, pre-proauction, experimental and 
design projects in the electronics, electrical, instrumentation, 
control, general engineering and other industries. 

This KIT CASE · SYSTEM, is a new concept offering modular 
design flexibility, self assembly, extreme versatility, providing a 
wide variety of shapes and sizes of cases to be built. The basic 
system builds 12 sizes of cases in 36 combinations. Two packs 
(see special offer) - over 30 sizes- 1000 comb[nations. 

The high quality kits are produced in high impact, flame retar
dant A.B.S. 

Special features incluJe nylon insulating pillars, prec.1s1on 
moulded long tracking mating faces, P.C.B. mounting grooves 
and many more to facilitate ease of fitting P.C.B.s, faci?JS, 
dummy front panels, rigidity and rapid assembly. 

Cobb-Slater Instrument Company are specialists in precision 
injection moulding. Consultation is freely available. · 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
The manufacturers will send 2 PACKS, post free, £25 +VAT 

COBB-SLATER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD. 
The single development pack cost s only £15 + VAT, p&p. Cosim Works, Darley Dale, MATLOCK. 
To accept this offer simply Circle fV.o. 78 on reader service card. For 4-page · Derbyshire, DE4 2GG. 
folder oni'{ CircleNo. 79. Tel : Darley Dale 2344: 

WW - 78 AND 79 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

PORTABLE MAINS DISTRIBUTION 
' ' 

NOW WITH EARTH LEAKAGE 
FOR INSTANT MAINS DISTRIBUTION IN 
OFFICES, LABORATORIES, WORKSH.OPS 

AND FOR MAXIMUM SAFETY 

OLSON 

DELIVERY 
EX-STOCK 

OLSON. · (·. . FACTORY NO.8, 5-7 LONG STREET 
ElectronJt;:S ltd. LONDON E2 SHJ Tel: 01-739 2343 

WW - 086 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

To obtain further details of any of 
the coded items mentioned in the 
Editorial or Advertisement pages 
of this issue, please complete one 
or more of the attached cards 
entering the reference number(s). 
Your enquiries will be passed on to 
the manufacturers concerned and 
you can expect to he.ar from them 
direct in due course. Cards posted 
from abroad require a stamp. 
These Service Cards are valid for 
six months from the date of 
publication. 

Please Use Capital Letters 

If you are way down on the 
circulation list, you may not be 
getting the information you 
require from the journal as 
soon as you should. Why nQt 
have your own copy? 

To start a one year's subscription 
you may apply direct to us by 
using the card at the bottom of 
this page. You may also apply to 
the agent nearest to you, their 
address is shown below. 

OVERSEAS SUBSCRIPTION 
AGENTS 

Australia: Gordon & 
Gotch (Australasia) Ltd, 
380 Lonsdale Street, 
Melbourne.3000, Victoria 

Belgium: Agence et 
Messageries de Ia Presse, 
1 Rue de Ia Petite-ILE 
Brussels 7 

Canada: Davis Circulation 
Agency, 153 St. Clair 
Avenue West, Toronto 195, 
Ontario 

Cyprus: General Press 
Agency Ltd, 131 Pro
dromou Street, P.O. Box 
4528, Nicosia 

Denmark :• Dansk 
Bladdistribution, 
Hovedvagtsgade 8, 
Dk. 1103 Kobenhavn. 

Finland: Rautakirja OY, 
Koivuvaarankuja 2, · 
01640 Vantaa 64, Finland. 

France: Dawson-France 
S.A., B.P.40, F-91121, 
Palaiseau 

Germany: W. E. Saarbach 
GmbH, 5 Koln 1, 
Follerstrasse 2 

Greece: Hellenic 
Distribution Agency, 
P .0. Box 315. 245 
Syngrou Avenue. 
Nea Smyrnl, Greece. 

Holland: Van DltmarN.v •• 
Oostelijke Handelskada11, 
Amsterdam 1004 · 

India: International Book 
House, Indian Mercantile 
Mansion Ext, Madame 
Cama Road, Bombay 1 

Iran: A.O.A., 151 Khlaban 
Sorava, Tehran 

lar.ael : Stelmatzkv's 
Agency Ltd, Citrus House, 
P.o. Box 628. Tel Aviv 

Italy: Intercontinental 
s.a.s. Via Veracini 9, 
20124 Milano 

Japan: Western Publica
tions Distribution Agency. 
1 70 Nishi-Okubo 
4-chome, Shinjuku- Ku, 
Tokyo 160 

Lebanon: Levant Distri
butors Co., P.O. Box 1181. 
Makdesi Street, Halim 
Hanna Bldg. Beirut 

Malaysia.: Times 
Distributors Sdn. Bhd., 
Times !'louse. 
390 Kim Seng Road, 
Singapore 9, Malaysia. 

Malta: W. H. Smith 
Continental Ltd, 
18a Scots Street, Valleta 

New Zealand: Gordon & 
Gotch (New Zealand) Ltd, 
1 02 Adelaide Road, 
Wellington2 

Nigeria: Daily· Times of 
Nigeria Ltd, 3 Kakawa 
Street, P.O. Box 139, 
Lagos 

Norway: A/S Narvesens 
Kioskompani, Bertrand 
Naryesens vei 2, Oslo 6 

Portugal: Live ria 
Bertrand s.a.r.l 
Apartado 37, A mad ora 

South Africa: Central 
NewsAoencv Ltd, P.O. 
Box 1033, Johannesburg 

Speln: Comerclal 
Atheneum s.a. Conaejo de 
Clento, 130·136 Barcelona 
15 

Sweden: W.nnegren 
Williams A B. Faek S-104, 
25 Stockholm 30 

Switzerland: Navllle & 
Cia SA, Rue Levrler5-7. 
CH -1211 Geneva 1 
Schmidt Agence AG. 
Sa!logelstrasse 34, 
4002 Basis 

U.S.A.: John Barios, 
IPC Business Press, 
205 East 42nd Street, 
New York, N.Y.10017 
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WIRELESS WORLD 
Reader Enquiry Service 
429 Brighton Road 
South Croydon 
Surrey CR2 9PS 
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I Enqu1"ry Serv1:ce for Prof"'ss,·onal 
<:; WlRELESS WORLD .Wireless World, December 1981 WW 172 1 Readers 
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Please arrange for me to receive further details of the products listed, 
the appropriate reference numbers of wh1ch have been entered in the 
space provided. 

Name .. .. ......................... · .. . . . .... .. ...... . .... . 

Name of Company ........ . ........... . .. . ........ . : ... . ... . 

Address . . ...... . . .... . · .............. . ...... . 

Telephone Number .... . ............ . . ............. . ....... . 

I PUBLISHERS I 
USE ONLY I I 

Position in Company . . . . . ..... , .. . .. . .... . .... . ..... . .. . ... . 

Nature of Company/Business .... . ......... , ................. . 

No. of em'ntoyees at this establishment ........... . ............. . 

I wish to subscribe to Wireless World 0 
VALID FOR SIX MONTHS ONLY 

~------------cu• .... •----------
1 
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Wireless World: 
Subscription Order Form 

To become a subscriBer to Wireless World 
please complete the reverse side of , 
this form and return it with your 
remittance 'fo: 

Subscription Manager, 
I PC Business Press, 
Oakfield House, Perrymount Road, 
Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DH, 
England 
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Please arrange for me. to receive further details of the products listed, 

the appropriate reference numbers of which' have been entered in the 

space provided. 

Name .. . .... .. ... . . .•.. .........• . .... •• .. ,............. I 
Position in Company ...... . ...•...• .. ..••......... .. ......... . 

Name of Company ......... . ...... .. .... . . . 

Address ... . ................••..•......................... 

Telephone Number . ....... ..• .•.•...... .... ..... .. .... .. ... 
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WIRELESS WORLD 
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Wire less World Subscription Order Form Wireless World, December 1981 WW I 72 

UK :subscription rates 
1 year: £1 2.00 

Overseas 1 year: £15.00 

USA & Canada subscription rates 
1 year: $39.00 

Please enter my subscription to Wireless World for 1 year 

f enclose remittance value .... .... ..... :............................ . .. .. .......... .............. made payable to 

IPC BUSINESS PRESS Ltd. 

Name ................................................................................. ...... ............... .................................................. . 

Address ....................................................... .. .' ............... ..... ............. ............... .. ............................ ............ .. 

···································································· ·········· ·········· ····························· ······ ···················· ······ 

············································ ·· ··············· ·· ····················································································· 
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OVERSEAS ADVERTISEMENT 
AGENTS 

Hungary Mrs. Edit Bajusz, Hungexpo 

Advertising Agency, Budapest XIV, 

Varosliget-Telephone: 225 008-

Telex : Budapest 22-4525 INTFOIRE 

Italy Sig. C. Epis Etas-Kompass, S.p.a.

Servizio Estero, Via Mantegna 6, 

20154 Milan- Telephone 347051-

Telex: 37342 Kompass 

Japan Mr. ·lnatsuki, Trade Media - IBPA 

(Japan), B212 Azabu Heights, 1-5-10 

Roppongi, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 106-

Telephone : (03) 585-0581 

United States of America Ray Barnes. 

*I PC Business Press 205 East 42nd Street. 

New York, NY 10017- Telephone : 

(212) 689 5961- Telex : 421710 

Mr. Jac~ Farley Jnr., The Farley Co .. 

Suite 1548, 35 East Waoker Drive, 

Chicago. Illinois 60601- Telephone : 

(312)6 3074 

Mr. Victor A Jauch, 

Elmatex International. 

P.O . Box 34607, 

Los Angeles Calif. 90034 U.S.A. 

Telephone: (213) 821 8581 

Telex: 18-1059. 

Mr. Jack Mentel, The Farley Co., Suite 605, 

. Ranna Building , Cleveland, 0 io 441 5-

Telephone : (216) 621 1919 

Mr. Ray Rickles, Ray Rickles & Co., 

P.O. Box 2008, Miami Beach, Florida 

33149- Telephone: (365) 532 7301 

Mr. Jim Parks, Ray Rickles & Co., 

3116 Maple Drive N.E., Atlanta, Georgia 

30305. Telephone: ( 404) 237 7432 

Mike Loughlin, IPC Business Press, 

15055 Memorials, Ste 119, Houston, Texas 

77079- Telephone: (713.) 783 8673 

Canada Mr. Colin H: MacCulloch, 

International Advertising Consultants Ltd., 

915 Carlton T-ower, 2 Carlton Street 

Toronto 2- Telephone (416) 364 2269 

*Also subscription agents 
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~ An Independent British Company ~ 

At a price of £240.00 +VAT. A dual trace lOMHz high sensitivity oscilloscope 
incorporating all the latest high technology 
developments to bring you all these 

Ensures British leadership in the low cost high 
performance oscilloscope market. 

outstanding features as standard. 

e lOcm x Scm display. 
e 2mV sensitivity on both channels. 
e Add and invert facility. 
e Probe compensation . 
e Push button X- Y. 
e Trace locate. 
e lOMHZ (-3dBl over full display. 
e Complete with probes. 

'-'2oPEX 
Ptxmore AJenue Letct<worth 

Herts SG6 lHZ Tel (046261 7277! 

~E:!J 
I wish to pay by Barclaycard/Trust Card. 

Please charge to my account. 
My Barclaycard/Trust Cord No. is 

I I I I 1 l I 1 I 1 I 1 l 

WW- 072 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

Please send me full details of the 14Dl0. 

Name _________________ _ 

Company _____________ __ 

Address ________________ _ - .. .. 

Te l: 
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BATTERIES 
BOXES 
BOARDS 

CAPACITORS 
RESISTORS 
CONNECTORS 
CABLES 
COAX 
FLAT RIBBON 
POTS 
SWITCHES 
RELAYS 
CMOS 
TTLLS 
TTL 
MEMORIES 
SUPPORT 

CHIPS 
UN EAR 
OP.AMPS 
COMPARATORS 
A-DD-A 
OPTO 
LEOS 
DISPLAYS 
LCDs 
TRANSISTORS 
THYRISTORS 
TRIACS 
DIODES 
BRIDGES 
METERS 
ZENERS 
SOLDERING 

IRONS 
ICSOCKETS 

~· 
--- - ...__ ....____~---......-. // 

~- ~---M1~v.~ ...rlliU...--""111111~~~ 

,.x.#--------:
s"~~~ 

~00~-
AMPLE CAR PARKING ~ --....::::::.::O~~afficlights 

~ .~ ~::::--Jl# ~ -""~· . ~'# . ~~ ~z . .,,,,~~ ~ 
''"""''/C ~ d ._.~ · ~,, .,~Why not pay 

_ .__ ~ _/-.._ ""'~~~~ ~, us a visit? 
THE WIDEST RANGE OF STEEL AND \\ ~ . ~"""'"""" A &e'ephone Call 
PLASTIC ENCLOSURES AVAILABLE ij I' I• 

EX·STOCK IN THE u.K. will ensure you a 

. 

Think big - think Sorel warm welcome! 
Sorel Electric Limited . Telex 826551 Sarel G Telephone 0582 2012 2 Cosgrove Way l.uton Bedfor.dsh•re 

WW 097 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

FROM A NEW COMPANY WITH NEW IDEAS 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

AIRWAVES ELECTRONICS INVITE YOU TO 
OPEN YOUR OWN PERSONAL ACCOUNT. 

THERE COULDN'T BE AN EASIER WAY TO 
BUY COMPONENTS, ONCE YOU HAVE 
OPENED YOUR ACCOUNT. JUST PHONE 
OR WRITE YOUR ORDER THROUGH, 
STATING YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER TO
GETHER WITH YOUR OWN SECURITY 
CODE NUMBER AND GOODS WILL BE 
DESPATCHED SAME DAY AND YOUR 
ACCOUNT DEBITED WITH THE COSTS. 

MAYBE YOU'RE THINKING - YOU'LL 
HAVE TO PAY OVER THE ODDS FOR THIS, 
BUT YOU WILL BE WRONG. ACCOUNT 
CUSTOMERS WILL RECEIVE OUR PRO
DUCT-PACKED CATALOGUE SHOWING 
VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES, WHICH WE BE- . 
LiEVE. TO BE VERY COMPETITIVE. AFTER 
ALL YOU'RE THE BEST JUDGE AND WE 
DO OFFER SOMETHING SPECIAL. 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO OPEN YOUR AC
COUNT THEN PLEASE CONTACT US FOR 
APPLICATION DETAILS ENCLOSING JUST 
A STAMP TO COVER POSTAGE. 

AND OF COURSE, CALLERS ARE 
ALWAYS WELCOME AT OUR CAM-

PRINTED CIRCUITS 
FOR WIRELESS WORLD PROJECTS 

~S1rlpllne -rTPOweramp-Sept . -1975__: 1 d .s. . ... . ... · · · · ·. · · ~::g~ , 
Audio compressor/limiter-Dec. 1975-1 s.s. (stereo) · · · · · £

5
.
00 F.m . tuner (advanced)-Apnl 1976-1 s.s. . . ... : : : : : : . £5.00 

Cassette recorder-May 1976-1 s.s. · · · · · · · ·• · £4.25 . 

Audio compander-July 1976-1 s.s. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £15.00 
Time code clock-August 1976- 2 s.s. 3 d .s. . . . . . . . . . £9.50 

Date, alarm, b.s.t.switch-June 1977-2d.s. 1 s.s ... .. :: .... £8.50 
Audio preamplifier-November 1 976-2 s.s. . . . . . . . . . £4.00 
Additional circuits-October 19 7 7-1 s.s. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £8.50 
Stereo coder - April 1977-1 d .s. 2 s .s. · · · · · · · · · · · : · · · 

·Morse keyboard and memory-January 1977-2 d .s. . . £14.00 
; (logic board 1 OV..in . x_ 5in .) (keyboard and matrix 131~; ~ ~m . ). . £2.00 
Low distortion disc amplifier (stereo)-September 1 9 7 7 . . £3.50 ' 
Low distortion audio oscillator-September 1 9 77-1 s.s,- .. . : : : £12.00 

·Synthesizedf.m.transce1ver-November 1977-2d.s. s.s: .. . .. £
4

.
50 Morsemaker-June 1978-1 d.s. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £3.75 

Metal detector-July 1978-1 d.s . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £18.00 
Oscilloscop-e waveform store-October 1 9 78-4 d .s .. . : : : : : : . . . £

2
.
00 

· 
Regulator for car al~ernator-August 1978-1 s.s. £5.00 
Wideband noise reducer-November 1978- 1 d.s . . . . . . . . . . £5.00 
Versatile noise generator-January 1979-1 s.s. . . . . . . . . . . . £7.00 
200MHz frequency meter-:-January 1979-1 d .s. . ...... .. - . £5.50 . 
High performance preamplifier-February 1979-1 s.s. · · · · · - £

5
.
50 Distortion meter and oscillator-July 1979- 2 s.s. . . . . . . . . . . £3.50 

Moving coil preamplifier-August 1979-1 s.s. . . . . . . . . . £35.00 

Multi-mode transceiver-October 1979-10 d .s. . ....... f4 .20 ea_ct! 
Ampl if ication system - Oct. 1979 :-3 preamp 1 poweramp £7.50 

Digital capac itance meter-Apnl 1980-2 s.s. · · · · · · · · · · . . . £18.50 
Colour graphics system-April 1980- 1 d.s · · · · · · · · £10.50 
Audio spectrum analyser-May 1980-3 s.s . £8.00 

, Multi-section equalizer-June 1980-2 s.s. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · £
4

.

00

. 

'Floating-bridge power amp- Oct. 1980- 1 s.s. (12V or 40V) . £9.00 

! t-.fcinocomp - Ji11i 1981 - 1 d s 1 s s · · · · · · · · · · · : : . . . . £6.00 

BERLEY ADDRESS. 
1-----------1-----=--=-=:-.:-··------------, 

AIRWAVES ELECTRONICS 

Log1c probe- Feb. 1981 -::-_ ~<_j-s . · · · · · · · · · · .. :£20.00 

M~d-ularfrequency counters:: March 1981-~ilsj~8; ~ -2· s·s·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. . . £4.00 
Opto-e lectronic contac~ breaker (Delcoi-Ap d d d ·· li d Prices include. 
Boards are glassflbre, roller-trnne an rr e . . 

151 LONDON ROAD, CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU15 3JY 
TELEPHONE: (0276) 62949 

WW-075 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

vAT and U.K . postage . 

!' Air~a-il add 20%, Europe add 10%, Insurance 10%. 

. RM~iR~SAGI~,02~rKE:YES ROAD, LONDON, N.W.2-

WW - 039 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
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TELETEXT AND PRESTEL 
VIEWDATA 

Universal single plug-in board 

combined 
TELETEXT 

AND 
PH ESTEL 

. t Prestel and . Viewdata 
. 1 -in board is an inexpensive Teletex ' s A programmable 

The Lion VIewdata ~du~or use in televisions and microcompuJ:ra~d microcomputer 
single board_ dlesl~n parallel accepts remote cont~ols, ketbf~r xt only board (Mullard 
Interface sena bn ard is directly exchangeable With our e e e 
Interfaces. The 1° text boards are simply exchangeable. 

set), and ot~er te e . . all the features of the 

· h f 11 remote control is available With t to any set. Other 
An add-on adaptor Wit u nd Prestel for £250 and this can connec ndi Ferguson, 
board giving, bo:~ Te:~~~~~ ~oard are available for Nordmebde~~~~ fu~' editing by 
adaptors usmg_ e h sets at £199. These sets then can e t r Powerful features 
Lion and certain ot ber d or with some types of mlcrocompu e . provision of our key oar 
include : 

*Full ~diting or message keyboard op

* ~~~tout option of Teletext, Prestel or 
Viewdata pages 

* Re-programmablej~te~ff~ecility for 
*Cassette rhec1e0 ~0~~sofinformation recording w o · 

* Microcomputer interface 
* Autodial local and remote program-

* Local ed iting and programming 
* 8-page storage option 
* RGB video output . 
* v·d games interfacing 
* R~p~~cement of Teletext boards ming v· d t 

* Teletext, Prestel and lew a a 
*Timed Teletext pages 

. SW10 - Tei : 01-3735218 EWDATA TV 18 Harcourt Terrace, London, · · LION VI • 

WW- 095 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

MEMORIES AT MICRO PRICES 

4116 200NS 
41 16150NS 
2114L200NS 
6116 16KCMOS 

RAM 150NS 
4164 64K Dynamic RAM

No refresh on 
Pin 1 - 200NS 

4164s 64K Dynamic RAM 
with Pin 1 
refresh 200NS 

2716 5V 450NS 
2732 450NS 
2532 450NS 

QUANTITY 
1-24 25-99 100-499 500-999 1 ,00405+ 

60 55p 50p p 
65p 70p 65p 60p 55p 
~p 95p Wp ~P Mp £1.00 

£6.50 6.00 5.50 5.00 4.50 

£6.50 6.00 5.50 5.00 4.50 

£8.00 7.50 7.00 6.50 6.00 

£2.00 1.90 1.85 1.80 1.75 
£4.50 4.00 3.75 3.25 3.00 
£4.75 4.50 4.25 4.00 3.50 

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS BAUD RATE GENERATOR 
FD1771 
FD1791 
FD1797 
FD1691 

£18 
£29 
£32 
£13 

COM 8116 
5.06MHz crystal 
for above 

£9.95 

£3 .50 

Set of FD1797 £40 
and FD1691 · ' 

£50 add 50p P&P. Please 
ORMATION: For orde~s un~er tage and packing . All ORcr.~~.r~~~~o total value of order mclud~~u~~sguarant~ed . All ite_ms 

ad . 
0 

r'me brand new, full spec a_n t change w1thout not1ce. 
dev1ces are P 

1 
'. 1 b ' lity Prices are subject o 

are subject to aval a I . 

CA,LLERS WELCOME. 

VINCE LORD LTD. 
Suite 2 d 
26 Charing Cross Roa 

London W .C6.5233 Telex: 27486 Equity G 
Tel: 01-625 

WW098 

WW- 098FORFURTHERDETAILS 
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CBWorld 
IARY . 

"th Charles Letts, the 
By arrang.ement w tl we are to sell through 
famous dtary. p~opde, mber of CB Diaries: 
CB World a llmtte nu b ld 

These diaries would nno~~~~~ n~!~agents 
throug~ bookshof~ ~ for ...1982, Letts have 
but to tntroduce h e ld market them through 
agreed that we s ou . I d . 
the publication. Contents Inc u e. 

•How c.b. works . 
eSWR your c.b. radio . . , 

. u a Home Based c.b . unit . 
•Setting P b"l b unit 
eSetting up a mo 1 ~ c. · 
e c.b. fault finder gutde 
e1 0-code 
eO-code 
• Phonetic alphabet 

Plus section for . 
your Good Buddt~s, 
their handles, thet~ 
home 20s and the1r 
land lines. 
£2.45 (inclusive) 

r---------
To· CB World, General Sales Dep~., t~~~~~~;~y. I Q~adrant House, The Quadrant, u , 

-, 
I 
I 
I 

I me . . .... . . copy(ies) of C:B World 
Please ~end £2 45 each My remittance IS enclosed 

I. 1982 Diary a~ m .ade pay~ble to IPC Business 
for£. . · · · 

I Press Ltd . 

Th e Diaries will be available towards th_ed end of I es b 1981 Please send now to avo1 Novem er · 

I disappointment. 

a Name __ ___ ______ ---- -

I Address -~ -- --- --- - -- - ----- · 

I 
L -·- ------------

I 
•• 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.I 
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NOW OPEN 
MONDAY-SATURDAY 

9 .30-5.30 

BULK .. RAMSCOOP 
BUY . 4111ZOONSifor£12.95 

SPECIALS · 2102-850 NS I for£5.50 
. 25p 

25S 
1.70 

100+ 
0.95 
1.00 

24 Pin Vtn~ Zip 
14 Pin Gold 22p 
11 Pin Gold 24p 

C10 
DATA CASSETTES 

10 for £5.75 
h1c. VAT 

RF CONNECTORS · ·un-af.lc-PLG &ap 
15a BfiiC PLG SOp 
PL251 PLG 40p 
50231 SKT 35p 

INC VAT . 
1 DO PCS Min Onl. 

100 PCS Mlfll ORO. 

TELETYPE ASR33 ICL TERMIPRINTER EXPER-r:~NTORS HIGH SPEED 
1/0TERMINALS 300 BAUD TERMINALS tSv+12v-12v+24v DATAMODEMS 

From £195 ! e!~ . 
Fully fledged industry standard ASR33 data ter
minal. Many features including : ASCII keyboard 
and printer for data 1/0, auto data detect circuitry, 
RS232 serial interface. 110 baud, 8 bit paper tape 

. punch and reader for off line data preparation and 
ridiculously cheap and reliable data storage. Sup
plied in good condition and in working o~der. 
Options: Floor stand £12.50 + VAT 

enclosure£25 .00 +VAT 

~r.m 
pment us to you 

even greater $avings on this superb 2.5 MS 
(formatted) hard disk drive. Two types are 
available both fully refurbished and 
electronically identical, the only difference 
is the convenience of changing the disk 
packs. 
S30 front loader, peck change via front 
door £550 + vet 
S30 fixed, pack change via removal of top 
cover £295 + vat 
+ & - 15v PSU for 2 drives £125 +vat 
SPECIAL OFFER new, 12 sector packs 
£20 +vat carriage & insurance on drives 
£15.00 +vat fully DEC RK05, NO.VA, 
TEXAS compatable further info on 

The same module as used in most ALARM/CLOCK 
radios today, the only difference is our price! All 
electronics are mounted on a PCB measuring only . 
3" x 11" and by addition of a few switches and 5/16 
volts AC you have a multi function alarm clock at a 
fraction of cost. Other features include snooze 
timer. am pm, alarm set. power fail indicator. flash
ing seconds cursor. modulated alarm output etc. 

~~~~~~t~::f~~=r ~~5~11 data only £5.25 

MAINS FILTERS 

Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme 
which enables us to bring you the best possible 
bargains. we have thousands of I. C.'s, Transistors, 
Relays, Cap's., P.C.B.'s, Sutrassemblies, Svvitches •. 
etc. etc. surplus to our requirements. Because we 
don't t)ave sufficient stocks of any one item to 
include in·our ads .. we are packing all these items 
into the "BARGAIN PARCEL OFA LIFETIME" 
Thousands of components at giveaway prices! 
Guaranteed to be worth at least 3 times what you 
pay plus we always include something from our ads. 
for unbeatable value! l Sold by weight 

2.51ds £ 4.75+pp £1.25 5lds [ 6.15+pp £1.80 
101ds £11.75+pp £2.25 ... £19.99+pp £4.15 

POWER SUPPLY 

REDUCED 
TO CLEAR 

NOW 
ONLY 
£80 
+CAR 

Ora again we al8 vtrt Pease~~ to olflr dis SUjab P.-r 
s~ um. and hope to satisfy most of 011' prM~us 
aJSIDrnln 'ltfiO-elisa~ when we sokl out d111 to 
del11illd lastlinll tt.ywnadvlrtisadl!! TI..IIIits may ;.at 
have Will been made for your lab., they consist of a semi
enclosed chassis measuring 160nm x 120nm x 350mm 
contamg al sitoo elec1rorits to give 1hl folowing 1u1y 
rwgulatad and short cin:tit proof OUipuiS of: 

AIIJI*b~d~lllllllbySEllllll.t. me 
.,., COII.,..r' S1J1C for till GPO, till Madlm 12 i11 
syndmiOUI Madlmfor1111 ooDATEL2412 .W:.. fJ" 

allw ........ Mlrrt fllllns include ~ V28 
mod*iCII, 2400 biUII "' .... 800/1200 ltlldly, 
•-· 4wi1012wnopllllian. s•• 
1111111 indicltiCII. CMOS tlclmogy,llllldUa-C01111nriln 
original cost owr £700 each. IWMd lnnl ,_, 
~ comp.ta with PSU *-
£185.00 + £9.50 Cllrilge +VAT. 
"PIIIIiaioo may biiiQUild for COindiJn 111 PO linls. 

+ 5v @ 2 amps OC + 12v @ BOO rna OC 

+VAT -12v @ BOO rna DC + 24v @ 350 rna DC 

Made under licence from the world famous GE Co. 
The ICL Termiprinter is a .small attractive unit with 
so many features it is impossible to list them in the 
space available! Brief spec. as follows; RS232 
serial interface, switchable baud rates 110. 150. 
300, (30 cpsl, upper and lower case correspond
ence type face, standard paper, almost silent run
ning, form feed. electronic tab settings, suited for 
word processor applications plus many more 
features. Supplied complete. in 11 seen 

ani if that's not8110191 aftjyfloating5voutput @ 50 rna DC 
wllich may be seriesed to gMI a host of other voltages. AI 
outpJ1S al8 llrou!;Tt out to 1hl !root panal via rniniatm jacll 
socbts ani al8 also ~ at the rear oo short flying 

PERTEC 

PERTEC TAPE DRIVES 

condition, no guerentee. 

· laals. Units accapt stand.d 240v mains input They are 
ax GPO ani may have minof smtthas oo the front penllls, 
th8y 818 sold ll1taslad but in good inl8mal conditio!\ 
£16.50 each+ £2.50 p+p compete with citlit 
ani componant list Transformer guaranllllll. HURRY 
WHILE STOCKS LAST!! 

7 track 6840- 75·25 £175.00 
T 

· Phone for more details 

THE PRINTER SCOOP OFTHfYEAR 
THE LOGABAX ZIO MICROPROCESSOR CONTROUED 

LX180L MATRIX PRINTER 
·A massive bulk purchase enables us to offer you this 

superb professional printer at a fraction of its recent 
. cost of over £2000. Utilising the very latest in 

microprocessor technology. it features a host of 
facilities with all electronics on one plug in P.C.B. Just 
study the specification and you will instantly realise it 

\;~~~~~~·~~~ meets all the requirements of the most exacting 
. professional or hobbyist user. 

STANDARD FUNCTIONS *Full ASCII character set* Standard 
ink ribbon * RS232/V24 serial interface-7 xtal controlled baud rates up 

"to 9600 * 194 characters per line* Parallel interface* Handshakes on serial and parallel 
* 4 Type fonts. italic script, double width, italic large, standard * Internal buffer 

· Internal self test* 170 CPS *Variable paper tractor up to 17.5" wide* Solid steel 
construction *All software in 27!JI eproms easily reconfigured tor custom fonts etc. 

All this and more, not refurbished but BRAND NEW At Only £525 +VAT 

available identiel!l to above LESS Electronics Card £250 + VAT 
. + ·carriage and ins. £11.00 + VAT 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS* Lower case £25.00 * 16K buffer £30.00 * Second tractor for 
simultaneous dual forms £85.00 * Logabax maintenance. P.OA 

Yet ... in -·w manllglld to"Seeu~e a 
lerge ahlpment of tomorrows technology 
at pric11 n yet unh-d ofll And as with 
molt of our purch- cen p.a thne 
.wing~ direct to you !I The OR 7100 a 
7200 8" floppy ditk driv• h.ve many 
inbuilt f•turn to provide lite111lly any 
BUS configul'lltion with full daisy chain 
via interNII jumpers 77 tracks on the 
lingle sided 7100 give upto 0.8 MB of 

::o~':~~ a::v~:::r":.~~ ::'h~ ~ ~:SJ::orn;=.~~ .6 or ANSisunderds, only 24011 AC, +24 a +6 v de .,_ r~irements, 
end our unbelievable prices meke th- drivH e enip. 
Supplied BRAN 0 NEW end boxed complete with u~~~r rT111,.,81: -
noo •• __. £225.00 + 8.60 1ns. a -'· + vat. 
7200 double sided £296.00 + 8.60 IN. a _.... +vet. 
Full technical available £7.50 write or 

from the U~S.A. made by the world famous R.C.A. Co., the 
Series of cased freestanding keyboards meet all require

ments of the most exacting user. right down to the price! 
Uti6sing the latest in switch technology. Guaranteed in excess of 
5 million operations. The keyboard has a host of other features 
including full ASCII 128 character set, user definable keys, 
upper/lower case, rollover protection, single 5V rail, keyboard 
impervious to liquids and .dust. m or CMOS outputs, even an 
on-board tone generator for keypress feedback. and a 1 year full 
R.C.A. backed guarantee. 
VPIOf 7 bit fully coded output with delayed 
strobe, etc. 
YPI11 Same as VP601 with numeric pad. 
VPIOI Serial, RS232, 20MA and TIL output, with 
6 selectable Baud Rates. 
VPI1& Same as VP600, with numeric pad, 
Plug and cable for VP601, VP611 ! £2.25 

~~VP600, VP616 fi.lU 

£43.95 
£54.95 

recent " demand for our 
3 amp P .U. we have managed to secure a large quan
tity of ex-computer systems P.S.U.'s with the following 
spec.; 240 or 110v A.C . input . Outputs of 511 @ 3-4 

..... iiiiiiillll ••lliii!Aiiiiiiii~lliiiiiiiiii•l· amps, 7.2v@ 3 amps and 6 .5v@ 1 amp. The Sv and 
7 .2v outputs are fully regulated and adjustable with 
variable current limiting on the 5v supply. Unit is self 
contained on a P.C.B. measuring only 12" x 5" x 3". 
The 7 .2.., output is ideal for feeding "on board" regu
lators or a further 3 amp LM323K regulator to give an 
effective 5v@ 7 amp supply. 

WW- 096FORFURTHERDETAILS 

Supplied complete with circuit at only £10.95 + £1.75pp. 
, Believed working but untested, unguaranteed. 
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Appointments 
Advertisements 
accepted up to 12 noon 
Monday, November 30 
for January issue, subject 
to space being available. 

I:Ouex , 

• Glos 
31 

Hants 

•"'· Hanta 

4/ Herts 

• Herts 
44 

Herts ... -~rts 

Herta 

f"DISPLAYEDAPPOINTMENTS VACANT: £13.50 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm) . ......_ 
LINE advertisements (run on): £2.50 per line, minimum 51ines. (Prepayable). . 
BOX NUMBERS: £1.50 extra. (Replies should be addressed to . the Box Number in the· 
advertisement, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.) 
PHONE: OPHELIA SMITH, 01-6613033 (DIRECT LINE) 

...._Cheques and Postal Qrders payab!e to !PC Business Press Ltd. 

Design ~~gineers 

H/S'wal'e Eng! neer 

Satea Mimq.r 
Ta.t T~an 

A HOST OF 
ELECTRONICS APPOINTMENTS 

£5,000-£15,000 p.a. 

c I ' 'f' 

Several , _ ~800, -68000; AMD2900; ZBO 

-·::_ -==eWnt~~l~~~ 68000/ZBO Hware + R} I Assetiibler 

' - -::~lfflli~-

f~- ·--- --- -.J.ett+ f 0 'g. 'Q"~ !.".!" j 

r Jf!' ~- ---
- --.,-"-""7'--

f6-12K 
~~!_,~--

~-·::':"" -:-'• 

-.rw __ ~ ,-·:'-''' 

• Holland/Scotland Soft1111are Engineer ~~~:fw:te~~~--~~;~~~_;r~~~~, ~ c£11K 

':r:r-oc~ 
~:u_zc ; 

Lanes Sen · Oeslgn· Eng 

l:ondon ~· £n;il'fftn 

54 
l,.ondon ~·~ 

• london 

l..ondon 

.58'Md(h( 

00 :j!lidchr: 

e . Middx 
67 -~rthants 

e 64 :':'S'.England 

Serv_ice Engineers 

SerVice SupervisDl' 

~·~· 

~war.e EM-i~ 
S~stems Engine_er 

sfn.vtee E~ 
eom-mfi Manqft 

-~ ·T -~fi?zlif~-

, .~~-'- ·:c;.~· -~,~~~SMI ~-~·' ·.-- . ,~ 

_ p~~Jluter~er,_i,p , --~OJ'~~i¥irP-11}~~~;i~i. -~~-=-~iK+,; 
rvfi&-o Tlll'n1il1Br "'"" 0 .......... .,.u, cm;·skW: 

- , ~ ·-c.;o~.; · -sse:~::&-.£ ;; tlf-iiE- :-_~ ~ -~:·~',c-ot· -~- - --~~~ 

.: .. . f'j!_ - - E.- ~---~M ,R~t!!~~~l#j.~ '; -,~. , 
Control BSc+ Real time Control e~ ___ _ £7K+ 

,--:,:;:--~~ "':-~:oNlfi-~1~9-"'--c:-:-;- ~F' 

:::·~ --_F5E .. c~ito . Qt~J'"NJC'fC!®'·"'~;-

S.England Marketing Director Weapon Systems Sev ·. years exp MOO Negotiation c£15K+c 

• , ~:~~::~: ~eocchu~:i:~o;~;;er ~:ciif - -·c" ' ~-~~:tat~:.~;~;,;f::Jf~~ ~~ 
• • S.Eagtaad Pmductiml-~ - "~::•-: _,.-;:::'~0fJ£fi'V~ - -- ~~ 

s.~arui Sales~ ~- [2m "!)_· __ t" ~ Saleso~~ -- - -~£{.11!!_( 

• ~~::::+em -~:t~1:9~nn~~;~,~-i~~}~:r~,~-:-- :~~;;~- ~o~~ ~~-nK .10 ~y ~gDtft;il~-"- ~ y ---·~ - :-:-, o -''o f _ JB-tmi!Eii~"-:'c:_: ~lot<+e 

·,. E: ~E'i:t.;:~.:·s~:: &r~t~i~:,;;~ .. ,. E 
e 1s~ .·· y :m'kl !ir-¥Ift- -==-~- :-'.:::-~="'iit -~----- _ 'DI'.$i! - l!i!liiT. zCtoU!~;;r---mmi - ... Iii<..:: 

-o -~1., _ · •· ;~~~-- --~~"-'_"i?~,-="'"->~';-~~ ~ . ;f~, ~lJK-..G 

~:~ We are aware of c2000 electronics companies throughout the U.K. 
* These are just a few of their recently notified vacancies. 

* If you are a qualified & experienced engineer seeking a new . 
opportunity- or interested in discussing your potential contact e1ther 
MIKE GERNAT or PETER BROWN on 076 384 676/7 (Ti118pm 
most Evenings). 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTER AND MANAGEMENT APPOINTMENTS LTD 148-150 High St. Barkway 
Royston Herts SG8 BEG 
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Develop your 
potential 

in our future 
II 
!I 
~~ 

Founded in 1936, Marconi Instruments today employs 
some 2,000 people in the design, development, 
production and marketing of its advanced 
communicat ions test equ ipment and A.T. E. 

To meet the cha llenges of tomorrow's markets, we 
need more electron ics designers and technicians. And 
to turn new ideas into ful ly operational equipment we 
need product ion and ·service personnel as well. 

If you wou ld like to develop your potential in the 
exciting future of Europe's leading test equipment 

II 

special ist,complete marcon· I 
the coupon and send 

ittousattheaddress lnStrume t 
below:- n s 
Return th is coupon to John Prodger, Marconi Inst ruments Limited, 
Freepost, St. Albans , Hertfordshire, AL4 OBR . Telephone St. Albans 59292 

r::-...=;="""'"C"mp=--.. =-· 
I ~:~ress -------------'-----= I 
I Telephone Work/Home lifconvenientl I 
I Years of 0 0

1
_
3 3

0
6 

0 I 
experience · 0-1 - - Over 6 

I =~~~~nt £4~0- 5~0- 6~- o9er I 
5000 6000 7000 7000 

D D D D 

L.:allflcatlons None C&G HNC Degred 

esent Job l 1234l -- ---
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We've Made a Name 
for Ourselves 

and you could do the same 
As E~E, we earned a reputation for the quality of 

our work 1n Oilfield communications. 
And now that we are part of the Palmer EaE 

Group, our activities are expanding faster than ever. 
Which is why we require 

Radio Technicians and 
Communications Engineers 

We are looking for seasoned professionals
Techn icians with experience of HF, MF, VHF and 
UHF, and Eng1neers familiar with Microwave 
Transrl}ission , Multiplexing and Scada Systems 
(and w1th H N C qualifications under their belt). 

. In the North Sea, earnings are up to £14,000, 
wh1le overseas posts could be worth up to £20 000 
plus tax concessions and generous home leave. ' 

If you'd l ike~o m~ke a name for yourself, in 
one of the best JObs 1n the busi ness please 
write to Mike Futter, Palmer EaE Li~ited , 
Offshore House, 284·285 Southtown Road 
Gt. Yarmouth , Norfolk, NR31 OJB. ' 

PALMERfEaE 
1400 

Television International 

. Due to its continuing expansion programme, 
Telev1s1on International has openings for Broadcast Telecine 
Engineers in both operational and maintenance 
departments. 

. The selected engineers will be operating or 
ma1nta1n1ng Rank Cintel MKIIIs with Topsy and Digiscan, and 
consequently only people with the necessary experience and 
skills need apply . 

Salaries within the range £10,511-£11,793, accord1ng 
to expenence, plus the opportunity for a considerable 
amount of overtime working. The Company benefits from 
an attractive contributory Group Pension Scheme which 

. includes free Life Assurance. ' 

Please write or 'phone for an application form to : 
Alan Edwards, Director of Operations 
Television International Operations Lim ited 
9-11 Windmill Street 
London W 1P 1HF 
Te l: (01) 637 2477 

1411 
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Test Engineers 
aDd Tedmicians 

-Weatbley,Middlesex 
Racal- BCC are mem hers of the 

highly successful Racal Electronics 
Group and are world leaders in the 
design and manufacture of tactical 
radio communications equipment. 
We require a numheroftest 

-automatic testing and fault finding of 
the Company"s equipments at various 
stages of manufacture . 

Applicants should he qualified to 
HNC/ HTC level and have experience 
of radio communications equipment. 

· technicians and test engineers to fill a 
variety of grades within the Test 
Department. The department is 
responsihle for the manual and 

We offer excellent conditions of 
service including good hasic pay and a 
Group Productivity scheme. 

Please apply in writing to : 
The Personnel Officer. 
Racal-BCC. South Way. 
Wemhley. Middlesex. 

Racal-BCC 

DDDolby 
ELECTRONICS PRODUCTION 

ENGINEERS 
· South London c.£7000 

Dolby Laboratories, the successful and progressive manufactur
ers· of professional audio noise reduction equipment require 
Production Engineering staff. Those appointed will join a small 
team who are responsible for the introduction of new products 
into production, liaison with the R. & D. team, product improve
ment and component specification. 

Ideal applicants will have several years' experience in electron
ics manufacturing. However, less-experienced electronics grad
uates will be considered who would find th is an excellent oppor
tunity to learn the details of elect ronic design from a production 
viewpoint. The ability to work projects through to successful 
conclusions without close supervision is essential. 

Competitive salaries and excellent employment cond itions are 
offered. 

For application form, contact Phil Marshall 

[][] 

DOLBY LABORATORIES INC. 
346 Clapham Road 
London, S.W.9 
01-7201111 

(1406) 

PRODUCTION MANAGER 
KILLALOE, CQUNTV CLARE 

IR. £12,500 

Peak Electronics Limited is a private Irish Company with 
international subsidiaries which manufactures intruder 
detector and traffic control equ ipment using Infra-Red 
and Microwave technology. About 60 people are em
ployed in total 50 of whom are engaged directly in pro-
duction. The workforce is predominantly femal~. · 

Due to an expanding range of products and increasing 
sales, the company now wishes to appoint an exper
ienced Production Manager. . 

Reporting to the Operations Director the Production 
Manager will be responsible for meeting 'production out
put requirements to required quality and cost standards; 
will be expected to contribute substantially in such areas · 
as production engineering, industrial engineering and 
quality monitoring pr~cedures, and will be capable of 
instituting and developmg the necessary systems for the 
effective management of the depart ment. 

Candidates will ideally have had a number of years' 
experience in electronic and light mechanical assembly. 
This experience having been gained in production line 
management or through production engineering/quality 
control. 
Salary is likely to be in the region quoted but would not 
be a limiting factor for the right candidate and normal 
benefits will apply. 
Applications in writing, giving personal and career de
tails, should be sent to the Managing Director, Peak 
Technologies Limited, Sunley House, 57 High Street, 
Edgware, Middlesex, HAS 7XA. 

. (1379) 
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Broadcastiag 
in CaJDbridge 
Here at Pye TVT Ltd, · based in the 
beautiful University city of Cambridge, 
broadcast engineering positions are 
available for suitably experienced and 
mature people. 

The working conditions are excellent -
a large modern building with such 
facilities as befits the world leaders in 
broadcasting equipment, a staff 
restaurant and canteen, staff shop and 
a thriving sports and social club. 

Two positions are available- a senior 
installation engineer, and a service 
engineer. The former will lead to 
management of installation and 
commissioning of professional 
broadcast systems, and a wide 
knowledge of broadcast colour 
studio operation and maintenance 
with appropriate technical quali • 
fications to at least HNC level are 
prefened. Plus, of course, essential practical experience, a sense of 
responsibility, self motivation, and the ability to work as part of a team 
anywhere in the world for up to 6 months at a time. 

The principal duties involved with the post of service engineer are; liaison 
with development departments on technical matters arising from service 
activities, and investigation and conection of any problems that may arise 
on equipment sold by Pye TVT Ltd. A good general standard of education 
to HNC or equivalent is required, together with a cunent driving licence 
and a working knowledge of professional broadcasting colour TV studio 
equipment and cunent measurement instruments and techniques. 
Communication at all levels and self-motivation are essential. 

For further details of these broadcasting engineering opportunities, please 
contact Lynn Osborne at Pye TVT Ltd., PO Box 41, Coldhams Lane, 
Cambridge, enclosing a full curriculum vitae and asking for an interview. 

Pye TVT Limited 
The Broadcast Company of Philips 

(1390) 

' 
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MULTIPLEX/MICROWAVE 
ENGINEERS 
Saudi Arabia • Nigeria 

RADIO SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 
Saudi Arabia • Nigeria • Malta • Aberdeen 

- on or offshore 
Experienced in either HF/VHF/UHF or Troposcatter/ 
Telemetry. 

TELEPHONE SWITCHING 
ENGINEERS 
Saudi Arabia • Nigeria 

Preferably with electronic exchange experience. 

TECHNICIAN INSTRUCTORS 
and PLANNING ENGINEERS 

Saudi Arabia 
With a minimum of 5 years' experience in any of the 
above disciplines. 

Applicants for all positions should hold a 
minimum of a final City and Guilds. Salaries are 
negotiable dependent on qualifications and 
experience. 

For further information and to arrange 
immediate interview, telephone Windsor (07535) 
57926. Chemsult, George V Place, 4 Thames Avenue, 
Windsor, Berks. 

C:I-ERlSULT 
(1403) 

manufacturers of 

monitor loudspeakers 
Applications are invited for a post in 
the B&W research & development 
department 

Transducer Designer 
Experience in design and construction of prototype 
moving-coil direct-radiator loudspeaker drivers and a 
thorough understanding of their operating principles 
are a major requirement. 

The successful candidate will be largely responsible 
for the development of loudspeaker driver designs 
and their transfer to production, within guidelines laid 
down by the department Director. Dedicated flair and 
initiative are also an important requirement, along 
with the ability to organise a planned development 
programme. Training and guidance in the use of the 
Laser Vibration Interferometer system and Computer
Aided design facilities available, will be given as 
necessary. 

Salary is negotiable. Please apply in writing to Dr G. 
J. Adams. 

B&W LOUDSPEAKERS LTD ~ 
Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2RX 0 · 

(13sai· 
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1. Communications Engineers 
For research into Data Com
munication networks. £11 ooo· 
Middx. ' ' 

2. Project Leader 
Leading small tea~. designing 
analog~es and d1g1tal equip· 
ment m the communication 
field. £10,500; Herts. 

3. Senior Engineers 
To work on high frequency 
radio proje~t for M.O.D. com
pany. £10,000; Hants. 

4. Telecommunications Engi
neers 
To work on UHF communica
tions systems. £10,000; Hants. 

5. Microwave Systems Engineer 
Involved with TV satellites 
Broadcasting Equipment. 
£10,000; Hants. 

6. Senior Engineer 
Antennae Microwave Fre
quency for Avionix company. 
£11,000; Herts. . 

Phone or write,, Anthony Giles, 
M.ScEng., M.I.E.E. 

CLIVEDEN CONSULTANTS 
87 St. Leonard's Road 

Windsor, Berks 
Windsor (07535) 578.18-58022 

24-hour service 
(1119) 

CLIVE DEN 

APPOINTMENTS 
IN 

ELECTRONICS 
to £15,000 

MICROPROCESSORS 
COMPUTERS- MEDICAL 
DATA COMMS • RADIO 

Design, test, field and 
support engineers - for 
immediate action on 
salary and career ad
vancement, please 
contact. 

DIGITAL EXPERiENCE? 
FIELD SUPPORT 

R & D AND SALES 
VACANCIES IN COMPUTERS 

NC, COMMS., MEDICAL 
VIDEO, ETC. 

For free registration ring 
0453 883264 
01 -290 0267 

L~X 
ELECTRONICS RECRUITMENT '3ERVICE 

LOG EX HOUSE. BURLEIGH. STROUD 
GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL5 2PW 
TEL. 0453 883264, 01-290 0267 1321) 

AUDIO 
ENGINEER 

Salary up to £7,000 p.a. 
Plus Fringe Benefits 

We need an experienced Electronics/ 
Audio Engineer for our Service Department 1n 
Barnet, Harts. Equipment to be serv1ced mcludes 

~8,1~i~ir~t~~s~~sn6~u~~ii~~~~eC~~;ro~~;ss~nnel 
Department - Jackie Ward. or wnte personally 

to: Mr. R. H. Squire, Roger Squire Ltd. 
Barnet Trading Estate. Park Road 

Barne~;~•;:~;ssA 11378) 
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••• Opportunities in Oil 
J · -Libya Tax Advantages 

Oasis Oil Company, one of the world's major producers of oil, i~ expanding.and. updating i~s. 
communications facilities. To this end the company is now seek.mg to r~crUJt suitably q~al1f1~d . 
Engineers and Technicians for the following positions to work ~1ther at 1ts headqu~rters m Tnpoll <;>r 
in developed sites in the field. Competitive, tax protected sa lanes are on offer to fill these vacanc1es. 

SYSTEMS SUPERVISOR (MAINTENANCE) 
(Tripoli Based) · c. £20,000 
Applicants should have a bachelor degree in Electricai/Commu~ica~ion Engineering and at least 
ten years experience in operation and maintenance of commun1cat1ons systems. The person 
appointed will be required to plan and supervise the activities of the, communications 
maintenance organisation. This will involve adjusting, testmg and mod1fymg the coastal 
troposcatter system, multi-h.op microwave, VHF, UHF two-~ay radi~, S.S.B, ou~side telephone 
cable plants and -electronic PABX's. He will also be responsible for d1verse mult1plex 
channelization for telephone, FAX and teleprinter network . 

SENIOR ENGINEER 
(TELECOMMUNICATIONS) _ . 
(Tripoli Based) c. £20,000 
To apply you should have a degree in Electrical/Communication. Engineering with at least ten 
years experience in the design and maintenance of commu~1cat1ons systems. A knowledge of 
multi-hop microwave, troposcatter, VHF, UHF two-way rad1o, S.S B, outs1de cable plant and 

· electronic PABx's is also necessary. Your responsibility will also extend to diverse multiplex 
channelization for telephone, facsimile and teleprinters as well as ground communication for 
aircraft operations. . · 

SENIOR ENGINEER (TELEPHONE) 
(Tripoh Based) · - c. £20,000 
The education requirement for this post is a bachelor degree in Electrical/Communication 
Engineering. Experience must include at least ten years in the design and maintenance of_ 
telephone systems such as electronic PABX's and related channel network equ1pment. ms1de and 
outside telephone cable plants, cable loading design and mstallat1ons. 

COMMUNICATION 
MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR . 
(Field Based) c. £16,000 
The post demands a qualification from a recognised technical training establishment and f1fteen 
years experience in the maintenante of communications systems. The successful applicant wdl 
supervise communication maintenance technicians who will be required to perform preventative 
maintenance and repair of many types of equipment These will include microwave, two-way. 
radio, S.S. B .. telephone and PABX's. He will also assist with on-the-job training of new techn1c1ans. 

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIANS 
(Tripoli Based) c. £7,600 
You must. possess a qualification from a recognised technical institute and have had at least five 
years experience in the maintenance of communications equipment such as microwave, base and 
mbbile two-way radio, multiplex, S.S.B., etc. 

TELEPHONE TECHNICIANS (Field)c.£7,6oo 
(Field or Tripoli Based) (Tripoli) c. £9,800 
Applicants must possess qualifications from a recognised technical college or equivalent 
Experience should include at least five years spent in the maintenance of electronic PABX's, cable 
plant and related telephone equipment upon which those appointed will be required to perform 
preventative maintenance and repairs. 

OASIS BENEFITS PACKAGE 
Free furnished married/single housing in Tripoli town. 
Free meals and housing plus desert allowance for field-based personnel. 
Vacation: Tripoli-based - 30 days per year with paid air fares to point of 

origin~ · 
Field-based - 30/20 commuting schedule with 7 round-trip 

paid air fares per year to point of origin. 
Free medical attention and B.U.P.A. cover. 
Attractive provident fund plan. 
Low cost accident insurance plan. 
School facilities and children's education assistance for 
Tripoli based families. _ _ 
Please write or call for an application form enclosmg a bnef resume of your career and 
personal data toR. Nash, Personnel Representative at: · 

OASIS OIL COMPANY OF LIBYA, INC., 
15th Floor, 33, Cavendish Square, London, W1M 9HF Tel: 01-499 7255 
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MICRO- R ~&D 

LEISURE PRODUCT ELECTRONICS LTD 

This new company, formed within a well-kno~n 
U.K. Group to develop high technolog_v ele~tromc 
products, will command strong group fmanc1al and 
managerial support. 

A senior hardware and software engineer i~. re
quired with background, experience and quallflc~
tions in micro technology to speed the progress m 
development and production of micro computer 
systems- and dedicated microprocessor and com
munication devices. 

This is an opportunity to join a powerfully backed 
new company with excellent prospects. The salary 
will recogr:tise the creative nature of the work and 
will be negotiable. 

Apply (in confidence) to: 

Leisure Product Electronics Ltd 
Leen Gate 
Lenton 
Nottingham NG7 2ND 

OUR AUTUMN COLLECTION 

(1389) 

£9,500 - BERKS. DESIGN ENGINEERS . . 
Graduate engineers with minimum 4 years microwave des1gn experrence sought by 

market leader in satellite design. Successful candidates will be required to design 
circuits, including RF amplifiers, oscillators and multipliers to 16GHz. 

£9,000 LONDON SORWARE ENGINEER . . . 
Software engineers with PDP 11 experience requrred for a Ieadrng supplier of off1ce 
informations systems. The successful cand1date Will have In-depth knowledge of 
Macro 11 and RSX 11 with keen appreciation of Client needs. 

£7,500 KENT GRADUATE ENGINEERS . . 
New Graduates or engineers with 1-2 years experience required to work on a Wide 
variety of products associated with precision scientific weighing systems. A good 
knowledge of Z80 HW /SW would be advantageous. 

£7,000 BERKS. RECRUITER . . . . . . 
Mature person with electronics background to ass1st 1n recru1t1ng spec1al1st 
electronics personnel. Would suit someone with Services background. 

Charles Airey Associate? 
13/16 Jacob's Well Mews, George Street, London W1 
Tel: 01-486 9607 (1357) 

ELECTRONICS · 
SERVICE ENGINEER 

Audio Visual and Video well-known company require 
Bench Engineer to repair and m_aintain a wid_e range of 
professional TV and Video Equ1pment. Applicants pre
ferably should be trained to City and ~uilds Radio and 
Television standard with relevant expenence. 

Salary negotiable according to qualifications. 

For interview please contact: 
Mr. Gary Davis 

SAMUELSON SIGHT & SOUND L TO. 
Tel: 01-452 8090, Ext. 262 

or Mrs. Celia Davis, Ext. 260 
(1413) 
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National Heart and Chest Hospitals 
Brompton Hospital 

Medical Physics 
Technician 
(ELECTRONICS) 

A Technician is required to work in a small but busy department 
which provides a comprehensive medical. electro~ics/physics 
service at this leading postrgraduate cardtothoractc hosprtal. 

Within the department, the technician will be en_gage~ mainly in 
electronics work but other scientific or engineerrng skrlls would be 
an advantage. In addition the technician ~il! be requ.ired to work 
in clinical areas, trouble shooting and advrsrng staff rn the use of 
equipment. 
Salary will be according to experience within the range £5,527-
£8,014 inclusive. 

Informal enquiries to Mr. P. Butle~. 
Chief Technician, Medical 
Electronics Department, tel: 01-352 
8121, Ext. 4524. FtJrther details and 
application forms available from 
Miss J. A. Jenks, Personnel 
Manager, Brompton Hospital, 
Fulham Road, London SW3 6HP. 
Tel: as above, Ext. 4357. Application 
forms to be returned immediately. 

Medical Research Council 
Centre 

ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN 

(1399) 

Applications are required for a newly cr~ated post _in our busy Electronics_ ~e~tio~l 
working under the guidance of an experr_enced engrne~r. The person a~;>porn e WI 

join a team providing a profess!onal d_es1gn, _construction ~nd test serv1ce for some 
300 scientific and technical staff rn our f1ve res1dent MRC Un1ts. 

Applicants must have an HNC or equi_valent in _Electronic Engineering, tOQeth~r wit~ 

at least five years' practical electronrcs experrence . . Knowledge of RF crrcu1ts an 
familiarity with computers and/or their applications would be useful. 

Salary on a scale from £4,958 p.a. depending upon background and experience. 

Applications in writing within the next two weeks, with CV and names of two referees, 
and quoting reference number CS/28 to: 

The Administrator 
MRCCentre 
University Medieal Sehool 
Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 20H 

EAST HAM COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY 
High St South, London E6 4ER . 
Principal: K. R. BISHOP, B.Sc. (Econ.) FRSA 
DEPARTMENT OF 
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 

LECTURER liN 
ELECTRONICS/ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

(1392) 

The person appointed to this post should be able to teach in_ ~ne 
or more of the following areas at both Craft and Technrcran 
levels: 

a) Electrical Installation, Electrical Power 
b) Electronics and Micro Electronics 

The minimum qualification acceptable for this post is a City an_d 
Guilds Full Technological Certificate in Electncal or Electronic 
Engineering. 
Salary: £5,034-£8,658 plus £759 p.a . London Allowance .. 
Further details and an application form may be obtarned by 
writing to the Vice-Principal enclosing a self-addressed enve
lope. Completed forms should be returned within 14 days of the 
appearance of this advertisement. 

WIRELESS WORLD DECEMBER 1981 

Broadcasting 
En · eers 

.: ... • •..• ::' •·• .:· There ar~ some seventy productiop studios in 
.. ,. .· ·· · oadcasting House and elsewhere In London 

concerned with programme making for Radio 1,2,3 and 4. 
These studios are maintained to a high standard and, to do 
this, we need Engineers to train to look after the very 
elaborate equipment we now use in the production 
and distribution of radio programmes. 

ACTION! 
If you are qualifi~d with a UK degree in Electr<?nic Engin~~ring 
or Applied Physics, an J:INC/HND, a TEC ~-hg~er Certificate 
or Diploma in Electromcs or TelecommunicatiOns or a 
C&G Full Technological Certificate (Telecommunication 
271) and your colour vision and hearing are normal why not 
send off the attached coupon for furth~r details and an 
application form? Starting salaries are In the range £6823 to 
£7365 p.a. depending on experience. Shift allowances are 
also paid where appropriate. Attractive so~~al facilities and 
staff restaurants are also available. All positions are open to 
male and female applicants. 

-- ---------- ---------- - ------·- ----
The Engineering Recruitment Officer, BBC, Broadcasting House, London WlA lAA. 
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Name (Mr/Mrs/Miss) Address I 
I I 
1 . (1409) 1 

I TeiNo 8l.E4036/WW/JJ• (JJ• ~ 1 

L Qua~a~s-- __ _ _____________ 13 ___ _j 

Classified 
ARTICLES FOR SALE 

AIRMEC 2.48A Wave Analyser .. ...... .. .... .. .... .... £75 
PARAMETRON 477 Spectrum Analyser .. .. .... £650 
H-P 8551 B Spectrum Analyser ...... .... .. .... .. .. . £2500 
R & S FNA Audio Spectrograph ...... .............. ... £70 
B & K 3316 Audio Spectrometer & level Re-
corder ... ... ..... .. ... .... .. .. .. ............. ... ............ .... ... ... . £950 
Attenuators H·P, Marconi, Philco. From : .. .. ... £30 
Bridges Marconi, Wayne Kerr. From: .. .. ...... .£175 
Counter/Timers H-P, Marconi, Racal. From: 

.... .... ...... ... . £130 
RACAL 409 Modulation Meter .... .. .. .. ...... .... .... £250 
RADIOMETER BKF.6. Distortion Meter .... .... . £120 
TEKTRONIX 130 l & C Meter .. ............ .. .... .. ...... £75 
TELEGU IPMENT D.43 Dual Beam Oscilloscope 
................ .. ............ .. ....... .... ... ... .... .... ............ ...... .. £125 
TELEQUIPMENT S54 Single Beam Oscilloscope 

i"d~~"j ;or Xma; ·;,;~~e~t· .. . · .. ...... ......... £BO 

TEKTRONIX 564 Storage Oscilloscope .... .. ... £350 
MARCONI2950/5 Mobile Tes.t Set.. .. .. ... .... £1550 
ADVANCE H1 E Oscillator .... .. .... .. .......... .. .......... £75 
MARCONI TF.144/4 A.M. Signal Generator £350 
MARCONI TF.1099 Sweep Generator .. ...... .... £100 
PROSSER A100/A340 Wave Fo[m Generator 

tEi<riioNix·i-iiii · fi~-~~-~-·G ·~-~~~~t~·;:: :: :::::::::: :: m~ · 
MARCONI TF.1101 R-C Oscillators .... .... ......... £75 
MARCONI TF.801D/8 Signal Generator .. .. .. ... £95 
TELSEC 2 Pen Flat Bed Recorder ......... .. .. .. .. £275 
RIKIDENKI B.34 3 Pen Recorder .. .. ...... .. ...... . £350 
RANK 12084/2 Insulation & Pulsed Flash Tester 
......... ............... ..... .. .. .... .. .............. .... .. ..... .......... .. ... [50 
BARNET Dead Weight Tester c/w Weights £500 
I. C. I. Ultrasonic Cleaner .... £2750 o.n.o. 

Send S.A.E. for list to: 

MARTIN ASSOCIATES 
'PARTHIA,' BECKHAMPTON 
NR. MARLBOROUGH, WILTS. 

TEL: AVEBURY (067 23) 219 

SANGTRONIC L TO 

. SUB-CONTRACT 
ENGINEERS 

(1384) 

1 
We specialise in PCB Assy, 
Unit Assy, Cable harnessing, 

Testing etc., 

ALSO 

·We supply B.I.C.C. Equipment 
Cable, Plain or Colour Coded 
to customers requirement 
and Passive Components. For 
further details please ring Mr 
Avtaron: 02812-2851/2. 

(1353) 

BRI"DGES, Waveform/transistor 
analysers. Calibrators. Standards. 
Mulliv•o-ltmeters. Oscilloscopes . Re
corders. Signal Generators. 040-
376236. (8250 

WESTMINSTER•$ WESTMIN·STER•S 
WESTMINSTER$ Pye Wl5A!Ms, 6 
channel High Band Westminster 
mobiles, first-cl~ss co·ndition, com
plete with installation kit, £80 eac·h, 
significant discounts fo·r quantity . 
Also large sto•ck of controllers, Base 
stations and mobiles (price li.st on 
request). Contact ESIM on 01·697 
0604. ( 1385 

DESIGN SERVIC·E!S. Electronic de
sign d-evelopment and production 
S·ervice available fo;r digital and 
analo.gue ·instruments. RF Trans
mitters an.d receivers , telemetery 
and. control systems. 20 years ex
perience. R .·C.S.. Electronics , Wol
sey Road, Ashford , Middl-esex. 
Phon.e Mr Falkner 5·3661. <8341 
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SITUATIONS VACANT 

CAL-ARABIAN U.K. LTD. 
STAFF FOR TELEVISION STUDIOS AND TRANSMITTING 

STATIONS 
We have been requested t~ locate the following personnel for a European manufacturing company 

operating in the Middle East. 

CHIEF ENGINEER · 
EXPERIENCE: Seven to 12 years' post-q~alification expe~ience on. the following: TV Transmitting 

Equipment, Microwave EqUipment and Studro Operation. 

VIDEOTAPE ENGINEER 
EXPERIENCE: Seven to nfne years' post-qualification experience on the following: Videotape 

Recorder, Ampex, Bosch Fernseh and Beta max. 

STUDIO ENGINEER 
EXPERIENCE: Five to nine years' post-qualification experience in Colour TV Studio Equipment, 

Cameras, Telecinemas, Slide Scanners, Switchers, etc., by Thomson, Bosch Fernseh, 
Continental Schlumberger. 

TRANSMITTER ENGINEER 
EXPERIENCE : Five to nine years' post-qualification experience in TV Transmitter Equipment, 

preferably Thomson, LGT, Pye, Philips. 

MICROWAVE ENGINEER . 
EXPERIENCE: Five to nine years' post-qualification experience on Microwave Equ1pment, Thomson, 

Farinon, NEC. 

GENERATOR ENGINEER 
EXPERIENCE: Five to nine years' post-qualification experience in TV Transmitter Equipment, 

preferably Thomson, LGT, Pye, Philips. 

QUALIFICATIONS Engineering degree, H.N.C., H. N.D. or equivalent. 

CONDITIONS Excellent salary commensurate with experience. Free air-c~nditioned accom

modation, generous paid U.K. leave with return air tickets, company transport, rn-company bonus 

scheme, full insurance and medical care. 

CONTRACT DURATION These contracts are offered for a period of three years on a 

bachelor basis only initially. 

. Suitable qualified candidates should request an application form for or send full c.v. to: 

CAL-ARABIAN U.K. LTD . . 
4 Kinnoull Street, Perth, Tayside- Telephone (0738) 25364. (4101) 

Mullard Blackburn 
Philips LaserVision 

VTR Engineer 
Five figure salary, 

negotiable according to experience. 

Mullard Blackburn is producing thevideo discfor the Philips Laser

Vision system and requires a VTR Engineer to work in the mastering 
area. This area transfers video programmes from tapes to master 

discs. 
You will be responsible for the Video Reproducing Equipme!lt and 

its performance. You should be familiar with the operatron of 
VPR2 and/or AVR2 machines, and have several years' relevant 

experience. 
As part of Philips Industries, Mullard Blackburn offers usual large 

company facilities and a generous relocation allowance where 
applicable. 

Blackburn is an industrial town in rural Lancashire within 7 miles of 

the M6 and easy travelling distance to the Coast, Lake District, 

Yorkshire and Derbyshire Dales. The larger centre of Manchester 
is close by. 

Please telephone or write to Linley Murdock, Personnel 

Officer, Mullard Blackburn, Philips Road, Blackburn, 
Lancashire, BB15RZ. Tel: (0254) 56241. Ext. 209 
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ARTICLES FOR SALE 

THE 
ART OF 

ELECTRONICS 
by Horowitz & Hill 

Price £13.50 
· THE PPL SYNTHESI2J:R cOOK· 
· BOOK, by H. Kinley Price: £5.25 
THE MC6809 COOKBOOK, by C. D. 
. Warren Price: £5.00 
DIGITAL ICS ... HOW THEY WORK 
AND HOW TO USE THEM, QY A. 
W. Barber Price: £5.75 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN WITH OFF 
THE SHELF INTEGRATED CIR
CUITS, by Z. H. Meiksin 

Price: £6.25 
EXPERIMENTER'S GUIDE TO 
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS PRO· 
JECTS, by A. W. Barber 

Price: £5.50 
COMPLETE GUIDE TO READING 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS, by J. 
:Douglas-Young Price: £5.50 
PRACTICAL SOLID STATE CIR· 
CUlT DESIGN, by J. E. Oleksy 

Price: £6.50 
WORLD RADIO/T.V. HANDBOOK, 
by J. M. Frost Price: £10.50 
j1981 THE RADIO AMATEUR'S 
.HANDBOOK, by A.R.R.L. 

· t Price: £8.00 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE POSTAGE 

THE MODERN BOOK CO. 
. Specialist in Scientific 

& Technical Books 

19-21 PRAED STREET 
LONDON W21NP 

Phone 402-9176 

Closed Sat. 1. p.m., 
(8974) 

YOUR NEXT 
ELECTRONIC PROJECT 
NEED NOT LOOK 0.1. Y. 

Choice of over 130 items of 
metalwork, etc., including 45 dif
ferent printed front panels, sub
frames, or a complete mixer 
console frame. 

For full details s.a.e. to: 

The Mixer People 

PARTRIDGl: 
ELECTRONICS 

56 Fleet Road 
Benfleet 

Essex SS7 5JN (1336) 

EQUI•PMENT FOR coils, tran·s
formers, components, degassing, 
silicone rubber, resin, epoxy. Lost 
wax casting . for brass. bronze, 
silver, etc. Impregnating coils, 
trans.fo.rmers, com,ponents. Vacuum 
equipment low cost, used and new. 
Also for CRT regunnin.g metallis
ing. Research &:Deveh>·pment. 
Bar.ratts, Mayo Road, Croydon, 
CRJO 2QP. 01-684 9917. (9678 

OFFERS REQU·IRED f(}r the follow
ing: 500 .~7 UF 250V, 450 .1 UF 
400V, 300 .1 UF 2'50V, D.1C. PMT 
2·R Polyester Capacitor:s. 550 -
2N4037, sro - 2N0027, 470 -
2N3904, 100 - 2N3006, Transistors. 
Model DRC 7 insulation resistan·ce 
metre Walton. Model CZ 457/6 
component comparator B.P.L. 
Model ·Cp04 component comparator 
Danbridge. For furthe'r inf:o:rmation 
contad : Mr Dutton, Instamec Ltd, 
8(1 Wheatland Lane, Wallasey, 
Merseyside . Tel: 0·51~639 9122. 

(1396 
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Electronics Technicians 
Petty-Ray Geophysical 

Division ofGeosource is 
one of the leading 
Companies in the field of oil 
exploration and due to our 
ever increasing workload · 
require single personnel; in 
the age range 21-25, who 
are looking for a varied and 
interesting career working 

maintenance of digital 
seismic recording 
equipment. 

Candidates must be in 
possession of a current 
driving licence . 

We offer a good starting 
salary which is paid NET, 
food and accommodation 
will be provided and 

overseas. 
You should be educated 

rest leaves are generous. 
If you would like to have 

more information about 
t~~se positions please write, 
g1v1ng brief career details. 
to:- The Personnel Officer, 
P~~-Ray Geophysical 
DIVISIOn of Geosource 

to HNC/ONC in Electronics 
orC&G RadioandlV 
Technician level and on 
appointment you will be 
assigned to one of our field 
crews either in Africa or the 
Middle East for on thejob 
training in the operation and 

3-5 The Grove, Slough,' 
Berkshire SL 1 1 OG. 

BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY 

RADIO OPERATOR 
TECHNICIAN 
The British Antarctic Survey requires a Radio Operator Techni
cian to man a single-handed radio station at its permanent 
Antarctic base on Signy Island, South Orkneys for a period 
appointment of 34 months commencing as soon as possible. 

Applicants must be able to maintain SSB transmitting and re
ceiving equipment and aerial systems. Communication between 
the Falkland Islands (ultimately the United Kingdom), other BAS 
bases, foreign Antarctic stations, ships and aircraft is by morse, 
teleprinter and voice. 

Qualifications: MRGC (or better) capable of sending and re
ceiving morse at at least 20 wpm, experience in maintenance of 
communication equipme~t is essential. A knowledge of 
teleprinters and touch tyf?rng an advantage. Applications from 
amateur and armed serv1ce trained personnel will be consid
ered, provided that the necessary expertise can be demons
trated. 
Applicants to wo~k overseas, should be single, aged between 
22-35, physically f1t and male. 

Salary: from £5,410 per annum plus an Antarctic technical 
allowance of £586 per annum, clothing, messing and canteen 
are provided free on base and free messing on voyage. Low 
Income Tax. 

For further details and an application form please write to: 

The Establishment Offic~r, British Antarctic Survey, High Cross, 
Madingley Road, Cambrrdge, CB3 OET. Please quote ref: BAS 52 

CLOSING DATE: 24th November 1981 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT RESEARCH COUNCIL (1415) 

SENIOR TEST ENGINEER 

Modular Communicatio~s, an electronics manufacturing company specialising in 
industrial audio communtcattons offer a new Position of Senior Test Engineer to head 
up their Test and lnspectton Department. Good leadership qualities are essential 
t?gether with good P;~cttcal kndowfledhg~ and experience to cater for both the organisa
tional and "hands-on deman so t e JOb. 

An engineer familiar"":'ith testin(J~fault finding sophisticated audio equ ipment and/or 

RF equipment, qu~ltfted tfd b tntmumd ONe standard and wishing to encompass 
personnel supervtston wou e canst ered a suitable candidate. 

Contact: Peter C. HUoEIIidTay: rrodutlar(COSo6
m

9
m
2

)unications Limited, Telford Road, Bicester, 
Oxfordshire OX6 0 · e · •ces er 44391 , 

(1387) 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 

TELETEX, TV SPARES • TEST 
EQUIPM·ENT, Teletext adaptors, 
Latest external unit tit incl. Mul 
lard Decoder 6101 VML and infrac 
red remote control £238, p/p .£2.80 
(futher details on request). Also 
MK1 external unit kit incl. Texas 
XMll decoder and cable remote 
control, 11pecial offer price £1~ 
PIP .£2.80. BGth kits incl. U:IW 
modulator, and plug into ~V set 
aertal socket. SPIECIAL OWER 
'11EXA:S XMU Decoder, new and 
tested, limited quantity at l price1 

£60 p/p .£1.40.. NEW SAJW FliurER 
lF AiMP PLUS TUNER (complete & 
tested for sound & vision), 128.$0, 
PIP £1.20. COLOUR BAR & CROSS 
H·A'l10H GENERATOR KIT (•MrK4J 
PAL~ UHF aerial input type, eight 
vertical colour ba~. R·Y, B·Y. grey 
scale, etc. P/B controls U5. Batt 
holders n.so or stab. mains power 
supply kit £.6.80, Deluxe case £5.20 
or alum·. case £2.90, p/p £1.40. 
Built & tested on Deluxe cue 
(battery) £58, (mains) !.70, p/p 
£1.80. CROSS HA~CH KIT UHF 
aerial input type also gives peat 
white & black levels, batt. op. Ill, 
p/p 45p. Acld·on GREY SCALE KIT 
£U2.90, p/p 35p. Deluxe case .15.ZO. 

H,f SIGNAL . STRENGTH Mm'ER 
ItlT £17.50. Alum. ease .n.so. De. 
luxe case £5.20, p/p !1.40. CRT 
TEST & REACTIV ATOR IClT for 
colour & mono £24.40, p/p £1.80. 
COLOUR P.A;NELS, large selection of 
surplus & tested panels tor pupular 
makes ,part-ex Jn shop). TV SOUND 
IF TRANS~D. Tested, £8.80 p/p 
SSp. VABIIOAiP UH·F TUiN'ERS.' Mul
~rCd U321 £6.80. ELC1043/06 £6.80. 
.-. 1043/05 £5.50. G.l . . £3.50. Salv. 
(asstd) !1.50, p/p SO:p Varieap UH.l"/ 
'f7H5

F
0 

ELC2000S .£8.50. Bush Cllua)) 
.,. · . p/p 70p TotJICH TUN.E CON-

80TBOL units. Bush (II pol) U.SO, p/p 
p. VARICAP CONTROL UNrllS lJ 

P«ls. £1.20, 4 pos . .11.50, 5 pos . .n.so. 
!_pos . .£1.80, p/p 45p UHF transtc!. 
& uners, 4 pos. or 8 pos. push but
ton !4.20, p/p £1.40. (Special tn• 
available on request.) Lj~rge selec
tion of LOPTS. Trlpiers, Scancolla, 
Mains Droppers ancl other sparu 
for popular mateli of colour anc! 
~!!,.~ receivers. - M~NOR SUP· 
HAA!Ps4~ WEST END LANE. wuT 
SHOP P D, LONiDON, N.W.8. 

' REMI'SES. Tel. 01·794 8751, r:: ~:· Near W. Hampstead Ju·bi-
( 1 e & Brit. Ran N. London 
R chmond~Broacl St.) ancl St. Pan

cns~Bedford. Buses 28, 1511. Callers 
.~::,;ome. Thousands of ad!!ltlonal 

s not nGnnalJy aclverUsecf 
avallarble at shop .premise,. Open 
~;If weedk Incl. Saturday (Thursday 

ay) , M'AI'L ORDER: 84 
GOLDERS MrANOR DRIVE LON'DON 
NWU 9H.T. PLEAISE ADD' 15% VAT 
to all Prices. , " (80 

GUY'S HOSPITAL 

DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL PHYSICS AND 
BIOENGINEERING 

MEDICAL PHYSICS 
TECHNICIAN IV . 

Two vacancies exist in the above Depart
mentfor MPTs Grade IV. 

1. To join a team of physicists and 
technicians engaged in the design, 
development, maintenance and re
pair of a wide range of electro
medical equipment. 

2. To join a team of physicists and 
technicians engaged in many as
p!;!cts of radiation physics including 
radiation dosimetry, treatment 
planning, the production of treat
ment moulds, etc. 

Minimum qualifications are ordinary 
TEC or equivalent qualifications or at 
least four years ' relevant experience. 
However, persons with G.C.E. or less 
experience may be considered for ap
pointment as a junior MPT. 

Salary: MPT IV £4668-£6137 p.a.; Junior 
MPT £3272-£4236 p.a. PLUS £859 Lon
don Weight ing. 

Further information from Dr. C. Greato
rex, Consultant Clinical Physicist, ext. 
2570. and application forms from the 
Personnel Officer, Guy's Hospital, St. 
Thomas Street, London, SE1 9RT. Tel : 
01-407 7600, ext. 3471, quoting ret. P/64. 

(1377) 

ARTICLES FOR SALE -, 

METAL CASES 
20 SWG Mild Steel Case, painted 
brown texture, fitted with non-slip, 

non-scratch feet. 

14 SWG anodised aluminium front 
and rear panels. H. 60mm, w. 

279mm, d.186mm. 

Price £12.80 inc. V.A.T. 

Free p. & p . in UX 

M. GEAR LTD. 
179a Victoria Road 
New Barnet, Herts. 

01-4492695 
(1365) 

SURPLU STOCK 
O.m.ron Relays, Crouzet 
T1mrng Motors, Crouzet Micro 
Switches, Bulgin Lep and 
Panel Lampholders, Transfor-

mers
SAE. for list 

Mr. P. Givens 
c/o R. G. MITCHELL L TO. 

HEATH ROAD, SKEGNESS, LINCS. 
TEL: 0754 67373 ( 1285) 

PRINTED CIRCUITS. Kate your 
own si-mply, cheaply anli qulcltly! 
Golden J:i·oto1all: Ligh, Sensitive La<:· 
quer - now greauy improved aDd 
very much taster. Aerosol CUY 
with full lnatructlons, £3.26. 
Developer 35p. i'ernc Chloride 
55p. Clear Acetate rheet fOJ' 
master 14-p. Copper-clad Fi.b.re·flus 
Board approx. unm thick £1.7 sq. 
ft. Post;.Pacltinc 80. - White Houae 
Electronics, t,;astle Drive, Praa 
sands, Penaance, Cornwall. (71• 

CMO·S .NEW~MG4528BrCP. M045831BIC'P 
60p ea,ch plus 30p P&.P and 15 per 
cent VAT. For further information 
please contact. Tel: 0"6.2-730 445. 

(140B 
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Electronic Engineers-
Whal you wanl, whel'e you wanl! 
T JB Electrotechnical Personnel Services is a specialised appointments 
serviCe for elechic~l ~nd electronic engineers. We have clients throughout 
the UK who urgently need technical staff at all levels from Junior Technician 
to Senior Management. Vacancies exist in all branches of electronics and 
allied disciplines - right through from design to marketing - at salary 
levels from around £4000 to £12000 p.a. 
If you wish to make the most of your qualifications and experience and 
move another rung or two up the ladder we will be pleased to help you. 

All applications are treated in strict confidence and there is no danger of 
your present employer (or other compan.ies youspecify) being made aware 
of your application. 

T JB ELECTROTECHNICAL 
PERSONNEL SERVICES, 
12 Mount Ephraim, 

Please send me a TJB Appointments Registration form: 

Name .... 

Tunbridge Wells, 
Kent. TN4 8AS. 

Address ................. . .. . ............ . 

Tel: 0892 39388 

The Hatfield Polytechnic 
School of Humanities 

Senior Technician/ 
Chief Technician 
required as soon as possible 

Grade Technical 3/4 (£5,811-£7,296) or Technical 5 
(£7,530-£8,034) dependent upon qualifications and 
experience. 
Duties are mainly connected with three. Language 
Laboratories. Applicants should be expenenced . ~nd 
well qualified in E!ectroni.cs and be capable of serv1cmg 
and repair of a w1de vanety of el~~tncal and ele:ctron!c 
equipment, tape recorders, amplifiers, etc. Dut!es will 
include full responsibility for recording, c~t.alogumg and 
storing materials. This is a supervisory pos1t1on, and close 
liaison with academic staff is ren1JirF!rl . 
Application forms and further details from the Staffmg 
Officer, The Hatfield Polytechnic, PO Box 109, College 
Lane, Hatfield, Herts. 
Please quote reference 444. 
Closing date: 27th November, 1981. (1383) 

PCB ASSEMBL V 
CAPACITY AVAILABLE 

Low or high volume, single or double 
sided, we specialise in flow line assem
bly of printed circuit boards. 

Using the Zevatron flow soldering 
system and on line lead cutting, we are 
able to deliver high quality assemblies 
on time, and competitively priced. Test 
facilities available. · 

Find out how we can help you with your 
production. Phone or write. We will be 
pleased to call qn you and discuss your 
-requirements. 

TW ELECTRONICS LTD. 
· 120 NEWMARKET ROAD 

BURY ST. EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK 
TEL: 02843931 

Sub-contract assemblers and wirers to 
the Electronics Industry 

(13119)'-

ELECTRONIC DESIGN SERVICE. 
Immediate capacity available for 
circuit design and development 
work PC artw(}rk etc. Small bateh 
and prot(}type production welco-me. 
- E.P.D.S. Ltd., lA EVa Road, 
Gillingham, Kent. Tel Medway 
(0634) 577854. (9667 

BATCH PRODIICTION wl.rtng .and 
assembly to sample or d r a.Wlngs. 
McDeane Electrlcals Ltd, lOb Sta
tion Parade, .Eallng Comm;on , Lon
don W5, Tel : 01-M 897f . (169 

PCe A-ISIIMBL Y AH·D ARIWORK 
DISSIGN servl.cil . Prototlylpes and 
batch quanu~. - Pads Electrical 
LlmUled. 01-850 Hl6 orr 01·'858 57419. 
79 A'Very Hill Road, New Eltbam, 
London. SIE9 ZaJ . ( '1'9015 

(861) 

TRIDENT AUDIO 
DEVELOPMENTS L TO. 

have the following vacancies : 

INSTALLATION ENGINEER 
TEST ENGINEER 

WIRING OPERATORS 
The above are required to join our 
successful team in the production of 
Professional Sound Recording and 

Mixing Equipment. 

Phone Alan Browning, Chertsey 60241; 
Shepperton Studio Centre, Post ~o. 38, 
Studios Road, Shepperton, M1ddx. , 

TW17 OOD. (1381) 

a 6 D OPPOIIn'UNITI ES. senior 
level vacancies for eommuntcaUons 
Harttware and Software Engineen;, 
based in West s ussex. Com-petitive 
t al aries offer ed. Please dng D·avld 
Bird at Redttfullion Radio Systems 
ltD 01·87. '1281. (116,2 

c ARTICLES FOR S!'LE __ ; 

WRONG TIME? 
MSF CLOCK is ALWAYS CORRECT - never gains or 

loses, SELF SETIING at sw1tch-on, 8 dig1ts show Date, 
Hours, Minutes and Seconds, auto GMT/SST and l_eap 
year, also parallel BCD and aud1o outputs, receives 
Rugby 60KHz alomic time Signals, bUilt-m antenna, 
1,000Km range, RIGHT TIME, £62.80 

V.L.F.? 10-150KHz Receiver£16.50 

SlG. GEN., 10Hz-200KHz, logic and 0-lV sine and square 
wave outputs, £16.80 

RADIO 4? Get it CLEAR with a 200KHz to Medium Wave 
Converter, suits any receiver, £16.90. 

60KHz RUGBY RECElVFR, as in MSF Clock, serial data 
output, £17.90. 

Each fun-IO·build kit includes all parts, printed circuit, 
case, postage, etc, money back assurance, so GET yours 
NOW 

CAMBRIDGE KITS 
45 (WZ) Old School Lane. Milton. Cambridge 

(1395) 

OSCILLOSCOP·E - T'ektronix, stor
age type 564 defunct tube, suitable 
for spare parts, best offer seeures . 
A. c. Woolvin, LM.I. Marston Ltd, 
Wolverhampton . T'el : Wolverhamp
ton (0902 l 783 361. Telex : 337Ni93 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 

LARGE PURCHASE Of RACAL EQUIPMENT 
RACAL COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS 

500kc/s-30mcls in 30 bands lmhz wide RA17L - £175. 
RA17C18 - £175. RA117E - £225. RA217 + Speaker 
Amplifier (RA317) - £380. All receivers are air tested and 
calibrated in our wo rkshop, supplied with full manual, 
dust cover in fair used condition (a few sets ava ilable as 
new at £7S extra). new black metal !Ouvred cases tor 
above sets £25 each. SIDEBOARD CONVERTERS RA63 -
£50. RA98A SSB-ISB new & boxed - £75. RA98D - £75. 
RA218 SSB-ISB & fine tune for RA 117 - £50. 
TRANSMITTER DRIVE UNIT MA79 500kcls-30mc/s SSB
ISB-DSB-FSK-CW - £150. AERIAL TUNING UNIT and 
protection unit MA 1978 - £50 COMPLETE 
TRANSMITTER TA349 500kc/s to 30m cis 1kw SSB-DSB
ISB-FSK-CW - £600. 15kw available. DECADE 
FREQUENCY GENERATORS MA350B (solid state 
synthesiser tor MA79 or RA117-RA217·RA1217 - £175. 
MA250- 1mc/s to 30mcls-£150. MA-1250 - 500kcls to 
30mcls - synthesiser for RA17 receiver - £175. EA2590 
precision frequency standard - Smcls lmc/s 100khz -
£250. RA70 & PV78 frequency shift convertor - £50. 
DIVERSITY UNIT MA168 new & boxed contams product 
detector for SSB & BFO - £25, most above supplied w1th 
full manuals. OSCILLOSCOPES - Cossor CDU150 - £175 

·with manual. Solarton CD1400 - £65. C01016 - £50 
C01014.2 - £50. Tektronix Dual Beam O$cillo$copes -
Main Frames - 502 - £40. 515A - £40. 536 -£50. 543-
£60. 545A - £70. RM545B - £80. 549 Storage - £200. 551 
- £75. 555 - £85. 556 - £90. 585A - £100. 661 - £85 
PLUG IN UNITS B-0-E-G-H-K all at £15 - L - £20. P-CA 
- £25. M-R-Z£50 - lA1 - -£120. IAZ- £80. 1A4 - .£100 
All above scopes and plug-ins have been tested, In falf 
working order and condition. Tektronix 113 delay cable 
- £50. EXTEL TRANSTEL MATRIX PRINTERS 5 level 
baudot, code, accepts speeds up to 300 .bauds. supplied 
set to 50 & 75 bauds switched, tested With manual -

·~~;~oni Bridge TF868/1 - £45. HP Sig Gen 6116A 50kcl~: 
65mc/s - £50. HP O$cilloscope 122AR - £50. Marconi 
TF995A 500kcls-220mc/s FM.AM £100. Arimec Sig Gen 
201A 3Dkcls·30mc/s - £50. H.C.D. Research Frequency 
Standard 22·2.5 100kc/s-1mcls-5mcls - £200. Motorola 
Frequency Standard 1011 - 1 mcis·l Okc/s - £250. 
Airmec Modulation Meter Z10 3mc/s-300mcls AM-FM -
£60. Bontoon Sig Gen 20211 54mcls-216mcls FM & AM-
£100. Airmec Racal Display OscillO$COpe 383 - £100. 
Marconi Sig Gen TF1060 45Dmcls-120mcls - £100. 
TF1060/3 - 470mc/s-950mcls FM & AM - £150. TF801D 
- I Omc/s to 485mc/s - £100. __ 
All items are bought-direct from U.K. Government being 
surplus equipment. Price is exworks s.a.e. for all · 
enqu iries. Phone for appointment for demonstration of 
any item. Johns Radio. Whitehall Works, Whitehall Road 
East, Birkenshaw, Bradford BOll 2ER. Tel : Bradfo1d 

_ (0274)684007(9.30 a.m.-1 p.m.). 

INVERTERS 
High quality OC-AC. _ Also "no 
break'" (2ms) static switch, 
19" rack. Auto Charger. 

COMPUTER POWER SYSTEMS 
lnterport Mains-Store Ltd. 
POB 51 , London W11 3BZ 
Tel: 01-727 7042 or 0225 310916 

(9101) 

TH.E SCIENTIFIC · 
WIRE COMPA NY 

P.O. Box 30, London, E.4 
01-531 1568 

ENAMELLED COPPER W I RE 
SWG 11b. Soz. 4oz. 2oz. 
8 to 29 2.76 1.50 0.80 0.60 
30 to 34 3.20 1.80 0.90 0.70 
35 to 39 3.40 2..00 . 1.10 0.80 
40 to 43 4 .7S 2.60 2.00 1.42 
44 to 4 7 8 .37 5.32 3.19 2.50 
48 to 49 15.96 9.58 6.38 3.69 

SILVER-PLATED COP PER WIRE ' 
14 to 30 &.50 3.75 2.20 1.40 

TINNED COPPER W I RE 
1 4 to 30 3.85 2.36 1.34 0.90 

Prices include P & P, VAT and Wire Data . 
Orders under £2 please add 20p. SAE for 

List . Dealer enquiries welcome. 

NO MORE WAITING ! Instant inte
gration ra.te and frequency meters 
accurately u.pd.ate a 3-digit LGD 
read.out at every positive si,gnal 
transition . Designed for low fre
quency measurements - crystal 
controlled accuracy. Modules avail
a:bl·e: 30-000 pulses per min or 
RPM : 250-5.000 RPM; 0 .5-9.9 Hz ; 
4-80 Hz · 30-600 Hz. £37.95 inclusive. 
SAE details. Phase Engineering, 14 
Melville Avenue. Greenford, Middle
sex. (1410 

POW ER SU·PPLY UN IT 5 volts D .. c. 
3 amps , £24 inclusive VAT, . postage 
and packing. Fo·r. furth~r mf.orma
tion write to : Elect rome & Elec
trical Servi.ces , 30 Graham Avenue, 
Brighton. Sussex. ( 1397 
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· . '-BULK BUYERS ONLY 
Large quantities or liad1o~'f.V-:-and t:lectroniCCompinents. 
RESISTORS CARBON & C/F Ya, V<!, Y2, % . 1 Watt from 1 ohm to 
_10 meg. 
RESISTORSWIREWOUND.1%, 2, 3, 5, 10, 14, 25Watt. 
CAPACITORS. Silver mica, Polystyrene, Polyester, Disc Ceramics 
Metalamite, C280, etc . ' 
Convergence Pots, Slider Pots, Electrolytic condensers, Can Types 
Axial. Radial, etc . · ' · 
Tra_nsfor~mers, c~ok~s. hqpts, tunP.rs, speakers. cables :SCreeJ'led wires 
\connect1n9 wires, scr~ws, nuts, transistors~ iCs, DTOcies~ et'C., etc. - · . 
All at Knockout prices:· Come arid pay us a visit Telephon~ 445 2 71 ~ 
445 0749 

8ROADFIELDS &-NfAYCO-I'iiSPOSAl'S , 
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley, London, N.12. 5 mins. fromTally Ita Corner (

9461
) 

IONISER KIT (MAINS 
OPERATED) 

This negative ion generator gives you the power to saturate your home or office with 
millions of refreshing ions. Without fans or moving parts it pu1s out a pleasant breeze. 
A pure flow of ions pours out like water from a fountain, filling your room. The result? 
Your air feels fresh, pure, crisp and wonderfully refreshing. 

.All parts, PCB and full instructions ....................................................................... ...... £12.50 
A suitable case including front panel, neon switch, etc ................................... ........ £10.50 

Hours: Mon. to Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-4.30 p.m. 

Price includes post and VAT. Barclaycard/Access welcome 

T. POWELL 
ADVANCE WORKS, 44 WALLACE ROAD, LONDON N1. TEL: 01·2261489 

(1358) 

. SERVICES ~ 

CIRCOLEC 
THE COMPLETE ELECTRONIC SERVICE 

Artwork, drcuit Design, PCB Assembly, Test & Repair Service, Q.A. Consultancy, 
Prototypes, Final Assembly. . 

Quality workmanship by professionals at economic prices. 

, Please telephone 01-7671233 for advice or further details. 

1 FRANCISCAN ROAD 
TOOTING, LONDON SW17 

30,000 SERVICE SHEETS IN STOCK 
COLOUR MANUALS ALSO AVAILABLE 

TV Monos, Radios £1.25; Tuners £1.25; Tape 
Recorders, Record Players, Transistors from 
£1 .25; Car Radios, Stereograms, Radiograms 
from £2. Except Colour TV Circuits from £2. State 
if circuit will do, if sheets are not in stock. All TV 
sheets are full length 24x12", not in Bits & 
Pieces. All other Data full lengths. Free Fault 
Finding Chart or TV Catalogue with order. 
Crossed P.O.s returned, if sheets not in stock. 
S.A.E. please. Please quote advert number 
with order. C. CARANNA 

71 Beaufort Park. London NW1 1 &BX 
01-45B4882(Mail0rder) (1325) 

P.C.B. MANUFACTURE 
AND ASSEMBL V 

Wave Soldering and inspection. High-. 
quality PCBs from your artwork, Protv
type design. Artwork from your circuit. 
Plate through hole PCBs. Silk screen re
sist and legend. Fast turn around. 

Endean Communications Services Ltd., 
Baileys Mill, The Cliff, Matlock, Derbys 
(0629) 4929. Tlx. 378267 ECS G. 

(84g) 

SMALL IIATCH PC•'• produced 
from your artwork. Allo DIALS, 
PAr .. ELS, LA88LS. Camera work 
undertaken. FAIT TURNAitOUND. 
- DetaU1: Winaton PromoUoas t 
Hatton Place, London IC1M IBV. 
Tel. 01-401 4117/GIIO. (tfh 

&LECTilONIC DESIGN SERVICES. 
MICROPROCESSOR HARDWARE and 
SOrl'WABI: design facllUie1 ban 
now been added w our ettabUshed 
e-Kpertlle and comprehensive teal 
facmues ·Previously anllable to 
you for AN.AILOGUE and COMMUNI· 
CATIONS designs. ~ For faateal 
results please pbone ll'r. Anderaon, 
Andertroll!ics Ltd, Bldgeway. Hoi'• 
Back. Seall'l <nr. Farnham>, surre-y. 
02518-183i. (271) 

DESIGN · AND DEVELOPMENT. 
ANA.LOGUE, DIGJ.TAL, BJ' AND 
MEOB.OWAVE ClRCJUlT AND 
SYSTEM DESIGN. Also POD daiga, 
mechanical del11n and prototy-pe/ 
small batch proou~Ucm. - Adn
more Umlttd, Unit 103 L!floom!be, 
Bracmell; Berb. Tel: Br!i~.U 
H023.. (IM 

(1391) 

BOARDRAVEN LTD. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 

Manufactured to your specifications. Single/dou
ble sided. Very speedy deliveries on prototypes 
and quantity. Master layouts if required. 
Contact: 
J. K. Harrison. Carnaby Industrial Estate, Brid
lington. North Humberside Y015 30Y. Tel. 
(0262) 78788. ' 

PRINTED CIRCUIT 
ARTWORK 

(1168) 

Designed direct from circuit diagrams, 
all types of artwork produced, also con· 
ventional printed circuit boards ·manu· 
factured. 

MAYLAND P.C.B. CO. LTD. 
4 The Drive, Maylandsea 
Nr. Chelmsford, Essex 

Tel: 0621-741 560 (1394) 

DESIG·N SEIIVJCii. Electronic De· 
sign Development and Proooot,ton 
!iervke av.atlable In Digltal 404 
Analogue Instruments lU' Tl:'ans
mUter~ and Receivers for conttoi o-f 
any funetlon at any ran·re. Teie· 
metry, Vid~o Tr-anamltti!.rs and 
Monitors, Mok!rised Pan and 'Nlt 
Heads etc. Supplleu to the Induttey 
ror 1-a ye.ars. Pbone or write Mr. 
Falkner, R.C.S. Electron.tcs, 8 \Vol~ 
sey Road, AShford, Jl.tddle.ea; 
P.hone Ashford 581181. (834.1 

TURN YOUR SU·RPLU;S Capacitors~ 
tr.aMisto.rs, etc, into cash. Contad 
COLES·HARiDlNG & Co., 103 Boutb 
Br1n·k, Wlatbech, Cambs. OPU-4188. 
Immedlate .settlemilnt. We also Wei· 
come the opportunity to quote for 
complete f&ctory ciearanee. _ (1681 

PRINTED CIRCUIT MANUFACTURE. 
Very fast, reliable service. Lowest 
prices . Prototypes welcome. Inhouse 
photography. Phone 0674-573 f-or 
instant quote or writie _to AKTRO· 
NIGS Ltd . 42/44 Ford Street, More· 
tonhampstead, Dev-on. (9857 
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QUARTZ CRYSTAL 
* High stability gold electrodes * Cold weld units * Guaranteed 7-day service available * Frequencies 1 to 70 MHz . 

Tel: Hythe (07031 848961 
Telex: 47506 Crystl G. 

OSCI,LLOSCOPES signal generators 
DVMs, analysers, etc, for sale. 
Real savings o·n new C(}St Cast 
also paid fo.r good test equipment. 
Tel: WaTe 87143(). (1382 

FACILITIES AVAILABLE 
*Circuit Design & Development 
Digital and Analogue 
*Artwork Layout 
Free prototype bd. (non PTH) 
Supplied with orders over £100. 
* Board Manufacture 
Prototype to semi-production. 
*Wiring & Assembly 
PCB assembly, wiring and cable forming. 
*Test 
Full test facilities available. 
*Copper Clad Board 
D/S fibreglass 1000 Sq inches of assorted 
useful sizes. re:oo inc. post. 

One or all services avail- !fijJ 
able, no order too small. 
Please telephone Chelms-
ford 357g35 or write to 
H.C.R., 1 Bankside, off New 
Street, Chelmsford, Essex. · 

DAYVILLE SERVICES 
LIMITED 

(1169) 

40 Military Road, Colchester, Essex 

A complete PCB service offered. We will 
work from your circuit diagram and 
produce the finished board. 

Any type of board manufactured includ
ing double-sided and PTH. Legend and 
solder resist available if required. 

Our rates are very competitive and we 
offer a FREE collection and delivery ser
vice on orders above £200. Turnaround 
can be as little as three days. 

Telephone Colchester (0206) 
71000/70699 with your PCB require
ments and we will be happy to oblige. 

(14141 

SHEET METAL WORK, flme o' 
general front panele chii.Mta. 
covers, bolles1 pro:tatypea. 1 off or 
batch work, 1ast tumround. Gl-"i 
2895. M. Gear Ltd., 17fA Victoria 
Road, Now Barnet, Hem. <&U 

ARTICLES WANTED 1 

WANTED 
Test equipment, receivers, valves. transmit: 
ters, components, cable and electronic 
scrap, any quantity. Prompt service and 
cash. Member of A.R.R.A. 

M& BRADIO 
86 Bishopsgate Street 

Leeds LS1 4BB 
0532-35649 

Classified 

Also 200 KHz 70 MHz Clock Crystal 
Oscillator, TIL, compatible DI-P pack
age. 

McKNIGHT CRYSTAl CO. LTD. 
Hard ley Industrial Estate 
Hythe, Southampton, 504 6ZY 

ARTICLES WANTED 

WANTED!. 
all types of scrap and 
REDUNDANT 

ELECTRONIC & 
COMPUTER 
MATER.IALS 

,with precious metal content 

TRANSISTORS 
& PRINTED 

CIRCUIT BOARDS 
TO COMPLETE 
COMPUTERS 

THE COMMERCIAL 
SME-LTING & 

REFINING Co. Ltd. 
171 FARRINGDON ROAD 

LONDON EC1R 3AL 
Tel: 01-837 1475 

Cables: COMSMELT, EC1 
Works: R.ECKNEY. Nr. LEICESTER 

' . (205) 

WANTED. EHT Transformers for 
Dynamco 7, liHt oscilloscope, Dyn
amc-o p-art n'-lmbe_r Al08-02:19. Con
tact Mr M. J. To1wnfend, 10 Swin
burne Street. Derby. Tel: (0332) 
367·851, eve-nings only. (H02 

WANTED: Sampling Scope, Ph.ilips 
PM3400 or Textrcmix, good condi-
ti(}n essenti.aJ. Ring Weymouth 
<030 57) 73744. <1386 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 

TO ALL MANUFACTURERS 
AND WHOLESALERS 

I IN THE ELECTRONIC 
RADIO AND TV 

FIELD 

BROAbFIELDS & 
MAYCO DISPOSALS 

w ill pay you to,p prices for any large st6cks of'' 
surplus or redundant componen-ts which _you 
may wish to clear . We will ca'll anywhere ln. 
the UnitPrl Kingdom. 

21 LODGE LANE 
NORTH FIN-<;:HLEY, LOND.ON N1;! $_JG. 
Telephone Nos • . 01-445 0741)/445 2713 

After office hours 958 7624 

.(91_73), 
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COMPUTER APPRECIATION 
86 High Street, Bletchingley, Redhill, Surrey RH14PA. Tel: Godstone (0883) 843221 

POP 11/23 SYSTEM comprising latest processor with hardware floating point & MMU; %K memory; 2 serial 

lines; twin DIABLO Series 30 disk drives (RK05 compatible: 2.5 mByte each); LOGABAX LX 180 printer; 
OUME daisy printer with attached keyboard. Complete with p.s.u. & all electronics & in working order. 

Needs intelligent e,ngineer to interface .... ..... ...... .... ..... .......................... ....... ....... .... .. ....................... ................ .. .. £525 

~~~~i~"s~~~E~~~~~~i~y:,~x~~F-i io~~~~~~:~~e!~hvra~ ~~:;~ns
1~~ \~ B~F1 ~!~ c'AEL.Li's .. ia··;;;·B~~ 

removable & 5 fixed) disk drive, 2 serial lines, SYSTIME VOU . .................... .. .... .. ................ .. .... .... .... .. ........ .. £3,650 

ODEC Model4000 belt printer. 651pm. Pa.-allel TIL interface. Manufactured 1980 ....... ... ............... , .... ........... £75 

~~~~~~~~!E;i!~ ~~5~u~~h==~~-~s~:~eag~':,'~~~~~Yab~:u~~~r~d~ea~~r~~~ ~edl~:~i1 c~~~::rb~eo~-i~h~~~ 

VENTEK SYSTEM comprisin!j12 line VOU, 16K processor, twin 8" floppy disk drives, QUME daisy wheel DEC RK05 drive for PDP/LSI11 ............................................................................................................................ P
.O.A. 

printer & modem unit. Operating system 1s included ...................................................................................... £1,650 As previous item, but with cartridge removable by engineer rather than operator ................. .... ... ............... £425 

MOTOROLA EXORCISER System for 6809. With 32K bytes, twin EXOR disc II floppy disk drives, printer 

interface & several other options. 1 year old & available at approx. one third current list price ... , ............. P.O.A. ~~~~g; ~~~e~~t84b~j~kT~~;:· ~~v'!::9a"r~~~~~~:~~tywiti~h d
0onc~~xeen~:t~n °~~J0~a~:~~~g i~~~~~ 

2~a0nda';'d 

DTC MICROFILE MICRO COMPUTER SYSTEMS. Compact 8080 based boxed systems available in various 

f~t~!!fa~~~~iob~th b~~~;e & c~~~~~~1~Jn~ . ~~csti':~r:~~~::~~ll~ df~~~ ~~~~~r~~~~Pta~i~~cfi1t~~~~~~:~:e;t~: 
interface. IOMEC are no longer in business, nevertheless, electronic components are standard and we can 

supply incomplete drives free of charge to buyers. Service is, in any case, apparently available for IOMEC 

programmable front panel display 8K RAM & 7K EPROM. Free software includes powerful operating 

system. BASIC, assembler & letter writer. Prices from £450 for twin drive machine. 
g1~oU.B1~~~~sNP~~~t~r~~~~~:n~~:~·F>·su::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: : : :::::: :: :::: : :::::::::::::::::: : :::: : ::::::::: :: ::::: : ::::::: : ::::::.~~ 
FACIT. 4060 PTP .............................................................................................................................

.......................... £150 

INTEGRATED COMPUTER SYSTEMS Microcomputer Training System. Versatile suitcase 8080 system with 

keyboard EPROM. RAM. S100 bus, cassette & terminal interfaces & demonstration 1/0 including motor 
FACIT 115 1000 cps PTR. ............... .. ............. .. .............................................................. ..... .................... .. ............ .. .. £175 

TREND. Model UDR 700 optical tape reader mounted in case with tape handler ............... ...... ...................... £275 

control, speaker & thermistor. Ideal Christmas present. ........................... ................................................. .... .... £225 

~~~~~~q~~~:s ~~~~·~~~~':.'~ro·~· (~~a;~~~r~fl.~~~t=~~~r?c ~oP~Bgll.t~~~;~!~t~~-~~-~-~~ .. ~~ .. ~~-~~.~.~ ~ 
TREND. Model HSR 500 PTR .............................................................................................................................

... .. £225 

RDL 9-track NRZ compact magtape .............. .............................. .. .......... ... .. ... .... ......... .. ... .. ... .................. ... ............ £95 

SANYO 12" monitor ............................................................................................................................
...................... £65 

~W~~~:~~~~~~-:t~~~i;1iF::i8H~:~:~~~·L::~:a:~~·: ~::~:~: ~:~:~~:i:~:::~:::~::~~~~:~:~:~~:::::::::::: ::::: : ::::: ::f,5 Please note: * VAT and carriage extra all items. * Visitors welcome, but by appointment please. 

DATA DYNAMICS MQdel-303 KSR. LA36 in 0/D case. Terminal with U/L case matrix printer, 110-300 Baud. 

... ............ .. ........ ... ............ .. .. .. ... .... ....................... .. ............................ .. ............ ............ ... .. .... ....................................... £225 
* We are keen to bid competitively for all good used equipment. * We can supply a colour VHS tape of any item for the price of a tape. Alternatively, send your own tape 

with return postage. 
TELETYPES. Final clearance of few remain in~ RO, KSR_& ASR machines from .............................. ....... ... ....... £50 
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LOOKING AT 
IANTEX 
~RING IRONS! 

The secret 
model, from 

is in t he range of bits for each 
19mm down to 0.5mm! No 

screws to seize .up push-on bits which 

cover the elements to save time and energy. 

_The new range of An1ex irons come 

With or without safety plugs fitted . 

They are tougher than ever, and about 

twice as efficient as conventional 
designs. 

Specify low wattage, low leakage 

Ant ex Irons now. 

;----------------------------~~ 
f Our products are Widely d1stnbuted by 

1 wholesalers and retailers throughout the 

1 UK Please try your local dealer. 
1 Please send literature and pnce list to : 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 

~---L. ____________ ! 

Name 

. . . . . . . . Telephone 

. Address ... 

WW-002 FOR FURTHER DETAILS 

---~-----------------------, 

ANTEX (Electronics) Ltd. 
Mayflower House, Plymouth , Devon . 
Tel : (0752) 667377 /8 Telex : 45296 

... , 
' \ 
' I . I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I So111a of lha TILOMA.N 
PRODUCTS, RANGE 

TOOL PALLET FOR 
: .. · ,. SPANNERS (PRICES ON APPLICATION) 

SIZE TL 100 19"x 14"x 6" 

THE TL 100 HAS BEEN DESIGNED FOR THE PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS, TV 
OR INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN WHO NEEDS TO CARRY A LARGE NUMBER OF 
SPECIALIST TOOLS~ CONSTRUCTED FROM HARD WEARING ABS WITH STRONG 
ALUMINIUM FRAMES, TWIN HANDLES AND TOGGLE lOCKS. A MOULDED TRAY 
IN THE BASE, A COMPREHENSIVE 2 SIDED TOOL PALLET THAT IS REVERSIBLE 

. WITH SPACE FOR OVER 40.TOOLS. THERE IS SPACE FOR DOCUMENTS AND A 
HEAT SINK FOR A HOT SOLDERING IRON TO PREVENT ANY DAMAGE BEING 
CAUSED. . 
ALSO AVAILABLE IS THE TL99 WHICH IS A SMALLER VERSION OF THE TL100. 

TOOLROLL £8.95 inc. VAT P&P £LOO 
MEASURES 23"x13:: WHEN OPEN. MADE FROM PVC. 
IT CAN HOLD UPTO 30 TOOLS AND H TS. 

SALES PRESENTERS' £7.48 inc. VAT P&P £1.50 
IT CONTAINS 3 DOCUMENT POCKETS 4.RING BINDER 
BOARD CLIP WITH QUICK RELEASE. SIZE A4 

TLW4 

Thieman Products Ltd 
'Wychwood '2 Abbots Ripton Ad, Sapley, Cambs. PE17 2LA 
Tel: (0480) 65534 

Some of the TELOMAN 

PRODUCTS RANGE 

■ n • " II 

L L11 I H ll 

AST 
("LUa» 

i 4m ,• 

SIZE TL100 19"x 14"x 6" V 

TL99 17"x 12 £39 90 

0(ycr. 

- 
TOOL PALLET FOR 
SPANNERS ( PRICES ON APPLICATION) 

TOOLROLL £8.95 inc. VAT P&P £1.00 
MEASURES 23"x13;; WHEN OPEN. MADE FROM PVC. 
IT CAN HOLD UP TO 30 TOOLS AND HAS 3 POCKETS. 

If/If \ 

\%^V 

i ■ iiiiim 1 

' \ \ uWli' 

SALES PRESENTERS £7.48 inc. VAT P&P £1.50 
IT CONTAINS 3 DOCUMENT POCKETS 4 RING BINDER 
BOARD CLIP WITH QUICK RELEASE . SIZE A4 

THE TL100 HAS BEEN DESIGNED FOR THE PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS, TV 
OR INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN WHO NEEDS TO CARRY A LARGE NUMBER OF 
SPECIALIST TOOLS. CONSTRUCTED FROM HARD WEARING ABS WITH STRONG 
ALUMINIUM FRAMES, TWIN HANDLES AND TOGGLE LOCKS. A MOULDED TRAY 
IN THE BASE, A COMPREHENSIVE 2 SIDED TOOL PALLET THAT IS REVERSIBLE 
WITH SPACE FOR OVER 40 TOOLS. THERE IS SPACE FOR DOCUMENTS AND A 
HEAT SINK FOR A HOT SOLDERING IRON TO PREVENT ANY DAMAGE BEING 
CAUSED. 
ALSO AVAILABLE IS THE TL99 WHICH IS A SMALLER VERSION OF THE TL100. 

TLW4TOOLWALLET MEASURES 1WHEN CLOSED. MADE FROM 
REINFORCED PVC WITH A HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL ZIP. 

REDISCOUNT STRUCTURE FOR MULTIPLE USERS ONLY 
RECUSTOM MADE TOOL PALLETS ( ONLY FOR LONG RUNS ) 

TOOLS WILL BE REQUIRED FOR MEASURING 
BUT WILL BE RETURNED. 

Please send 

0 I Enclosed / 
^n^checjue. 

Name TL 100/TL99 P&P £2.60 extra) 
Company 

Address 

Tools NOT included. British made. 
Money back guarantee. Allow 7-21 days for delivery. 

O 

V0 

f 

13 
7S 
mc VAT P&P £1 50 

Tim 

Ifeleman Products Ltd 
' Wychwood ' 2 Abbots Ripton Rd, Sapley, Cambs. PE17 2LA 
Tel; (0480) 65534 
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